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WILD LIFE IN A WEST HIGHLAND
DEER FOREST

By William Eagle Clarke, LL.D.

{Continued from "Scottish Naturalist" 1917, page 288.)

Redstart, Phcenicurus phoznicurus.

A common summer visitor to the Loch Ossian birch wood,
where it nests at least as high as 1630 feet. It also frequents the

wooded glens which furrow the sides of Loch Treig, where it is to

be met with at an altitude of 1000 feet or more.

Redbreast, Erithacus rubecula.

British Race, E. rubecula melophilus.

A few, possibly colonists, pass the entire year in the Lodge and
other gardens at the foot of Loch Ossian (1300 feet). It is,

however, commoner as a summer visitor to the birch wood, where

it ranges as high as 1600 feet. It emigrates in the autumn,

returning in spring. It appears to be confined to the subalpine
zone of the Forest, for it was not observed at Loch Treighead during
several yearly visits paid to that locality in the month of June.

Stonechat, Saxicola rubicola.

This bird is very local, and is doubtless a summer visitor. I

have observed a pair for several years in succession on some rough
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2 THE SCOTTISH NATURALIST

ground, at iooo feet, on the side of the main stream which flows

into the head of Loch Treig.

Whinchat, Saxicola rubetra.

A few resort each summer to rough grassy ground where whins

and other cover flourish. In such haunts it is to be found nesting

at from 800 to 1350 feet.

Wheatear, (Enanthe ivnanthe.

A common summer visitor to the moors, mountain sides, and

stoney tops. In such situations it nests up to at least 3100 feet,

and probably higher. In 191 7 was first noted on the 7th of April.

Hedge-Accentor, Accentor ^nodularis.

This is another of the feathered colonists which have followed

man into these remote regions. Like the bird itself, its require-

ments are modest in the extreme, for a pair have taken up their

abode in the few square yards of garden at Corrour station, the

summit ridge (1350 feet) of the West Highland Railway. It is now
also a resident species, though few in numbers, in the Lodge and

other gardens, and in the adjacent pine plantations at 1300 feet.

Beyond these haunts it has not been observed in the Forest.

Dipper, Cinclus cinclus.

British Race, C. cinclus britannicus.

The Water Ouzel is at home on the rivers, burns, and lochs, up
to an elevation of 1800 feet. The higher reaches of the mountain

burns, however, with their rugged boulder-strewn beds and rushing

torrents, are quite unsuited to its peculiar aquatic habits. In

winter it seems quite at home on the ice fringing the open water

on Loch Ossian ; where, too, I frequently observed it alight on

the water and swim about and dive after the manner of a Dabchick.

Wren, Troglodytes troglodytes.

Very common and resident in the ravines and among rocks

and undergrowth in the birch wood, where it occurs as high as

1700 feet. It is also numerous in the plantations of young pines,

and is not infrequent in .the Lodge gardens, and on the burn sides

of both the subalpine and valley zones.

Spotted Flycatcher, Muscicapa grisola.

Another interesting visitor which is not uncommon during

spring and summer. Its chief haunts are in the birch wood,
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where, however, it has not been observed above 1400 feet. A
few frequent the Lodge garden (1300 feet) and the wooded margins
of the river and burn sides about Loch Treighead at 800 feet or

more.

Swallow, Hirundo rustica.

This familiar bird is only to be regarded as a casual visitor

to any part of the Forest, and as such is chiefly observed in small

parties in June. It has mostly come under notice about the

Lodge and at Loch Treig.

House-Martin, Delichon vrbica.

A few visit the subalpine and valley zones as casual visitors

during the month of June. An account of the several known

attempts of this bird to establish itself as a nesting species, along
with a supposed cause of its failure, have already been alluded to

(Scottish Naturalist, 191 7, p- 261).

Cuckoo, Cuculus canorus.

A common summer visitor to the subalpine and valley zones. It is

chiefly found in the birch wood where it occurs up to 1600 feet

(its highest altitude in the Forest as at present ascertained), and is

also frequent on Loch Treig side.

Swift, Micropus apus.

Several appeared at the foot of Loch Ossian on the Sth of June,

and again on the 12th, in 191 7. In both instances their appearance
was associated with the advent of unsettled weather an event

which I have many times noted, even at such a remote observing

station as Fair Isle.

LONG-EARED OWL, Asio OtllS.

A pair or two are resident in the birch wood where they rear

their broods in old Crows' nests, sometimes at an altitude of 1700
feet. In December 19 15 I disturbed a family party of five

birds roosting in some small close-set pines on the side of

Loch Ossian.

Tawny Owl, Strix aluco.

Is a not uncommon resident. It nests in various situations

at altitudes ranging from 1250 to 1750 feet. The highest nest

is on a ledge of rock on the face of a crag, and the lowest is in

a similar situation. In the birch wood its nursery is in a hole in

the trunk of an old tree at 1300 feet.
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Buzzard, Buteo buteo.

The Common Buzzard is not a native of the Corrour Forest, but

is not uncommon in a neighbouring domain where there are sparsely

wooded cliffs on which it nests. From this haunt the bird

occasionally visits the neighbourhood of Lochs Ossian and Treig.

Golden Eagle, Aquila cluysactus.

Three pairs of this fine characteristic Highland bird are natives

of the Forest. I visited their eyries in June last for the purpose of

ascertaining their altitudes, and the nature of the chosen sites. All

were placed on crags with a more or less steep face of rock below

and above them, and they were also all recessed, and would thus

escape the rush of the wind from all quarters. Their front aspects

were easterly. In one instance there were alternate sites not more

than 10 feet apart. Their altitudes were respectively 1950, 2050,

and 2420 feet.

Peregrine Falcon, Falco peregrinus.

Two or three pairs are natives of the Forest, where they nest

on the precipitous faces of crags at altitudes ranging from 1750 to

1850 feet. This bird is present during the winter, but probably

not in the same numbers as in the spring. I saw one, or more, in

December, stooping down upon the open spaces in the birch wood
for the purpose of putting to flight both Black and Red Grouse

which were feeding there.'0

Merlin, Falco (r,salo?i.

This species appears to be quite a rare bird in the Forest, for it

has only come under my notice in summer on the wild moorland

ground, at 1150 feet, bordering the Blackwater Loch.

Kestrel, Falco tinnunculus.

Is quite common in summer, and nests on the rocky faces

in various parts of the Forest at elevations as high as 2000 feet. It

is not, however, found in the woods. Its presence at Corrour in

the winter is doubtful.

Sparrow-Hawk, Accipiter nisus.

A pair nests annually in the birch wood, to which the bird

is a summer visitor. The site of the nest varies, but is usually from
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1500 to 1600 feet. Single birds have been observed and shot in

the wood as late as the 6th of October.

Cormorant, Phalacrocorax carbo.

Occasionally pays visits to Lochs Ossian and Treig. Such

visits are usually of short duration.

Mallard, Anns boscas.

Is a common resident. In summer it nests on moorland

ground bordering the lochs of the subalpine zone at altitudes from

1 100 to 1950 feet, and in the alpine area at 2100 feet. It breeds

also in the valley zone in the vicinity of Loch Treig at 750 feet. It

is surprisingly numerous as a winter bird, and remarkably tame

because unmolested. During the severe weather of early December

191 5, when there was much ice, no less than thirteen in one party

were observed on the grassland near the margin of Loch Ossian,

at 1300 feet, most of which, it was interesting to observe, were

seemingly already paired. A nest was found on Loch Ossian side,

with fifteen eggs, on the 26th of April 191 6.

Teal, Querquedula crccca.

The Teal is the commonest duck found in the Forest. It is

not, however, the most generally distributed, for its haunts are

confined to the higher zones, to which it is chiefly a summer

visitor. In summer its chief resorts are hill lochs, near the margins

of which it nests at altitudes ranging from 1350 to 2100 feet.

It also nests on the moorlands adjoining the Blackwater Loch

at 1 100 feet. I have never seen it on Loch Treig or in its vicinity.

Goosander, Mergus merganser.

A fine adult male appeared on the open water of Loch Ossian

on the 3rd of December 19 15, but was not seen afterwards.

Red-breasted Merganser, Mergus serrator.

A pair nest annually about the head of Loch Treig. I have seen

the female with her brood there for several successive years, and

occasionally had the pleasure of observing her on the loch sometimes

carrying the whole of her numerous family on her back, and have

witnessed her submerge to allow the chicks to take their places
there. This species also nests on the River Treig, but has not

been observed in other zones in the Forest.

c
c
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Heron, Ardca cinerea.

A single pair is resident. In summer these birds have their

nest on islands, on which there are trees, in one or two lochs,

varying the sites according to their fancy. The altitude of these

alternative sites is 1270 and 1350 feet. They go far afield in search

of food, and visit the highest and most remote hill lochs which

contain trout. In winter I have observed single birds at open water

on both the River and Loch Ossian.

Woodcock, Scolopax rusticola.

One or two pairs, at most, are summer visitors to the Ossian

birch wood, and nest there between 1300 and 1600 feet. In

spring these birds are observed performing their characteristic

"roding" flights, but never more than two birds so engaged have

been seen on the wing simultaneously. I saw a single bird in the

birch wood at 1400 feet on the 18th of June 191 7; and another

among trees at the head of Loch Treig on the 24th of June 19 r 5.

A Woodcock was seen in its nesting haunts on the 25th of April

191 7; and one was observed near Loch Ghuilbinn on the 3rd of

February 19 16.

Snipe, Gallinago gallinago.

A summer visitor to the subalpine and valley zones of the

Forest, over whose moist moorlands it is sparsely distributed and

nests at from Soo to 1350 feet. The first of the season in 1916
was observed on Loch Ossian side on the 24th of April.

Dunlin, Tringa alpina.

A few pairs pass the summer and rear their young on flat and

more or less wet moorland ground at 1350 feet. It is also to be

found, at 1100 feet and upwards, on the extensive range of peaty

moor borderinc; the Blackwater.
*to

Greenshank, Totanus nebularius.

A few pairs of this characteristic Highland summer bird frequent,

and nest on, moist, grassy, moorland ground, at from 1100 to

1350 feet.

Redshank, Totanus totanus.

Although there is a very extensive area of ideal nesting ground
for this bird at 1350 feet, yet it does not breed there, nor elsewhere

in the Forest. Perhaps the altitudes of the suitable haunts are too

high. It is, however, a casual visitor to Loch Treig in June, but

only remains a few hours.
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Common Sandpiper, Totanus hypoleucus.

Is found commonly in the spring and summer on the margins
of all the lochs, rivers, and larger burns, and nests there from

7yo feet at Loch Treig to 1940 feet at Loch na Lap. Has been

observed on Loch Ossian side on the 30th of April, and leaves

in September.

Curlew, Numenius arquata.

An abundant summer visitor to the extensive tracts of grassy

moorland ground of the subalpine zone where it nests from 1000

to 1350 feet. In the alpine zone it is not uncommon, and breeds

on suitable mountain slopes up to 2500 feet. Arrived at Corrour

in the springs of 191 6 and 191 7 on the 7th of April.

Golden Plover, Charadrius apricaritis.

There seems to be a dearth of ground in the Forest suited to

the requirements of this bird, for its summer haunts at Corrour are

confined to one or two dry, heathery and mossy plateaux at 2700 and

3000 feet. These nesting haunts, however, are only resorted to by

a few pairs. In both spring and autumn some numbers are observed

on their way to and from neighbouring breeding habitats. At

Corrour much ground which would be otherwise suitable for nesting

purposes is of too moist a nature.

Lapwing, Vanellus vanellus.

This is a very scarce native of the Forest, to which it is a

summer visitor. A single pair breeds annually on some rough

grassland at the foot of Loch Ossian at 1300 feet, but in 191 7

two pairs nested there for the first time. In the same season

another pair reared young on moorland ground, where it had been

previously unknown, at 1350 feet. Finally a pair was observed on

the moor, probably annually resorted to, bordering the Blackwater

(1100 feet) in June 1917. In autumn it has been observed as late

as the 20th of November, and in spring has arrived as early as the

24th of February. As travelling migrants, twenty-four passed Ossian

on the 24th of March 191 6.

Oystercatcher, Htematopus ostralegus.

This bird is only an occasional visitor, chiefly at the periods of

its vernal and autumnal migrations, to the margins of Loch Treig

(784 feet) and Loch Ossian (1269 feet).
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Gulls.

Though no species of Gull has, as yet, been known to breed in

the Forest, nevertheless a few adults of the Black-headed Gull

{Larus ridibundus), the Lesser Black-backed Gull {Larus fuscus

qffinis), the Herring Gull {Larus argentatus), and the Common
Gull {Larus canus) are more or less in evidence during the

summer season beside the lochs and on the moorlands of the

Forest. On the 15th of June 191 7 a pair of Common Gulls at the

Blackwater Loch were very noisy and behaved as if they had young
on one of the islands.

Black-throated Diver, Colymbus arcticus.

This is one of the scarcest birds in the Forest. Nevertheless, it

nests annually on moorland and hill lochs at elevations from 1300
to 2000 feet. In search of food it goes far afield, and regularly

visits other lochs, including some at lower elevations. It has been

recorded as having arrived at its nesting haunts as early as the

1st of March, has well-grown downy young towards the end of

June, and has remained in its summer quarters as late as the 16th

of October.

Little Grebe, Podiccps fluviatilis.

In 191 7 a pair took up summer quarters on a reedy moorland

loch at 1350 feet, and were observed there along with their tiny

chicks on the 15th of June. The birds may have bred on this same

loch in the past, but though it was often visited they were not

observed until this year.

Corncrake, Crex crex.

A pair of these birds seek a croft of grassland at the foot of

Loch Ossian in most years, and spend the summer and nest there

at 1300 feet. This species has not been observed elsewhere in the

Forest. It was first heard in 191 7 on the 17th of May.

Waterhen, Gallinula chloropus.

A resident species, fairly common and widely distributed.

In summer it nests on Loch Treig at 784 feet, on moorland lochs

at 1350, and occasionally, amid desolate surroundings, at a hill

lochan at 2060 feet. A few remain all the winter about the foot

of Loch Ossian at 1300 feet; and when their aquatic haunts are

sealed by ice they frequent the sides of frozen ditches and the

grassland, retiring to the adjoining plantations when disturbed.
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Pheasant, Phasianus colchicus.

Is not a native of the Forest ; but a hen-bird found its way to

the foot of Loch Ossian (1300 feet) in autumn a few years ago, and
after remaining several weeks disappeared with the advent of the
first snow of the season.

Partridge, Perdix perdix.

A pair nest annually at Loch Treighead at about 800 feet. In

the autumn of 1915 a covey appeared on the 21st of October on

ground at the foot of Loch Ossian (1300 feet), and remained there

all the winter. This is the only known instance of the visit of this

bird to the subalpine zone.

Black Grouse, Lyrunts tetrix.

Is fairly abundant in the birch wood and on the wooded margin
and ravines on Loch Treig side. In the former it nests to the limit

of trees at 1 600-1 70c feet. In winter it was observed to feed on

the seeds of the birch catkins.

Red Grouse, Lagopus scoticus.

Is present in the Forest in considerable numbers and over wide

areas, and even nests in open heathery expanses in the birch wood.

On the high moorland tracts it occurs up to 3000 feet, but the

nest has not been found above 2250 feet. In winter Grouse have
been found on ground well over 2000 feet in altitude. At this

season the writer has seen them alight on trees and rest there, quite
at ease in a crouching position on the branches.

Ptarmigan, Lagopus mutus.

Numerous on the higher ground, and breeds just below the cairn

(36 1 1 feet) on Beinn Eibhinn. The lowest nest seen by myself
was at 2100 feet, but I am told that it has been found, on rare

occasions, as low as 1700 feet. Ptarmigan remain in their highest
haunts during winter, and seek their food at the foot of rocky
faces where the ground is free from snow.

The following records of altitudinal ranges relate chiefly

to Insects, and were made in June 191 7. The Forest is

particularly rich in insect-life, and affords exceptional oppor-
tunities for research.
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REPTILE.

Viviparous Lizard, Laccrta vivipara, 1350 feet.

AMPHIBIAN.

Frog, Rana temporaria, 2900 feet.

INSECTS.

Coleoptera (Beetles).

Cicindclla campestris, 1600 feet.

Nebria gyllenhalii, 3570 and 36 11 feet.

Carabus catenulatus, 2000-361 1 feet.

Carabus glabratus, 1350-2900 feet.

Pterostichus vitrei/s, 2000 feet.

Philonthus proximus, 1350 feet.

Nccrophorus mortuorum, 1350-2000 feet.

Silpha rugosa, 1350 feet.

Geotrupes sylvaticus, 1300-2000 feet.

Corymbit*s cupreus, 2000 feet.

Sericosomus brunneus, 1350 feet.

Hylobius abietes, 1350 feet.

Lepidoptera (Butterflies and Moths).

Fieris napi, 1400 feet.

Vanessa urtica, 1300 feet.

Spilosoma fuliginosa, 2000 feet.

Scodione belgiaria, 1 1 00 feet.

Diptera (Flies).

Cephanomyia rufibarbis, 1300-3000 feet.

Hypoderma diana, 1250-3000 feet.

Sericomyia lappona, 2000-3000 feet.

Phaonia incana, 2900 feet.

For the identification of the more critical species of Insects, I

am indebted to Mr Wm. Evans and Mr P. H. Grimshaw.
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THE MIGRATIONS OF CHIMERA MONSTROSA

By Alexander Meek.

The records of the captures of Chimcera vwnstrosa by
Aberdeen trawlers have been published by Professor

D'Arcy W. Thompson,
1 and he has attempted therefrom

to give us an account of the migrations of this species. It is

not always easy to gather what Professor Thompson means

in the course of the paper, for he shows a disposition to

modify the statements he has made in one part of the paper

when fresh facts have been acquired at a later period. But

his main contention appears to be that the Northern

Chimaera winters off the coast of Norway and migrates in

the spring and summer to the Atlantic, and that the egg

laying takes place for the most part in the greatest depths

to which the species descends.
" So far, then, as the Western

or Atlantic area is concerned, it would appear that both the

eggs and young of this fish occur towards the lowest limits

of the known depths to which this species descends "

(page 245). He points out on page 247 that in T//c

Migrations of Fish I said that the Chimaera was a

bathypelagic fish of the North Atlantic which migrated

towards the Continent in spring and early summer, and

I would like to add to this that I also stated that during this

migration spawning took place.
"
These, and also certain

other parts of Professor Meek's account, are by no means in

accord with the conclusions to which we have been led."

I am glad he has said so, for if the migration is the

catadromous one, which Professor Thompson asks us to

accept, it is without parallel amongst fishes which deposit

demersal eggs. Professor Thompson has taken the acci-

dental captures made during seven years, many of them

being records of only one fish, and he has submitted this

scanty material to a method of smoothing which he will

find it difficult to justify.

1 The Scottish Naturalist, October 1917, p. 235.
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If we refer the records he gives on page 238 to the

squares of his chart, we find that they give us a much wider

distribution with respect to time of year than Professor

Thompson would have us believe. The most easterly

records, those of squares XII, XVI, and XX, indicate that

forty-three fish were obtained between October and January.

To this number I can add twelve obtained in February

1909 from square XX, and I learned then that Chimaera was

obtained from the same region in March of several years,

at the period of the year when the Shields boats go to that

area. Holt's record extends the occurrence in this region to

May. The other squares east of the Shetlands indicate

captures from December to April. We have thus evidence

of the presence in the north North Sea region of Chimaera

from October to May.
West of the Orkneys and Shetlands the records refer to

fewer captures got from May to September.
It is plain, therefore, that Chimaera is rare in the area

considered, and the incidence of capture is due, to a certain

extent at least, to the fact that certain regions are fished

more particularly in the season of capture.

It was only after he had made his reconstruction that

Professor Thompson was plainly told by Holt's Irish records,

and especially by the fishermen at Cardiff and Fleetwood,

that the home of the Chimaera is in the North Atlantic. He
was informed that north-west and south-west of Ireland and

south as far as Spain, Chimaera is numerous and caught all

the year. At the time, a year or two ago, when fishing was

prosecuted with increased intensity from the western ports

and was joined in by boats from eastern ports, it became

plain that Chimaera and other bathypelagic fish of the North

Atlantic became more and more numerous the deeper the

water.

It is not a scarce fish, therefore, in the North Atlantic,

although as has been said it is scarce north of Scotland and

north of the North Sea. This is the first point which it is

necessary to appreciate, for it follows that the few fish which

are found north-west of Scotland and perhaps even beyond
that to Norway, have migrated there from the Atlantic. Of
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this migration Professor Thompson's reconstruction tells us

nothing. If they winter off the coast of Norway and migrate
to the Atlantic in summer, then we ought to have evidence

of a migration, say in autumn to the Norwegian region.

We must therefore examine a little more particularly the

evidence which Professor Thompson has collected.

I have in the following table rearranged the captures,

Summary of the Records of Capture of Chim?era monstrosa

collected by Professor UArcy W. Thompson arranged

according to Season.

West.
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indicating their relative position according to the squares in

Professor Thompson's Fig. I, but separating the captures
made in each season. The figures in each case give the

number of fish, the number of the month, and the year.

Thus, in the upper part of the table in square XIII "2.6.09"
means that two Chimaerae were caught in June 1909. It will

be seen that when presented in this way the evidence points

as much to an easterly as a westerly migration.
It will be observed also that the records arrange

themselves into a western summer and an eastern winter

group. The captures made in the western half of the region
are remarkably consistent. They serve to indicate that from

May or June to September a number of Chimaera arrive each

year north-west of Scotland. Professor Thompson says they
come from Norway. I venture to say that the evidence

points to their coming from the Atlantic.

Professor Thompson was informed by Holt that most of

the Irish captures were made in Ma)'. It is evident from

the particulars he has gathered that the)' reach Iceland from

April to June. This goes to show that there is a migration
of Chimaera in spring and early summer to the continental

slope and plateau, and that the migrants reach the north-

west of Scotland from May to September ;
in small numbers,

certainly, but it must be recalled that they come in that

region into the shallow water of the Wyville Thomson ridge,

which still acts if incompletely as a barrier, and that the

distribution north of Scotland and Norway is a relatively

modern feature being post-Glacial in origin.

The annual denatant migration of Chimaera in the

Atlantic, as we may infer from parallel cases, is a general one

affecting the population as a whole, and the distances

travelled will vary according to size and condition. The

younger fish will make a short migration and return at an

earl\- period. On the other hand the mature fish approach
and ascend the continental slope in successive shoals over

a wide season, probably from early in the year to autumn,

possibly all the year. After spawning the fish will continue

their denatant migration to recuperate. These are the fish

which I venture to think will be found to migrate to the
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north of Scotland. It will probably be found, if examined,
that they are either spent or immature.

But when all this is said it does not explain the presence
in winter, in small but significant numbers, of Chimaera in

the neighbourhood of the Norwegian Deep. It is known
that in addition to spawning along the continental slope and

plateau, Chimaera spawns to some extent on the coast

of Norway in comparatively shallow water. Professor

Thompson draws attention to the older accounts of the

occurrence of ripe fish and the finding of eggs in this region.
To this I may add that Nordgaard

1 recorded the taking of

newly spawned eggs in April and August in Trondhjem
Fjord. From these discoveries we may conclude that the

spawning season extends from January or February to

August. If this be the case also in the Atlantic then it is

evident that the spawners begin their migration in winter.

Does this explain the presence of Chimaera towards the end
and the beginning of the year off the coast of Norway? If

it does then the gonads ought to be found to be ripe or

approaching that condition.

On the other hand, has Chimaera been successful in

establishing a small school in the north North Sea, a school

which spawns along the south-west coast of Norway and
winters in the region under consideration ? If this is the

fact then an examination ought to show that the specimens
are immature and recovering spent fish. The absence of the

young from the region is against such a supposition, but the

fact that empty egg cases were got by Nordgaard in August
points to their presence, and Professor Thompson mentions
a young female captured by the Goldseeker in the north

North Sea. Even if it be found that a school has been

or is being established, it is more than probable that

Atlantic spawners will be able to visit the region as their

predecessors did.

In conclusion I would like to say that the records

collected and published by Professor Thompson are very
valuable. Had Chimaera been restricted to the region from

which the specimens were taken no one would have
1

19 1 7 Meddelelsefra Trondhjems Biol. Stat., No. 10, p. 23.
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questioned his conclusions as to the migrations. I have,

however, in the light of the distribution of this species and

of Holt's figures with reference to C. mirabilis, and taking

into consideration Dean's able account of C. Colliei, ventured

to suggest that he has been misled by an apparent

consistency in the results in a region where the fish is

scarce. The evidence appears to me to show that Chimaera

is a bathypelagic fish of the North Atlantic which migrates

in spring and summer towards the Continent of Europe,

spreading north and south to Iceland and to the Mediter-

ranean, and that during this migration the mature fish

spawn on the continental slope and plateau, some of them

reaching Norway. Reasons have been given for admitting

the possibility that the Norwegian spawners may turn out to

belong to a school which has been more or less completely

segregated from the Atlantic headquarters of the species.

Note on the above Paper.

Had my own paper been written dogmatically I could

better understand Professor Meek's criticism
;

but that I

wrote with careful regard to the facts at hand, with a due

admission of their paucity, with a recognition of the complex
nature of the case, and a limitation to those points of it on

which my evidence bore, are all matters which are obvious to

me and in which my readers, I take it, will bear me out.

In some parts of his paper Professor Meek seems to me
but to repeat what I had said, in others he misunderstands

and misinterprets me. He permits himself to say that

when I began to write my paper I did not know " that the

home of the Chimaera is in the North Atlantic" though
this is a commonplace which no one ever denied, and of

which no student of fishes is ignorant. He says that my
" main contention appears to be that the Northern Chimaera

winters off the coast of Norway, etc.
"

;
that

" the migration

is the catadromous one "
;
and that the Chimaeras found off

the north-west of Scotland " come from Norway." I never

said a single one of these things.
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The points in Professor Meek's own account to which

I demurred (and to which I briefly and parenthetically

referred) are (1) that "during the winter Chimaera leads

a bathypelagic life," and (2) that
"
in the spring and

early summer a general migration takes place to continental

waters." The former statement is opposed, not only by the

general trend of my own evidence, but by the categorical

statement of Grieg {Icthyol. Not., 1894-95, P- i 2
)-

" Om
sommeren og hosten fanges C. monstrosa kun paa de storre

dyb, og om vinteren derimod gaar den op paa grundere vand,

20-40 fv." As to the latter statement, I found no satisfactory

evidence for a general migration shorewards
; but, on the

contrary, I adduced evidence to show that Chimaera was

found in its deep-water Atlantic habitat all theyear round.

I maintain that, however scant}' our dated records of the

capture of Chimaera may be, it is on these that wre are bound

to rely,faute de micux ; and we must take them for what they
are worth, and in the particular region to which they belong.

But Professor Meek's main argument seems to be drawn

from analog)-.
" The annual denatant migration of Chimaera

in the Atlantic," he says, "as we may inferfrom parallel cases,

is a general one, affecting the population as a whole." And

again,
"
Taking into consideration Dean's able account of

C. Colliei," Professor Meek " ventures to suggest
"
that I have

" been misled by an apparent consistency in the results in a

region where the fish is scarce." In that region the fish most

certainly is scarce, but it was with that particular region, that

outlying fringe of its wide distribution, that my facts enabled

me chiefly to deal. I dealt with them as they stood, by
individual place and date, and afterwards (for diagrammatic
and approximate clearness) by a statistical summary. I know
no better and no safer way ;

and I prefer this way to any
method of reasoning by analogy, whether . the analogy be

that of the ''

Selachii and Batoidei in their migrations" (cf.

Migration of Fishes, p. 46), or that of another species of

Chimaera living under the very different hydrographical
conditions of the Pacific coast of North America.

And lastly, let me call to mind that, so far was I from

making any dogmatic generalisation, that I declared that

73 c
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" we cannot correlate satisfactorily what we know of Chimaera

in Norway, ... in the Bay of Biscay, . . . and in the Faroe

Channel." " The whole history of the fish is not," I said,
"
to

be summed up in a word." This was the most definite of all

my assertions, and perhaps the most important of my con-

clusions. And it is just because Professor Meek does sum

up the whole story in a single sweeping generalisation that I

beg leave to continue to differ from him.

D'Arcy W. Thompson.

British Grey Geese. I am very anxious to compile, as far as

possible, a census of the four species of Grey Geese at present

wintering with us in different parts of the British Isles. To my
certain knowledge changes in the distribution have taken place

recently and are still going on in certain "goose" localities, and it

seems to me to be most desirable to try and find out what, if any,

change is taking place at each locality frequented each winter by
the "

Greys." Further, the seasons should be taken into account,

because one species might be more abundant in early winter and

its place taken later in the year by another. I fully realise the

extreme difficulty of accurately forming a correct census, seeing

the almost impossible task of correctly identifying the different

species on the wing, and from the fact of so very few Grey Geese

being shot each winter, and I am therefore appealing through the

medium of the Scottish Naturalist for any help which readers from

Scottish goose areas can render me. May I in conclusion again

emphasise my point, namely, that it is not a question of what has

always been looked upon as the particular Grey Goose of any area

but what is actually the goose at the present time. For example,
from personal experience the Grey Goose in the Aberlady district was

the Pink-foot down to 1909, but I don't know what it may be now,

whereas I do know that on the English Solway the Grey Lag has

become, from being the rarest "
Grey

" some fifteen years ago, the

commonest species. Changes have also taken place in the species

frequenting North Lancashire during recent years. F. W. Smallev,
Cove Hall, near Beccles, Suffolk.
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OLIGOCH/ET WORMS FROM
DUMBARTONSHIRE.

By the Rev. Hilderic Friend, F.L.S.

Through the kindness of Mr Wm. Evans, F.R.S.E., I

received during the month of October a small collection of

Earthworms and Enchytneids, the names of which it seems

desirable to place on record, together with a few explanatory

notes. The worms were collected by Mr Evans on 8th

October at Ardpeaton, on the east side of Loch Long. The

Earthworms, of which there were nine species, do not present

any features of special interest, seeing that they are all very

widely distributed. They are as follows :

1. Lumbricus terrestris, or the Common Earthworm.

2. Lumbricus rubelitis, or the Red Worm.

3. Lumbricus casfanei/s, or the Purple Worm.

4. Alloiobophora longa, which is usually confused with No. 1 and

regarded as the Common Earthworm. The position of the

girdle, however, is alone sufficient to differentiate them.

5. Alloiobophora caliginosa.

6. Eisenia fcetida, or the Brandling.

7. Dendrobcena subrubicunda, or the Gilt-tail.

8. Dendrobcena arborea, or the Treeworm.

9. Allurus tetrcedrus, or the Square-tailed Worm.

There were also seven species of Enchytraeids or White

Worms. This group is a very large and important one.

The species range from 2 to 30 mm. in length, and are most

plentiful in decaying vegetable matter. They are very

liable, as are all the Oligochaeta, to be attacked by parasites,

and I found a nematode in one and gregarines in another.

The species of special interest was a member of the genus

Mesenchytraeus, and it deserves a few remarks. M. beumeri

was first described in 1886 by Michaelsen. He says that the

lateral bundles contain three to five, and the ventral five to

eight setae. The specimens from Ardpeaton had in several

instances twelve setae in the ventral bundles, and eight to ten

was the normal number. The brain is defined as broader

than long, wider in the anterior than in the posterior portion,

with a slightly incised or concave hinder border. In every
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instance the Scottish specimens had a convex posterior.

For the rest the original description held good.

Having been for some time engaged on the special study
of Enchytraeids, I am glad to be able to give the names

without any hesitation. The genus Fridericia is very large,

and there has hitherto been much confusion in certain

groups. I have now classified the whole by means of the two

most reliable characters the setae and the spermathecae
and have weeded out the synonyms and uncertain forms.

The Ardpeaton list is as follows :

i. Enchytrceus albidus : the most common of all the Enchytrreids,

taking the place in this group which Lumbricus terrestris

occupies among the Lumbricidae.

2. Fridericia michaeheni, Bret.

3. Fridericia bisetosa, Levinsen.

4. Fridericia polychceta, Bret.

5. Fridericia bi/Ibosa, Rosa.

6. Henlea rhestica, Bret.

7. Mesenchytrcei/s beuv/eri, Mich., which appears to he an

addition to the Scottish list.

There must be a good many undescribed species still

existing in Scotland, and it would be a great pleasure to me
to examine collections from different parts of the country.

Hygromia fusca in Dumbartonshire. Mr William Evans

has sent a notable addition to the fauna of this vice-county, in an

example of Hygromiafusca, which he took at Beaton, on the shore

of Loch Long, 21st September 191 7: he also sent an immature

Helicigona arbustorum, type, several Pyramidula rotundata, two

Hvali?ria cellaria, one H. nitidula, a couple of young H. alliaria,

a small Vitruia pellucida, and a couple each of Pupa cy/indracea and

Clausilia bide/itata, all taken at Ardpeaton, also on the shore of

Loch Long, 4th October. Of slugs, he sent an Arioii hortensis and

a three-quarter-grown example' of Limax maxtmus var. obscura,

taken at the same locality on the 8th October
;

also a half-grown

L. arborum var. alpestris taken there on the 20th October. It is of

interest to see these little collections made in somewhat out-of-

the-way localities. W. Denison Roebuck, 259 Hyde Park Road,

Leeds.
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Late Nesting of the Dipper It may be worthy of record

that, as late as 6th September 191 7, my friend Mr Cecil Laurie saw

a Dipper flying backwards and forwards to its nest, in a railway

bridge, on the River Cairn, Dumfriesshire. Next day he procured a

ladder and found, from the condition of the nest, that the young
ones had only just flown. H. S. Gladstone.

Swallows building in Trees. I am told by Captain T. S.

Morrin, R.A.M.C., that it is quite common to see Swallows building
in trees in France under present conditions, where the buildings
have all been levelled. He mentioned one poplar tree that had

escaped being cut down by the Germans in their retreat, and it had

at least a dozen nests in it, the lowest being about 10 feet from the

ground, and others wherever the birds could get a lodgment for the

nest. This was the only tree standing in this locality. He also

spoke of them nesting in the dug-outs, and the birds showed no fear

of man at all, although building within a yard of the men only, as

he said, "they made a devil of a mess," but the men were only too

glad to have them in spite of this. Capt. Morrin also spoke of them

nesting inside a water-tank left by the Germans. It was lying on a

heap of scrap, and through a hole the birds entered and had a nest

in each of the corners. Capt. Morrin is not quite sure if it was

Chimney Swallows only that built in the trees, but he speaks of seeing
both them and the House-martins. I have not seen any reference

to this change of habit due to the removal of their accustomed

nesting places by the devastation of war, and I thought a note might
be of interest for the Scottish Naturalist. Charles Kirk, Glasgow.

The Swift near Glasgow in September. At Muirend the

Swift lingered later than usual this autumn (191 7). In September I

noted one bird on the 1st, fourteen on 2nd and 3rd, three on 5th,

six on 6th, three from 7th to 9th, and one from 10th to 15th.

John Rorertson.

Kite in Perthshire. During a recent holiday spent in the

Loch Ard district the writer's attention was attracted from fishinsi

by the unmistakable screech of a Peregrine. As it was a brilliantly

fine day it was with difficulty that the bird was eventually located

very high up, circling round a large bird. With the aid of binoculars

it was observed that there was a pair of Peregrines attacking a much

larger and heavier hawk, having a deeply forked tail presumably
a Kite. All three birds passed over at a much lower altitude than

when first seen, and enabled the observer to distinguish, by their
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size, the male and female Peregrines. Two days later four Peregrines
were again seen and heard chasing what appeared to be the same

Kite, coming from the same direction (Ben Lomond). There did

not appear to be any attempt made by the Peregrines to "stoop"
at the Kite, but they kept circling round it, the females keeping
much closer to it than the males. These birds crossed and re-

crossed over the encircling hills at least half a dozen times during

the day, but it was observed that later on only two Peregrines kept

up the chase, and as no difference could be observed in their size, it

may be presumed that they were the two females. On the following

day two Peregrines and the Kite were again observed. As these

observations were made in the middle of the nesting season perhaps
some of our Naturalist friends could say whether the Kite has

been known to nest in this locality. Peter Webster.

Slavonian Grebe in Renfrewshire. On 12th August 191 7,

which seems an unusual date, I saw a Slavonian Grebe {Podiripes

auritus) on Balgray Reservoir. It was rather a brown bird, showing
but little of the ornamental plumes about the head which distinguish

this species in breeding plumage. Much less shy than either the

Great Crested or Little Grebes, each time it dived it took a little

leap clear of the water before going under a peculiarity I do not

recollect having noticed these two species exhibit. When Mr
Mackeith and I published our paper on the Birds of Renfrewshire

in this journal in 1915 we did not consider that the information we

had then, entitled us to include the Slavonian Grebe. John
Robertson.

Variety of the Red Grouse. This interesting variety, a

female, was shot in Ayrshire on the 9th of October 191 7, and was

sent to me for description. The black ground colour of its feathers

is generally normal
;
but the characteristic reddish-brown bars and

other markings on both the upper and under surfaces are replaced by

very pale greyish-brown, whilst the usual golden tips to the feathers

are represented by silky white ones. The feathers on the feet and

legs are whiter than in normal specimens. Apart from the absence

of the white wings and abdomen, the bird bears a strong resem-

blance to a female Ptarmigan. William Eagle Clarke.

Unio margaritifer in Ayrshire. To Mr William Evans the

Conchological Society's Voucher-Collection is indebted for one of

two examples of the Pearl-mussel, which were found near Girvan,

in the Girvan Water, in the "seventies," between thirty and forty

years ago, by the late Robert Gray, the celebrated author of the

Birds of the West of Scotland. W. Denison Roebuck, Leeds.
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Cidaria miata in Shetland. On the 20th of September, I

captured a specimen of the Autumn Green Carpet Moth at Balta-

sound, Unst, and sent it to the Editors of the Scottish Naturalist

for identification. They inform me that, so far as they are aware,

this moth has not hitherto been recorded for the Shetland Isles,

though it is known to occur in the Orkneys. Ida M. Saxdv,

Baltasound, Unst.

Atylotus fulvus, Mg. ; near Dunkeld. A fine female of

this rare Tabanid fly was taken on nth July 191 7 by my friend

Mr A. J. Meacher of Marlee, Blairgowrie, while collecting

Lepidoptera near Dunkeld, Perthshire. It was sent to me

recently with other flies. So far there have been only two records

of this species from Scotland Banchory, where it was taken by Mr

J. Mearns (cf. Ent. Mo. Mag.., 1901, p. 44), and Aberfoyle, where I

got a female on 3rd July 1901 (A.S.JV.ff., 1909, p. 94). The latter

specimen is in the Royal Scottish Museum. A. E. J. Carter,
Monifieth.

CURRENT LITERATURE.

Hoopoe in Inverness-shirk. While fishing on the Beauly
River on the 28th of August, Mr F. P. Whitbread saw a Hoopoe
(Upi/pa epops). -Field, 15th September 191 7.

Salpingus ater, Pavk., in East Lothian. The capture of an

example of this beetle at Penston, on 10th June, is recorded by
Lieut. J. E. Black in the Entomologists' Monthly Magazine for

August last, p, 182.

Rhyssa persuasoria, L., in the South of Scotland. In the

Entomologists' Monthly Magazine for September, p. 212, William

Evans records the occurrence of this fine Ichneumon fly in

Roxburghshire and Midlothian.l
s>

1

SlREX GIGAS AND S. JUVENCUS IN RENFREWSHIRE. A. M.

Stewart, The Entomologist, November 191 7, p. 257. Three

specimens of the former and one of the latter captured during

August, and several others of S. gigas reported.
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EUVANESSA antiopa in Scotland. Reported by W. H.

St Quintin, in Kincardineshire, at about 1800 ft, on 21st August

{Field, 8th September), and at Dinnel, on Deeside, on 7th August

{Country Life, 18th August). Both records are reproduced in the

Entomologist, November 1917, p. 2 5 8.

Mollusca in Scotland. Many Scottish records appear in the

Journal of Conchology, 191 7, p. 224. They range from the counties

of Lanark, Perth, Elgin, Forfar, and Dumbarton to Ross; and from

the western isles of Arran, Mull, and Barra to the Orkneys. Most

interesting is the occurrence of Segmentina lineata in Elginshire
the first "authenticated" Scottish specimen, and of Hygromia

hispida at Stromness, which, if the record be a good one, extends

the limit of distribution northwards from Kincardineshire.

BOOK NOTICE.

Handbook to Lord Lilford's Coloured Figures of the
Birds of the British Islands. By Hugh S. Gladstone, M.A.,
etc. London : Bickers & Son, 1917. Price 12s. 6d.

This Handbook furnishes a complete history of one of the most

beautiful books ever published on any section of the Lritish Fauna.

That such a guide, if we may so term it, should have been deemed a

desideratum in the interests of the bibliophile is amply demonstrated

by Mr Gladstone's booklet.

Lord Lilford's work was not, in the earlier stages of its issue, the

great hit that it was eventually destined to be. Indeed it was not

until Air Archibald Thornburn's charming pictures appeared that the

Figures became an unqualified success. This change in the book's

career was so remarkable that a second edition was called for long ere

the first was nearly completed a situation which led to the remarkable

complications which are so fully and ably dealt with by Air Gladstone.

That it is difficult in this notice even to allude to the nature of these

differences between the two editions, or the methods adopted for their

elucidation, may be gleaned from the fact that they have required more
than sixty-nine pages of letterpress, including much elaborate tabulated

matter, for their consideration.

A study of this Handbook leads to the conclusion that it is a master-

piece of bibliographical research we much doubt if a single item has

escaped its author's notice.
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NOTES ON SOME OF THE BIRDS OF BUTE,
INCLUDING RECORDS OF THEIR PASSAGE
TO THE MAINLAND.

By the Rev. J. M. M'WlLLlAM, C.F.

In these notes I have brought together a few jottings from

my diary recording observations on Bute birds. Force of

circumstance, which may entail prolonged absence from the

island, suggests the desirability of making public a few

records of birds not common in Bute, and a series of

observations on the more interesting habits of some of our

island birds. These notes were made during an unbroken

period of a year and a half (from December 191 5 to May
1917).

Passage of Birds from Bute to the Mainland.

During the eighteen months which I spent on Bute, I tried

to find out to what extent the narrow seas round the island

constitute a barrier for birds. I was surprised to find how

seldom land-birds could be discovered in the act of crossing.

On one occasion I saw a Rock-pipit leave Bute for the

mainland, but though I lived on the sea-front it was only on

the rarest occasions that I was able to note the arrival or

departure of strictly land-birds. Of course the arrival and

74 D
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departure of birds on migration form an exception, and

occasionally Buzzards and other such wandering species visit

the island. Also special circumstances, such as the severe

winter of 1916-17, when practically all the Lapwings and

certain other species left the island completely, may from

time to time affect the bird-life of the island, but I was led

to the conviction that for many species of birds even a mile

or two of sea must constitute a very real barrier. For

instance, in sailing through the Kyles I have often been

struck by the fact that one does not see any birds crossing,

though bees, on the other hand, are continually seen.

The one really remarkable exception to this rule lies in

the daily passage of Rooks and Jackdaws from the Craigmore
shore to Toward, in Argyllshire, a distance of about two

miles. About nine o'clock in the winter mornings the Rooks

gather in little parties on the shore, and, usually after a little

delay, set out for the other side. For about an hour little

parties are crossing constantly, but between 10 A.M. and

3 P.M. hardly a bird can be seen making the passage. At

about three or four o'clock, according to the time of

year, the return journey takes place. The birds usually

arrive in one or two large flocks, at times up to four

hundred in number. Sometimes, curiously enough, they
return from the Ayrshire coast, about five miles distant, but

usually from the Argyllshire side. It is to be noted that the

order of crossing is never reversed. I have never seen

Rooks arrive in the morning in winter, or leave in the

afternoon, from which it would appear that though the Bute

Rooks cross to the mainland, the mainland Rooks do not

commonly cross to Bute. In spring and summer Rooks are

to be seen coming and going more or less at all hours of the

day, but never in large flocks. I have no doubt that these

birds are in fact always Bute Rooks. They always make for

their rookeries on their arrival, some stopping at the Craig-

more rookery, and some even going on towards the Kingarth

rookery at the other side of the island. I may say in

passing that I had these birds under regular observation for

about a year, I kept a kind of "crow-diary," with the

arrivals and departures carefully noted till I had many scores
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of entries. It has occurred to me that one might also take

the exact time occupied by the birds in making the passage,

as they can be watched for the whole distance with a

powerful telescope. One might thus collect accurate facts

as to the average speed of the flight of Rooks, and the

extent to which they are affected by adverse winds
;
but this

still remains to be done.

I cannot suggest any special reason for this regular

passage. Bute is well cultivated. Moreover, only some of

the Rooks cross. On days when I have seen numbers

crossing, I have noticed that there were still considerable

numbers scattered over the island.

After fairly careful observation I came to the conclusion

that for some species of birds a sea-barrier of even a mile

is of very considerable importance, while for others it

apparently forms no practical barrier whatever.

The Raven. I have to add the Raven to the breeding-

list of Bute birds, as, though it has long been known locally

to breed, the fact has apparently not yet been published.

The Raven is mentioned in the very curious and interesting

list of Bute birds published in Blain's History of Bute about

a hundred years ago, so apparently it has long been resident

on the island. At least two or three pairs have bred each

year ;
in 1917 possibly five pairs. One nest is near Kilmichael,

at the north end, and one or two near the extreme south

end. This year, on 13th March, along with Dr J. N.

Marshall, I visited a nest near Kilchattan Bay. We found

the nest without any difficulty and had a good view of both

birds. They were not very wild, but never came within a

hundred yards of us, though they showed considerable

anxiety when we approached the nest. The birds appeared
to be hatching, though very shortly before this date there

had been seventeen degrees of frost, and a week or two later

there was a heavy fall of snow. These birds are protected

by Lord Bute's orders.

The Magpie. For a number of years this bird was

apparently extinct on Bute, but in the last year or so it has
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been seen by Mr O. H. Wild on one occasion, and on at

least two other occasions by competent observers.

The CHIFFCHAFF. Records of this bird for Bute are so

few that I should like to record that I heard one singing

in the Skipper Wood above Craigmore on 7th May 191 7.

The ROCK-DOVE. This species breeds in small numbers

both on Bute and on Inchmarnock. I saw two nests this

year (191 7).

THE STOCK-DOVE. This species is apparently increasing

very rapidly. I saw several nests this year, and considerable

numbers of the birds.

The Capercaillie. This species is apparently succeed-

ing in establishing itself in Bute, though I am sorry that

I cannot give very exact details. There is a most interesting

hybrid Capercaillie x Black Grouse in the Bute Natural

History Museum, which was shot on the island within the

last two or three years. Lord Bute has informed me that

three Capercaillies were shot lately at the north end, but

he has given instructions that they should be preserved in

future. I hope that later I may be able to give more exact

details as to the status of this bird on the island.

The Purple Sandpiper. I have never seen any-

printed records for this bird in Bute, but it appears to be not

uncommon in the winter. There is a specimen in the Bute

Museum which was shot several years ago. On 8th

November 1916, 1 saw two birds of this species at St Ninian's

Bay, and shot one, which is placed in the Museum. On

23rd January 1917 I shot a Purple Sandpiper near Scalpsie

Bay, and on 10th February I watched for some time a bird

of the same species near Craigmore pier. I have no doubt

that these birds are not nearly as rare on the Clyde as they
are said to be.

Lesser Black-backed and Herring-cull on Inch-

marnock. This island lies about a mile from Bute. I was

able to visit it on two occasions in the summer of 1916.

I found a colony of about forty pairs of these two species

breeding together, in about equal numbers, amongst the
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Common Gulls. I understand that they have bred in this

locality for some time. No record has hitherto been

published of these birds breeding in Bute if one counts

Inchmarnock as part of Bute and there are apparently very

few breeding stations of the Herring-gull in any part of the

Clyde area. Arrangements are made for the protection of

this colony.

Flocks of Cormorants on the Clyde. Early one

morning in the middle of December 191 5, a large flock, or

succession of flocks, of Cormorants, passed along the Craig-

more shore of Bute. I counted the last part of the flock up
to about eighty birds, and estimated the whole at about four

hundred.

On the morning of 17th January 1916 a flock of about a

hundred and fifty appeared swimming in the same place.

One of the gamekeepers on the island remarked to me that

he had never seen such large flocks of these birds. However,
in the beginning of December 1916, again early in the

morning, I saw another large flock in the same place. On

14th December a flock of about fifty went past at nine

o'clock. On 23rd December a flock of about one hundred

came at half-past nine. These birds always appeared at

about the same hour, going towards Rothesay Bay, and on

some occasions I saw them returning an hour or so later. It

is apparently only in the middle of winter that these large

flocks occur in this place. Sometimes they were swimming,
and apparently feeding as they went, but in other cases they

merely flew past. It must be unusual to see Cormorants in

such numbers on the Clyde, and it is curious that these large

flocks were only to be seen in mid-winter, and only in the

early morning. What they feed on I do not know.

The Eider Duck. On 23rd January 1917 I watched a

pair of Eider about a hundred yards out to sea. These birds

are apparently rare on the Clyde. On this occasion I was

able to watch them carefully for some time through a glass,

in brilliant sunshine.
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The Golden and Amherst Pheasants. It seems a pity

that such a brilliant bird as the Golden Pheasant {Thaumalea

pictii) is not more frequently naturalised in British parks, so

bravely does it light up the sombre winter woodland. Two
reasons appear to have prevailed against its introduction where the

true Pheasant has been reared by hundreds or thousands. First,

there is an idea that the Golden Pheasant is not hardy in the

climate of these islands. Even the late Professor Newton pro-

nounced it
"
only fitted for the aviary

"
(Dictionary of Birds, p. 7 16).

But the species has been established in the woods here for five-and-

twenty years or so, thriving as vigorously and breeding as regularly

as the Common Pheasant. Golden Pheasants are of no use for

sport, as they never fly higher than a few feet from the ground, and

cannot be manoeuvred into "rocketers." Nevertheless we have to

kill a few every season to check their numbers. The plumage of

the cock-bird is as much appreciated by ladies for their hats as

by anglers for salmon-flies. The other cause that has inter-

fered to prevent Golden Pheasants finding favour with the

owners of woodland is the belief prevalent among gamekeepers
that they are pugnacious creatures, disturbing and driving

away the sacred longtails. No libel was ever more groundless.

The Golden Pheasant is most unwarlike, of a retiring dis-

position, wholly unable to spoil the digestion of Phasianus

colchicus or torqi/atus. It is otherwise, I am told, with the more

powerful Silver Pheasant (Euplocamus rycthemerus) ;
but of this I

am unable to speak from observation further than this that at

Auchencruive in Ayrshire Silver Pheasants abounded in the woods

some years ago, and seemed to live on good terms with the true

Pheasants, whereof a goodly number were hand-reared annually.

Lady Amherst's Pheasant (Thaumalea amhersti) appears to be as

hardy as the Golden Pheasant
;

at least there are, or were a few

years ago, plenty of them in the woods of Meikleour in Perthshire.

It is hard to decide which is the more beautiful the cock Golden

Pheasant displaying sunset hues, or the cock Amherst whose raiment

suggests moonrise. Unfortunately the two species may not inhabit

the same woodland
;
not because they do not agree with each other ;

they agree only too well, intermarrying promiscuously, and produc-

ing a race of fertile hybrids which are invariably inferior in beauty

to both the pure species. It may be noted that no feeding of

Pheasants being permissible now, the Golden Pheasants may be

seen daily under yew trees, devouring the fallen berries, the kernels

of which are known to be very poisonous. Herbert Maxwell,
Monreith.
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VANISHING BIRDS, AND BIRDS THAT HAVE
ALREADY VANISHED, ON THE WEST COAST
OF ROSS-SHIRE.

By Osgood H. Mackenzie.

Tins is a sad subject to take up, but alas I fear it cannot be

disputed that birds of many, if not of most, kinds are far

less numerous here now than they were fifty or sixty years

ago.

Starting with the game birds, the Black Grouse is a bird

of the past as far as this part of the country is concerned.

Even on this small property I used to kill from 20 to 30

brace of Black-game in a season. Last year (as far as we

know) only one pair remained the old Grey-hen was shot

by accident and the cock (which was a very old acquaint-

ance) disappeared. When I bought this estate there had

been no cultivation of the arable land for some fifty years at

least, and there was not a vestige of wood on the 12,000

acres except one small patch of low, scrubby birch. Now
all the arable land is cultivated, and there are a number of

plantations dotted over the property of from fifty to three or

four years' growth, which anyone would have thought ought
to have encouraged Black-game, but even in parts of Argyll,

which a few years ago was swarming with them, there are

now comparatively few. I know of one place in that county

where, in 19 14, 250 Blackcocks were killed, and this year the

total bag of Black-game was one Blackcock. Along the

shores of Loch Maree my mother once counted 60 Black-

cocks on the stooks of a very small field, and the old farmer,

to whom the patch of oats belonged, told her he had counted

100 the previous evening; the keeper on that beat told me

quite lately, that along the whole Loch side (a stretch of

country of from 12 to 14 miles) he only knows of one

Blackcock.

When I was a small boy in the fifties, I used to follow

the head-keeper whose duty it was to provide game for

the larder, and on the low ground round the head of Loch
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Gairloch the bags used to consist of Black-game, Partridges,

and Brown Hares
;
now there is not a single head of Black-

game, nor a Partridge, nor even a Brown Hare to be found.

From Cape Wrath I may say to the Clyde the Partridges
are extinct, or very nearly so

; they used to be fairly

plentiful all up and down this west coast, and quite good in

many parts of Skye and Argyll, and even here, with only
little bits of arable, I have killed as many as 50 brace in a

season in the sixties and seventies. No one can account for

their disappearance, and though they have been reintro-

duced on various occasions, the restocking has been of no

avail.

Though Red 'Grouse have not done very well on this

coast for the last few years, there are still enough on some

parts to replenish it, if we could get a few good breeding
seasons. Both north and south of us, however, I hear very
ominous reports of districts where big bags were once made,
and where about 900 brace used to be the bag now there

are next to none. Similar reports come from some of the

inland portions of Inverness-shire, and from many of the

islands from I slay right up to the Lews, where it is feared

Grouse shooting will soon be a thing of the past.

I have a record of all the game killed on a property on

the West Coast from 1866 to 191 6. In the seventies (1872)

1839 Grouse were shot, and 1244 and 1356 were killed in

1890 and 1 89 1. Since then they have gone down and down
till they got to 98, 90, 85, 62, and only 31 in 1914. The

Black-game on the same estate used to amount to from 80

(upwards or downwards), now they run from 1 to 3 on an

average for a season. The Ptarmigan used to be from 59,

47, and 55 each year, and after coming down as low as 4

they seem quite to have disappeared. From many other

hills that used to hold them, our own hill of about 2600

feet included, the White Grouse has completely vanished.

The Grey Lag-Goose, which we formerly considered a

nuisance, especially when flocks of them devoured our

young oats in spring, used to hatch out their broods in

the islands of many of our lochs. They too have left us,

and are not likely ever to return. We are now surprised
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if we see half a dozen Wild Ducks floating about on the

loch opposite our windows, where' formerly there used to

be Soto 100 waiting for dusk to start feeding on the stubbles

and potato fields. Snipe, Golden Plover, and Green Plover

are on the verge of extinction, and the Greenshank, Dunlin,

and Whimbrel also. I only saw one Whimbrel last May,
and they used to be in flocks resting on our shores at the

migration time. The Golden Plover has entirely changed
its habits and has become migratory. A very few come

in March to breed, but instead of passing the winter in

hundreds on our low grounds along the coast, and during

frost and snow swarming down on to our shores at ebbtide,

they now completely desert this country in September. I

have known 350 Snipe shot in a season on a neighbouring

shooting only, comparatively speaking, a few years ago, and

they bred in considerable numbers on my own ground and

gave me a lot of sport. Now there is hardly a Snipe to be

seen anywhere, and the Rock Pigeons, which used to provide

such good practice for our guns, have pretty well disappeared

also. The Great Northern Diver is becoming quite scarce,

whereas it used to be so common. The Redthroat is also

extinct here, and the Blackthroats have ceased breeding on

many a loch where they used to nest every year regularly

and without fail
;
but there are still a few pairs about. The

rapid decrease of the Lesser Black-backed Gull is one of

the most striking instances of a bird disappearing. They
were wont to breed in their thousands in the islands of

Loch Maree, and their eggs were quite a source of food

supply in the hungry months of May and June ;
now there

are hardly any, and they get fewer and fewer every year,

in spite of the islands being now watched and preserved.

The Storm-Petrel, which used to breed in large numbers in

a small island in this parish now no longer does so, and I

never see a Common Guillemot on the sea though there are

still plenty of Razorbills, Puffins, and Black Guillemots about.

No Nightjars have been seen for years here, though they
used in former times to fly about the gardens and nest

close to this house
;
and regarding what was formerly the

commonest of all small birds on our moors, viz., the Wheat-

74 e
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ear, it is now quite rare. The House-martin deserted us

thirty or forty years ago, and they were then in swarms,
not only nesting under the eaves of many of the bigger
houses but also in thousands in the precipitous Tolly rock

on Loch Maree. The Rook, which used almost to darken

the sky with its multitudes, and the Jackdaws are gone, for

which we are, however, truly thankful.

This year we had about the heaviest crop of rowan

berries I have ever seen, and they remained on the trees in

scarlet masses right through November and long after every
leaf had fallen. In former years huge flocks of Fieldfares

and Redwings came from Norway at the end of October

and very quickly finished them off; this year all I saw was

a tiny flock of Redwings, about a score all told, which, with

the few Blackbirds, Song-Thrushes, and Missel-Thrushes (also

in very reduced numbers) were quite unable to make any

impression on the berries, which were nearly all wasted. In

summer I did not see a single Ring-Ouzel, neither breeding

among our rocks nor later on descending with their broods

to feed on our cherries and geans. Can anyone explain
what has caused so many of our birds to disappear?

Hawfinch in Peeblesshire. While shooting in the woods on

Castlecraig, Peeblesshire (Kirkurd Parish), on ist January 19 18, I

caught a male Hawfinch. It appeared to be hurt and was unable

to fly. I took the bird home, but it died in a few days. Perhaps
the occurrence of this species in the county of Peebles may be

worthy of record in the Scottish Naturalist. Henry D. Simpson.

[This would appear to be the first record of the Hawfinch for

Peeblesshire. Eds.]

A Late Swift. A Swift (Cypselus apus) was seen by my
brother, Mr Hugh Campbell, Clerk of Works, Dalmeny Park, on

the 24th October near Dalmeny House, and again on the 13th
November 191 7 at the same place. Bruce Campbell, 10 Green-

bank Place, Edinburgh.
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THE SCARCER FISHES OF THE ABERDEEN
MARKET Part II.

By D'Arcy Wentworth Thompson.

{Continuedfrom "Scottish Naturalist? 1917, page 249.)

We have dealt at considerable length with the Aberdeen

records of Chimaera and with other matters concerning the

same fish, for its history is a complicated one. But we may
deal much more briefly with our other records of the rarer

fish, for they indicate, for the most part, very much simpler

phenomena. Let us begin with the King-fish, the most

striking of all our British fishes in form and colour, and one

of the most beautiful fishes in the world.

II. The King-fish, or Opah (Lampris luna
y Grmel.).

We have the following records from Aberdeen :

Date.

May
Oct.

June

July

Aug.
Sept.
June

July
Aug.
Nov.

1883

1900
1 901

1901

1901
1901

1901

1901

1901

1901

1901
1 90 1

1902
1902
1902

1902

(Th

June
Aug.
June

Ju'y
Aug.

Sept.

No. of
Fish.

I

1

I

I

I

I

3

2

1

3

1

1

1

2

1

1

t ii+.r Statistical
Locality. Area>

25 m. N.W. of Flugga, 75 f. ... VI
Scalloway, inshore .... X
80 m. N.N.W. of Hoy, 125 f. (hooked) . . C
40 m. N.N.W. of Foula (hooked) . . IX
67 m. N. of Noup Head (hooked) . .IX
90 m. N. by W. from Hoy (hooked) . . C
65 m. N. from Noup Head (hooked) . . IX
60 m. N. from Noup Head (hooked) . . IX
90 m. N.W. by W. from Hoy (hooked) . . C
45 m. N. by E. from Foula (hooked) . . IX
45 m. N. by E. from Foula (hooked) . . IX
90 m. N.W. by N. from Hoy (hooked) . . C
80 m. N. by W. from Hoy (hooked) . . C
100 m. N. by E. from N. Ronaldshay (hooked) . XI
200 m. E. of Aberdeen (hooked) . . XXVI
Found on the beach at Usan, Montrose . . XXVIII

1909
1909
1910
1910
1910
1910
1910
1910
1910
1910
1910

e first of the above was recorded by Prof. Cossar Ewart,
Scottish Fishery Board's Report, ii., p. 80, 1883 \

the re?t

by Dr Fulton, ibid. (pt. iii.), vol. xix, p. 290, 1901 ; xx.,

p. 541, 1902 ; xxi., p. 228, 1903.)

Off Flannan Islands (hooked) . K
190 m. E. byN. of Aberdeen (hooked) . . XX
Off Rockall (hooked) .......
22 m. N. of Flannan Islands (hooked) . . K
80 m. N. \ W. from Hoy (hooked) . . C
80 m. N. by W. from Hoy (hooked) . . C
80 m. N.N.W. from Hoy (hooked) . . C
80 m. N.W. by W. 1 N. f 1 om Hoy (hooked) . C
80 m. N.W. by N. from Hoy (hooked) . . C
75 m. S.W. of Barra Head (hooked) . . U
80 m. N. W. from Hoy (hooked) . . C
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Date.
No. of
Fish.

July

1!

Aug.
Sept.

July
Aug.

II

Aug.
Sept.

July

Oct.

June

July

Aug.

Sept.

Aug.

1911

1911

1911

1911

191 1

1911

191 1

1911

1912

1912
1912
1912

1912
1913
1913

1913
1913

1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1914
1915

1915

26 m.

90 m.
20 m.

40 m.

36 m.

45 m-

Locality.

N. by W. from Rona (hooked)
N. i W. from Hoy (hooked)
N.N.W. from St Kilda (hooked) .

W.N.W. from Butt of Lewis (hooked)
50 m. N.N.W. from Sule Skerry (hooked)
40 m. S.S.W. from St Kilda (hooked) .

N.W. by N. of Foula (hcoked) .

W.N.W. of Butt of Lewis .

190 m. E. 5 N. of Aberdeen (hooked) .

85 m. N. by W. from Hoy
55 m. W.N.W. from Butt of Lewis (hooked)
to m. N. I W. from Hoy (hooked)
80 m. N. by W. from Hoy
17 m. N.W. of Rockall .

60 m. N. h E. from Noup Head .

40 m. N. by W. from Foula

40 m. N.W. by W. from Butt of Lewis, 62 f.

50 m. N.N.W. from Butt of Lewis (hooked)
60 m. N. of Noup Head .

60 m. N. I E. from Noup Head .

43 m. N.W. by N. from Barra Head
45 m. W.N.W. from Barra Head
44 m. W. by N. from Barra Head
18 m. N.W. of Flannan Islands (hooked)
45 m. S.W. by S. of Rockall

Statistical

Area.

J

B
S
K
C
T
IX
K
XX
B
K
B
C

IX
IX
K
K
IX
IX
s
T
T
K

Month.
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west, we perceive that the captures of Lampris were farther

out and in deeper water than those of Chimaera. Within
the comparatively short season to which all our captures
of Lampris are confined, we cannot trace any clear and

satisfactory succession of dates
;

for all along this belt of

distribution the fish come to hand at very much the same
season. If anything, it might perhaps be held that the

earliest captures (May to June) are in the north-west.

LI

FlG. I. Distribution of the King-fish, according to the Aberdeen Records.

Most of our records contain the statement that the fish

was caught by line, and this indeed is a general rule, whether

the fact be stated or not
;

I know of no authenticated case

of this fish being landed by one of our trawlers.1 On the

other hand, Mr Grieg tells us that it is not infrequently
taken in the trawl (" kilenotter'"') off the coast of Norway
(Ichthyolog. Notiser, ii., Bergens Mus. Aarb., 1898 (3), p. 7);

though occasionally also, and in greater depths, by line.

The depth is stated in very few of our own records, but the

chart shows us that almost all the captures are in the

1 Cf. Fish Trades Gazette, 8th September 1900 : "Every year at this

season, when the steam liners are fishing to the W. of Shetland,

rarely a week passes without a King-fish, and as many as three have

been obtained in one shot. As they frequent very deep water, all have

been got on the hook."
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neighbourhood of the ioo-fathom line, and some are well

beyond it. In many cases our deep-sea liners fish consider-

ably beyond that limit
;

in other words, they go somewhat

farther out than our Scottish trawlers are for the most part

accustomed to do.

There are plenty of records of the King-fish in British

seas, beginning with a specimen caught at South Oueensferry,

and figured by Sir Robert Sibbald in 1664, in his Scotia

Illustrata. I have collected the following few particulars,

chiefly from the Zoologist, and from the ordinary text-

books :

Reference.

Day, i., p. 120.

Zoologist, 1852, p. 3459.

1865, 9698.

Yarrell, ii., p. 266.

Zoologist, 1844, p. 679.
Yarrell, ii., p. 266.

A.S.N.H., 1900, p. 208.

Yarrell, ii., p. 266.

Day, p. 119
A.M.N.H., viii., 1861, p. 192.

I) 1) !)

Yarrell, ii., p. 265.

p. 266.

A.S.N. H., 1901, p. 50.

Yarrell, ii., p. 266.

A.S.N.H., 1900, p. 208.

Zoologist, 1851, p. 3010.

Day, p. 120.

Date.
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(so to speak) lost their way, had got out of the usual track

of migration, and had been left behind in the shallow and
unaccustomed waters of the North Sea. But it would

perhaps be more correct to look upon all our inshore speci-
mens (and practically all those of the above list) as being no
better than stragglers. A definite "track" of migration,
which they doubtless have in their own deep-water habitat, is

apparently lost when they come into the inshore waters
;
at

Jan. Feb Mar Apr. May June July Aug Sept Oct. Nov Dec. Jan.

FlG. 2. Seasonal Distribution of the King-fish. (The dotted line, to which the

curve is drawn as an approximation, is based on the British Records in

general ;
the Aberdeen Records are represented by small crosses.)

any rate, we cannot trace, by means of such records as we

possess, any steady trend of movement as we have been

able to some extent to do in the case of Chimsera, and as

we shall find it still easier to do directly, when we come
to the case of Orthagoriscus.

In Norway, according to Grieg, this fish is, as with us,

a summer fish
;

it is not at all uncommon, especially about

Aalesund, and a year seldom passes without one or more

specimens being obtained. Three examples, mentioned by
Mr Grieg, occurred in June, July, and August. A Swedish
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specimen, from Lysekil, recorded by Smitt, occurred in

August (1873).

The first specimen of this fish to be carefully described

was obtained by a certain Dr Mortimer, at Leith, in the

year 1750; and it is related that a West African prince,

who happened to see this specimen, recognised it as a species

common in his own country, and called it Opah a name
which it has ever since borne. According to Risso, it is

called in the Mediterranean Pei d'Africa, the African Fish.

The latter statement may be worth little as evidence, but

we know, besides, that the fish occurs at Madeira (where,

according to Lowe, it is common in spring), though rare

in the Mediterranean, and that, though not rare in Norway,
it has not been found in the Greenland Seas. While it is

doubtless generally distributed over the Western Atlantic,

its chief home is probably to the southward. But at the

same time, when within our British area, it tends to occur

on the whole farther to the northward than does the

Sun-fish, as we shall see presently. I interpret this to mean
that it has a greater tendency to keep to the deep waters,

and is so carried past our coasts in the deeper parts of that

great European current which we are accustomed to speak
of as the " Gulf-stream."

The King-fish occurs, but very rarely, on the American

side of the Atlantic, and is also recorded from the Pacific,

from California, and from Japan. In regard to this, it is

just an instance of the indefinite distribution of most (if not

all) deep-sea fishes. Could we fish steadily at some one

spot, for instance off the W. of Ireland, there are few indeed

that would not sooner or later come our way.

Of the habits of the King-fish very little is known, but it

is known to feed (like the sperm-whale, the bottle-nose and

the caaing-whale) on cuttle-fishes (Day, Grieg, etc.). One
of Grieg's specimens was caught in 300 fathoms

;
on the

other hand, Marion records it from 10 to 25 metres at

Marseilles
;
and many have been got, in various localities, in

shallow water or cast ashore. It is pretty clear that it enjoys
a wide range of habitat as regards depth ;

but the evidence

goes to show that, upon the whole, it is a deep-water fish.
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III. The Sun-fish (Orthagorisats tnola, L.).

The following is our short list of Aberdeen records :

Date. Locality.

Sept. 1909 . . 180 m. E. by N. of Aberdeen (hooked)
July 1911 . . 30 m. N.E. i E. from St Kilda (hooked)

,, 19" 20 m. W. by~N. from St Kilda (hooked)
Aug. 1911 . . No locality (hooked)
n 191 1 . . Porcupine Bank (hooked) .

Sept. 1 91 1 . . 83 m. N. \ W. from Hoy .

Oct. 191 1 . . Aberdeen Bay (hooked)
Sept. 1 914 . . 40 m. VV. from Barra Head .

Statistical

Area.

XXV
s
s

c
XXIII

T

To this I add the following longer list of British records

from various sources
;

it is sufficient for our purpose, without

claiming to be complete :

Author or Reference.

Day, ii., p. 277.

ii., p. 276.

Zoologist, 1850, p. 2856.

1850, p. 2881.

,, 1850, p. 288r.

1850, p. 2928.

1858, p. 6144.

Day, ii., p. 277.

Zoologist, 1883, p. 342.
Yarrell (1890), ii., p. 433.

Zoologist, 1850, p. 2916.
,, 1858, p. 6210.

1866, p. 390.

,, 1870, p. 2260.

,, 1870, p. 2260.
Irish Naiur., 1906, p. 275.
Yarrell, ii., p. 433.

Zoologist, 1852, p. 3487.
,, 1850, p. 2929.

i85i,p. 3280.

1852, p. 3579.
1858, p. 6246.

R. Corn. Polytechn. Rep., 1 869, p. 89.

Day, ii., p. 276.

ii., p. 275.

ii., p. 277.

Zoologist, 1851, p. 3280.

Day, ii., p. 2; 6.

Zoologist, 1857, p. 5431.
Sc, Fish. Bd. Rep., 1899, p. 289.

Day, ii., p. 276.
A. S.N. II., 1900. p. 213.

1912, p. 238.

Zoologist, 1843, P- 85.

Yarrell, ii., p. 433.

Zoologist, 1852, p. 3487.

A.S.N.H., 1900, p. 213.

Zoologist, 1858, p. 6271.

74 F

Date.
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Date.
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in July off the Isle of Wight, and in August off Dover.

For this reason, then, since the neighbourhood of the Straits

of Dover is remote from the western or Atlantic habitat

of the fish, I have included this region, together with the

east coast of England and with Scotland, in our table

(on p. 43) of the seasonal distribution of the fish.
1

Turning now to the Scatidinavian portion of our table,

we see that the Sun-fish occurs on the west coast of Norway,
S. of Aalesund (and also in the Christianiafjord),; from

August to December
;

that is to say, at much the same

season as on the eastern coasts of Scotland and England.

Northwards to Trondhjem, the three recorded instances lie

between September and November which comes to very

much the same thing. The two farthest north of all are

from Meloe (6y N.), also in
" autumn "

;
and from the

Altenfjord (70 N.), not far from Tromso, in January 1882.

In Danish waters, from the southern part of the Skagerack
to the Belts, the whole of the seventeen recorded captures

lie between October and December
;
and the few records

from the western or North Sea coast of Jutland are in

November and December. In Iceland also two cases

occurred in September and November, and a third, less

accurately recorded, in "winter time."

All these facts hang easily and closely together, when

we remember the Orthagoriscus is an oceanic fish, with an

extensive distribution over the warmer parts of all the

oceans, including the Mediterranean Sea and the temperate

Atlantic to the westward of our islands. From this latter

region, then, it approaches our coasts and enters our narrow

seas. It is found off Cornwall by about May or June, and

has been shown to take about three months on its passage

up the Channel to Dover. We have found it off the

Hebrides and at Orkney in September; on the east coasts

of England and Scotland October is its month of maximum.

1 Of our eight Aberdeen records, six occurred in 191 r, another

indication that the fish is apt to come to us in unusual abundance in

particular years. There were also signs of abundance, but not so

well marked, in the years 1858, 1870, 1883, and 1890.
2 Save for one exceptional occurrence in March.
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It is likewise an autumn or winter fish in Scandinavia; and
its occurrence there tends to be later the farther north we
go, or the farther we go from the Skagerack into the

narrow seas. The farthest north of all the Scandinavian

records is also the most belated, namely that at Altenfjord
in the month of January. The occurrences on the North
Sea coast of Jutland are also late in the year; but whether
the fish are likely to have come thither through the Channel
or round the N. of Scotland, is more than we can safely say.

According to Johansen, the Sun-fish which reach the Scandi-

navian coasts are often found dead or dying, and Mr George
Sim ( Vertebrates of the Dee, p. 266) makes precisely the

same remark regarding those found on the E. of Scotland
;

they never, or hardly ever, survive the "hydrographic
winter"; they are out of their proper element and in too

cold a sea.

Dr Johansen draws the conclusion from such facts as

these that the Sun-fish is, so to speak, a passive migrant,
carried along by the ocean currents, with no effort or "

proper
motion " of its own

;
and he argues that the time taken by

it on its migration, say from the ocean to the Cattegat,

corresponds roughly to the time which would seem also to

be taken by the oceanic "plankton," or floating organisms
of the warmer currents. I hardly think that we have
evidence enough to substantiate Dr Johansen's conclusion.

The great Atlantic current of our western and north-

western coasts which we are accustomed to call (inaccurately)
the Gulf Stream, goes on all the while, and its periodic
fluctuations in intensity do not seem sufficient to account,

by themselves, for the appearance of certain organisms at

one season, and their disappearance at another. That the

Sun-fish, and many other fishes and other creatures, frequent
or inhabit the warmer and Salter waters of this current and
follow its branches, is undoubtedly true. But I am sure

that it is not possible to show that the times of arrival of

the Sun-fish coincide generally with the seasons of maximal

salinity or of maximal current. The course and seasons of

its migration seem plain enough ;
that it is guided by the

current, and more or less confined within its boundaries,
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I do not doubt
;

that it tends to go astray in these far-

reaching and dwindling currents seems also clear
;
but that

it merely drifts passively and helplessly along on its

involuntary voyage, though it is far from improbable, is yet

more, I think, than we can safely assert, or more than the

present evidence can confirm.

One very curious point in the history of the Sun-fish

remains to be mentioned. The little Leptocephalus-larvae
of the Eel have been found in its stomach, often in multitudes

;

and some writers have even believed that these constitute

its chief nutriment (cf. Nature, xciii., p. 166, 1914). Now we

know, from the work of Dr Johann Schmidt, and from the

later and minor papers of Mr Einar Lea {Murcenoid Larvcs of
the Michael Sars,

1

Bergen, 191 3) and Dr Bowman (Sc. Fish.

Bd., Sci. Investigations ,
No. 11, 191 3), that the eel-larvae

reach our western waters in early summer, about the month
of June, on their shoreward migration from the Atlantic

;

that from then till August, they are passing round the N.W.
and N. of Scotland (and doubtless also up the English

Channel) ;
and that, metamorphosing as they go, they at

last appear, as "
elvers," off our eastern coasts in November

and December, ready to ascend the rivers in spring. There

would seem, then, to be a close and even precise correspond-
ence between this periodic annual migration of the Lepto-

cephali and the appearance of the Sun-fish in our home waters.

In the case of this and other of the larger fishes, we are

often tempted to correlate the season and route of their

migrations directly with temperature and other physical

conditions; or even, like Dr Johansen, with the course and

route and actual motion of an ocean-current. But in this

particular case I am rather led to the conclusion that food
is the influence immediately at work, and that it is on the

smaller living food-organisms of the "
plankton

"
that the

physical conditions have more directly operated.

1 Koren and Collett also record large quantities of medusa? in the

stomach.
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Stonechat nesting in King's Park, Edinburgh. Some-
time in June last I noted that a pair of Stonechats had evidently
settled down to breed in the King's Park ; they kept the secret

of their nest perfectly secure from the public. On the forenoon

of 30th July I saw the male bird in a great state of excitement;
three young ones that apparently had just left the nest were

fluttering about the whin-tops round about him. This is the

first occasion I have seen Stonechats in the Park, and it is interesting
that they successfully hatched out. William Serle, Duddingston.

[On 2nd April 191 6 I observed three pairs of Stonechats on

the south-east side of Arthur's Seat (King's Park), and subsequent
observations convinced me that two of them were nesting. The
third pair was not again seen. I have also a personal note to

the effect that a pair nested there in 1884. So long ago as

May 1807, Patrick Neill recorded in the Scots Magazine that

both Stonechats and Wheatears bred annually in the King's
Park. For several years past one or two pairs of Stonechats

have nested regularly on the Braid Hills, a locality in which they
have long been known to occur. It was there that in May 1866

I discovered my first Stonechat's nest. The Stonechat is an early

breeder; in 1902 I found a nest with four eggs, on 7th April,
at the foot of the Pentlands near Lothianburn. W. E.]

Easterness Mollusca Miss J. Gowan has collected, during
a few days' stay at Inverness, the following molluscs: *Limax

maximus, at foot of a wall near the Annfield Road, Inverness, a

half-grown example of the var. punctata, 1st October; two young
Hyalinia alliaria, a few H pura var. margaritacea, a few H.

crystallina, all under stones, and one H.fulva amongst dead leaves,

all in wood near Glendruie, 4th October; numerous specimens of a

small thin-shelled form of *Ancyius fluviatilis in Mill Burn near

Inverness, a couple of *
Carychium minimum, one *Punctual

pygmcBum and one young Cochlicopa lubrica, in moss under nettles,

and a couple of young Hyalinia alliaria, all by the Mill Burn, 5th

October; one *Helicella caperata and one adult and one young
Helix hortensis at foot of wall, Culduthill Road, Inverness, 8th

October 191 7 ;
the five starred species are additions to my Easterness

list of May 19 16, but there are various others which still await their

discoverer. Meanwhile we are indebted to Miss Gowan for taking
such excellent advantage of a short stay in Inverness. W. Denison

Roebuck, 259 Hyde Park Road, Leeds.
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Convolvulus Hawk-moths in Bute and Perthshire.

The record of three specimens of Sphinx convolvuli during the last

week of August and first week of September of last year, from the

eastern side of Bute, may be of interest as a supplement to the list

published in the December Scottish Naturalist. Louis P. W.

Renouf, The Bute Laboratory and Museum, Rothesay.

In August 191 7 a Convolvulus Hawk-moth {Sphinx convolvuli)

was got at Stronvar, Balquhidder, and sent to me. It was contend-

ing with a Swallow in the outer hall when caught. John Bf.rrv,

Tayfield, Newport.

Phibalapteryx lapidata, Hb., and Tortrix forsterana,
Fb., in the Lothians. In view of its presence on the Lanark

moorlands, I have for some years past been on the outlook for

Phibalapteryx lapidata in the adjoining districts of the Lothians,

and on 10th September last succeeded in finding it at Blawhorn

Moor, in the west of Linlithgowshire. Seven specimens (four

males and three females) were captured, and other three seen.

The first observed was a female fluttering about a clump of rushes

early in the afternoon (1.30 p.m.). It was fully two hours before

the next, also a female, was detected. The third, a male, was taken

about four o'clock, and the fourth, a female, ten minutes later.

Between then and half-past five, when I had to leave the moor, the

rest made their appearance. Doubtless this moth flies most freely

towards sunset, which on the day in question was not till 7.44

(summer time). The Linlithgowshire habitat corresponds with that

in Lanarkshire described by Mr K. J. Morton (see Barrett's British

Lepidoptera), rushes in this case /uncus conglomeratus being a

conspicuous feature of the vegetation. Other moths present in

numbers on the same part of the moor were Tapinostola fulva

among the rushes, and Hydrcvcia nictitans on the flower-heads

of the devil's-bit scabious. With the exception of the old one

from near Loch Lubnaig mentioned in Buchanan White's

Lepidoptera of Perthshire (187 1), there is apparently no previous
record of P. lapidata for the Forth area.

To Mr J. W. Bowhill I am indebted for a specimen of Tortrix

forsterana, one of three he took in his garden at Morelands, Grange
Loan, Edinburgh, on 23rd July 191 7. I have no note of any

previous record of the occurrence of this moth in
" Forth."'

William Evans, Edinburgh.



{Authors are responsible for nomenclature used.)
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Two centuries later Sir Robert Sibbald, in his History of

Fife and Kinross, made the following specific statement with

reference to the natural history of the May :

"There is good fishing about this isle all the year over, because

many fish haunt about it, many seals are slain upon the east side of

it
;
and many fowls frequent the rocks of it, the names the people

gave to them, are skarts, dunturs, gulls, scouts, kittiewakes
;
the last

is so named from its cry, it is of the bigness of an ordinary pigeon,

some hold it to be as savoury and as good meat as a partridge is.

The scout is less than an ordinary duck, and of its colour
;
the flesh

of it is hard ;
it has eggs bigger than these of geese, the shells are of

a green colour, with some black spots scattered here and there upon
them." 1

The name " skart
" was doubtless then, as now, applied to

cormorant and shag alike; the "duntur" (or dunter) is the

Eider Duck, and by the "
scout," as the description of its egg

shows, is here meant the Common Guillemot. A few pages
further on in the same work, at the end of an account of

the " fowls
"

that haunt the Firth of Forth, we read :

" The

Duntur haunts the May, as most of the former [seventeen

species], except the solan-geese, do."

My next quotation is from the article on the parish of

Anstruther-Wester in the {Old) Statistical Account of Scot-

land, published in 1792, and is as follows :

"
It [Isle of May]

is frequented by a great variety of sea fowl, such as kittie-

wakes, scarts, dunters, gulls, sea-pyets, marrots, etc." 2

The only addition to Sibbald's list is the Oystercatcher

(sea-pyet), for among the Forth fishermen the term " marrot "

is synonymous with "
scout," and covers both guillemot and

razorbill.

Patrick Neill, as we learn from his notes in the Scots

Magazine for 181 1, p. 565, landed on the May on the morning
of 5th August of that year ;

but he makes very little reference

to the birds. He writes :

"We were early enough to find the thousands of kittiwakes and

1 From pages 101 and 102 of the 1803 edition which was based on

that of 1710. In the 1710 edition I find the passage quoted occurs on

pp. 44 and 45.
2 Statistical Account of Scotland, iii., 1792, p. 84. Reproduced, word

for word, in the New Statistical Account, ix., 1845, P- 612.
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gulls which haunt the rocks on the west side still at roost in the

face of the precipices : when disturbed, they appeared quite innumer-

able, and made a most querulous noise. Dunter-geese, or eider

ducks, breed on the east or low side in considerable numbers."

So far as I can discover, the next naturalist to visit the

island was the well-known ornithologist, Sir Wm. Jardine,

who, as I shall presently show, was there in July 1825 and

in 1829, though he does not appear to have published any
of his observations till 1843.

1 Meantime a few records at the

hands of other writers made their appearance.

Thus, in the Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal, vol.

vi., 1829, edited by Prof. Jameson, there is a paragraph

(pp. 189-90) headed "Sea Birds, etc., of the Isle of May,"
from which the following all that relates to birds is

taken :

"Mr Pithie, the intelligent light-keeper of the Isle of May, in a

note to his Return to the Engineer for the Northern Light-houses
for October 1828, mentions, that 'all the sea-birds have now (October

20) left the island, except the scarts (cormorants, Phalacrocorax

Caroo), which come in numbers to winter there. They roost on

the shelves on the west side, and also on the outer rocks of the

North Ness. Early in the spring, they all take their departure,

except a few which remain over the summer, and hatch in the cover

on the west side of the island.'
"

Harvie-Brown 2

erroneously in my opinion accepted
this as evidence that the Cormorant then nested on the

May. The names within brackets, "cormorants, Phalacro-

corax Carbo" were, we may be sure, inserted by the editor,

and are no proof that by scarts the writer of the note meant

cormorants as distinguished from shags. Both are "scarts,"

and it was no doubt in that broad sense that the light-

keeper used the term. Doubtless, then as now, both

species wintered on the island, but only shags remained to

breed.

Early in 1833 William Rhind first issued his Excursions

illustrative oj the Geology and Natural History oj the Environs

1

See, however, Postscript on p. 58.
2 "The Isle of May : Its Faunal Position and Bird Life," Proc. Roy.

Phys. Soc. Edin., ix., 1887, p. 325.
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of Edinburgh, in which he devotes a chapter to an excursion

he made to the Bass Rock and the Isle of May. A visit to

these islands, the reader is informed,
"

is now easily accom-

plished, by means of the steam-boats that make an occasional

summer trip there, starting in the morning from Trinity

Pier, and returning in the evening." Incidentally, it is

mentioned that the trip he describes was made on 23rd June,
but no year is given, though it may safely, I think, be set

down to 1 83 1 or 1832. Regarding the birds seen on the

May, this is what he says (p. 64) :

" The larus rissa was seen crowding the crevices of the high
cliffs to the west, with nests of eggs and young ones. The sea

swallow (sterna hirundo), and the guillemot or marrot, were also

in considerable numbers. The sparrow, a guest wherever a cottage
eave or a field of grain is to be found, was also here a denizen;
and with a few young stone-chats, formed the whole land birds

visible."

Larus rissa is, of course, the Kittiwake {Rissa tridactyld) ;

and the sea swallow one of the Terns
;

l while the " stone-chats
"

were no doubt Wheatears, which I have myself found breed-

ing on the island, but not in recent years. The only species

of sparrow that frequents the island at the present day is the

Tree Sparrow (Passer montanus).
In 1833 also, we find Selby, in his British Ornithology

(vol. ii., p. 468), referring to the Common Tern nesting on

the Isle of May ;
but he does not state the source of his

information. "
Upon the Fern Islands," he writes,

"
I have

never seen more than two or three pairs in a season
;
and at

the Isle of May in the Frith of Forth, ... its numbers are

equally restricted." In the same volume, p. 427, Selby makes
this statement regarding the Black Guillemot (Uria grylle) :

"
It certainly breeds, though in a very small proportion, upon

the Isle of May, at the mouth of the Frith of Forth."

In connection with the latter quotation from Selby, it is

of interest to note that at a meeting of the Berwickshire

Naturalists' Club, held at Coldingham on 19th June 1839,

1 It would be unsafe to conclude that, because the scientific name
Sterna hirundo was used by Rhind, the species was therefore the

Common Tern.
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there was exhibited alive a Black Guillemot which had

been shot at St Abb's Head two days before.
"
Probably,"

says the account,
" had come from the Isle of May, where it

[the species] is known to breed" {Proceedings, i., p. 182).

In his Rapacious Birds, published in 1836, MacGillivray

alludes to the Peregrine Falcon as having had an eyrie on

the May. His words (p. 167) are :

" The rock of Dumbarton

Castle formerly afforded a breeding place to it, as did the

Isle of May, and the Bass Rock." In his British Birds, vol.

iii., 1840, p. 307, he gives a definite record of a nest on the

May, in 1829, which was visited in the first week of June by

George Craven, a Fifeshire gamekeeper, who was in the

habit of procuring young falcons for Lord St Albans, the

royal falconer. One would have expected to find an earlier

reference than the above to the May peregrines, but if such

there be I have not met with it. In a footnote on p. 151

of vol. iii. of the 1876 edition of Wilson's American Orni-

thology, Jardine says :

" The Bass Rock and the Isle of May
in the Firth of Forth each possess a pair long renowned in

deeds of falconry."
* No authority, however, is given for

the statement.

We now come to Jardine's records to which allusion was

made above. Although few, they are of special interest, as,

with one exception, they refer to the breeding on the May of

species which have long ceased to do so. These records

have been culled from the fourth volume, dated 1843, of the

author's British Birds (Naturalist's Library Series), and are

here reproduced in his own words :

Black Guillemot, Uria grylle (p. 222) ". . . we have shot speci-

mens on the Isle of May, where one or two pairs breed annually."

Then follows an account of the finding of two young birds, a few

days old, at the extremity of a cave, among some loose rocks, on

which he could land and scramble up. This record Jardine repeats

in his Contributions to Ornithology, for 1850, p. 112, where, in an

editorial footnote to a paper by Wolley
" On the Birds of the Faroe

Islands," he remarks, with reference to the Black Guillemot,
"

It

used to breed upon the Isle of May in the Firth of Forth. We

1 See Postscript in which a much earlier date, 1832, for this editorial

note is cited.
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have shot it there and taken the young from the nest. W. J." In

an editorial note in the edition of Wilson's American Ornithology

dated 1876, vol. iii., p. 123, he writes [in 1832 that is; see Postscript],
" A few pairs breed annually on the rocky islands on the Firth of

Forth. I have repeatedly found them on the Isle of May
"

Green-crested Cormorant, Phalacrocorax cristatus 1
(p. 241).

"On the Bass Rock and the Isle of May, where only a few pairs

resort, they select the deep caves." We have here confirmation of

the 'opinion expressed above that, as is still the case, it was the

Shag, not the true Cormorant that nested on the May in the early

decades of last century.

Sandwich Tern, Sterna cantiaca (p. 273). A reference to the

colony at the Fame Islands is followed by the remark that, "further

into the Firth, we have it breeding on the Isle of May and some

lesser rocks off North Berwick."

Roseate Tern, Sterna Dougallii (p. 276). "The Roseate Tern

breeds also on the Isle of May in considerable abundance, where

our specimens were obtained." On same page, "Specimens of this

graceful species, shot on the Isle of May, Firth of Forth, during the

breeding season," are described.

Common Tern, Sterna hirundo (p. 277). The words here are,

"a few breeding on the Isle of May." On page 278, a specimen

"procured" there "during the breeding season," is described, and

contrasted with the preceding.

Arctic Tern, Sterna arctica (p. 279). "On the Isle of May it

is also plentiful, but breeds in a situation nearly similar to the

roseate." (The allusion here is to the colonies at the Fames.)

Jardine gives no hint that I can see as to the dates of his

visits to the island, but fortunately I am able, from another

source, to fix the date in at least one instance. From a

memorandum made on 7th November 1884, I find that on

that day I examined, at the Edinburgh Museum, an Arctic

Tern from the Jardine collection, labelled, female, Isle of

May, 13 July 1825. A similar jotting made five years later

goes to show that another Arctic Tern dated 1829, and a

Common Tern dated 13th July 1825, both likewise from the

May and forming part of the same collection, came under my
notice

;
also a Black Guillemot, marked Isle of May,

" shot

breeding," in Jardine's writing. If the last-mentioned speci-

1 The Shag, P. graculus, in modern nomenclature.
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men bore a date I unfortunately must have omitted to make
a note of it.

A reference to the article on Anstruther-Wester in the

Neiv Statistical Account of Scotland, vol. ix., 1845, P- 612,

yields only a verbatim repetition of the passage which has

already been quoted from the Account of 1792. In the same

volume, p. 942, the Isle of May is also mentioned under the

parish of Crail, but there is nothing concerning its feathered

inhabitants beyond the general remark that "about June
and July immense numbers of birds breed their young upon
the ledges of its western precipices."

In the Transactions of the Berwickshire Naturalists' Club,

vol. ii., No. 6 (1848), p. 275, there is a note by Archibald

Hepburn on the " bridled
"
variety of the Guillemot, in which

he alludes to it as being
"
pretty common on the Isle of May."

MacGillivray, in his British Birds, vol. v., 1852, pp. 337
and 645, includes the Isle of May among the nesting places

of the Black Guillemot and the Arctic Tern, but he does not

exactly say this was based on personal observation, though
the words he uses in the first case might convey that impres-
sion. Presumably he was aware of Jardine's records, yet he

does not allude to the May in connection with any of the

other Terns.

In his entertaining book Sporting Days, 1866,
1

John

Colquhoun devotes a chapter to
" Sea-fowl Shooting in the

Firth of Forth," in which he narrates (pp. 21-32) the incidents

of a two days' trip he and one of his sons made, early in

April 1864, to the Isle of May in a North Berwick fishing

smack, for the express purpose of adding the Black Guillemot,

and "the great cormorant when dignified by his credentials,"

to his collection. There is no need to quote him at length :

suffice it to say that, on the first day, a Shag one of a pair

dislodged from a cavern on the west side of the island was

shot, a pair of Peregrines "flew out screaming from their

eyrie," and an unsuccessful attempt was made to obtain one
of a row of "

Letter-o'-marques"
2 drawn up on their night

1 See also The FieldTor 1364, p. 325.
2 A fisherman's name for a Cormorant showing white patches on the

thighs.
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quarters; and that next morning (7th April 1864) two Black

Guillemots the only examples seen one "
speckled," the

other "jet black," were secured. With the exception of a

group of eiders, no other birds are mentioned. I may say
that in May 1887 I was shown the case containing these two

Black Guillemots at Colquhoun's house in Edinburgh. It is

possible they were a pair that had settled down at the May
for the ensuing breeding season

; but, on the other hand,

they may merely have been winter visitors waiting for the

call to proceed northwards. When this species really ceased

to breed on the May will probably always be a matter of

doubt. It is on record that a single bird was seen about the

island in June 1880. 1 As a winter visitor there, in small

numbers, it is well known
;

in the beginning of February

(1st to 3rd) 191 2 I watched a party of six fishing at the base

of the cliffs.

In the 1867 edition of Turnbull's Birds of East Lothian,

the Bass Rock and Isle of May are given as localities for the

Rock Dove
; any such pigeons, however, frequenting these

places in recent times would have a large admixture of

"doo-cot" blood in their veins. The May is also given
as a habitat of the "

bridled
"

variety of the Common
Guillemot, and there, too, the Black Guillemot, the Roseate

Tern, and the Arctic Tern are all stated to breed
;

but

it may be suspected that we have here to do not with

first-hand information, but a mere echo of records quoted
above.

From a note by R. Walker, in the Scottish Naturalist,

vol. i., 1872, p. 79, we learn that a pair of Peregrine Falcons
" had a nest on the Isle of May, in 1869."

E. T. Booth, whose collection of British Birds is one of

the attractions of Brighton, resided for a few years in the

sixties at Ferrygate, near North Berwick, and revisited the

locality on a shooting expedition during the autumn of 1874.

In the annotated Catalogue of his collection there is no

mention of the May ;
but in his Rough Notes, published in

parts during the eighties, I find the following statements

1

Report on Hie Migration oj Birds in 1880, p. 6.
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which show that he visited the island more than once
;
he

gives no dates, however :

Peregrine Falcon. "
I have repeatedly seen the birds flying

above the gloomy caves on the south side of the island."

Rock Pipit. "On the islands in the firth, the May, the Bass

Rock, Craig Leith, and Fidra, they are particularly plentiful."

Blackbird. "On the Bass Rock and the Isle of May several

have come under my notice. To the May, I believe, the birds are

only occasional visitors."

Purple Sandpiper. 'Mentions seeing this species
" on both the

Bass and the Isle of May."
Black Guillemot. "At the May there is, so far as I have been

able to ascertain, good evidence that some years back a few pair

frequented certain portions of the island and regularly reared their

young."
Roseate Tern. "The Isle of May, off the northern shores of

the Firth of Forth, is enumerated among the breeding-haunts of

the Roseate Tern
;

in this case I am inclined to believe some error

has arisen, having frequently visited the spot without observing the

birds, or gaining any information that would tend to substantiate the

fact."

Probably not less than forty to fifty years separated

Jardine's visits from Booth's, so that the latter's failure to

see or hear of the Roseate Tern at the island affords, in

itself, no reason for doubting the former's record. The
Blackbird has, to my knowledge, nested on the May since

the early eighties.

The first stage and with it alone this paper is concerned

in the ornithological history of the Isle of May here comes

to a close. An analysis of the data shows that the following
nineteen species were all that had been recorded up to this

point, i.e., for the period antecedent to the migration investi-

gations.

Sea-birds and Waders
; Cormorant, *Shag, *Eider

Duck, Gulls (species ?),
x
*Kittiwake, *Common Tern, *Arctic

Tern, *Roseate Tern, *Sandwich Tern, *Common Guillemot

1 In the Scottish Naturalist for January 1881, p. 5, Drummond Hay
makes the following surprising statement regarding the Great Black-

backed Gull ;

"
Its breeding-grounds nearest the Tay are the Bass and

the Isle of May." A few Herring Gulls now nest on the May.

75 11
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(including
" Bridled

"
var.), *Black Guillemot, Oystercatcher,

Purple Sandpiper. Land Birds
; Sparrow, Rock Pipit,

Blackbird, *Wheatear, *Peregrine Falcon, Rock Dove.

Species mentioned as breeding are marked with an asterisk,

but all the Terns probably ceased doing so some years before

the middle of last century ;
and the same may be said of the

Black Guillemot, although it is possible that attempts to

re-establish itself occurred occasionally down to a much

later date. Two rock-birds which one would have expected

to find in the list, namely the Razorbill and the Puffin, are

absent
;
but it would be a mistake to assume from this that

they did not frequqnt the May previous to the early eighties,

when they were first recorded. Joseph Agnew, whose term

of service at the lighthouse dated back to the sixties, told me

they had bred there all his time; and so had the Oyster-

catcher. The name "marrot" no doubt covered the Razor-

bill as well as the Guillemot. Another point that strikes

one is the absence of any reference to passing emigrants, the

enumeration of which has been the outstanding feature of

subsequent observations, with the result that the above

modest list of nineteen species has grown into one of 180

or thereby. A list of all the birds known to have occurred

at the May is included in a paper on the fauna (vertebrate

and invertebrate) which I hope to complete before long.

The second or migration inquiry stage will, I doubt not,

be fully dealt with in a paper on the ornithology of the

May, which I am pleased to hear Miss Baxter and Miss

Rintoul are preparing for publication.

Postscript. Since correcting the proof of the foregoing paper I have

discovered that the edition of Wilson's American Ornithology dated

1876 is, for all practical purposes, a reprint of an edition published in

1832. Jardine's editorial notes with reference to the Peregrine Falcon

and Black Guillemot {ante pp. 53 and 54) should, therefore, have

been cited as of the latter dare. In the 1832 edition his note regarding

the Peregrine occurs in vol. iii., p. 252, and that on the Black Guillemot

on p. 224 of the same volume. If Frith be substituted for Firth the

notes as quoted apart from vagaries of punctuation correspond with

those in the earlier edition.
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THE SCARCER FISHES OF THE ABERDEEN
MARKET Part III.

By D'Arcy Wentworth Thompson.

[Concluded from page 46.)

IV. The Sturgeon (Acipenser sturio^'L.).

In one practical way the Sturgeon differs from the other

fishes (or most of them) with which we are dealing ;
it is

so valuable a fish that we may be sure that every one caught

has been brought ashore, and that our record of the

Aberdeen catch is therefore complete, for the period over

which it extends. Our list is as follows:

Date.

Jan.
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Date.

Nov.
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Let us first of all consider these records simply from the

point of view of seasonal distribution, according to the

months :
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all the more conspicuous in the English records, where the

fish have been for the most part captured at or near the very
entrance to the rivers. On the other hand, we have no clear

evidence of a second maximum, to coincide with the descent

from the rivers to the sea
; why this should be so we do not

know, and it is of little use to conjecture.

As regards local distribution there is not much to be

said. The chart of our Aberdeen captures is very different

from anything that we have had to do with in dealing with

the deep-water fishes which we have hitherto considered.

These Aberdeen records of the Sturgeon all come from the
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numbers are too few in all to let us speak of this as a definite

season of local maximum.
It would seem, but we can scarcely call it certain, that

the captures between June and November lie, on the whole,

farther out from the coast than do those from about

December to May.
As to the English records, scattered as they are, they

show (as we have already said) a tendency to cluster round

about the river-mouths. The Severn is a well-known haunt

of the Sturgeon, and it would in all probability breed there

if protected ;
"all our records for that river are for April and

May. The Exe, the Mersey, the Solway, and, most of all,

the rivers of the eastern counties from the Thames to the

Ouse, are also regions where the Sturgeon has been often

captured.

V. The Spanish Bream {Pagellus sp.).

There has always been some difficulty and confusion

in regard to the identification of the Sea-breams. The
Common Sea-bream, P. ceutrodontus, is well known to the

fishermen and on the market
;
but "

Spanish Bream "
has no

very certain meaning. Most of the specimens so called

belong, I believe, to P. erytJirinns, but there may be specimens

among them of P. bogaraveo and possibly of others also.

But whether our records belong to a single species, or to

a group of allied species, they are still worth notice, because

they indicate a very well-marked seasonal distribution on

our coasts.

The following are our Aberdeen records :

Locality.Date.

Dec.
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Date.

Jan.
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great majority in December and January (Fig. 3). Excluding

a single specimen from the west coast, they all came from

the following areas : Area X, 1
; XIV, 1

; XV, 1
; XVII, 2

;

XVIII, 2; XIX, 1; XX, 1
; XXIII, 16; XXV, 2

; XXVIII,

3 ; XXIX, 4. That is to say, the great majority were taken

off the Aberdeenshire coast and southward thereof, with an

occasional straggler from further out to sea and from as far

north as Shetland (Fig. 4). The only recorded Scandinavian
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VI. The Red Mullet (Mugil barbatus, L.).

This fish, comparatively common as far north as the

Cornish coast, is a rarity with us. It comes to our coasts

a little earlier than the Spanish Bream, arriving in autumn

and having its maximum with us in October and November

(Fig. 5>
One specimen was brought in from near Sule Skerry in

May 191 3 ;
one from the south corner of the Viking Bank

FlG. 5. Seasonal Distribution of the Red Mullet, from the

Aberdeen Records.

(51 f.) in February 191 3 ;
two others came from unrecorded

localities. All the rest, thirty-one in number (from November

191 2 to January 1917), came from the immediate neighbour-
hood of Aberdeen, in Area XXIII, or else just across its

southern border. There was undoubtedly a marked invasion

of this fish in the late autumn of 1916, when twenty-five

were captured, out of our whole number of thirty-five.
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Mr R. Service recorded, in like manner, an unusual abundance

of Red Mullet in the Solway, in August 1905 (A.S.N.H.,

1906, p. 54).

In Cornwall, according to Couch, Day, and others, the

Red Mullet arrives about March, is found close inshore about

the end of June, and spawns from about July to September ;

it is sometimes found abundantly in winter also. Its

occasional appearance with us would seem to be due to

some unusual extension of its winter journey.

The following is an abstract of the number of our

captures, and of the months and years in which they

occurred :

Month.
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and since that date. I give the numbers of these steam-

lining voyages to Rockall, as follows :

Year.

igio
19II

1912
1913 .

1914
1915

I916

>
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ON THE OCCURRENCE IN SCOTLAND OF TWO
RARE SPECIES OF WOODLICE.

By Walter E. Collinge, D.Sc, F.L.S., Carnegie Fellow, and

Research Fellow of the University of St Andrews.

THE two species of Woodlice here recorded have only once

previously been found in Scotland.

Armadillidinm nasatum, Budde-Lund. This interesting

species was described by Budde-Lund 1 in 1885, and was first

recorded as a British species by Stebbing
2 in 1895 fr m

Leigh Woods, near Clifton, and Tunbridge Wells. Patience

has recorded it from Lanarkshire. It is easily distinguished

from all other British members of the genus, by the

prominent median lobe of the cephalon, which is a con-

spicuous quadrangular body, bent upwards distally. Further,

the telson is about as long as it is broad, with concave lateral

margins, and obtusely rounded posteriorly.

The specimens now recorded were obtained by Miss

H. B. Barclay in one of the greenhouses in the University

Botanical Gardens, St Andrews. In the south of England it

is found in the open country, but all, I believe, of the more

northern records are of specimens found in greenhouses and

conservatories.

Trichoniscus spinosus, Patience. This beautiful little

species was described by Patience in this journal in 1907.
3

It was discovered in the early part of that year in a green-
house in Springburn Public Park, Glasgow. Mr Patience

remarks upon the fact that he had not found it in the open

country, but he thought it might be discovered in quite open
situations.

Since that date nothing has been heard of the species.

Many thousands of specimens of different species of

Trichoniscus, from various Scotch localities, have passed

1 Crust, hop. Terr., 1885, p. 51. ,-C.
2 Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 1895 (s.b.), xv., p. 23.
3 Ann. Scot. Nat. Hist, 1907, p. 85, pi. iii.

X
'-'..

-*,*^Sr
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through the writer's hands during the past three years, but

not a single specimen that could be referred to this species

has been seen.

It is a striking form, and easily distinguished from

T. pusillus, Brandt, or T. stebbingi, Patience, by the shape of

the cephalon, the antennae, and the telson, as well as by its

general colour, a dark reddish-brown marbled with white.

Like T. pygmceiiS) G. O. Sars, it has a 3-jointed flagellum of

the antenna, but its telson is terminally obtusely rounded

and not truncate as in T. pygmceus.
For the specimens here recorded I am indebted to the

kindness of Miss y. J. Jardine, who collected them in a

walled garden at Hunter's Quay, Argyllshire. There are no

greenhouses anywhere in the neighbourhood.

Limnaea glabra, Hyalinia lucida, and Zonitoides nitidus

in Stirlingshire. Mr George Nelson has been successful in

adding these three species to the authenticated list for Stirlingshire.

Of Limncea glabra he found several, adult and young, in a roadside

pool on the Drum Road, Falkirk, in October 191 7 ;
a single Hyalinia

lucida was picked up on the bank of the Union Canal near Falkirk

on the 26th of the same month
;
and several Zonitoides nitidus were

found in Carron Glen on the 3rd of November, along with several

Vitrina pellucida, several Hyalinia cellaria, a few H nitidula, a few

dead H crystallina, several Pyramidula rotundata, one very

juvenile Hygromia hispida, three dead Zua lubrica, and a few

Helix hortensis var. lutea 12345 and 1(23)45. Ancylus fluviatilis

was plentiful the same day in the Garvald Burn in Carron Glen.

The occurrence of L. glabra I look upon as not only a most interest-

ing but a highly important addition to our knowledge, as we have

previously only had it authenticated from three Scottish vice-counties,

viz. 77 Lanarkshire, 83 Edinburghshire, and 89 Perthshire North.

W. Denison Roebuck, 259 Hyde Park Road, Leeds.
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Crossbills feeding on Rowans. We have for two mornings,

17th and 1 8th October 191 7, seen Crossbills feeding on our rowan

berries. This morning there were three, a female and two young
birds among starlings, missel-thrushes, and other unbidden guests.

You will probably be aware of one of the irregular autumnal

visitations of this interesting bird. Does this imply severe

continental conditions ? Alex. Macdonald, Durris.

Pisidium personatum, Malm, in Mid-Perth. When

examining, along with my son, some mosses collected by him on

the margin of a tarn at an altitude of about 3000 feet on Cru-y-Ben,

Tarmachans, near Killin, in July 1909, we found a dozen examples
of a species of Pisidium among the stems of Webera albicans var.

glacialis. A few months ago I sent these small bivalves to Mr
Roebuck in connection with the Conchological Society's authenti-

cation scheme. They have been examined by Messrs Charles

Oldham, R. A. Phillips, and A. W. Stelfox, who are in agreement
in regarding them as depauperate examples of P. personatum, Malm.
Previous Scottish localities for this species are given in Woodward's

Catalogue of British Pisidia in the collection of the British Museum,
published in 1913. William Evans, Edinburgh.

CURRENT LITERATURE.

Grey Seal in North Sea. A young example of this species
has been found on the east coast of England, and presented to

the Zoological Society of London. It is suggested that it may
have reached this unusual region from Shetland, since Grey Seals

seldom frequent the British coasts of the North Sea. Field,

January 1918, p. 70.

Marine Animals and Coast Erosion. Prof. T. J. Jehu
discusses the work of rock-boring organisms and their ultimate

influence upon the wearing away of the coast-line, in Scot. Geog.

Mag., January 191 8.

The Habitats of Freshwater Mollusca. An interesting

paper by A. E. Boycott discussing this subject, and showing to

what extent various types of habitation influence the molluscan

population in a limited area, appears in Journ. Conchologv,

January 1918.
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Colour determined by Blood in Amphipods and Isopods.

Dr John Tait shows that' the body colours of Shorehoppers and

Amphipods, and to a less extent of Isopocls, depend upon the

colour of the blood, which may be greenish, bluish, brown, or

violet. White specimens of Gammarus marinus were infested by

great numbers of bacteria in the "blood. Proc. Roy. Phys. Soc.

Edin., vol. xx., p. 159.

The Peacock Butterfly (Vanessa 10), near Edinburgh.

W. M., in The Scotsman of 16th October 191 7, records the capture

of a specimen on the window of his house at Pinkhill, near

Edinburgh, on 14th October. Mr K. J. Morton, F.E.S., informs

us that Mr W. Mutch, the writer of the note, showed him the

specimen the day after it was caught. Records of the occurrence

of the Camberwell Beauty near Hawick, on 21st August, near

Langholm, and at Juniper Green, Midlothian, on 4th September,

appeared in The Scotsman of 8th and 15th September.

Economic Significance of Holly Tortrix Moth (Eudemis

rnzvana). The damage done by the larva? of this pest, as well as

a detailed account of its life-history and the results of endeavours

to destroy it by insecticides, of which nicotine was found to be

most effective, are recorded by Miss L. H. Huie in Proc. Roy.

Phys. Soc. Edin., vol. xx., p. 164.

Beetles in Peeblesshire. James E. Black records Tetratoma

fungori/m, on ash log, and Deliphrum crenatum fairly common under

beech bark at Stobo. Ent. Mo. Mag., 1917, p. 277.

Bark - beetles and Forestry. James W. Munro, in an

important paper on " The Genus Hylastes and its Importance in

Forestry," discusses the structure of the several species of this Bark-

beetle and the damage caused to timber by them. Proc. Roy.

Phys. Soc. Edin., vol. xx., p. 123.

Insect Visitors to Corallorhiza innata and other

Orchids in the Forth District. William Evans, Trans.

Pot. Soc. Edin., xxvii., Part II. (191 7), p. 136. An undescribed

Empid fly, Enipis snoivdoniana, Verr. MS., is recorded from Loch

Leven (at flowers of the coral-root orchid), 5th June 1908; also

from south side of the Pentlands, 27th May 1895, and Bavelaw

Moss, 20th May 1904. Sixteen species of insect visitors to other

orchids {Goodyera rcpens, Listera ovata, and Orchis maculatd) are

enumerated.
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THE GREY LAG GOOSE IN NORTH UIST.

By Fred. S. Beveridge, Lieut., 3rd Royal Scots.

The following notes on the Grey Lag Goose (Anser cinereus)

chiefly concern habits, coloration, and breeding of the

species. The facts mentioned have been brought before

my notice during some ten years in which I have carefully

studied this bird in North Uist.

Every year towards the end of August, when the oats

have begun to ripen, the Geese appear in considerable

flocks, select the most convenient field, and proceed to

demolish it with great rapidity. If the grain be not low

enough for the bird when its neck is fully extended, it will

be beaten to the ground, two methods being employed :

(1) by rising in small flocks and landing again, close

together, in some chosen spot, the force and weight of

their descent crushing it down
; (2) individually using their

wings flail-like to crush the surrounding stalks. During the

day they may be seen resting on some convenient sandspit,

or on the open moor. As dusk falls they fly to their

feeding grounds, but leave them before dawn to perform
ablutions at some loch hard by ;

this done they return once

more to the chosen field as day breaks. Towards the end

of September these flocks are reinforced by newcomers,

76 K
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as many as five hundred being seen on the wing at a time.

When all the stubble has been gleaned the whole assembly
seems to disband, and by the end of October large flocks

become exceptional. Marshes and meadows are now the

chief haunt of the Grey Lag, and, should the weather be

severe, potato fields are frequented.

When March is over the younger birds, which do not

breed, may often be seen on the ploughed land, frequently

in company with Bernacle Geese [Bernicla leucopsis). At

this period they become very tame, and will often allow one

within fifteen to twenty yards without taking any apparent
notice. When the young clover appears it is greedily

devoured.

Concerning the breeding of the Grey Lag in North

Uist, I must say it is decidedly decreasing. Every year,

when the old birds are moulting and the young unable

to fly, the salt water is taken to readily. This fact is

unfortunate, as the birds then fall an easy prey to fishermen

and even to organised parties. And one cannot wholly

blame the hunters
;

after all, their interests are at stake.

The crofters' crops are poor enough without geese ;
with

them they are often worthless, and these dark deeds wrought
in the Sound of Harris are therefore excusable.

With regard to the weight of this Goose I may state that

the average taken from nearly three hundred birds which

I have weighed was 7 lbs. 61 oz. Those shot during the

period from November to February average 7 lbs. 13 oz.

The immature birds killed in September seldom weighed
over 6 lbs. 8 oz. Out of the above mentioned only three

birds were 10 lbs. or over.

There seems to be considerable doubt as to the colora-

tion of the soft parts, and most conflicting statements are

often made. These actually are : Bill, orange yellow,
darker towards base, and nail white. Feet and legs, flesh

colour, with claws white. Most mistakes concerning the

above must surely be made by delayed examination, or

by taxidermists varnishing instead of painting specimens
sent them.
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AGRICULTURAL DAMAGE BY VERMIN
AND BIRDS.

By Hugh S. Gladstone, M.A., F.R.S.E., F.Z.S.

At this present juncture, when practically the whole world is

engrossed in war, it is essential that bird-lovers should see

that the interests of the birds of our country are not

jeopardised. The benefits of our Wild Bird Protection Acts

and Game Laws are now being called in question, and our

legislators seem to have a leaning towards war-time measures

so extreme as to be in danger of killing the goose which lays

the golden egg. It may be that this spirit of destruction is

all part and parcel of the ruthlessness of the war fever which

now pervades the world, but it would be interesting to know
if the cool calculating Hun has ever advanced such devastat-

ing theories for the wholesale destruction of birds as have

recently been advocated in our British Press.

Economic ornithology is a study which in Great Britain

has only lately begun to receive any expert attention, and

though the excellent work done by Messrs W. E. Collinge,

C. F. Archibald, J. Gilmour, F. V. Theobald, H. S. Leigh,
Miss Laura Florence and others is most valuable, it is to be

hoped that, at no distant date, there may be set up in this

country an ornithological bureau similar to that already in

existence in the United States. Individual investigations

into such a wide question as the food of birds are bound to

be hampered by lack of material, which deficiency a central

body, with travelling observers, would be better able to

overcome.

The recently published report by Mr R. T. Gunther on

the Agricultural Damage by Vermin and Game x
is very

opportune. His investigations were restricted to but two

counties in England and only extended over little more

than a year ;
too small an area and top short a period on

1

Report on Agricultural Datnage by Vermin and Birds in the

Counties of Norfolk and Oxfordshire in 1916. By R. T. Gunther, M.A.,
F.Z.S. Published by the Oxford University Press, 191 7, at 2s. 6d. net.
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which to give any final dictum as to the value or otherwise of

any species. Mr Gunther's Report is, nevertheless, a valuable

contribution to the subject, generally in agreement with those

authorities who have preceded him, and may be summarised

as follows : (i) The total extinction of Rats and Sparrows is

advocated. (2) Pigeons and Rabbits, though unmitigated

pests on the farm, have a food-value for which they merit

consideration. (3) Rooks and Starlings are friends to the

farmer up to a certain point, after which they become his

enemies. All hinges on the abundance or scarcity, locally, of.

their favourite animal food
;

if there is a distress the species

are capable of doing serious damage to crops. The winter

immigrants appear to be far greater ravagers than the

summer birds. (4) It is fallacious to argue that if one kind

does a certain amount of good, two kinds will do twice as

much : it is highly misleading to apply the method of simple
arithmetic to biological problems. (5) The Pheasant, in

moderation, on the score of his superior food-value, is entitled

to a fair share of agricultural produce. During the greater

part of the year he does no harm and much good. When
Pheasants are in such numbers as to exhaust the supply of

readily accessible insect food, they are compelled to seek

nourishment of another kind and damage to crops will ensue.

The number kept should not exceed one Pheasant per acre.

(6) The farmer's very best friends are birds like the Lap-

wing, which are wholly insectivorous.

The whole Report is worthy of close reading, and

although the greater part of it is devoted to the Pheasant,

this is not surprising when we remember that under the

Defence of the Realm Regulations an Order was made in

February. 19 1 7, entitled the Destruction of Pheasants Order,

by which Pheasant-killing is permitted until 31st March

(and by a subsequent Order was extended to "
any time while

the Order is in operation ") in cases in which War

Agricultural Executive Committees in England and Wales

are satisfied that damage to crops is being done. Mr
Gunther sums up that "

the Pheasant improperly managed

may be a source of danger to agriculture and a stimulus to

class hatred, but, properly preserved, is a benefit to the
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farmer, a joy and healthy sport to the owner, a delicate food

for the invalid, a cement to the friendship between the

classes. It is so on some estates
; why not everywhere ?

"

It is certainly remarkable that in leaflet No. 12, issued by
the Board of Agriculture, commending the activities of

Rooks, Starlings, Jackdaws, and Plovers, no mention should

be made of the Pheasant, whose utility in destroying wire-

worms is so great that Mr Gunther's advice to any farmer

of wireworm-stricken land near a game farm would be to

plough up the land and beg the game farmer to put as

many Pheasants on it as possible. His opinion, that

Pheasants properly reared are a source of economy to the

farmer, is fully confirmed in a report by the Commissioners

on Fisheries and Game of Massachusetts.

We agree, as advocated in the Report, that
" the Lap-

wing, perhaps the farmers' best friend, should be universally

protected," but we cannot concur in the suggestion that
" the

taking of its eggs should be penalized." It has been found

from experience that the taking of Plovers' eggs up to a

certain date, say 15th April, is actually beneficial to the

species, since the broods, thus perforce hatched later, find a

greater quantity of insect food available for their successful

upbringing to a useful maturity.

The Report does not mention the Partridge, which is so

universally esteemed as the farmers' ally that we were

recently surprised to learn that the farmers in Sussex regard

the species as a serious nuisance on account of the havoc

that it makes amongst their trifolium during the winter.

A point well worthy of investigation is raised by Mr
Gunther when dealing with the Hare. He concedes that
"
in numbers they do grievous damage," but finds that " the

case against them in reasonable numbers has often been

very considerably overstated," and he points out that " Hares

which live on the land automatically return to the soil a

certain proportion of the value of the damaged agricultural

produce in the form of manure." The value of sheep in this

respect has been accurately determined, and a similar

research upon the economy of the Hare, especially in respect

of the percentage of nitrogen returned to the soil, is
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essential
;
otherwise any estimate of damage by Hares must

be one-sided and over-stated. It is certainly remarkable

that at this present time the French Government should be

making inquiries as to how best to re-stock the devastated

area of the war zone with Partridges and Hares.

We will conclude these notes with a strong -recommenda-

tion that Mr Gunther's Report should be carefully studied

in extenso ; at the same time we must express our satisfaction

that the vexed question of agricultural damage by Vermin

and Birds should have been dealt with in such a tolerant

and broad-minded spirit.

Tabanus (Therioplectes) montanus, Mg., and Anisomera

nigra, Walk., in the Lothians. A good many years ago I

recorded {Ann. Scot. Nat. Hist., 1901, p. 52), under the name of

Tabanus bromius, L., three specimens of a "cieg" captured at

Bavelaw Moss, Midlothian, on 24th June 1895. On a careful

re-examination of these specimens, I find they are referable to

Tabanus {Therioplectes) montanus, Mg., as described in vol. v. of

Verrall's British Flies, published in 1909. On 21st July last (1917)

the same species was common at Blawhorn Moss, West Lothian,

to the annoyance of both cattle and entomologist. Only females

were seen. Compared with examples from Aberfoyle, 30th June

1905, recorded by me in Ann. Scot. Nat. Hist., 1907, p. 54, these

Lothians specimens are more uniformly dark, showing little or no

trace of reddish colouring on the sides of the abdomen and the

antenna?.

A dark Tipulid-like fly, taken among rushes beside a hill stream

in the south-western part of East Lothian, on nth July 1917, is

clearly a male of the species described and figured in Walker's

work on British Diptera, vol. iii., under the name Anisomera nigra,

Latr. That name, however, does not appear in Verrall's List of

British Diptera, 1901, and it seems there is a synonymic tangle,

which I have not at present the means of satisfactorily unravelling.

Apparently the matter amounts to this : Walker's A. nigra is not

Latreille's, and consequently Loew renamed the former A. squall's,

which is given in Verrall's list. Walker states that the fly is rare in

England and Scotland. William Evans, Edinburgh.
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RECORDS OF SOME MYRIAPODA FROM THE
FORTH AREA.

By Richard S. Bagnall, F.L.S.

In June 191 7 I spent a short week-end at North Berwick, and

also managed to put in an hour's collecting at Dunbar on the

journey up. As the myriapods I observed included some

additions to Mr Evans' splendid list (Proc. Roy. Phys. Soc,

Edin., 1907), I think it advisable to put the results on record.

The new records are Polydesmus coriaceus,
1

Cylindroiulus

frisius, Brachyiulus {Microbrachyiulus) lit(oralis, Isobates

varicomis, Allopanropus gracilis, and Lithobius duboscqui,

all except the Allopauropus being additions to the Scottish

Fauna. Of these Mr Evans had already sent me Brachyiulus

littoralis amongst material from the Isle of May, and

probably his records of Brachyiulus pusillus are referable to

that species in fact I have not seen British examples of

true B. pusillus. Cylindroiulus frisius has been confused with

C. britannicus, and in his records of britannicus Mr Evans

draws attention to differences in coloration between inland

and coast examples ;
coast records may safely be referred

to frisius.

I also include a record of Symphylclla minutissima from

Edinburgh, another addition to the Scottish list.

Diplopoda.

Glomeris marginata, Vill. North Berwick Law.

Polydesmus complanatus, L. North Berwick and the Law.

Polydesmus coriaceus, Porat. North Berwick Law, both sexes.

Brachydesmus superus, Latz. North Berwick and the Law.

Tachypodoiulus albipes (C. Koch) ; Schizophyllum sabulosus

(L.) ; Julus ligi/lifer (Latz.) Both sexes of these three species

from North Berwick and on the Law.

Leptoiulusfallax (Mein.) North Berwick, both sexes.

Cylindroiulus silvarum (Mein.) North Berwick, the Law, and

East Fortune.

1 Mr Evans {Joe. cit.) has recorded this species from hothouses in

the Edinburgh Botanic Garden.
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Cylindroiulus frisius, Verh. North Berwick and Dunbar, not

uncommon.

Brachyiulus (Microbrachyiulus) littoralis, Verh. A few examples
from the Law and one male from North Berwick. An immature

female from the Isle of May (W. Evans) is almost certainly referable

to this species.
1

Amsteinia fuscus (Am St.). Under bark of coniferous trees,

East Fortune.

Isolates varicomis (C. Koch). With A. fuscus, East Fortune.

Trichoblaniulus guttulatus (Bosc). North Berwick and on the

Law.

SVMPHYLA.

Symphylella minutissima (Bagn.). Near Edinburgh, September

19 1 2 (W. Evans and R. S. B.).'
2 I have recently been able to

extend the known range of most of the rarer species of Symphyla,
such as Symphylella jacksoni (Bagn.), S. dunelmensis (Bagn.), and

S. isabeihe (Grassi), any of which are likely to occur in Scotland.

Pauropoda.

Allopauropus gracilis (Hansen). North Berwick.

Chilopoda.

Lithobius crassipes, L. Koch. North Berwick.

Lithobius duboscoui, Brolemann. North Berwick. This little

species is distinctly rare in the northern parts of Durham and in

Northumberland, less rare in S. Durham, and becomes more

plentiful in Yorkshire and further south.

Lithobius glabratus, Mein. Not uncommon on the beach at

North Berwick. I have constantly found L. glabratus as a littoral

species on the coast of Northumberland and Durham.

Lithobius forficatus, L. North Berwick.

Geophilus lougicomis, Leach. North Berwick and the Law.

Geophilus truncorum, Bergs, et Mein. North Berwick.

Scoliopla/ies maritimus (Leach). Dunbar.

1 Since the above was written, Mr Evans has submitted specimens of

Brachyiulus littoralis and Cylindroiulusfrisus from a mole's nest, Dirleton Links,

west of North Berwick, March 1908.
- R. S. Bagnall,

" Records of Some British Symphyla" Ann. and Mag. A r

at.

Hist., ser. 8, xx., pp. 360-2, November 1 91 7.
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NOTES ON THE APHIDES OF ROSS-SHIRE, WITH
DESCRIPTIONS OF TWO SPECIES NEW TO
SCIENCE.

By Dorothy J. Jackson, F.E.S.

As little appears to be known of the distribution of the

Aphididae in the north of Scotland, I collected such as

I could find in Rcss-shire from July to October 1917. Mr
F. V. Theobald has helped me to name them, and I am able

to record the species in the following notes. All the species

I collected were taken in the vicinity of the Cromarty Firth,

and principally within a three-mile radius of the village

of Evanton. Within this radius my observations were

chiefly confined to two gardens, first, that of our home,

Swordale, which stands over 500 feet above sea-level
;
and

secondly, to that of Balconie Castle, which is situated close to

the sea and is very sheltered. Miss Bankes rendered me

great assistance by collecting many of the specimens recorded

from this garden.

Family APHIDID^.

Subfamily Aphidin^e.

Genus Macrosiphum, Passerini.

Macrosiphum rosce, Linn. This species was abundant at

Swordale and Balconie in the end of July and in August. It

was particularly troublesome to the young shoots of rambler roses,

upon which apterous viviparous females, larva?, and, in lesser

number, alate viviparous females were thickly clustered. Fortunately

this species is much preyed upon by salmon-pink Cecidomyid

larvae, which, once they appear upon the scene, soon clear the bulk

of the aphides off.
1

Cecidomyid larvae feeding on many kinds

of aphides are very common in Ross-shire, and must play a most

important part in keeping the aphides in check.

On 15th October I took an alate viviparous female of Macro-

1 The occurrence of Cecidomyid larvae preying upon aphides in America

is recorded by John J. Davis in Journal of Agricultural Research, vol. vL, No. 23,

Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C., 4th September 1916, under the

heading,
"
Aphidoletes meridionalis, an Important Dipterous Enemy of Aphides."

/6 L
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siphum rosce on rose at Balconie, but by this time they had

disappeared from our higher garden.

Macrosiphum jacecz, Linn. I collected alate viviparous females

of this species with the young which they had produced on thistle

(Carduus sp.), at Swordale, on 7th August.

Macrosiphum scabiosa, Schrank. I found this species, only

apterous females and larvae, clustering on the flower-stalks of

scabious (Scabiosa succisa) by the Alness River on 31st August.

Macrosiphum hieracii, Kalt. I took apterous viviparous females

and larvae of this species on the flower-stems of hawkweed

{Hieracium sp.), near Swordale, on 15th August. The larvae mostly

changed into nymphae, from one of which an alate viviparous female

emerged on 23rd August.

Macrosiphum sonchi, Linn. Apterous viviparous females and

larvae occurred on sowthistle (So/ichus), near Fearn, on 9th

August.

Macrosiphum kalte/ibachii. Schouteden. Apterous females of

this species were taken on endive, Balconie, on 3rd August. It

occurred together with the following species.

Macrosiphum lactucce, Schrank. On endive, Balconie, on

3rd August. On 4th September this species was abundant on the

under-surface of gooseberry leaves at Balconie, and from the 15th

to the 19th September they were very common on gooseberry at

Swordale where I took a winged male on the 18th September.
The young produced by the alate females were much attacked

by Cecidomyid larvae which I kept alive, and on 3rd October

I found they had ensconced themselves on the under-surface of the

gooseberry leaf, close to the petiole in narrow spaces between

the converging veins. In addition to the Cecidomyid larvae these

aphides had another enemy in the form of a fungus, Enteromophthora

(Empusa) aphiJis, Hoffm., which Mr A. D. Cotton has kindly

identified for me. This fungus was very common, many aphides

having been killed by it. The aphides in which the fungus
was present could easily be distinguished by their dull ochreous

colour and opaque appearance, quite different from the shiny look

of the healthy aphides. The rough appearance was due to their

skin being distended all over into numbers of small elevations,

each elevation being caused by a spherical spore (of which the

body was entirely made up) pushing the skin outwards. The

aphides that were killed by this fungus remained adhering to

the under-surface of the gooseberry leaf.
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Macrosiphuin granarium, Kirby. This species occurred

abundantly on some stray oats that were growing in a field of

potatoes at Balconie on 7th August. The field had grown an oat

crop the previous year. The aphides were feeding both on

the blades and the grain, and larvae, nymphse, apterous and alate

females were present, pinkish brown and deep green varieties

occurring together with intermediate shades. Many specimens
of the following species :-

Macrosiphutn dirkodum, Walker were taken on the same

plants at this time, but they were principally confined to the blades.

They could easily be distinguished from M. granarium by their

cornicles being always paler instead of black, and by their body
being of a more elongated shape. Larvx, nymph?e, apterous and
alate viviparous females occurred on these oats. I searched the

same plants later on the 15th October, but no aphides of either

species were then to be found. At this time (15th October)
I found alate viviparous females of M. dirhodum on the under-

surface of rose leaves in Balconie garden. One of these had

been killed by a fungus, Cladosporiinn apkidis, Thiim, for the

identification of which I am again indebted to Mr Cotton.

Macrosiphum allii, nov. sp.

Aphis allii, Lichtenstein (ined.).

Alate viviparous female. Head brown
;
antenna? dark brown,

longer than the body; 3rd segment with nine to ten sensoria

arranged in a single row on the outer side along the basal two-

thirds, those near the base a little smaller and closer together than

the apical ones, which are situated further apart ; 4th segment
about two-thirds the length of the 3rd, without sensoria, the

apical portion imbricated; 5th shorter than the 4th, imbricated

along its entire length, with a single apical sensorium
;
6th segment

twice as long as the 5th, with a conspicuous rhinarium surrounded

by a group of three to five small sensoria. The sensoria on the 3rd

segment have a single contour, that on the 5th segment has a

double contour, as has the rhinarium. Each segment of the

antennae has a few scattered hairs which are short, thick, and blunt,

almost capitate at the extremity. Pronotum olive green, in some

specimens tinged with brown, meso- and meta-nota light-reddish

chestnut, the thoracic lobes dark brown. Abdomen dull green ;

cornicles dark brown, rather short and thick, constricted beyond
the middle but widening again at the apex. The basal portion

is imbricated, the imbrications extending a little beyond the middle
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of the length of the cornicle; the remaining apical portion is

reticulate. The cauda is elongated, about three-quarters the

length of the cornicle, with six long hairs on one side and four

on the other. The legs are ochreous, with the apices of the

femora and of the tibia and the entire length of the tarsus dark

brown. The proboscis does not reach the base of the 2nd coxre.

Length, 2-2.3 mm.

Foodplant. Leek {Allium porruiii).

Locality. Swordale, Evanton, Ross-shire.

Fig. I.

Macrosiphum allii, nov. sp. Parts ofA late Viviparous Female.

A. Head and antenna.

B. Cornicle.

C. Distal portion of cornicle enlarged.

D. Cauda (on same scale as A and B).

E. Hair of antenna enlarged.
F. Third joint of antenna.

G. Cauda enlarged.
H and I. Different views of rhinarium.

Notes. I found several alate viviparous females of this species
on the blades of leeks in our garden at Swordale on 5th August
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191 7. Each female had produced a number of young on the

blades, but I was unsuccessful in my attempts to rear them. Mi-

Theobald has examined the alate females and is unable to refer

them to any previously described species. Lichtenstein records an

Aphis allii on Allium in Flores des Aphidien {Lcs Pucerons,

Monographic des Aphidiens, chapter iv., page 78), but he has not

described the species.

Genus Amphorophora, Buckton.

Amphorophora vtcice, Kalt. Common on broad bean,

Swordale, on 27th July, apterous viviparous females, larvae and a

few alatae. I also found it on tares
(
Vicia sativd).

Genus Drepanosiphum, Koch.

Drepanosiphum platanoides, Schrank. Alate viviparous,

females of this species were common on maple {Acer), at Balconie

on 3rd August.

Genus Rhopalosiphum, Koch.

Rhopalosiphum dianthi, Schrank. I found apterous viviparous

females, larva;, and alatae of this species commonly on cabbage,

at Swordale, on 6th August; also on turnips and swedes on 15th

August in the same locality.

Rhopalosiphum britteni, Theobald. I took an alate

viviparous female of this species on the under-surface of a

gooseberry leaf at Balconie on 4th September, and another, also

on gooseberry, at Swordale on 15th September. This is the only

record of this very marked species since it was described from

Cumberland.

Rhopalosiphum lactucce, Kalt. I found this species abundantly

upon sowthistle {Sonchus), at Balconie, on 3rd August. Apterous

viviparous females, nymphae and alatoe, were present.

Genus Cavariella, Del Guercio.

Cavariella caprece, Fabricius. Alate viviparous females, apterae

and larvae, occurred on willow (Salix), at Balconie, on 1st August.

Genus Siphocoryne, Passerini.

Siphocorytie {Aphis) brassier, Linn. I found this species on

turnips, and less commonly on swedes, on 15th August at

--.
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Swordale. Larvae, nymphse, apterous and alatc viviparous females

were present, together with Cecidomyid larvae.

Siphocoryne xylostei, Schrank. This species occurred abundantly
on honeysuckle {Lonicera sp.) growing on a cottage wall near

Swordale on 2nd August. The honeysuckle had flowered

luxuriantly here for several years, but this summer its flowering was

prevented by this aphis, which was thickly clustered on all the

young shoots. Lame, nymphae, apterous and alate viviparous

females occurred, and Cecidomyid larvae were preying upon them.

I noticed no specimens of this aphis on the honeysuckle in our

own garden, which is two miles from this cottage.

Genus Hyalopterus, Koch.

Hyalopterus flavus, Kittel (
=

aquiiegice, Koch, and trilwdus,

Walker). An alate female of this species was found on the under-

side of a rose leaf in a garden at Dingwall on 6th October.

Hyalopterus pruni, Fabricius. I found this species clustered

thickly on the under-surface of some of the leaves of a plum-tree

growing against a wall in the garden at Swordale on 29th July.

They consisted principally of apterous viviparous females and

nymphae and, in lesser numbers, alatae. This species was much

parasitised by a Chalcid, and was also preyed upon by Cecidomyid
larvae. (It has also been recorded from Carronvale, Larbert,

Stirlingshire, by Mr Theobald in 1908.)

Genus Aphis, Linnaeus.

Aphis idceus, Vandergoot. I took this species on wild

raspberry near Swordale on 7th July. Apterous females and

nymphae, and less commonly alatae, were swarming on the top

shoots, in the curled leaves, and on the young stem.

Aphis kochii, Schouteden. I found a few apterous viviparous

females of this species on apple leaves at Swordale on 30th July.

Cecidomyid larvae had been at work in reducing the colony.

Aphis hederce, Kaltenbach. This species was common on ivy

at Swordale in the end of July.

Aphis clicerophylli, Koch. I found this species, apterous

viviparous females and two alatae, thickly clustered on an

umbelliferous plant (Chcerophyltum sp. ?), near Evanton, on 3rd

August.

Aphis padi, Linnaeus. Alate viviparous females of this species

and immature ovigerous females were abundant on the under-
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surface of the leaves of birdcherry (Prunus padus), near Evanton,

on 20th October.

Genus Myzus, Passerini.

Myzics whiteiy Theobald. Apterous and alate females of this

species and a single male occurred on currant at Balconie on

3rd August. On the 28th July I took an alate female resting on

the branch of a fir-tree in the same district, but there were no

currants close at hand. On the 12th September an alate male was

taken in Balconie garden, and on 15th September I found an

oviparous female on the under-surface of a gooseberry leaf at

Swordale. She laid an egg on this towards the end of the month.

Myzus cerasi, Fabricius. This was an abundant pest on wall

cherries at Swordale and Balconie from the end of July to the

beginning of September. They were preyed upon by Cecidomyid
larvae.

Myzus rosarum, Kalt. I found ovigerous females of this species

on rose leaves in Balconie garden on 15th October.

Subfamily Callipterin^e.

Genus Callipterus, Koch.

Callipterits querceus, Kalt. This species occurred commonly
on the under-surface of oak leaves at Balconie on 7th August.
There appeared to be two distinct colour varieties the commoner,
of which I took apterous and alate females, larva? and nymphs;,
is green, with paler legs and antennas ; the other variety, of which I

collected alate females, larva; and nymphs;, is pale grey with paler

legs, though when examined with a lens it appears to be of a pale dirty

ochreous ground-colour mottled with dark grey. Mr Theobald finds

no structural difference between these two varieties. I took an

apterous female of this species at Beauly (Inverness-shire) on

5th October.

Callipterus nigritarsis. I found nymphs; and alatse of this

species on birch at Swordale on 23rd August.

Genus Eucallipterus, Schouteden.

Eucallipterus tilice, Linn. -Apterous and alate females of

this species occurred on lime {Tilia sp.), at Balconie, on 3rd
August.
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Subfamily Chaitophoriisue.

Genus Phyl/aphis, Koch.

Phyllaphis fagi, Linn. Alatae, apterre, nymphse, and larva:

were common on a beech hedge at Dingwall on 6th October.

Subfamily Lachnin,e.

Of the Lachriinse I collected several species in the north

of Scotland, but I have not yet identified them. I hope to record

them later.

Subfamily Schizoneurin/E.

Genus Eriosoma, Samouelle.

Eriosoma lanigera, Haussman. On ist August I found an

apple-tree in Balconie garden almost killed by this pest. Apterous

viviparous females and larvse were swarming on the branches, which

they had covered with a sticky mass of white cottony wool. Alate

and apterous viviparous females occurred on an elm-tree close to

this garden at the same time, and I found them also on elm leaves

at Swordale on 28th July. A larva of Syrphus vitripeiinis, Meigen,
was feeding upon those on elm, and the fly emerged in the beginning
of September.

Subfamily Pemphigin^e.

Genus Pemphigus, Hartig.

Pemphigus bursarius, Linn. (Jactacarius, Passerini). Apterous

viviparous females and larvae of this species were abundant on

lettuce roots in a garden at Dingwall on 6th October. I also

found nymphse and alatae in the soil, but they were less common.

Pemphigus glebce, no v. sp.

Virgogenia. Pale green or pale ochreous green covered with

fine close farinose matter, and with eighteen long tufts of white

waxy substance on the posterior part of the abdomen; legs

and antenna:' greyish ochreous covered with white tomentum,

in some specimens appearing pale grey ;
anal plate pale brownish

grey. There is a pale brown dorsal patch on the head. The

proboscis is pale ochreous, the base and tip pale greyish brown.

The body is elongate oval in shape. The antenna? reach to the

coxas of the second pair of legs, and consist of five segments. The
first segment has one or two short hairs ;

the second segment
is slightly longer than the first, and has three short hairs towards
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its apex ;
the third segment is much longer than the second, and

beyond the middle it has a pale division which almost divides

the joint into two it bears two short hairs at the apex. The fourth

segment is about the same length as the second, and has a large

sensorium at its apex surrounded by fine hairs ;
above it are two

Fig. II.

Pemphigus gleb<z, nov. sp. Parts of Virgogenia.

A. Waxgland plate.

B. Dorsal view of abdomen (aphis made transparent), showing

position of waxgland plates.

C. Apical portion of proboscis.

D. Base of tibia and tarsus.

E. Head and antenna.

F. Apical portion of antenna.

G. Rhinarium.

H. Eye.

short hairs. The distal portion of this joint is faintly imbricated.

The sixth segment is about the same length as the third, imbricated

faintly, with a hair preceding the rhinarium, and several hairs

at the apex of the segment. The rhinarium is conspicuous and is

provided with fine hairs. The eyes consist each of three black

pigment spots. The proboscis reaches just beyond the coxae

of the third pair of legs. The first joint is very Ion

76 M
, reaching
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the coxa; of the third pair of legs ;
the second joint is short

and broad with two fine short hairs towards the distal end; the third

joint is slightly longer than the second, and furnished with

five pairs of fine short hairs. The tip of this joint is very dark.

The waxgland plates are situated on the five posterior segments of

the abdomen, in pairs on either side of the median line, excepting

on the last segment where there is on each side only one long

plate. The plates are variable in size and shape. Each plate has a

double contour
;

the inner portion consists of a great number

of more or less spherical cells which are arranged in radiating lines

these usually converge towards the centre, but occasionally towards

one corner of the wax plate. The inner contour of each plate

is conspicuously marked by a dark line
;
the outer contour is formed

by the outer edges of a row of elongated cells which are arranged

side by side. These cells are usually larger and of a different shape

from those in the centre of the wax plate. The legs have

the tibise furnished with a few hairs at the apex; the tarsi also

bear a good many hairs throughout their length. Length, ii mm.

Foodphint. Unknown.

Locality. Swordale, Evanton, Ross-shire.

Notes. I found three of these aphides whilst digging in a flower-

bed in our garden on 22nd October. My attention was attracted

to a small lump of soil that was covered with a whitish powder: on

examining it I found these aphides in it surrounded by flaky white

wool. I could not discover any root associated with them, and

though I searched carefully for more in the same place none were

to be seen. The plants in the immediate neighbourhood were

roses, daffodils, azalia, etc., and weeds such as grass and

buttercup {Ranunculus) were plentiful. For the recognition of

this as a new species I am again indebted to Mr Theobald, who has

kindly examined it for me.

Subfamily Chermisin/E.

Genus Chermes, Linn.

Chermes abietis, Linn. The galls of this species were only too

abundant on spruce-fir at Swordale. I took ovigerous females and

their eggs on spruce-fir on 31st July.

Chermes picece, Ratz. Autumn females and eggs of this species
were abundant under white downy matter on the bark of silver-fir

{Abies pectinata), at Dingwall, on 6th October.
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Genus Cnapkalodes, Macquart.

Cnaphalodes stroMlobius, Kalt. I collected females and eggs of

this species from white tufts on larch twigs and needles at

Dingwall on 6th October.

Other Records of Scottish Aphides.

Whilst recording these aphides from Ross-shire it may
be of interest to mention a few other species which have
been recorded from Scotland. These are mainly Myrme-
cophilus species sent by Mr Donisthorpe to Mr Theobald.
Thev are as follows :

Ancecia corui, Fab. Isle of Eigg, Hebrides, 19th November
191 1 and September 191 1, with Myrmica ruginodis and Lasiusflavus.

Tobermory Bay, Mull, with Lasiusftavus, 15th October 191 1.

Pemphigus picetz, Hartig. This species occurs in Mr Theobald's
collection from roots of Picea sent him by Dr Stewart MacDougall
from Scotland.

Tetraneura u/mi, Geoffr. Isle of Eigg, Hebrides, with Lasius

flavus, 17th September 191 1; and Loch Aber, near Dumfries, with

Myrmica ruginodis, 30th June 1908. Also from Isle of May,
September 19 10, with Lasius flavus (W. Evans).

Tycheoides setarice, Passerini. Loch Aber, near Dumfries, 30th

April 1908, with Myrmica ruginodis.

Forda formicaria, Heyden. Isle of Eigg, Hebrides, 17th
November 191 1; Loch Aber, near Dumfries, 30th April 1908, in

nests of Myrmica ruginodis.

Note. The terminology adopted in this paper is the sarr.e as that put forward

by Shonen Matsumura in the Journal of the College of Agriculture\ Tohoku

Imperial University, Sappora, Japan, vol. vii., part 6.

White Variety of the Orkney Vole. A white variety of

Microtus orcadensis was captured in October last near Stromness,
and has been presented to the museum of that town. It is an

immature male, and is believed to be the only white example of

this species that has been seen or obtained. The specimen is of

further interest from the fact that it is not an albino, inasmuch as

its eyes were black. George Ellison and Andrew Towers.
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Vanishing Game Birds in Argyllshire. That veteran

naturalist, Mr Osgood H. Mackenzie, contributes an interesting paper

to the Scottish Naturalist for, February upon the "Vanishing Birds

of the West Coast of Ross-shire." I do not think he need be in

any doubt as to the principal cause of the decrease, although some

minor causes may have to be taken into account which may not be

easy to trace. I have been a frequent visitor to a fertile island off

the west coast of Argyllshire, which, besides agricultural and pastoral

land, has a few heathery hills suitable for Grouse. The population

has been gradually decreasing during the last hundred years. I

have been acquainted with this island and many of its inhabitants

for the last forty years. Time after time it has been stocked with

Grouse, Partridges, and a few Pheasants. In a very few years the

game birds introduced were either extinct or nearly so. I have

heard many a discussion upon these vanishing birds, and wonderful

theories propounded as to the cause. Neither the late proprietor

nor his gamekeeper was able to solve the question. They were

inclined to blame the climate, the soil that was very varied in

its character, and the vegetation that covered the land from the

seashore to the top of the highest hill. Yet they were somewhat

sceptical, if we may judge from their actions, as time and again

more stocks of game were brought to the island. The fact was,

that while they could not account for the disappearance of the game,

they were quick to observe that there was a decided increase to be

observed in the stock for one or two seasons after its first arrival.

Then the decline set in as before, and became more rapid as the

stock of birds decreased.

The whole problem was interesting, and at first I was as much

puzzled as the rest. I was carrying on some scientific investigations

upon the island, and my work necessitated getting up at all hours of

the night in May and June. I had to walk along a road through

the hills for about five miles to my work. In the long summer

days it was hardly dark during any part of the twenty-four hours, so

it was easy to see objects some distance off. When I began these

early rambles I was surprised to find quite a number of the older

crofters, who were past casual work, wandering about the hills, and

I made attempts to get on more friendly terms with them. It was,

however, no easy task, as it was evident they wished to avoid me.

However, I managed to interview a few of them who happened to

be near the road, and seemed to be looking for something among
the heather. I knew some of the men slightly, so I approached
them with,

" Good morning ! You are early astir. What brought

you out of your bed at this unearthly hour?" The invariable reply
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was, "I came out to gel some thatch." However, as there was no

sign of collecting thatch I became suspicious. I watched carefully

and saw eggs being collected, and then I interrogated other crofters

and farmers whom I knew. Finding that I was aware of what was

going on they gradually opened out, and I found that, although
the egg collectors were supposed to collect only the eggs of wild-

fowl, principally those of the Eider-duck, they took everything they

came across that could be used as food. As the egg collectors

were born observers they knew exactly the localities the wild birds

chose for nesting, and few if any nests escaped their attentions.

The reason for the increase of new stocks of game birds for a year

or two after their first introduction to the island was easy to explain.

These birds were put down near the mansion-house, and as long as

they bred there were safe; but, when in the course of a year or two

they scattered and nested further afield, their eggs were taken, and

the shooters unknowingly generally did the rest to make the

stock disappear.

In more recent years and with a greatly decreased population,

most ofwhom are well employed and have no time for egg collecting,

the sporting value of this island, while still not great, has much

improved. A certain amount of damage is no doubt due to Ravens,

Hoodie Crows, Jackdaws, and Gulls, but as there is no ground
vermin such as Stoats and Weasels, the nesting birds are less liable

to interference during the breeding time than on many other

places. There has always been a gamekeeper during the time that

I have visited the island, but he has probably not always been a native

who understood native ways. Symington Grieve, Edinburgh.

Scarcity of Winter Visitors in Fife. We were interested

to notice in Mr Osgood Mackenzie's valuable paper on "
Vanishing

Birds and Birds that have already Vanished in West Ross shire,"

mention of the want of Fieldfares and Redwings this winter (1917-

18). Here also these species have been remarkable by their absence

up to the date of writing (5th February), and the only Bramblings
seen were a small party of six on Christmas Day. There has been

an unusually heavy crop of hollyberries which still mostly remain on

the trees, in spite of a long and severe spell of frost. This type of

weather usually brings large numbers of Redwings and Fieldfares

which quickly strip the trees of berries
;
on this occasion, however,

none visited us. Other winter visitors which have been scarce are

Hoodie Crows, of which few have been seen, and Snow-Buntings,
of which only one has come under notice. We attribute this .lack
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of winter visitors to the continuous westerly winds; neither during

the migration season nor later in the winter have we had any of the

easterly type of weather which brings such large numbers of these,

and many other species of birds, to our shores. Dr Eagle Clarke

kindly informs us that in 1887, when similar weather conditions

prevailed, Redwings and Fieldfares were equaliy scarce. The various

species of Duck and Wader, on the other hand, have been in their

ordinary winter numbers, and Little Auks have been quite plentiful.

Evelyn V. Baxter and Leonora Jeffrey Rintoul, Largo, Fife.

Extension of the Range of the Great Spotted Wood-
pecker in the Tay Area. In June 191 6 I saw a Great Spotted

Woodpecker (Dryobates major), and fjund several borings, a good
deal further into the centre of Perthshire than it has previously

been noted; so in 191 7, when I happened to be near the western

boundary of the county, I kept a special lookout in likely spots.

I saw a bird (or birds) of this species several times, and on 29th

June I found two nests with young one in an alder tree at the

foot of a hillside, the other in a birch tree on a steep bank near a

small burn. In both cases I saw the parents go into the nests and

feed their clamorous young. In one case the young were so well

grown that they were able to climb up the inside of the nesting-

hollow and thrust out their heads. I need not indicate the nesting

localities further than to say that these two nests were within 10 to

15 miles of the western boundary of the county. It seems to me
that the cutting down of the larger and thicker woods for war-

purposes is driving the Woodpecker into the smaller woods which

fill many of the remoter glens. H. N. Bonar.

Cuckoo Reared in a Window-box. A pair of Pied Wagtails
came every year to a house in Stirlingshire, and there, in a window-

box, built their nests one among the tulips and forget-me-nots, and

the second one when the begonias were in flower. Last spring

(191 7) they appeared at the usual time, the nest was built, and four

eggs laid in it. A few days after the last one had been laid, four

broken eggs were found in the paved court underneath the window,
but the little Wagtail sat patiently on a rather larger egg which was

now in the nest. When the egg hatched out, the Wagtails continued

to foster the bird, which grew and grew until it was too big for the

nest. Then it lay outside among the forget-me-nots in the window-

box, and grew like a large mavis of a speckled brown colour, with

an enormous mouth always open and waiting for food. When the
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baby Cuckoo left the nest for the rhododendrons, it was quite
double the size of the Wagtails, and they were evidently delighted
with it, and had hard work to keep it supplied with food.

Lorna C. Hay, Tunbridge Wells.

The Great Nemertine, Cerebratulus angulatus, O.F.M.,
from Aberdeen. On 22nd February, Mr L. G. Esson found an

incomplete example of this large nernertine worm on a trawl boat

which had been fishing 10 miles N.E. of Aberdeen. The portion

forwarded to me, some 7 inches long, included the characteristic,

thick, rounded head-end, and was of a brownish flesh tint when
alive. With the impetuosity of its kind, the Cerebratulus broke into

many fragments when handled. Although Prof. W. C. M'Intosh

described it as found "generally in deep water throughout the

British coasts," Scottish records are scanty. It has been found in

the Firth of Forth and Firth of Clyde. James Ritchie.

Phyllotreta flexuosa, 111., in Lanarkshire and Renfrew-
shire. This species was included in the Clyde list of Coleoptera

(1901) upon an old record of its occurrence near Glasgow contained

in Murray's Catalogue of the Coleoptera of Scotland (1853). Except
for this record I did not know it as a Clyde species until September
1 910, when I found a single specimen by sifting cut grass at Possil

Marsh in the vicinity of Glasgow. As Possil has long been a well-

known collecting ground, it is possible that this was the locality

referred to in Murray's Catalogue. I again found it sparingly in

flood refuse at Lochwinnoch in Renfrewshire in April 19 12, March
1 9 13, and January 1916. A. Fergusson, Glasgow.

Gyrinus elongatus, Aube, in Ayrshire and Dumbarton-
shire. -This local "whirligig" was recorded for the Clyde area by
Dr Sharp in his Coleoptera of Scotland without mention of any

specific locality. A single specimen, however, was found by Mr
F. Balfour-Browne in the Busby and East Kilbride district of

Lanarkshire during September 1909 {The Glasgow Naturalist, ii.,

87). Since then it has occurred in other two counties in the

Clyde area in Ayrshire, at Barrassie during May 19 10, and in

Dumbartonshire, at Bowling during May 1913. One example only

was taken at Barrassie, but at Bowling the insect was found

plentifully, swimming about on the surface of some slightly brackish

water. -A. Fergusson, Glasgow.
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CURRENT LITERATURE.

Foraminifera of Scottish Seas. An important and finely

illustrated paper continues E. Heron - Allen and A. Earland's

researches on Scottish Foraminifera. The present contribution

is
" On Thurammina papillata a Study in Variation." This species

occurs in the deeper parts of the North Sea and Western Ocean,

and presents extraordinary variety of shape as well as of detail

of sculpture {Jour. Roy. Microsc. Soc. 191 7, p. 530).

Collecting in the Highlands. F. G. Whittle, The Ento-

mologist, March 191S, pp. 63-66. This note consists of an abstract

from the author's diary, containing numerous records of Lepidoptera

obtained during the months of May to September 191 7, in the

neighbourhood of Kinloch Rannoch. Interesting information is

given regarding the altitudes at which certain of the specimens
were captured.

Bark Weevil (Myelophilus minor) and Destruction of Scots

Pine. Walter Ritchie suggests the possibility of a wide distribution

of this little known species in Scotland, where he has found it

common in the Aboyne district of Aberdeenshire. There its

destructive work is of serious consequence to the forester, for

branches of Scots Pine are killed, and the trees themselves are

misshapen and occasionally destroyed. The author gives a good
account of the structure and habits of the beetle, and suggests its

control by the artificial preparation of unhealthy trap-trees which,

with their load of bark-beetles, may be subsequently destroyed

{Trans. Roy. Soc. Edinburgh, vol. 52, 191 7, p. 213).

The British Red Apions. D. Sharp, Ent. Mo. Mag.,

January 1918, pp. 1-7. Gives Scottish localities for two species,

Erythrapion desideratum, sp.n., and E. frumentarium, Payk.

Choleva angustata, F., and its Allies. H. Britten, Ent.

Mo. Mag., February 1918, pp. 30-33. Records Choleva intermedia,

Kraatz, from Campbelltown.

Re-occurrence of Anchomenus (Agonum) sahlbergi, Chaud.,
in Scotland. J. E. Murphy, Ent. Mo. Mag., February 191 8,

PP- 33"34- Three one in May 1909 and two in 19 14 found in

Renfrewshire.
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CAVE-HUNTING IN SCOTLAND.

By James Ritchie, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S.E.

Recent years have seen a revival of the sport of cave-

hunting in Scotland, and for the reason that caves are none

too abundant in the northern kingdom, each new excavation

can hardly fail to add to the naturalists' knowledge of the

fauna of past ages. The period or periods during which a

cave has been inhabited determines to some extent the

interest its animal remains are likely to possess, for as the

settlements recede from the dawn of civilization in Scotland

and approach our own times, they become more frequent in

numbers, the remains of domestic creatures come to pre-

dominate over those of wild species, and the general

assemblage of animals more closely resembles the fauna of

to-day.

It is not surprising to find, therefore, that those shore

caves of East Fife which were occupied in Roman and

early Christian times contain mainly the bones of such wild

species as still exist in Scotland, together with a few domestic

animals. The Boar only, of the wild creatures, has dis-

appeared. Yet the discoveries are not without interest, for

they show how different from the present was the early

distribution of our native animals. The mammalian remains

identified by Professor J. Cossar Ewart and the writer from

77 n
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Kinkell and Constantine's Caves, near St Andrews,
1 show

that at the beginning of the Christian era the Red Deer and

the Roe, the Boar, the Wild Cat and the Badger, still roamed

to the furthest limits of the East Neuk, which they have long

since deserted, and that the Grey Seal sported on the sea-

shores of the East Coast.

Nor are we surprised to find that the mammals whose

remains have recently been disinterred in the cave at

Dunagoil, in Bute, were still predominantly representatives

of our present fauna, for that cave seems to have been

occupied by man only during the early years of our era and

for some three or four centuries previously. Nevertheless,

the passing years have seen great changes in the fauna of

Bute
; changes which emphasize how susceptible to the

interference of man are the animal inhabitants of an island,

where, on the decay of the original stock, there can be no

inflow of new individuals from other areas.

Of the seven mammals whose bones the writer identified

from Dunagoil,
2 not one exists at the present day on the

island. To be sure the seven include two domestic animals,

the Short-horned Celtic Ox and the Turbary Sheep, which

have disappeared as pure breeds
;
but with the exception of

the extinct Wild Boar, the other animals are common, or at

any rate, not very unusual on the mainland. They include

the Red Deer and Roe Deer, the Wild Cat and the Fox.

The aspect of the cave relics, however, changes markedly
as we penetrate into the dim distance of prehistoric times.

Domestic animals become in comparison less common, and

the proportion of rare animals, and perhaps even of animals

since exterminated, rises with every step into the past. No
Scottish cave excavation could illustrate these points better

than that carried out by Dr B. N. Peach and Dr John Home
in the valley of Allt nan Uamh (Burn of the Caves), near

Inchnadamph, in western Sutherlandshire. For several

reasons the report, which has recently been published,
3

is of

1 Proc. Soc. Antiq. Scot, vol. 49, 1916, p. 13.
1 Trans. Buteshire Nat. Hist. Soc, 1916, p. II.

J Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin., vol. 37, 191 7, p. 329.
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outstanding interest in the history of Scottish cave-hunting.

The cave had evidently been a refuge much frequented at

intervals throughout a long period of time, and, explored

with the geologists' keen sense of the value of accurate

zoning, has not only yielded an interesting glimpse of the

Scottish fauna at a critical period in its development, but

has furnished an abridged history of the physical develop-

ment of the district in the later days of the Ice Age and

thereafter. Perhaps the most interesting feature is that the

deposits bridge the period of man's arrival in northern Scot-

land, and supply some much needed evidence as to the

nature of the fauna in these early days.

One is not disappointed in the expectation that in the

cave should be represented animals long since vanished from

Scotland. Conditions then were very different from now, as

the deposits themselves reveal. The lower or oldest bone-

containing deposit is composed of fine splinters of limestone,

apparently split by frost from the roof of the cavern. The
weather in this west country was cold indeed, but it was

dry ;
for the streams which had once issued from the cave

had disappeared, the level of the glaciers had fallen in the

neighbouring valleys, and the cave had become sufficiently

comfortable to be tenanted by a large assemblage of animals.

That was in the days before man's appearance in northern

Scotland, perhaps in that mild interglacial period which

heralded the last extension of the ice-fields in the highland

valleys.

The animal life of this period had a distinctly arctic

appearance, as befitted the conditions of its existence. Mr
E. T. Newton, in a valuable account of the animal remains,

records the presence of creatures still abundant with us,

such as the Stoat and Weasel, the Mountain or Variable

Hare, the Water Vole, Field Vole, and Bank Vole
;
but side

by side with these familiars were found also the bones of the

long-extinct Arctic Lemming {Dicrostonyx torquatus) and

the Rat Vole (MicrotUs ratticeps), neither of which has left

any record of its presence in Scotland during the tenancy

of man. Their companion of the cave, the Brown Bear,
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whose presence is indicated by a single canine tooth, is also

extinct in Scotland, although it survived even down to early

historic times.

The assemblage of birds from the lower deposit shows

little to distinguish it from that of to-day ;
it contained a con-

siderable variety of ducks Teal, Widgeon, Tufted, Long-

tailed, and Eider Duck, as well as the Common Scoter, the

Grey Plover, the Little Auk, the Red Grouse, and the

Ptarmigan, and perhaps the Chaffinch. But again there is

a distinct hint of conditions different from those of the

present, and much more arctic in character
;

for at this

comparatively low altitude, about iooo feet above sea-level,

Ptarmigan were evidently far more abundant than Grouse
;

indeed, in the slowly formed deposit the pinion bones of

Ptarmigan were found to occur in lenticular layers con-

taining the remains of hundreds of individuals.

It is worth noting, also, that the assemblage of birds,

though containing no species of outstanding mark, is a

curious one to have been found in such a place, distant, as

the crow flies, more than a dozen miles from the sea
;

for

a very large proportion consists of distinctively marine birds

Diving Ducks, the Puffin, and the Little Auk. It is true

that the last often wanders a considerable distance inland,

but the Puffin is a coastal bird, and neither it, nor, to mention

another example, the Eider, ever move far from the shore.

But the physical conditions of the latter period of the Ice

Age help to explain this inland occurrence of shore birds,

since during some indefinite period after the time of

maximum glaciation the sea rose relative to the land at least

ioo feet, at which level the ioo-foot beach characteristically

developed on the west coast was formed. Such an alteration

of level must have had a considerable influence upon the

Loch Assynt area, which contains a fair proportion of low

ground merging on the sea. It is possible that the glacial

action of the maximum glaciation had scoured the bottom of

the Inver valley to so low a level that the ioo-foot sea

approached near to, if it did not enter, Loch Assynt. Such

conditions would bring the sea margin within reasonable

distance of the Bone Cave, and would account for the fact
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that so many birds of the coast were carried thither by the

carnivores which preyed upon them.

Between the formation of this and of the next fossil-

bearing layer many years intervened, during which a glacier

again appeared in the valley, unlading its morainic debris

within the cave, and finally dwindling as the weather

moderated. At a time when the cave was once more left

high and dry, man reached Scotland, and had penetrated in

his wanderings even to western Sutherland
;
for the succeed-

ing layer of cave earth revealed, in several of its parts, hearth-

stones burned by fire, as well as burnt and split bones, and

sawn antlers of Deer.

What animals shared with man the wilds of northern

Scotland in the days of the Polished Stone Age? The cave

tells a short but exceedingly interesting story. No bones

of birds were discovered
; Frogs and Toads were plentiful,

for the long bones of their limbs lay closely packed in every

surface hollow of the deposit. Bones of the Otter, Badger,

and Fox were found, but these may have represented visitors

of later date, which, burrowing beneath the surface, had laid

their bones to rest in the tombs of their predecessors.

Regarding the other animals there can be no doubt. Red-

deer antlers of massive size were scattered in the deposit,

and with them were found the remains of Reindeer, antlers

of young individuals, which by their sawn ends gave striking

proof of their co-existence here with man. Most interesting

of all were a couple of limb bones of the Northern Lynx,
a creature not before known to have existed in Scotland,

although its remains have been found in rock-fissures and

caves in England and Wales.

The authors think it possible that two other creatures

which have long since disappeared from Scotland, the Arctic

Lemming and the Rat Vole, may also have been represented

in this deposit, contemporaneous with man, but definite

evidence, they say, is wanting.

Be that as it may, these careful excavations in Sutherland

have given us fresh glimpses into the condition of Scotland

in the early days of man's settlement and in the last days
before he came

;
and by their value, as by their interest,
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should encourage the further unravelling, through the means

of careful and scrupulously detailed zoning, of the history

hidden in Scottish caves.

Wood-warbler and Little Stint in the Outer Hebrides.

On 26th and 27th August 191 7 a Wood-warbler {Phylloscopus sibi-

latrix sibilatrix) was seen near Loch Druidibeg, South Uist, while two

Little Stints {Tringa minuta minutd) were shot on 14th September
on an oozy creek on the N.W. shore of South Uist, two others

being seen at the same time. The Wood-warbler is believed to

have been seen once before in the Outer Hebrides, while there

is only one previous occurrence of the Little Stint, i.e., at the

Butt of Lewis in 19 14. H. Holmes, Ravenstone Castle, Whithorn.

Swans on Possil Marsh. On the 10th March I was delighted

to find six Whoopers (C. musicus) on this sheet of water situated

so near Glasgow, and I am given to understand that this has been

their first recognised visit. On returning to the district next

evening for a further examination of the birds, I was more than

surprised to find along with the six were five Bewick's Swans

(C. bewicki). These latter remained on the marsh for five days,

being last seen on the evening of the 15th. On the nth I was

witness of a fight between the Whoopers and a pair of local Mute

Swans (C. olor) that endeavoured to bar the passage of the former

to a particular part: and much to my joy the "distinguished

strangers" were more than a match for the Mutes, whose jealous,

not to say imperious, ways I know too well. The visitors were

determined not to be baulked in reaching the coveted feeding-

ground, and led by two adults, the juveniles bringing up the rear,

they advanced slowly in zigzag fashion towards their objective.

When nearing their opponents, the two leading Whoopers extended

their wings straight out horizontally, and not at all like the arched

way of the Mute Swans. The fight lasted for about seven seconds

or so, and with the great amount of splashing and commotion in

which the four birds were inextricably mixed up, it was difficult to

determine clearly what was taking place ; but the result was clear

enough, viz., that the local pair were compelled to retire, and the

Whoopers are now never molested. I noticed that while the

Bewick's Swans and Whoopers often fed alongside, when retiring

to preen, or to change feeding-grounds, both species kept distinct.

D. Macdonald, Glasgow.
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ON THE VALUE OF THE DIFFERENT METHODS
OF ESTIMATING THE STOMACH CONTENTS
OF WILD BIRDS.

By Walter E. Collinge, D.Sc, F.L.S., Carnegie Fellow, and

Research Fellow of the University of St Andrews.

As the study of Economic Ornithology becomes more

intensive, we are led to examine more critically than hereto-

fore the results obtained by different workers, and in doing
so we are forced to the conclusion that the methods employed
are not always the best, and in consequence much of the

value of their work is lost.

It is obvious that any method that is capable of more

than one interpretation is of little value, as compared with

one that expresses accurately the ratios each food element

bears to the others. Lord Kelvin has said :

" When you
can measure what you are speaking about, and express
it in numbers, you know something about it

;
but when

you cannot measure it, when you cannot express it in

numbers, your knowledge is of a meagre and unsatisfactory
kind

;
it may be the beginning of knowledge, but you have

scarcely in your thoughts advanced to the stage of science."

This is very largely what has been taking place in this

country as regards estimating the food found in the stomach

and crop of different wild birds. We have failed to measure

the quantities of the different kinds of food, simply expressing
the number of weed seeds, injurious insects, grains of wheat,
etc. That a better and more scientific method exists, I

shall attempt to show in this paper.
Three methods have been used in estimating the amount

of food in a bird's stomach, viz., the different articles may
be counted == the numerical method

; they may be weighed
= the gravimetric method

;
or they may be estimated accord-

ing to their volume = the volumetric method.

This last method is the one adopted since 1895 by the

Biological Survey of the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
from which department more work has emanated than from
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any other source during the past twenty-three years, and

it is the one now employed by practically all workers in

the United States.

The second method has, so far as I am aware, only

been employed by Rorig, the objection to it being its

impracticability.

The first method has, with various modifications, been

used by a few American workers and practically all British

workers, but as McAtee x has so pertinently and ably pointed

out, it has assumed no less than five different forms, viz. :

1. The total number of insects, seeds, etc., are given

that are consumed by the whole collection of birds examined.

2. States the number of times a particular kind of food

is taken by the total number of birds.

3. Enumerates the number of birds eating certain kinds

of food, and the number of specimens taken.

4.
" The proportion of the number of times a certain food

is taken, to the total number of times all foods are taken,

is considered the percentage of that food in the diet."

5.
" Estimates the proportions of food items according

to their numerical representation among the total of all

specimens eaten."

It is at once evident that such a method, capable of

assuming so many different forms, stands condemned. But

there are much graver objections to the numerical method

as will be seen later.

McAtee 2 has dealt with this subject in great detail, but

even at the risk of repeating much that he has so ably

stated, I think a useful purpose will be served by once again

setting forth the chief advantages of the percentage by bulk

or volumetric method.

Forbes 3
referring to this method states that "opportunity

is afforded for careful and trustworthy estimates of the

ratios each element bears to the other, so that the average

significance of the food can be discovered. Practically this

is indispensable. Whatever method fails of this, while its

1 Auk, 191 2, vol. xxix., pp. 449-464.
-
Op. at.

3 Bull. III. State Lab. Nat. Hist., 1880, vol. i.,
No. 3.
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results may be interesting and may have a certain general

value, can never afford a basis for anything better than

indefinite opinion. It can never settle the case for or against
the birds."

If we state that a certain species of bird has eaten fifty

injurious insects and twenty-five beneficial ones, even if

the names of the species of insects are mentioned, we learn

nothing as to whether the account balances; and if the

names of the insects are not mentioned, we are left to guess
whether the injurious ones were aphids or cockchafers, and

whether the beneficial ones were ichneumon flies or bees.

Again, if we say that a stomach contained sixty aphids
and six bees the idea furnished is a ratio of 60 to 6, but if

computed by the percentage of bulk the ratio would be

more correctly stated by the figures 3 to 28 of the total food

content of the stomach.

Each bird requires a certain bulk of food per day, not

a certain number of different kinds of insects, seeds, etc.,

and rightly to estimate the importance of any element in its

diet we must first know what proportion the insects, seeds,

etc., constitute to the standard requirement, and to do so

we must express ourselves by some method of measurement.

If I state in detail, as I have elsewhere,
1 that so many

pheasants consume in a year a given number of injurious

insects, slugs, earthworms, etc., and so many weed seeds,

grains of corn, etc., we may draw the conclusion that their diet

is beneficial rather than injurious to the agriculturist ;
but we

have no exact idea of the degree to which it is beneficial. If,

however, I state that 41-7 per cent, of their food consists

of leaves, fruits, and seeds of weeds, 2-4 per cent, of grain,

and the same percentage of roots and stems, 23-4 of injurious

insects, i-o of beneficial insects, 1-5 of neutral insects, 8-7 of

earthworms, 2-8 of slugs, and 16-1 of miscellaneous matter,

it is possible to interpret these figures. Thus we see that

the total animal food consumed is 37-2 and the total vegetable
food 62-8. The leaves, seeds, and fruits of weeds, the roots

and stems, neutral insects, earthworms, and miscellaneous

matter we may regard as neutral, and they constitute 70-4
1

Journ. Land Agents' Sec. t 191 3, vol. xii., pp. 583-586.
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per cent, of the total food. The grain and beneficial insects

destroyed, viz., 3-4 per cent, are injuries and against the

pheasant, but we can set against this small percentage the

injurious insects and slugs, constituting 26-2 per cent. Such

an analysis at once shows us the average significance of the

food, is trustworthy, and enables us to state definitely the

Fig. I.

Diagram showing percentages of food of the Pheasant.

economic status of this bird, which is not possible by any
other method.

Moreover, no numerical system permits of expressing
either in writing or by diagram the proportions of a bird's

food, neither does it permit of comparisons of one bird's

diet with another, whereas the percentage by bulk method
at once admits of the stating of a definite ratio, such as is

given above, or as more graphically shown in Figs. I. and II.
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McAtee sums up the matter very tersely as follows :

" We
must express ourselves in terms of bulk also when we desire

to state the amount of damage done to crops. The cultivator

wishes to know how many quarts of cherries or pecks
of grain the birds are apt to destroy in a year. . . . Suppose,

using the numerical system, we say we have examined 100

Crow stomachs and found in them 675 kernels of corn.

What does this mean? Can we learn by numerical

NEUTRAL
70-4-

IKIJ URIES.
J

BENEFITS.

2GZ

Fig. II.

Diagram summarising Injuries, Benefits, etc., of Pheasant.

'-~?t
<

comparison with the grasshoppers or acorns eaten, what

proportion of the yearly food consists of corn ? The case is

different if we can say corn constituted 15 per cent, of the

food of these Crows. We then know something about the

Crows' relative taste for corn, know that they could have
taken much more, but chose to eat other things. The
farmer in the locality in which they were collected knows
from such a statement about what damage he may expect
from Crows."

It is sincerely to be hoped that in all future investiga-
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tions on the food of wild birds the volumetric or percentage

by bulk method will be employed rather than any of the

various modifications of the numerical system. Apart from

the advantage of bringing our investigations into line with

those of other workers, it is highly important at the present

time that the results obtained by British workers should be

something more than "
interesting

"
or expressions of

"
indefinite opinion," they must express as accurately as

possible
"
the ratios each element bears to the other," for

it is only upon such results that we can form a reliable

estimate of the injurious or beneficial nature of any particular

species of wild bird.

Trichoniscoides sarsi and T. albidus in the Lothians.

Referring to my record in Scot. Nat. for February 191 7 of the

occurrence of Trichoniscoid.es sarsi, Patience, on the Isle of May, I

find that I have also three examples of this species among material

collected near Gullane Point, East Lothian, on 20th September 1913.

They have been submitted to Dr Collinge for authentication.

Another tiny Wood-louse taken at same time is, Dr Collinge states,

T. albidus, Budde-Lund, a species not hitherto recorded from the

Forth area. I am also indebted to him for the determination of a

specimen of this latter species from ground moss on the banks of

the Esk, below Hawthornden, Midlothian, 17th November 191 7.

To the above records may be added that of several examples of

Haplophthalmus mengii, Zadd., taken on the Isle of May in

September 191 1 and November 1912. William Evans,

Edinburgh.
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THE WESTWARD FLIGHT OF THE SWALLOW,
HOUSE -MARTIN AND SAND-MARTIN ON
THE TAY ESTUARY IN AUTUMN.

By Henry Boase.

During the past eight years the migration of birds in the

district west of Dundee has been watched, and, among
various matters brought to light, the westward passage of

the Hirundina; in autumn is perhaps the most unexpected,

and it is with a view of learning more of this movement that

I submit the following particulars.

In spring the arrival, in all cases where the passage has

been witnessed, has been from the east, with westward

passage inland during the period of maximum movement.

In no case so far has the slightest indication of immigration
from the west been observed.

It is with the details of the autumn movements I wish

to deal. In general, after the first fluctuations of numbers

have been noted, passage to the east along the south slope

of the higher ground behind Dundee goes on, followed later,

about the end of August or beginning of September, by a

passage from north-west to south-east over the same ground,
the two movements being sometimes in progress simulta-

neously, and it is at this time that the local nesting birds

depart. The eastward passage, as far as actual visible move-

ment is concerned, rarely continues beyond mid-September,

though possibly some of the resting parties seen after that

time may, in some cases, continue on passage to the east.

The latest date recorded for eastward passage of the Swallow

is 28th September. The westward passage seems variable

in its time of first appearance. It has been noticed once

during the first half of August, but the beginning of the

fourth week marks its usual first occurrence. The maximum
movement, in the case of the Swallow and House-martin, is

undoubtedly during mid-September, and in five out of seven

records the last Swallows seen have been on actual passage
to the west, the dates lying between 26th September and
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15th October. The House-martin has not been observed on

this passage as frequently as the Swallow, but in the main it

agrees fairly closely with the movements of that bird. The

last records of three different years (1912, 1914, and 1917),

all in the early days of October, refer to birds on westward

passage. The movements of the Sand-martin differ some-

what from the foregoing ;
its passages occupy a compara-

tively short period and most records have been got in

August. Practically all records refer to westward passage;

once only has passage to the south-east been witnessed, and

passage to the east has been recorded on a very small scale.

The Sand-martin has nested in the immediate neighbour-

hood but once during the period covered by the observations,

and outside the area it is scarce. It is worth noting that in

the west, particularly in the Earn valley, the Sand-martin

nests in large colonies, but the birds in these colonies must

travel in some other direction than eastward in their autumn

emigration.

As to the durations of these movements, the Swallow,

during the past autumn, was first noticed on westward

passage on 21st July, by far the earliest record. This move-

ment, however, was not again witnessed until 19th August,

after which date it was frequent. In 1916 the first

flights were seen on 9th August, but in preceding years

records 'refer to dates in the last week of August. As

already mentioned the passage continues throughout Sep-
tember in some strength, reaching a maximum in the third

week, and thereafter records refer to small parties at widely

separated dates. The Swallow has been seen on passage at

all times of daylight, with a lull at mid-day, and seems

unaffected by weather. Flights have been seen late in the

evening flying against the wind in drifting mist and rain
;

hurrying westward in the still frosty days of October
;

or

seeking a path through the gusts of a south-west gale with-

out pause or turning aside to feed or rest. Sometimes flights

pass high up, almost out of sight even with a binocular, their

calling drawing attention to their presence ;
sometimes low

down, following shore line or land contour, and sometimes,

but not often, in wide-wheeling flocks, each wheel a little
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further west than the preceding, a drifting maze of circling
birds apparently engaged in feeding as they travel. This

last flighting is seen only in calm weather
;
at other seasons

the flocks linger in the lee of a wood or other sheltered

corner to feed. The House-martin has rarely accompanied
the Swallow on passage. Its individuals pass westward in

earnest flight, and flocks, scarcely coherent, snap and chatter

in company as they fly. 1917 marked an early appearance
of this passage as with the Swallow, the 12th August being
the date in question ;

but the records of former years fall into

the period already detailed for the Swallow. The House-

martin has been seen on passage at all times of day as with

the Swallow, but whether it is as impervious to weather is

not evident from the records. Wind, however, does not

seem to deter it. The Sand-martin was evidently on passage
on 16th July 1916, a very early date, but unfortunately the

direction of its movement could not be discovered. On 7th

August the first flight to west was seen, fully a fortnight

earlier than usual, and in 191 7 the first westward passage
was noticed on 22nd July. The average date of the move-

ment, however, lies in the third week of August ; passage has

been seen in progress during forenoon and afternoon, but

evening passage has not been recorded with certainty. In

most cases the Sand-martin has travelled alone in parties

low down, often some distance from the shore line over the

estuary, but the drifting, wheeling flocks commonly consist of

all three species in company.
This movement of the Hirundines, then, is one of some

magnitude, occupying a period of at least two months, and

in numbers far exceeding anything seen of passage to the

east; but its reason remains uncertain. In consequence of

the war, it has not been possible to determine the point
where the parties turn westward up the estuary. All that is

known is that many flocks pass Dundee on an east to west

flight, apparently using the north bank as a guide, in a most

definite manner. Rarely, parties have been detected passing
on a line from north-east to south-west behind the town.

Flight to west of the Swallow and the House-martin has

also been noticed on a very small scale along the south bank
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of the estuary, and in the first days of October 1916 many
Swallows were seen on westward flight at Culross on the

Forth. It might point to an overland passage line to the

west coast, and certainly a consideration of the map of

Scotland suggests the possibility of such a line. The sight
of a House-martin flying over the estuary from the south-

east, and on reaching the north bank rising higher and

changing its course to travel parallel to it, in the orange glow
of an October sunset, convinces one that there is something
to find.

So far, all inquiries, principally confined to Perthshire,

have failed to trace the line of flight. As it stands, I have

only traced the flights some eight miles west of Dundee, but

at that point the passage was as prominent as at Dundee.

Mugdrum Island and the surrounding reed-beds are thronged
in autumn with flocks of Swallows and Martins, and the

departure of these and the direction of their flight seems

unrecorded. I saw, on one occasion, while sailing down the

river below Newburgh, large flocks flying in mist and rain to

the west late in the evening in mid- September, at which

time the maximum movement is being reached, but this may
have been purely accidental. I have no detailed information

for that locality. As another indication of the possible ex-

istence of a cross-Scotland passage line, I would point out

that all local records of movements of the Swift of any

magnitude have been from the west in spring and to the

west in autumn. Only once has immigration in spring been

recorded from the east, and that on a very small scale.

I leave the matter as it stands, having no further informa-

tion, hoping that others may be able to add more facts, or

better still, explain the meaning of this movement.

Blue Shark in Largo Bay. On 30th December 19 17 I

found a Blue Shark (Carcharias glaucus) between three and four

feet long, lying on the sand in Largo Bay. This is the third found

there in the last eight years, and was considerably smaller than either

of the other two. Evelyn V. Baxter, Largo, Fife.
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LIMN^EA GLABRA AS A SCOTTISH MOLLUSC.

By W. Denison Roebuck, M.Sc, F.L.S.

The recent discovery by Mr George Nelson in Stirlingshire

of this sparingly distributed mollusc is of great interest,

suggesting the desirability of summarising all that is known

of its Scottish range, especially as regards ascertaining

its northern limit in Britain, the nature of its habitats, and

of its faunal and floral companions in them an ecological

study of some importance.
In the British Islands the Conchological Society's Census

of Distribution shows that it has been seen and authenticated

by the Society's referees from ten vice-counties in the south

of England, five in the east, six in the west and in Wales,

ten in the north of England, and five in the south-east

of Scotland.

In the north of England it is on record for numerous

and widespread localities in all the five vice-counties of

Yorkshire, in Durham, Northumberland South, Westmor-

land, and Cumberland one solid block of area. Then in

Scotland we have it in the six vice-counties of Lanarkshire,

Edinburghshire, Linlithgowshire, Stirlingshire, Perthshire

South, and Perthshire North, which but for its non-record

for Fife and Perthshire Mid would constitute another solid

area of range. Between these two areas intervene Cheviot-

land and half a dozen lowland Scottish counties, the absence

of the species from these being, I may venture to suggest,
more apparent than real, by reason of the great paucity
of resident observers.

I will recapitulate in full detail the occurrences so far

known to me from Scotland. In doing this I am much
indebted to my friends Mr William Evans, F.R.S.E., Mr
Henry Coates, F.R.S.E., Mr Alexander Ross, and Mr George
Nelson for valuable and full notes.

V.C. 77. Lanarkshire. Mr John Dougall in his Glasgow
and ten-mile list of 1869 {Trans. Glasg. Nat. Hist. Soc, i.,

193) recorded it as in
" Frankfield Loch, mingled with

77 p
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L. palustris and as numerous." This is repeated by Mr
F. G. Binnie {Fauna and Flora of the West of Scotland, 1876,

p. 41) with the suggestion of its having been " introduced (?)."

It is also repeated in Dr F. Buchanan White's Scottish list

of 1874 {Scot. Nat., Jan. 1874, ii., 208), and by myself in

1 89 1 (Census of Scottish Land and Freshwater Mollusca,

Proc. Roy. Phys. Soc. Edin., 1890, pub. 1891, x., 493). The

species was authenticated by examples collected in 1887

by Dr Thomas Scott. In 1906 Dr Frew wrote us that

it was introduced into the loch, and that he had seen it

in Mr Dougall's collection. He added that at the time of

his writing it was extinct there, and that the loch would

soon be drained as it had come into the hands of the

Glasgow Corporation for reclamation and cultivation.

As to the statement that it is
"

? introduced
"

to the

Frankfield Loch Station, I take it that it is not so much a

statement of fact as an opinion of Mr Binnie's and I much
demur to it, inasmuch as this paper shows a solid area of

distribution which suggests the likelihood of the station

being a natural one. If it be a fact and not an opinion we

ought to have it placed definitely on record by whom and

when it was introduced.

I am indebted to Mr Alexander Ross for notes on the

loch from his own observations. It is situated about 4
miles N.E. from the centre of Glasgow, and close to the

main road to Stirling. It is slightly over a quarter of a

mile long at the longest part and almost the same at its

broadest, a peninsula projecting into it from the north

lessens its breadth by about half and makes it roughly
horse-shoe shape. From its western side a narrow ditch

connects it with Hogganfield Loch, situated less than half

a mile to the S.W. Its depth varies from the shallow

margin to about 6 feet in the middle, but is mostly not more

than 2 or 3 feet in dry weather, when a large extent shows

no sign of water.

During the winter rains the whole area is flooded almost

to the main roadside, but in summer the water drains off

to Hogganfield, leaving perhaps about half round the sides

dry-looking. This is, however, deceptive, as a walk over
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it will show that it is quite boggy. The most conspicuous

plants are the exceedingly abundant Marsh Cinquefoil and

the Equisetum.
The plants cited from the loch in Hennedy's Clydesdale

Flora show the boggy character of the habitat.

It would be of interest to learn what is the exact

character of the particular place where the species occurred,

and what other species were actually with it. The loch

is cited as a locality for Planorbis contortns, Pisidium

fontinale, P. nitidum, and L. palustris, but the last is the

only one specifically mentioned as associated.

East Kilbride is another Lanarkshire locality, from which

we have seen numerous examples in the Rev. G. A. Frank

Knight's collection. I regret that I have not been able to

obtain any information as to the nature of this station.

V.C. 83. Edinburghshire. We have records for three

localities in this vice-county, and I am indebted to Mr Wm.
Evans, F.R.S.E., for information in addition to my own
records. The localities are three, Braid Marshes, Bavelaw

Moss, and Rosslyn.
The Braid Marshes record rests on Rhind's Excursions

,

second edition, 1836, p. 142 (it is not in the first edition),

and on a MS. entry in the books of the Royal Scottish

Museum as follows: "Braid Wood, Roy. Soc. Ed. 1859."

Lymncza elongata is the name used by Rhind. The site

of the Braid Marshes is now occupied by a skating-pond.
No further information has been obtainable.

In 1 89 1, on the 17th April, Mr Evans took three or

four specimens by the side of Bavelaw Moss near Balerno,

which were seen and authenticated by us. He has since

noted it on many occasions, giving extracts from his diaries

as follows : 8th May 1895, hundreds of fine specimens in

a "water-hole" by side of Bavelaw Moss; 5th April 1902,

a good many; 15th May 1905, common, spreading. In June

1916 he could see none in the pool where they were formerly
so abundant, but found plenty in another some distance

away on the other side of the road, and also a few in

a shallow ditch. These pools are on the edge of a moor or

"peat moss." They are quite small, 2 or 3 yards across, and
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about I foot to 2 feet deep, and though of long standing are

doubtless artificial. Sphagnum grows more or less luxuri-

antly in most of them, and where the margins are not too

steep other vegetation, Rushes (/uncus sp.), Sedges (Carex

sp.), Water-grass {Glycerin fluitans), Ranunculus flammula,

etc., is present. Close to the corner of the moor where the

pools are is a house with garden and grounds, which accounts

for the number of tin cans and other rubbish which one

finds in them. Though a few examples of L. glabra occur

in an adjoining ditch it was there that Mr Evans first

discovered it in April 1 891 the pools are its headquarters.

In one of the latter it is still plentiful, Mr Evans having
'

seen it there as late as May 191 7. Many were clinging to

pieces of submerged wood. The elevation of the moor is

about 900 ft., and no other mollusc has been observed in the

pools.

In 1897, October 20th, Mr Evans found it in a curling-

pond near Rosslyn, fairly common and well grown, amongst

Equisetum. These were seen and authenticated by us.

V.C. 84. Linlithgowshire. The only records we have for

this vice-county are of ancient date, but we have no reason

to doubt their authenticity.

In 181 1 Laskey wrote in his
" Account of North British

Testacea," (Mem. Wernerian Nat. Hist. Soc, 181 1, i. 417)

that it was " found by the Reverend Mr Fleming in ditches

in Linlithgowshire, who added several specimens to my
cabinet"; recording it as Helix octona, Penn., H. octanfracta,

Mont. If the Laskey collection is extant at the present

day, it would be of interest to have the specimens examined.

V.C. 86. Stirlingshire. The species was found at Falkirk

on the 27th October last (1917) by Mr George Nelson, who

has rendered me much valuable help in working out the

mollusca of his neighbourhood. On that date he found

examples both mature and immature in a roadside pool on

the Drum Road. He again visited the place on the 20th

November, when he collected a few adults (which have

been deposited in the Royal Scottish Museum) and saw

about a dozen more partly grown as well as thirty or forty

very minute examples. At the same time he gathered
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such plants as could be found at that season, and these

I have submitted to Mr William Evans, who found them to

include Juncus articulatus L., J. conglomerates L., and

Potamogeton (probably nutans). Mr Nelson collected such

plants as could be reached, the Sphagnum in the marsh

being inaccessible. He observed that the young examples
of L. glabra were found almost invariably on the

Potamogeton, whether because it was the food plant or

merely because it was the most plentiful, he could not

say. He saw no other mollusca in the pond. The pool
is by the side of the Drum Road, 2\ miles S.W. of Falkirk

and 500 or 600 yards east of Greenrig Farm. On the north

side of the road at this point is a copse of birch trees and
bushes. The road is bounded by a hedge, immediately
inside of which is a stretch of boggy ground 30 by 10

yards in extent. At the west end of the marsh, at a gap
in the hedge, there has been dug, at some time, a hole

about 3 feet square, which is now 12 or 15 inches deep.
This hole may have been dug in order to provide in dry
seasons a supply of water for game birds. Apparently
there are springs about, for even in summer Mr Nelson has

never seen it dry, and the water is usually clear and fresh

looking. In this pond it is that the L. glabra lives

without any companion molluscs. In the pool itself are the

Potamogeton, Cinquefoil, and Bogbean, and in the surround-

ing marsh, Sphagnum, Rushes, and Grasses. Almost

opposite to this "glabra" pool is an old "
lint-hole," called

by local botanists the Bogbean Pond. Unfortunately the

margin is very soft and the water inaccessible without

special preparations. It may be worth while to investigate
whether the species is here also. The whole area is at an
elevation of approximately 400 feet above sea-level, rolling

country, clayey soil, with peat in the hollows. The land

around is partly permanent pasture, partly arable, partly
woodland (principally Scots Pine).

V.C. 87. Perthshire South. Mr William Evans found an

example, not full-grown, on the 20th April 1896, in a

pool on the north side of Duchray Water, near Aberfoyle.
There was at the time an element of doubt as regards this
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specimen, but Mr J. W. Taylor on seeing it referred it to

L. glabra, but suggested that it might be well to see more

specimens.
V.C. 89. Perthshire North. The species was found

in October 1870 by Dr F. Buchanan White in some small

pools on the Muir of Durdie. In this locality he stated that

almost every specimen had the three apical segments eroded,

and for this monstrosity proposed the name decollatum.

A few taken in this locality on the 12th November 1881 by
Messrs J. and H. Coates are now in the Museum at Perth,

and these we have seen. Since that date it does not appear
to have been taken in this locality.

I am indebted to Mr H. Coates, F.R.S.E., the able

Curator of the Perth Museum, for notes on the locality. At

my instigation he visited the spot on the 20th November
1 91 7, half expecting to find the marshy pools where they

lived, and where Dr White and he had collected them,

either drained or dried up. He found plenty of water

in them but no trace of mollusca of any kind, possibly

by reason of the coldness of the season. The Muir of

Durdie is not named on the Ordnance Map, but is situate

3 miles E.N.E. of Perth Bridge, and about 500 yards E.S.E.

from the farm of Muirend. It is a stretch of high moorland

running across the top of the Sidlaw Hills, E.N.E. of

Kinnoull Hill. It stretches from the farm of Muirend

of Durdie on the west to the farm of Over Durdie on the

east, whence it derives its name. It is partly heather-

clad moorland, partly rocky, partly cultivated, and in

patches marshy. The general elevation is from 600 to 700
feet above sea-level, one pond being about 610 feet in

altitude. There are a few scrubby trees, oak, fir, etc.,

scattered about. In the marshy pond, or ponds, where

L. glabra occurs (or occurred) there is an abundance of

vegetation, including rank grass, Sphagnum and other

mosses, the Common Rush {Juncus communis) and Potamo-

geton natans, besides other aquatic plants not easy to

determine when observed, not being in flower.

From these notes on the various habitats it will be seen

that Limnaa glabra is in Scotland a shallow-water form, living
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in pools in marshy places, associated with Sphagnum moss,

water-grasses, Potamogeton, Rushes, Sedges, etc. In the

north of England it occurs in similar habitats and also

in grassy blind-end ditches that is in shallow waters with

grassy margins and water-plants.

Investigation should be directed to similar habitats in

Perthshire Mid, Fife, Haddingtonshire, Peeblesshire, Selkirk-

shire, Dumfriesshire, Roxburghshire, and Berwickshire, as well

as the English vice-county Cheviotland {i.e., Northumberland

North), in order to round off what is evidently the range
of the species. Possibly also it may occur further north.

Another feature of interest for investigation is that

of association of species together in the same pond. In

various localities in England this species is found associated

with Planorbis spirorbis and Aplexa kypnorum, although this

particular association has not so far been observed in any of

the Scottish localities. It would be well if special attention

be paid to this point, bearing in mind that Aplexa hypnorum
should be looked for in the spring of the year, before

it dies out.

As I am keenly interested in working out not merely the

northern limits of the areas of the various Scottish mollusca

but also their detailed occurrences throughout the whole of

their range, I trust further to enlist the assistance not only
of conchologists but of all naturalists who will collect and
send me what they are able to find. I wish to emphasise
most forcibly the necessity of paying most attention to the

common species, which are the dominant and variable forms,
and as Scotland is for the most part very thinly populated

by resident naturalists, I venture to ask for the assistance

of others. Specimens may at any time accompanied by
full notes of locality, date, habitat, etc. be sent to me at

259 Hyde Park Road, Leeds.
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Cymindis vaporariorum, L., in Arran. This beetle has

only been recorded from two localities in the Clyde area, Paisley

and Holy Island. As both these records are now somewhat old, it

may be of interest to note that it has recently been found on two

occasions in the Island of Arran. One example was taken at

Whiting Bay under a stone on a moor during September 1916, and

this Easter two were found, also under stones, at Catacol near

Lochranza. Both localities are situated about 800 feet above

sea-level. A. Fergusson, Glasgow.

Mosquitoes in Scotland A Request. There is a risk that

British anopheline mosquitoes may come to act as carriers of

malaria, from infection gained from malarial patients who have

returned from abroad. The Local Government Board are therefore

anxious to collect as much information as possible regarding the

distribution of anopheline mosquitoes in various parts of the

country. Naturalists and entomologists could give much valuable

help in the matter by keeping notes and records of any adult insects

or larvae which they may meet with, or by forwarding the insects for

identification. In making records the following are important :

Adults Date
;
hour of collection

; place (if in a building its nature

to be specified) ;
few or abundant. Larvce Date

;
hour of

collection
; place ;

nature of habitat (artificial or natural, shady or

open pools, presence or absence of weeds, fish, etc.).

Spread of Turnip Gall Weevil (Catthorrhynchuspleurostigma,

Marsh. = C. sutcicollis, Gyll.). The Board of Agriculture for Scot-

land have had their attention drawn to the fact that cabbage plants

invested with larvae of the "turnip gall weevil" are being distributed

to allotment holders and occupiers of private gardens in Edinburgh

and elsewhere. The presence of these pests is shown by rounded

growths, formed by larvae, at or near the root of the plant, which

resemble in appearance the growths caused by finger-and-toe disease.

The introduction of this pest into ground where cabbages and similar

plants are grown from year to year is serious, in respect that if the

weevils multiply to any extent it may eventually become impossible

to raise a satisfactory crop. Leaflets on the subject of
"
finger-and-

toe
" and "

turnip gall weevil
"
may be had on application to the

Secretary of the Board, 29 St Andrew Square, Edinburgh.
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NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS ON THE BIRDS
OF NORTH UIST IN MAY 1883.

By the late Alfred Chapman. 1

In Gray's book on the Birds of the West of Scotland he

mentions North Uist frequently as the breeding station

of numerous fowl, some of which are rarely found breeding
in any other part of the United Kingdom. On 7th May
1883 I left Silksworth with the intention of going first

to West Loch Tarbert and then on to Lochmaddy in North

Uist. After a short stay at Loch Tarbert, I left Greenock

at 7 P.M. on Thursday, 10th May, steamed round the south

end of the Mull of Cantyre, thence northwards past Islay

and Iona to Oban. Leaving Oban we called at Coll and

Tiree, off which I saw a few Shearwaters gliding. They
have a most peculiar flight, seldom moving their wings,

dipping down into the troughs of the waves and rising

rapidly over the crests, occasionally darting up high in

the air, showing first their white under side and then their

dark brown upper side. They conveyed to me at once

the idea of Petrels, to which genus I think they undoubtedly

1 By the kindness of Mr Abel Chapman we are enabled to publish

this very interesting diary ;
it is given almost verbatim as it was

originally written, although it was not intended for publication.

78 Q
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belong. We then steamed north, and after a stormy passage

reached Lochmaddy about midday on 12th May. Loch-

maddy is merely an inlet or bay of the sea, studded with

rocky islands, on which few birds breed. I should think

the Oystercatcher and Ring-dotterel might breed on them,

as I saw them flitting about. On reaching my inn I came

across a man whom I found to be the veteran poacher on

the island, and he recommended me to write to Donald

Ross, Sir John Campbell Orde's gamekeeper, who has charge
of all the game and fowl on the island. This is no small

charge either, as the area of the island is 80,000 acres,

30,000 of which consist of water in the form of fresh-water

lochs, and it is on these that the birds are principally found

breeding. Having written to him explaining my objects,

and asking him to meet me with a boat on Monday morning,

my poacher and I set out for a walk to the nearest loch.

About three miles away we came to a large loch, studded

with islands, on which I saw first, of all a splendid pair

of Black-throated Divers swimming ;
Great Black-backed

Gulls were soaring about, and Merganser, Grey Lag Geese,

Sheldrake, Mallard, Herring and Common Gulls were soon

all on the wing at our approach. The number of birds

induced me to strip and try to swim off to the nearest

islands, but the coldness of the water was too much for

me and I was obliged to give up the idea of doing anything
without a boat. Some of the islands were covered with long

rank heather, others with a light green grass ;
on the former

the Geese were nesting, on the latter the Gulls. We left this

loch and crossed some wide tracts of bog, studded with small

ponds, with oozy edges, soft and stagnant. From one of

these I noticed a Red-throated Diver fly, and on examin-

ing the edges I soon found the nest, a mere depression

formed in the moss by the bird's breast within a foot of

the water's edge. Between the water and the nest was

a distinct impression formed by the bird in clambering

up the 8 or 9 inches of bank to the nest
; unfortunately this

was empty.
In addition to this we saw one Whimbrel, quite tame

and quite alone, but showing no signs of breeding ;
a
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Richardson's Skua, sitting on the tops of the moss-hags
in the middle of the most uninviting bogs ; Dunlins, two

single birds, evidently not breeding and very wild
;
Pied

Wagtails in great numbers, apparently on migration, some

very light coloured, possibly the White Wagtail. Buntings
were numerous, uttering their shrill note on wall-tops. A
few Sandpipers were seen on the loch sides, and we also

saw Herons, Wheatears, and Stonechats. Next day, the

13th, had a long walk over hill, bog, loch sides, etc. Saw
the same birds again, also a fine male Hen-harrier. Found

a nest of the Hoodie Crow, with three eggs hard sat,

placed in the long heather on the ground in a steep bank
;

the nest was like C. corone, lined with wool. There were

five nests here, in a row, four old ones and the new nest

at the end. Both old birds were grey, not hybrids. Other

birds observed were Reed-buntings and Twite.

At 10 a.m. on the 14th, Donald Ross appeared from

Claddoch, twelve miles off. He had, with the assistance

of another man, managed to drag a boat, weighing about

5 cwts., all the way from his house to meet me near Loch-

maddy. This means simply a herculean task, dragging
a boat over bogs and hilltops, and rowing down the lochs

on every possible opportunity. We were soon under way,
to a heather-clad island, on Loch Scadvagh, and here found

three nests of the Grey Lag Goose. This was a good start

and greatly encouraged me. The nests were beautifully

constructed in long heather, formed of dry moss and down

mixed, held together by heather twigs; they were broad,

quite round, deep and warm, and contained five eggs each
;

they were always within five to ten yards of the water-side.

We caught and examined three Goslings swimming in the

loch, evidently about a week old, and covered with yellowish

down, with darker buff streaks on them in short, just like

young Goslings in a farmyard ; they were very obstreperous

and did not like handling.

I may mention that several times, when tramping through

long heather, nearly up to my thighs, I came right upon an

old Goose on her nest. The position of the nest is usually

discernible about 10 or 20 yards off by the bits of down
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sticking to the heather round it. The old Goose got up with

a deal of shuffling and tremendous vociferations, and flew

away with her neck bent round sideways to see if her nest

were being molested
;
on several occasions, so intent was

her observation of her enemy, that, regardless of the direction

of her flight, she plumped into the water of the loch with

much apparent surprise. Here she swam for half a minute

or so, sometimes within 30 yards, then, as if suddenly

remembering the precarious nature of her position, with a

loud "
cackle," up she went and flew far away. After flying

about a quarter of a mile she would alight on some elevated

position in the surrounding "bog," and quietly wait till one

went away.
After examining the Goslings we went to a grass island,

and here found the Common Gull {Larus canus) breeding in

scores. I saw many eggs, some beautiful varieties
; they

always lay three, very near the water in this case, the nest in

a depression, formed and lined with coarse grass. A pair of

Great Black-backs kept barking severely over our heads

when on this island, and on ascending to the highest point,

there lay the nest and three beautiful eggs. The nest was

15 inches in diameter, very deep, and formed of a large

quantity of dry grass, a very comely structure. This was the

only instance in which I found this bird breeding on the

same island as other birds in this case the Common Gull.

One of the eggs was a splendid specimen, being a light

yellow-grey ground, marked with purple blotches, blurred at

the edges. These birds are considered the worst vermin on

the island and are mercilessly put down when occasion

affords, but they usually keep well out of shot and are

awfully hard to bring down.

We next visited a heather-clad island on which Herring-

gulls were breeding. I also found a Sheldrake's nest, the

bird flying out from below my feet
;
the nest was difficult to

find and worse to get at, being deep into a peat-hole and

formed of heather twigs only. The tracks and dropping of

Otter were very numerous here, and in crossing from island

to island, if a stone happened to show above the water,

droppings and fish-scales were sure to be found on it. The
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keeper told me he killed fifty-four one year (in 1881) without

any trouble. This shows how common they must be, though
I never had the pleasure of seeing one myself. I arranged

with Donald to leave Lochmaddy and cross over to the west

side of the island to stop nearer him at an inn called

Carinish. I started from Lochmaddy at 6 A.M. on the

15th May and made over the hills to where we had left the

boat the previous evening. Having reached the boat and

spent half an hour in patching her up, for she leaked

woefully, we started to drag her over the moors to the next

loch
;
on the way saw Stonechats, but could not find their

nest. Soon after, however, we found a nest of the Grey Lag
Goose, and then a Wild Duck rose from her nest in the long

heather close to the loch side. It was a most beautiful

structure, entirely composed of very dark coloured down, and

bound together as usual by heather twigs ;
it contained nine

eggs. At this time two huge Gulls flew over the loch and

circled round us. I suspected they must have a nest near at

hand, so pulled the boat off to a small island and immediately
discovered the nest and three eggs of the Great Black-backed

Gull, clearly owned by the two huge Gulls above mentioned.

This was the third nest, each with three eggs, I had found in

three days, and I looked upon them as quite a prize, as these

birds, through being killed as vermin, will undoubtedly
become rare in our islands before many years in fact they
are scarce already.

We then had to drag the boat a long way over terribly

rough ground, including the embankment forming the

main turnpike road across the island. On arriving at the

next loch, saw a pair of Redthroats and Mergansers, but,

though I searched every island on the loch, failed to find

their nest. Herring-gulls were very numerous here, just

beginning to lay. Grey Geese also were very common, and

we found three or four nests containing eggs. I was also

fortunate in finding, after a long search of nearly two hours,

another nest of Larus niarinns, placed on the summit of a

detached rock, rising about 2 feet out of the water
;

a Wheatear flew out of a hole under my feet here, and on

reaching the bottom of it, fully 18 inches below ground,
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discovered the nest building. Donald and I were now nine

miles from our respective homes and it was seven o'clock
;
our

baggage consisted of my portmanteau, a fishing-creel, two

macintoshes, a fishing-rod, and a gun. We sat down to

consider what to do, as it was an impossibility to carry them

all home with us. We had just finished hiding my portmanteau
in a peat-hole and were starting off home, when hurrah ! a

cart appeared in sight going our way along the turnpike.

We hailed it and got the whole of our baggage carried to

within two miles of our homes. It was nearly ten when I

arrived at Carinish tired and hungry, and gladly devoured

the products of the land eggs, scones, and tea without milk.

Next morning I completely lost myself, being alone
;

in the afternoon set off to the keeper's house, six miles off,

and arranged to live with him in future. We went out to

Loch Horona, but only found a Mallard's nest, ten eggs,

apparently hard sat, the nest made of down as before. I

visited this nest next day and found only six eggs, with the

duck still on
;
on looking about I found two of the shells,

sucked and empty, clearly the work of the Hooded vermin !

We also saw a Hen-harrier, and searched hard for her nest

but failed to find it. On 17th May I went up to this loch

again and started to fish, till Donald appeared with the boat,

this time having dragged it with a pony two and a half miles

over the moor. I caught some beautiful trout ere he came.

Having got to work, we soon found two nests of L. viarinus,

one with three eggs, the other with one egg; both these nests

were on the same detached island. Donald showed me
here the nest of a Diver, probably a Blackthroat, from

which he had taken two eggs on 8th May ;
this was all I saw

on Loch Horona. We then dragged the boat about a

mile to Loch Nein, in drifting down which, towards the

islands, caught about a dozen fine trout
;
here we saw a pair

of Eider, fully five miles from the nearest salt water. As we

reached a long green island the Common Gulls rose in

hundreds, and amongst them I noticed a solitary pair of

Richardson's Skuas. Having landed, we found eggs of the

Common Gull everywhere ;
the nests were all placed in tufts

of reeds which grew profusely on the island, and nearly all
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contained the usual number of three eggs. One nest I found,

amongst the others, containing only two eggs of a type

totally different from the rest, the ground colour being an

ashy grey with purple blotches, blurred at the edges. I took

these to be the eggs of the Skuas mentioned above.

Having left this island we had a splendid piece of luck.

A long grassy island lay before us with a projection or

promontory jutting out into the loch at one end of it, on

which Donald told me he had once found a nest of the Black-

throated Diver
;
the promontory was low, not 9 inches out

of the water and thickly grown over with rushes and yellow

primroses, the edges shelving on an inclined plane into the

water, which was quite shallow at the edge, gradually

deepening. Stones stuck out of the water here and there,

and I thought it did look a likely place for the fine bird

which I looked upon as the height of my ambition in this

desolate country. Having landed, I walked to the end of

the promontory, and, to my great joy, there lay the two

brown eggs of the Black-throated Diver. The nest was a

large shallow depression in the ground 15 inches in diameter,

and having a wreath of dead rushes round its outer edge ;

the nearest point to the water was 2 feet 9 inches
;
the eggs

were lying about 4 inches apart, there being a most unsightly

lump in the middle of the nest. Up to this time I had not

seen its owner, but, on looking about, there was the magnificent

bird, about 70 yards off, quietly swimming and diving. It

had a jet-black throat with a distinct white patch on it which

reminded me of my old friend at Holy Island, the Brent

Goose. It never spoke or cried, but quietly swam and

dived, seldom going more than 150 yards off. I examined it

thoroughly through a powerful telescope, and then proceeded

to search the other islands, but found nothing but Herring
and Lesser Black-backed Gulls breeding. The Black-headed

Gulls I occasionally saw. Owing to the persecution of the
"
Big Black Gulls," they had left their usual breeding stations

and had nested on a hillock in the middle of a vast bog, but

the nest was empty.
We had now explored into the heart of North Uist, a

region of bare flat moorland, bog and loch, and it was time
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to be turning back. We accordingly left the boat moored
on the loch side and started to tramp home. On nearing
Mount Unavall, where I had previously seen the Hen Harrier,
I suggested that we should form a wide line and look for

its nest. There were five of us in all, and as we tramped
along the slope between Mount Unavall and Loch Horona,
I was rejoiced to see the female Harrier spring up from the

lowest down man's feet, just below me. She circled close

round our heads for a few minutes and then made off; the

nest was there, of course, but contained only one egg ;
it was

placed on a bare spot in the long rank heather, made of

heather sticks with a saucer-shaped depression of dry grass
in the centre. I was delighted with the success of the da)',

having found the nests of the Black-throated Diver, Arctic

Skua, Great Black-backed, Common, and Herring Gulls and
the Hen Harrier.

On 1 8th May we started out to look for
"
Hawks," Donald

having told me he got the Kite's nest on Ben Marig, about

seven miles away, two years before. On my questioning him
he said the bird was nearly as large as an eagle and had a
"
long forked-tail

"
;
he added that the two eggs were about

the size of a hen's egg, but much rounder and with some
brown blotches on them. I think this is very conclusive, and
if so, would be, I think, the first known occurrence of the

Kite breeding in Scotland for the last eight or ten years.

Visited the Harrier's nest again on the way, and put her off

within ten yards still only one egg. Arrived at Ben Marig,

seeing Golden Plover and many Red Deer on the way, a

Merlin swept away from the hill as we approached, so we
started a search for its nest. In ten minutes we found it on

the top of a boulder, under a heather tuft, a slight nest of

sticks containing one egg; we never saw anything of the

Kite. Noticed the Little Grebe breeding on a loch amongst
rushes, and from the summit of Ben Marig had a grand view

of the lie of the land and water in this peculiar country. St

Kilda was visible, lying forty miles away to the west, in the

Atlantic
;
the inhabitants of this desolate isle have no com-

munication with the mainland from year's end to year's end.

They seem to live mostly on the sea-birds frequenting the
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island, and their eggs. The Fulmar Petrel and its eggs form

the chief articles of consumption amongst them. They never

dare to cross the forty miles in their fishing-boats ;
it was

once done and considered a miracle. They never receive a

post, and consequently have no idea of what is happening in

the outer world. The Queen might die, England might be

at war with, or defeated by, any foreign power, what matters

it to them ? They have their acre of potatoes, they have the

Eider-duck soup, so highly spoken of in these latitudes, they

have their fishing, and are content.

The Haskeir rocks were also visible, where breed the

Tysties of Shetland, and I was informed, and I consider it

probable, that the Great Northern Diver breeds either on

these rocks or at St Kilda. It is only absent from the seas

for six weeks during the summer, when it returns with its

young hatched where ? Surely it cannot go so far away to

breed when it manages to 'lay, hatch, and rear its young in

six weeks, as 1 was informed it did. It must also be

remembered that young Divers remain some time in the

nest after hatching, before taking to the water.

To the south, Benbecula, South Uist, and Barrahead were

quite distinct
;
to the east lay Scotland, blue and hazy in the

misty atmosphere of the Minch
; Skye, Dunvegan Head, and

the hills of Ross-shire were distinctly visible in short, a finer

view of Highland scenery could not be conceived.

The next morning (19th May) I hired a boat and we

rowed down Loch Eport, seeing Eider, Hoodie Crows, and

Black Guillemots on the way. Having got down Loch Eport
to the sea we landed and ascended Ben Lee, and soon found

a Hoodie Crow's nest and three young, on a crag above the

sea. On the top of Ben Lee I recognised the lovely song of

a bird with which I was very familiar, and soon discovered

him the Wood-warbler {Sylvia sibilatrix). This was indeed

a strange place for such a bird, and 1 believe this will be its

first occurrence so far north in the British Islands. It was

evidently breeding in the heather, as, with quivering wings,
it hovered about uttering its twittering song and long, shrill,

melodious whistle. I was starting to look for its nest when
I heard the cry of the Merlin, and this drew my attention

78 R
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away. The Merlin had its nest on the face of a high crag, on

a ledge overgrown with heather, it contained one egg. In

the same crag with the Merlin an enormous bird flew off her

nest it was a Grey Lag Goose, and the nest contained six

eggs ;
this was a most unusual site for a nest of the Goose,

being about 700 feet above sea and loch level and about half

a mile from any water they usually nest down on a loch and

close to the water's edge in the heather. I noticed Thrushes

singing here, also a pair of Ring Ouzels, Wheatears, Titlarks,

and a Great Northern Diver on the loch far away below us.

We had expected to find the Peregrine breeding here, but

were, as usual, disappointed in this bird. Tree-pipits and

Wrens were also present here, and on a small loch down

below us Otters must have been common, as their tracks,

fish-scales, droppings, etc., were everywhere to be seen.

Sunday, 20th May, I visited the Harrier's and Merlin's

nests, then went in quest of Red-throated Divers and found

two nests, from both of which I put off the old birds, but

both were empty. These birds seem to have quite different

breeding habits from Colymbus arcticus
;
the latter breeds on

islands on lochs, the former on the margins of small pools,

with soft, mossy, oozy edges, the water being deep and

stagnant. The nest is placed close to the edge of the water

and has a kind of impressed track up from the water to

the nest, which latter is a depression in the soft green

moss, with a few flags round its edge. Such was the nature

of the three nests of the Redthroat in the Hebrides this year.

In the afternoon the steamer entered Loch Eport and

anchored, waiting for the flood tide to get up the loch to the

landing stage. We accordingly hailed her, hoping to get a

boat put off to fetch us on board, but they heeded us not
;

this being so we had to shank it up the loch side, and a rough
road it proved to be. However, after walking miles in a

broiling sun and fording three inlets of the sea, varying in

depth from just a little over our knees to within six inches of

our armpits, we reached the steamer and got safely on board.

I said
"
Good-bye

"
to Donald, without whose aid I could

have done little or nothing, and so ended my short but

delightful tour in the Western Highlands.
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The following is a summary of the birds observed and

their probable status in North Uist :

The eggs and breeding stations of the Black-throated

Diver are seldom actually seen by anyone ;
the nest of the

Hen Harrier was a lucky find, as these birds are now

becoming rare in the British Islands. The Greater Black-

backed Gull will undoubtedly be driven away from its

former breeding haunts owing to its merciless persecution

as "vermin"; it has a partiality for eggs, and chickens are

often stolen by it from the very back-doors of the crofters'

houses. The Arctic Skua is seldom seen on its breeding

grounds, and a few pairs seem to visit North Uist. I saw,

in all, only three pairs of this bird. Grey Lag Geese are

likely to increase in number
;
as their breeding haunts are

not often invaded they were very numerous. Common
Gulls are particularly numerous in Uist, but their eggs are

much taken for eating. I much wanted to see Phalaropes,

but unfortunately they had not arrived up to the time I

left
; they undoubtedly breed in Uist in small colonies.

Hoodie Crows are relentlessly destroyed with the "
Big Black

Gulls
" and are likely to decrease. Short-eared Owls breed

near the loch side, I was told, but I only observed one

once
;
while Red-throated Divers have a good footing, and,

breeding so far from the haunts of man and in such desolate

wastes, are likely to increase unfortunately their eggs are

looked on as worth something and consequently sought after.

Twites were very numerous, and Common Wrens common
in the heather

;
of Merlins I only saw two pairs, Whimbrels,

two not together, a Wood-warbler was seen and heard,

probably its first observed occurrence in the Outer Hebrides.

Herring-gulls were numerous, breeding in colonies, and a

few Lesser Black-backed Gulls, while Black-headed Gulls

also breed. Merganser and Sheldrake do not occur very

commonly, though I observed three or four pairs of each
;

they both breed. Foxes, Hares, Stoats, and Weasels seem

to be utterly unknown on the island this is very strange.

Peregrines and White-tailed Eagles are said to breed

annually though I saw neither
;

Kestrels are very scarce,

Little Grebes are numerous, and so I was told are Coots
;
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Mallard very common, and a few Teal, Wigeon unknown in

the breeding season but in thousands in winter, Grouse

plentiful, Black Game absent, Snipe and Woodcock very

plentiful in winter but apparently none breed. A Snowy Owl

was shot two winters ago that was in 1881. Pied Wagtails,

Wheatears, Buntings, Stonechats, Tree-pipits, Thrushes,

Ring-ouzels, Titlarks, and Skylarks were numerous
;
Green-

shanks and Godwits were not observed, but Oystercatchers,

Ring Dotterel, and Curlew were seen on Lochmaddy,
and Eiders, Great Northern Divers, Black Guillemots,

Cormorants, and Terns on Loch Eport. Heard a Cuckoo in

Uist on 20th May and saw one pair of Ravens
;
these nest

either on Ben Lee or Ben Aval. Common Sandpiper were

frequent on the loch side, two Dunlin only were seen, single

birds, very wild and evidently not breeding, Golden Plover and

Lapwings both breed but are scarce, while no Redshanks

were observed.

The Stock-dove in Lower Deeside. The Stock-dove

(C. cenas) continues to extend its range on the higher grounds

overlooking the lower Dee Valley. One or two pairs nested last

year on the cliffs by the side of the Crynoch Burn in the parish of

Maryculter, and they have been noted this year again. In the

rabbit burrows overlooking Garrol Den, where they were first noted

in 1909, they continue to breed in slowly increasing numbers.

Alex. Macdonald, Durris.
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OCCURRENCE OF A GIANT SQUID
{ARCHITEUTHIS) ON THE SCOTTISH COAST.

By James Ritchie, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S.E.

Discovery of Giant Squid. On Friday, the 2nd November

1917, a Scottish morning newspaper announced the stranding

of a large cuttle-fish in the neighbourhood of Skateraw on

the eastern coast of Haddingtonshire. Scarcely hoping that

the specimen could have survived the tides of the intervening

days, or the attentions of the curious, since its occurrence

had been reported, and scarcely believing that, even if it

were found, it would answer to the extraordinary account

given by the newspaper, I set off on Saturday morning in

quest of the invader. Fortunately the search was successful,

and I am able to place on record the only definite appear-
ance of a Giant Squid (Architeuthis) which has occurred on

the coasts of Great Britain.

The specimen came ashore some half mile east of the

deserted harbour of Skateraw, and lay near high-water mark
on a shingly shore bounded by rocks uncovered at low tide.

Already the Squid had been mutilated to some extent by
earlier observers the coxswain at the lifeboat station

half a mile away attributed the damage to inquisitive boys
but sufficient remained to indicate the great size of the

creature. By subsequent inquiry I learned from Mr W.

Bertram, Hon. Central Secretary to the East Coast Fisheries

Association, that the Squid was first seen on the morning
of 29th October by Mr Fairbairn, coxswain of the Skateraw

lifeboat.

Its Striking Features. The body proper was long,

stout, and cylindrical, bulging in the middle. It tapered
to the hinder extremity which, for a short distance, was

flanked by small fins. From tip of tail to base of tentacles

the body measured 5 feet 9 inches, its diameter at the middle,
as it lay rather flattened on the sand, was about 2 feet,

and the breadth of the tail fin was about 19 inches. From
the great head, whence the eyes had disappeared, owing
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probably to the ravages of crows or gulls, projected the

full complement of eight great sessile arms, of firm flesh,

as thick as a man's arm at the base, and, in the most perfect

specimens, reaching a length of 4 feet. In section the arms

were oval, rather deeper than broad, and flattened on both

outer and inner surfaces. Near the base they measured

3J inches in diameter from the upper to the under side,

and their circumference was about gh inches. The perfect

arms tapered out to a long slender tip, and on the flattened

inner surface were armed with two series of alternating

suckers, the discs of which bore sharp-toothed, horny

marginal rings. The long stalks on which these suckers

were borne, the asymmetrical balance of the sucker on its

stalk, and the regular erect and straight teeth of the marginal

ring, which in some suckers measured from inch to inch

across, marked the suckers as distinct from the similar

structures of ordinary British squids.

Fortunately the curiosity of the earlier investigators of

this carcase had prevented them from destroying one of its

most striking features, for, apparently struck by its extra-

ordinary length, they had severed one of the stalked arms,

and had laid it at full length upon the shingle alongside the

body. The severed arm was 13 feet 10 inches long, and in

life, while still attached to the stump remaining, must have

slightly exceeded 14 feet in length. The stalked arm was

exceedingly slender, the diameter of the greater part being

only i| inches, and this portion carried two alternating

series of minute and distant suckers | inch in diameter,

near each of which was a slightly raised colourless wart,

probably designed to fit into the corresponding sucker of

the other stalked arm, in order to afford power of closer

cohesion. Towards its tip the stalked arm enlarged into

a clubbed termination 2 feet 6 inches long (preserved

in formalin and water it has shrunk to about 2 feet), bearing

two central rows of large suckers, each row flanked on the

outer side by a series of much smaller suckers, averaging

about I inch across. For variety of suckers no part

compared with the tentacular club. It was covered with the

rounded heads of large suckers hanging on strong muscular
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stalks, the heads sometimes 1 inch (25 mm.) and the

toothed margin close on \ inch (22 mm.) in diameter, and

from these the size varied downwards to a minimum reached

in a series of small sessile suckers, with smooth horny rings,

grouped at the base of the club and measuring only TV to

T r inch (2 to 3 mm.) across the ring.

The total number of suckers on the club was roughly

159, and of these 39 belonged to the two median and larger

series. The second stalked arm was missing, but assuming
that it bore a similar number, the tentacle clubs mustered

between them some 320 suckers. The groups of small

smooth-rimmed suckers at the base of the clubs, like those

along the stalk, were associated with attachment pads for

corresponding suckers on the other stalked arm, and therefore

seem to be used for holding these arms together, and not

for capturing prey. Excluding these, therefore, there

remained 200 prey-seizing suckers on the stalked arms.

On a perfect sessile arm there were roughly no suckers,

all with toothed rims, adapted to prevent slipping upon the

skin of the creature captured, while the vacuum action of

the sucker was being brought into play. The eight sessile

arms, therefore, must have carried some 880 suckers. The

total number of prehensory suckers (1200) many over half an

inch in diameter, and all fitted with a strongly muscular

suction apparatus, gives some vague suggestion of the

grasping force of this monster of the seas, whose body and

short tentacles measured only a few inches under 10 feet,

and whose tentacular arms had a span of over 28 feet.

Search was made for the horny jaws or beak of the

giant, but without success, for apparently they had been

disturbed or already removed by the inquisitive. The same

fate had befallen the "pen," small fragments of which I

found scattered upon the beach. These were sufficient to

show that the material of the pen was of translucent, mem-
branous nature, parchment-like, but exceedingly brittle when

dry, and with a sheen like
"
Satin-spar."

The colour of the upper parts of the Squid was a deep
reddish brown, near the " Hessian Brown "

of Ridgway's
Color- Standards and Color-Nomenclature (1912). This colour
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extended over the
" back

"
of the body and spread along

the outer surface of the tentacles, shading into a paler blush

on their sides. The other parts of body and tentacles were

of a pure bluish white of milky translucency.

Identity of Giant Squid. Although some characters

valuable in assigning such specimens to their kind, such as

the eyes, were missing, the size of the individual, the toothed

suckers without hooks, the smooth rimmed connective

suckers of the tentacular arms, the lack of fin-like extensions

on any of the sessile arms, and the size, position, and shape
of the caudal fin leave no doubt that it belonged to the genus
of Giant Squids, Architeuthis.

The most satisfactory descriptions of Architeuthis

individuals are those of A. E. Verrill in his Report on the

Cephalopods of'the North-eastern Coast of America (1882), and

comparison of the size and proportions of the body of the

Scottish specimen, of the shape and size of the caudal fin,

and of the structural details of suckers on sessile and stalked

arms with his descriptions, indicates with tolerable certainty

that our specimen belonged to the species designated by him

Architeuthis harveyi (Kent) Verrill

As, however, individuals hitherto found in the eastern

Atlantic have usually been attributed to Architeuthis

mondchus or to A. dux, two forms insufficiently described by

Steenstrup in 1857, but since constantly associated with his

name, I have made comparison with the available descrip-

tions of these species without finding that they show any
better agreement with the Scottish specimen than Verrill's

accounts of A. harveyi.

Distribution of Giant Squids ; and Earlier Recordsfrom the

Neighbourhood of the British Isles. Giant Squids of the genus
Architeuthis have been found to be widely distributed in the

open waters of the Atlantic Ocean, and in the Japanese

region of the Pacific. To this genus belong the great squids

of Newfoundland, one of which has been found to measure

20 feet from beak to tail, and to possess stalked arms 35 feet

long. Although in the western area of the North Atlantic

Ocean Giant Squids are comparatively common as many
as twenty-five to thirty individuals were captured and used
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for bait by the Gloucester, Mass., fishing-fleet at the Great

Banks in 1875 m the Eastern Atlantic they are of rare

occurrence. But they are inhabitants of the depths of the

ocean, and appear at the surface only under exceptional

conditions, so that they may be more abundant than the

scanty records would lead one to suppose.
I know of only four records of specimens attributed to

Architeutkis, from the immediate neighbourhood of the

British Isles. In 1673 a " monster was taken at Dingle-I-cosh,
in the County of Kerry, being driven up by a great storm

in the month of October last." The quaint contemporary

descriptions of this Squid by "a very sober person in

Dublin" and others, led Mr A. G. More to establish for it a

new genus and species Dinoteuthis proboscideus} but Prof.

A. E. Verrill regarded it as no more than an example of

A rchiteuthis monachus.

In 1875 another large specimen afforded exciting sport

to the crew of a curragh (a light boat with wooden ribs and

tarred canvas sides) off Boffin Island on the west of Ireland.

A chase of two hours' duration resulted in the capture, five

miles at sea, of two sessile arms each 8 feet long, of tentacular

arms 30 feet in length, and of the head with eyes 1 5 inches

in diameter. This Giant Squid was regarded by Mr A. G.

More as an example of Architeutkis dux, Steenstrup, but

Prof. Verrill, whose experience of large squids is unique,

could find in the description nothing to distinguish it from

A. harveyi (Kent) Verrill.

In October 1880 a third Irish specimen was cast ashore

at Kilkee, County Clare, and from a very imperfect descrip-

tion which appeared in Nature (vol. xxii., 1880, p. 585),

Verrill regards it as having been not an Octopus, as was

alleged, but probably an Architeutkis.

The only Scottish example of a large Squid of which any
record has been preserved is one mentioned in Jeffreys'

British Conchology (vol. v., p. 124) as having been stranded

in i860 or 1 86 1 on the Shetland coast between Hillswick

and Scalloway. Its tentacles were 16 feet long, its sessile

arms about half that length, its body about 7 feet, and a

1
Zoologist, 1875.

78 S
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sucker measured inch across. From this vague description

Jeffreys suggests that the mutilated carcase may have

belonged to Steenstrup's species, Architeuthis monachus.

Giant Squids frequent deep water, and the proximity of

the greater depths probably accounts for the repeated

occurrence of specimens in past years on the coasts of

western Ireland, of Scandinavia, and of Jutland. In 1902

the Michael Sars found an example of Architeuthis dux

floating at the surface of the sea north of the Faroe Islands,

but no record, other than the present, has given any indication

of even their casual presence, in the typical shallow waters

of the North Sea.

Conclusion. How are we to account for the appearance

of this unique visitor in the North Sea ? A first idea

suggests itself in these days of extensive mine fields, that

the Squid may have been killed by contact with a mine, far

from the place of its discovery, even outside the North Sea,

and may thereafter have drifted to the spot where it was

found. The body, as I saw it, had suffered a considerable

amount of mutilation at the hands of man, although for a

creature which had been lying exposed to an autumn sun

for the five days intervening between its stranding and my
visit, its flesh was wonderfully fresh and firm. Inquiry from

Mr Fairbairn, who observed it on the morning of its arrival,

elicited the fact that it was dead when discovered, but showed

no mark or mutilation which could in any way account for its

death. A heavy storm from the east raged on the night on

which it was cast ashore, and throughout the previous day.

The freshness of the specimen suggested that it had

entered the North Sea alive, and that, unable to resist the

violence of the waves through lack of vitality, due to

proximity to an exploding mine, depth charge, or some other

engine of war, or to natural causes, it had been cast amongst

the rocks and thence on the beach dying or newly dead.

It is well known that in late summer and autumn there

takes place a considerable flow of Atlantic water by way of

the Orkney and Shetland Isles into the North Sea. The

appearance of this Squid, as also of that stranded about i860

in the Shetlands, was probably connected with this current,
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which may have induced it to follow a migrating food supply,
or may have carried the unwilling Squid itself, an unhealthy
and passive resister. Unfortunately the condition of the

stomach contents precluded a decision as to the first possi-

bility. Yet it is worth mentioning that the majority of the

specimens seen afloat in the sea, or cast on shore in the

Western Atlantic, have been observed during the autumn
months an occurrence which suggests a seasonal debility,

due perhaps to spawning or to physical conditions in

the sea.

Whatever may have been the cause of its coming, the

appearance of a Giant Squid in the North Sea is sufficiently

remarkable, and suggests that the ancient and deep-seated
faith of the nations bordering the northern North Sea in

monstrous and dangerous
" Krakens " and Octopods, may

have had stronger foundation in fact than the sceptical are

willing to admit as indeed have many so-called myths.

Lapwings' Nest with Five Eggs. Whilst looking for

plovers' eggs yesterday, 6th April, I found a nest with five eggs.
I believe this is very exceptional, is it not? They must, I think,

have been laid by the same bird, as I did not find any more eggs,

only another nest ready for eggs and several "
scrapes." Robert

J. YouNGEk, Callander, Perthshire.

Observations on the Grey Lag Goose. I have read with

much interest the notes on the Grey Lag Goose in North Uist by
Lieut. Fred. S. Beveridge in the April number, my one regret

being that the notes are so short on what to me is a most interesting

subject. For example, I should have greatly welcomed further

notes on the young non-breeding birds during the summer months,

especially as regards their moult. I, in conjunction with Dr C. B.

Ticehurst, have quite satisfied myself by dissection and the

examination of the oviduct that the female Grey Lag does not

breed in its first year, but I am still unable to say whether it breeds

in its second summer, for by then all the feathers are adult in

colour and shape ;
the fact remains, however, that I have examined

females shot in mid-winter which were not birds bred in the
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preceding summer, and were to all appearances adult by their

feathers, but which had never as yet laid an egg. They were

very probably birds some seventeen to twenty months old, and would

breed in the following summer when approximately two years old,

but I have no positive proof of this.

The average weight given by Lieut. Beveridge practically

coincides with my average, but late in the spring, just before the

Grey Lags go north from the English Solway, especially if the

migration be delayed (they generally depart to the day, 19th April),

the geese put on a lot of fat and consequently weigh above

the average, but very few in my experience reach 10 lbs., and this

is confirmed by Lieut. Beveridge's weighings.

Regarding the colour of the soft parts : Lieut. Beveridge makes

a definite statement
; unfortunately I cannot agree with him, but I

would here state that whilst he is giving his experiences of North

Uist Grey Lags, I am speaking of "Greys" killed on the English

side of the border, in every month from beginning of October

to end of March. I have always been very careful to note down

the colour of the soft parts the moment I have gathered the dead

birds, or, if shot at night, then as soon as I could see clearly the

following day. These are what I find to be the correct colours :

In fully adult birds. 2?z7/ Bright rosy pink or vivid flesh pink,

occasionally tinged orange. Nail White. Legs andfeet Rosy
flesh pink ; webs, flesh

; claws, pale horn.

In young birds in their first autumn and winter. Bill Orange.

Nail Sometimes dark horn brown, generally dirty white,

gradually becoming whiter with advancing age in the spring.

Legs andfeet Flesh.

It will be seen from the foregoing that Lieut. Beveridge's

colours are those of young birds, and he seems to have failed

to mention what to me is a very striking feature, namely the

beautiful rose-pink tint on the beak and feet of adults when

just dead; I may add, however, that this rosy blush very soon

fades after death. F. W. Smalley, M.B.O.U., F.Z.S., Cove Hall,

Beccles, Suffolk.

Description of Aberrant Hen Capercailzie from Afleck,

Forfarshire. Head and neck dull brown, each feather with

two bands of pale yellow-brown and fringed with ashy brown. Base

of neck dull brown, each feather barred with brownish yellow

and fringed with ashy white freckled with brown. Wing coverts,

scapulars, and interscapulars dull brown at base shading to pale

brown, with narrow inverted V bars of brownish yellow, and freckled
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with light red, tipped, in some cases only, with reddish white, freckled

with brown
; wing coverts, particularly those of primaries, in some

cases very pale, with a peculiar greyish gloss which seemed to mask

the colour. Back, rump, and upper tail coverts dull wood brown

barred with yellowish brown, mottled towards tips with light red,

and broadly fringed with dull white freckled with dull brown.

Wing primaries reddish buff freckled on outer web with light red,

secondaries pale brown, outer webs freckled and barred with pale

red-brown, outer web of inner secondaries worn and frayed at tip

where exposed beyond coverts in closed wing, and strong evidence

of bleaching of both primaries and secondaries, the outline of the

one feather being imprinted on the under one by the fading of the

pale tints. Throat and foreneck pale ruddy yellow shading to

chestnut red in broad pectoral band, some feathers above band being

tipped with white and subterminally barred with dull brown.

Breast, flanks, and underparts, including under tail coverts, light red,

broadly tipped with ashy white and with subterminal bar of dull

brown. Tail feathers dark red brown mottled irregularly and barred

with dull brown and narrowly tipped with white. Feathering of feet

slightly paler than normal. Bill rather heavier in proportion to head

than in normal specimen. Patch of red bare skin over and behind

eye (at least this is indicated by pigment applied by the taxidermist

of whom confirmation has been requested).

Differences between normal specimen and above, principally in

size, this bird being stunted the substitution of dark sepia brown

and brownish black by pale dull brown, barring of light red and

brownish yellow in place of ochre yellow (in normal plumage) and

the darker tint of the pectoral band. At some distance the general

tint is dull, pale cinnamon brown.

The specimen has been presented to the Dundee Museum.

Henry Boase, Dundee.

Limax flavus in Bute. I am indebted to Mr Louis P. W.

Renouf, of the Bute Laboratory and Museum, for an adult and

a half-grown example of this species, var. antiquorum, found at

Ardbeg, Rothesay, in a scullery, between box and wall, on the

evening of 2nd May 19 18 a species we have not before seen from

vice-county 100, Clyde Isles. May I ask for examples of this slug,

which is emphatically the "Cellar Slug" or "Yellow Slug," from

other places? It is strictly confined to human habitations,

cellars, outhouses, farmyards, and is very rarely found in the open

country. W. Denison Roebuck, 259 Hyde Park Road,

Leeds,

L I *
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Paludestrina jeukinsi in Scotland. Will readers let me
have the opportunity of seeing examples of this interesting species

from Scottish localities ? So far the only ones we have been able

to authenticate are from vice-county 88, Perthshire Mid. In the

Perth Museum are
'

a number which were submitted to us in

December 1909. These were collected in August 1906 by Mr
William Barclay, on stones in the River Tay near Elcho.

The species is of interest from its rapid spread during recent years

in various counties of England and Wales since it first made its

appearance in the British list. Hence the ascertaining of its

Scottish range is a matter of peculiar interest, in order to be

able ultimately to trace the gradual extension of distribution.

W. Denison Roebuck, 259 Hyde Park Road, Leeds.

Elater tristis, L., at Rannoch. The only recorded station

in the British Isles for this species appears to be Rannoch, where

Fowler {Cokoptera of the British Islands, iv., 92) states that it

occurs very rarely under bark of spruce-fir. I know of no recent

record of its occurrence in the original locality or elsewhere. In

fact since it was first discovered by Mr Weaver in the Black Wood
of Rannoch about the year 1853 {Proc. Ent. Soc. Lond., 2nd May
1853; Zoologist, 1853, p. 3921), there does not seem to be any

reference to the insect in the literature relating to British Cole-

optera except repetitions of the original record. As indicating that

the beetle is still to be found in its old locality, I may mention

that I took a single specimen resting upon a log of Scots fir

in the sawpit at Dall during July 1914. It is possible, of course,

that other coleopterists visiting Rannoch may have found it there

without publishing any note of their capture. According to the

last European catalogue (1906), E. tristis occurs in mountainous

districts, and has a range in such localities extending over the

whole Continent
;
but there also it appears to be a rare insect.

There is no apparent reason why it should not be found in other

wooded localities in the highlands of Scotland. A. Fergusson,

Glasgow.

Hibernation of the Camberwell Beauty (Vanessa

antiopa) in Scotland. -During the past few weeks several records

have been received of the appearance of the Camberwell Beauty in

various parts of northern Scotland. Thus Mr A. Macdonald writes,

on 3rd May, from Durris in the Dee Valley: "This spring several

specimens of the Camberwell Beauty (
V. antiopa) have already

been reported from this quarter. At Tough and Pitfoddels in the

Dee Valley specimens were seen or captured ;
and though I have
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not come across one of these interesting Vanessas, their distinctive

appearance leaves it impossible to doubt the fact of their presence
in some numbers. Vanessa urticce is in its thousands. I have

never seen so many in April/'

Again Mr L. G. Esson of Aberdeen writes on 6th May, from

Kinloch Rannoch, saying that he has had the good fortune to

capture in that neighbourhood three individuals of the Camberwell

Beauty, on 17th and 27th April, and on 5th May respectively. In

the Field of 20th April notice was taken of another individual

captured on 4th April at Feughside, near Banchory, on the borders

of Kincardineshire and Aberdeenshire.

So early an appearance of a Butterfly, which at the best of

times is a great rarity in Scotland, and even then must be regarded

only as an immigrant from the continental areas across the North

Sea, is a most unusual occurrence. So far as we are aware only

two early records from Scotland have been noticed in previous

years: one mentioned by F. Buchanan White in 1872 the year of

a great influx of Camberwell Beauty throughout Scotland and

Britain as having been found "in early spring" in Perthshire, the

other, a female, found on 5th April 1877, a few miles from Perth.

The interest of such occurrences lies in the unlikelihood that

the early Camberwell Beauties have traversed the North Sea, and

in the practical certainty that they are individuals which have passed
the winter with us in a state of hibernation. It is clear that tke

numerous Scottish records of this spring are traceable to the

extraordinary immigration of the species which visited Britain in

the autumn of 191 7, and which left survivors that have been spared

by a favourable winter.

In ordinary case the occurrence of such spring adventurers

comes to nothing, for the facts that the sexes mate after hibernation,

and that the scarcity of individuals in ordinary years almost

precludes the possibility of the meeting of male and female, means

that the deposition of fertile eggs is a most unlikely chance. But

the unusual numbers of this spring suggest another possibility

that cases may occur when the sexes will mate, and that for the

first time native-born Scottish eggs, larva?, and imagos may appear
in due course. This summer, entomologists would do well to

keep a close lookout on willows, sallow, or birch for the two-inch

long red -spotted grey -velvet caterpillars of the Camberwell

Beauty. J. R.

Mosquitoes in Scotland (Forth Area). One sometimes

hears it said that there are no Anopheline mosquitoes those, that
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is, connected with the spread of malaria in Scotland. As a matter

of fact three species of the genus Anopheles are known to occur in

Scotland, as may he-ascertained by consulting "Studies in Relation

to Malaria," by Nuttall and others, in the Journal of Hygiene, vol. i.

(1901), and Theobald's Monograph of the Culicidce or Mosquitoes, in

the fifth volume of which, published in 1910, records by Dr J. H.

Ashworth and myself for Edinburgh and its neighbourhood are

given. In Midlothian I have found: (1) the larvae of A. nigripes,

(from which the male fly was reared a month later) in a weedy pool
near Lasswade on 17th September 1909; and (2) A. biftrcatus at

the old marl pit, south of Davidson's Mains, near Edinburgh, where

on 29th May 1913, between 6.30 and 7 p.m., the weather being then

warm and sultry, both sexes of the adult insect were abundant the

males were rising in groups into the air, so that some scores were taken

by a few sweeps of the net, while most of the females taken were

flying just above the vegetation of the marsh. In Fife, on 2nd July

1909, in a wood above the railway between Aberdour and Burnt-

island, I found myself a source of interest to a species of mosquito,
four specimens of which I secured by holding out my left hand and

allowing them to settle on it
; they proved to be females of

A. nigripes. So far there appears to be no record of A. maculipennis

from the Forth district. It has, however, been recorded from

Aberdeenshire.

The occurrence of another interesting Culicid, namely, Aedes

cinereus, Mg., in this district may be mentioned. On 15th July

1905, I took about twenty specimens, all females, in a small marsh

beside a wood west of Dollar, Clackmannanshire. It was one of

these specimens, given by me to Mr Collin, that Mr F. W. Edwards

recorded from "
Edinburgh

"
in the Entomologist for September

191 2. William Evans, Edinburgh.

A Correction. In my paper on Aphides in the April number

of the Scottish Naturalist, on page 89, the 6th line from the

bottom, for "sixth segment" read "fifth segment." The faint

pseudo-division of the third joint of the antennae of Pemphigus

glebce. has, in the reproduction, been rendered too distinct, making
it appear like an additional joint, which is incorrect. D. J. Jackson.
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REPORT ON
SCOTTISH ORNITHOLOGY IN 1917,

INCLUDING MIGRATION.

Introductory Remarks.

The thoughts and activities of all are centred on winninc
the War, and everyone is working so hard for this end that

no one has much time or energy to spare for the peaceful

pursuit of ornithology. In spite of the ever-increasing
difficulties with which they have had to contend, our recorders

have again sent us a most excellent series of observations for

the year 1917. We realise how much keenness and trouble

have gone to the compilation of these notes, and we would
like to express, once more, our appreciation of, and grateful
thanks for, all the help given us in carrying on the Report
under the present complex conditions.

Our best thanks are due, in the Northern group of

localities, to William Crowe and Claud McEachern, North
Unst

;
The Lightkeepers, Whalsay Skerries

; John S. Tulloch,

Lerwick; William Harry Greenaway, Foula
; Jerome Wilson,

Fair Isle
;
The Lightkeepers, Sule Skerry ; John Bain, Swona ;

John Gilmour, Hellyar Holm. In the Eastern group, to

Annie C. Jackson, East Ross
;

Robert Clyne, Cromarty
Lighthouse; Jane Gowan, Cullen

;
F. W. Cattanach, Banff;

Alex. Macdonald, Durris
;
D. Hamilton, Braemar

; Douglas
Hunter, Arbroath and Edinburgh ;

G. Carmichael, Pit-

lochry ;
E. J. Fergusson, Perthshire

; J. G. Gordon, Perth
;

Professor L. R. Sutherland, Dundee
; Henry Boase, Dundee

;

George Cuthill, Alyth ;
W. Berry, Tayfield ;

Frank Magee,
147
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Collesste ;
F. L. S. Wedderburn, Largo; William Eagle

Clarke, Edinburgh ;
William Evans, Edinburgh ;

Sim

Baigrie, The Isle of May; John Pagan, Bathgate ;
William

F. Little, Crosswood
;
P. J. C. Macgregor, North Berwick

;

Andrew Hopkins, Eyemouth. In the Western group, to

James F. Combe, Tiumpanhead ; John Morrison, Galson
;

George Beveridge, North Uist
;
H. and H. G. Holmes, South

Uist; William Macgillivray, Barra; William Mouat, Barra

Head
;
D. McDonald, Kyleakin ;

Duncan Fergusson, Corrour
;

Colin C. MacCormick, Dhuheartach
;
Stewart Wilson, Rhinns

of Islay ;
David A. Mowat, Pladda

; John Robertson, Glasgow ;

D. Macdonald, Glasgow; T. Hill, Glasgow; J. M'Crindle,

Glasgow ;
H. G. Cumming, Glasgow ;

W. Jamieson, Glasgow ;

Tom Robertson, Glasgow; T.Thornton Mackeith, Kilmacolm ;

T. W. Wilson, Neilson
;
Nicol Hopkins, Darvel; John Craig,

Beith. In the Southern group to T. G. Laidlaw, Duns;
Gilbert Davidson, Melrose

;
William Begg and George

Mackie, Little Ross.

This year no new birds have been added to the Scottish

list, but, considering the conditions, the list of uncommon
visitors is a satisfactory one. The spring of 1917 will

always be memorable for its exceptional severity ;
the effect

of this was seen in the unusual lateness of the return of our

earlier summer migrants and the scarcity, in some localities,

of common resident species. This last was, in no case, as

pronounced in Scotland as in parts of England and Ireland,

and although the resident species in Scotland undoubtedly
suffered from the inclemency of the spring months, we have

no records of total extermination such as took place in the

neighbouring countries. Although the earlier arrivals were

unusually late, the later migrants were, in most cases, up to

time in arriving.

The autumn migration was remarkable because the

usual big movements of passage migrants and arrivals of

winter visitors, which generally take place in October, were

conspicuous by their absence. No rush is recorded during
the whole period of the autumn migration ; very small

numbers of some winter visitors arrived, but the large

majority never came at all. From all parts of Scotland
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come notes of the absence of Fieldfares and Redwings,
while Bramblings and Snow-buntings too were few and far

between. We attribute this unusual state of matters to the

prevalence of westerly winds during the whole migration
season

;
the great rushes to which all migration workers

look forward so eagerly, are invariably associated with

winds from the east and south-east. This year, however,

the wind was continuously from the west, the great rushes

of birds did not take place, nor were our winter visitors

present in anything like their usual numbers.

The following abbreviations will be used in this Report :

1. = The Scottish Naturhlist.

2. = British Birds (magazine).

(L.)
= Lantern.

(O.H.) = Outer Hebrides.

We are again indebted to the Weather Report of the

Meteorological Office for meteorological data.

Birds New to Faunal Areas, and Uncommon
Visitors.

Owing to the restrictions of time and place due to the

war conditions prevailing during 1917, the list of Uncommon
Visitors is shorter than usual. The weather conditions too

at the periods of passage were not of a type to bring many
wanderers to our shores

;
there are nevertheless some

species of much interest to be recorded under this heading.
The only record for the year of the Lapland Bunting
{Calcarias lapponicus lapponiais) is from Fair Isle, where

a single bird appeared on 14th May, on which date the same

station records a Blue-headed Wagtail (Motacilla flavaflavd).

At the end of April a Waxwing {Bombycilla garrulus) was

caught in a hen-house at Kirkwall, during one of the

blizzards which characterised that inclement month. Up
till 1917 there were only two records of the Wood-warbler

[Phylloscopas sibilatrix sibilatrix) for the Outer Hebrides,

but in 1917 single birds of this species visited Vallay, North

Uist, on 6th August, and Loch Druidibeg, South Uist, on

26th and 27th August (1. 1918, 102). The first authenticated
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record for Berwickshire of the Lesser Whitethroat {Sylvia

curruca currucd) comes from Duns, where one was seen

on 28th May and heard singing on several subsequent

occasions (1. 1917, 214). The only record of the Bluethroat

(probably Luscinia svecica gcctkei) for the year comes from

Fair Isle on 12th May, when a female put in an appearance.

The Hoopoe {Upupa epops epops) is recorded from West

Linton in the early summer of 191 7, on 28th August one

was seen beside the River Beauly, Inverness-shire {Field,

15th September 1917), and single birds are reported from

Cringletie (Peeblesshire) on 17th September, Meldon Hill

(Peeblesshire) on 19th September, and Gladhouse (Mid-

Lothian) about this time : these last three records may,

however, all relate to the same bird. On 17th January
an adult male Hen-harrier {Circus cyancus) is reported from

Balhousie, near Largo (1. 1917, 93); an immature female was

shot at Charterhall, a few miles from Duns, on 10th February

(1. 1917, 136); a male was noted on the moors near Darvel on

23rd April (1. 1917, 218) ;
and a bird of this species at Vallay,

North Uist, on 17th September. An Osprey {Pandion
haliaetus haliaetus) was seen in early May over Bardowie

Loch, Clyde, while on 6th October a Spoonbill {Platalca

leucorodia leucorodid) was shot at Broadbay, in Lewis (1. 191 7,

293), the first-known occurrence of the species in the Outer

Hebrides. A Purple Heron {Ardea purpurea purpurea) was

observed near Duns on 8th April, this being the first record

of this bird for Berwickshire and the third for Scotland

(1. 1917, 214). The third record of the Little Bittern {Ixo-

brychus minutus) for Shetland comes from Burrafirth, where

an adult female was captured alive but badly mauled by the

Herring-gulls on 29th May (1. 1917, 214). On 30th January a

Bittern {Bolaurus stellaris stellaris) was found in an exhausted

condition at Carloway, Lewis, the first record for that island

and fourth for the Outer Hebrides (1. 1917, 70), and another

occurred at Tentsmuir (Fife) on 6th April. Four Little

Stints {Erolia minuta minuta) were seen and two shot on

the N.W. side of South Uist on 14th September (1. 1918,

102), the second record of this species for the Outer Hebrides.

A Green Sandpiper {Tringa ochropus) is recorded from
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Largo Bay on 28th July, single birds from the River Eye on

3rd August, Morton Loch (N. Fife) on 1st September,

Swona on 4th September, and the loop of the Kelvin on 8th

and 9th September, two at Largo Reservoir on 21st and

22nd September and one there on 26th September. On

15th September an adult male Black-tailed Godwit (Limosa

limosd) was shot on Morton Loch (N. Fife), and a Little

Gull {Larus minutes) is reported from Barra Head on iSth

March.

Hybrids.

On 17th November a Mallard x Wigeon was seen

on Duns Lake. It approximated pretty closely to the

Mallard in plumage and size, but had the rufous head of the

Wigeon ;
it stayed on the lake for a few weeks.

Summer and Nesting.

This year, again, we have a. goodly number of observa-

tions which come under this heading, and a gratifying

number of increases are noted. From Banff we have notes

of more Jackdaws, Chaffinches, Corn-buntings, Wood-pigeons,

Whinchats, Yellow Buntings, Starlings, Sand-martins, Pied

Wagtails, Skylarks, Meadow-pipits, and House-sparrows

breeding; from Duns we hear that all summer visitors,

with the exception of Blackcaps, were more numerous than

usual, and on the Isle of May, where only one or two

pairs of Tree-sparrows used to breed, we are told there

were "a dozen or so" all summer. In Largo (Fife)

district Whitethroats and Willow-warblers were unusually

numerous, as were the last-mentioned in the neighbourhood

of Dundee and at Cullen. A new nesting-place of the

Linnet was found near Kilmacolm (1. 191 7, 275). Wheatears

were "
very rife

"
in North Uist. Blackbirds and Skylarks

had increased considerably there (1. 1917, 136), and were

very plentiful in Edinburgh and the south country in the

summer of 19 17. The Swallows and Cuckoos at Durris

were quite up to the numbers seen of late years, and House-

martins and Cuckoos were unusually plentiful at Darvel

(Ayrshire). Common Sandpipers showed an increase in
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North Uist, and Stockdoves are reported in increasing

numbers from Largo district, Bute, and Dee (i. 1917,

250). Fulmars are getting more numerous annually on

North Unst, while more Common Terns were seen in

E. Ross than in 1916. The colony of Herring-gulls

on the Isle of May is larger than of late years, and from

E. Renfrew, Darvel, Largo (Fife), and Durris come notes of

more Corncrakes, Largo reporting "a very large increase."

Turning now to the notes sent of decrease in numbers

of nesting species, we find that at Durris, Starlings, Thrushes,

and Blackbirds were under the average, hardly any
Wheatears were seen, and fewer Spotted Flycatchers than

usual. Blackcaps, which were noted in 19 10 and 191 1,

were not seen in 1917. Banff has a scarcity of Song-

thrushes, Bullfinches, Missel-thrushes, and Sparrow-hawks.
Cullen records fewer Blackbirds and Thrushes, and from

Dundee we hear that the following species were less

numerous than usual all the Tits, Tree-creeper, White-

throat, Thrush, and House-martin, and that Lesser Redpolls,

Pied Wagtails, Spotted Flycatchers, Tufted Duck ("only
four pairs against twenty at Redmyre "), Greenfinch, Linnet,

Yellow Bunting, and Grey Wagtail were all scarce. White-

throats were scarcer than usual at Darvel, where Garden-

warblers were said to be, entirely absent from some of their

favourite haunts. Grey Wagtails and Goldcrests were few

at Swordale (E. Ross), while fewer Sand-martins than usual

were seen in Clyde. Stonechats " seem to be getting even

scarcer than they were "
in North Uist, where Short-eared

Owls are decreasing, and, sad to say, only one pair of Red-

necked Phalaropes nested, instead of the usual seven or eight

pairs. Arctic Terns, too, were not as numerous there as

usual. From Mull we hear that no Stonechats were seen,

although they were plentiful there in 1916, and it is suggested
that they were killed by the severity of the winter. Lapwings
were scarce at Beith, Bathgate, Glenorchard, Beattock, Cullen,

and Melfort, Argyllshire. Young Eider were few on the

Isle of May this year, and on Sule Skerry only about, half the

usual number of Terns and two-thirds the usual Puffins

nested, while Snipe and Redshanks were scarce at Bathgate.
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As will be seen from the above notes, which come from

practically every part of Scotland, there is nothing to show

that the species which suffered so severely in England and

Ireland from the severities of the winter of 1916-17 were

equally affected in Scotland. Although we have local

scarcity of various species, there is no sign of the total

extermination which took place in parts of England and

Ireland. This may have been owing to the fact that many
of the species resident in England are partially migratory
in Scotland, how migratory it is difficult to say.

Carrion Crows are again reported to have driven the Rooks

at Beith away from their rookeries and devoured their

eggs. Starlings are reported from Fife and Dundee in flocks

almost all summer
; nesting at Kirkmichael (Perthshire) is

said to have been very late and the nests few. Four pairs

of Tree-creepers were found nesting simultaneously in a

small tool-shed at Stenton, Dunkeld (1. 1917, 293). A
Willow-warbler's nest was found at Beith built of leaves

;

our correspondent there says he does not remember ever

having seen one built of that material before. A Swallow's

nest at the same place, built in a hayshed, and containing

young, was " moved ten yards and put into a tin can and

hung up on a joist to prevent cats devouring the young ones,

as the hay was being stored just below where the nest was.

The young ones were successfully reared by the old birds."

House-martins there took possession of a Swallow's nest,

building it up for their own use.

Two pairs of Spotted Flycatchers nested in Orkney, an

interesting record from this far northern clime, and owing,

it is believed, to the unusually fine summer, a brood of

Wrens" was hatched out on the Muckle Flugga Rock at

North Unst these flew on 17th July; there, too, were two

broods of Twites and two of Rock-pipits. Stonechats are

recorded as nesting in the King's Park, Edinburgh (1. 1918,

47). A Kite was seen about Loch Ard (1. 1918, 21), while

Lapwings nested behind the lodge at Corrour; a Heron bred

in a tree on an island on Loch Ossian, and Curlew at the

end of the same loch.

In general, nesting in 1917 was somewhat later than
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usual easily accounted for by the cold and late spring. We
have, however, the usual early notes of Starlings visiting

nesting-holes : thus at Cullen these birds were seen

examining a hole in a tree and going inside on 7th and

13th January. A prolonged struggle for possession of this

hole took place between House-sparrows and Starlings : on

1 2th February the Sparrows were building in it; on the

1 8th a Starling perched on a branch close to the hole and

was driven away by the Sparrows. On the 24th March the

hole was raided by Starlings, half a dozen removing the

material and dropping it on the ground ;
next day they

abandoned the hole and the Sparrows returned
;
the latter

were building on the 28th. On 23rd April the Starlings

again removed the Sparrows' nesting materials from the hole,

but by 6th May the Sparrows were once more in possession.

Shags returned to their nesting ledge on the Isle of May
on 14th March; Rooks had eggs at Cullen on the 24th;

Jackdaws are reported at their nesting-holes there on the

30th, and a Stockdove's nest with two eggs was found at

Darvel next day. But it is not until the middle of April

that we have records of any number of species nesting ;
there-

after the earlier breeding birds are noted pretty generally

as having nests and eggs. But their attempts even as late

as this were not unattended by danger, as is seen from the

fact that on 18th April, at Cullen, a Blackbird was sitting

on three eggs with thick snow lying. At the same place,

under 23rd April, we have the note,
" No Lapwings' eggs

found yet, usually plentiful 6th-ioth April." A Long-eared
Owl's nest was found at Kilmacolm on 29th April, and a

Teal's at Galson (O.H.) on 30th April.

May brings more to record. A Hooded Crow's nest with

four eggs was found at Cullen on the 5th, where a Yellow

Bunting was building next day ;
on the 9th, Rock-pipits had

a full clutch of eggs at Swona
;
on the 10th, Greenfinches

had three eggs at Grangemuir (E. Fife); and by 13th May
Fulmars on Foula had begun to lay. From this time

onwards nesting proceeded apace, and we have notes of

Robins, Wheatears, Blackbirds, Willow-warblers, Linnets,

Common Gulls, Lapwings, Little Grebe, Moorhen, Golden
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Plover, Dunlin, Ringed Plover, Chaffinch, Oystercatcher

(first egg, Foula, 19th May ; Swona, 20th May), Puffins,

Terns, and Corncrakes all with eggs. On 24th May a pair

of Pintail, the male in splendid plumage, were seen on a

small pond in North Uist.

In June we have records of nesting in our Northern

Isles; from Whalsay Skerries on 2nd June comes this note,
" Terns now busy nesting, nests with one or two eggs in every

direction; Eider, a number of nests; Black Guillemots and

Oystercatchers, a few nests
; Puffins, a considerable number

found on the rock"; from Sule Skerry we hear that Puffins'

eggs were found considerably sooner this year than last.

Swona has Black Guillemots' eggs on the 2nd, and a Fulmar's

on the Island of Switha, on the 3rd. A party of Crossbills,

old and young, the latter being fed, were seen near Dingwall
on the 5th, and on the 7th Sheldrake and young were seen

on the Dornoch Firth. A pair of Lesser Redpolls hatched

out two broods in the garden of Cromarty Lighthouse, in

a small apple-tree; unfortunately both were killed. As the

month advances the later nesting birds become more

numerous, Spotted Flycatchers, Sandwich Terns, and

Corn-buntings being among the number. On 12th June
several Lapwings' nests were found on the overturned sods

of a potato-field near Largo : the field had only been

grubbered a few days before, so the birds must have

lost no time in nest-building. On the same day, in the

same field, a Meadow-pipit's nest with four young birds

and a Cuckoo's egg was found. On 28th June young Red
Grouse were on the wing at Darvel

;
Merlin and Peregrine

too are reported to have brought off their young successfully ;

and on the last day of the month reports come from Mull

of a Merganser's nest with ten eggs, an Oystercatcher's
nest with two newly hatched young, and many young
Common Gulls in the downy stage.

By July even the late nesters had young, and we have

notes from the Outer Hebrides of Red-necked Phalaropes,

Hen-harriers, various species of Terns and Duck, all

breeding on 4th July. From Mull, too, come records of

Buzzards, Sparrow-hawks, Ptarmigan, Shags, Storm-petrels,
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and Puffins all nesting or with young, and Whinchats were

very numerous. Terns were late in arriving in Mull, only a

few scattered eggs being found as late as 7th July. Great

Spotted Woodpeckers were reported in Methven Castle

woods on the same date, as were Jays and Redstarts. About
six pairs of Fulmars were breeding on the Caithness coast,

north of Berriedale and south of Wick, on 6th July ;
on

the 17th Little Grebes near Largo had hatched a second

brood, and "the big young one of the first brood goes about

with the small youngsters of the second hatching." As the

month goes on, young of Corn-buntings, Coots, Black

Guillemots, Mallard, and Cuckoos are noted from various

localities. On 27th a Goldfinch was seen on Kinnoull Hill,

and next day Swifts were found nesting in the "
spouts

"
of

Lochnagar, 3700 feet above sea-level. In the earlier days
of August there still come notes of young birds with their

parents : a Mallard with ducklings was seen on the Lake of

Menteith on the 8th, Merganser on Loch Ard on the 9th,

while on the 12th young Mallard (fully feathered), Goosander
and Merganser (still in down), were going down the flooded

river at Aberfoyle (1. 1917, 292). After this there are only
records of belated nests, such as that of a Dipper on 6th

September on the River Cairn, Dumfriesshire (1. 1918, 21),

a Partridge's nest at Dumfries in the first week of September,
four young House-martins in a nest at Eyemouth on 20th

September these left the nest on the 27th and a Wood-

pigeon's nest with two eggs on 30th September.

Winter.

The winter of 1916-17 showed no remarkable features

of bird-life, the winter visitors were present in their ordinary
numbers in spite of the severe weather, and we have no

records of great mortality anywhere. There were fewer

birds at Corrour than for many years,
" no doubt owing

to the continual snow-storms since the beginning of December

1916." Redshanks, Dunlin, and six Tree-sparrows were

among the birds which spent the winter on the Isle of

May, where on nth February 1917, Guillemots, Cormorants,
and Gannets were found coated with oil. Two Hawfinches,
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a party of five Goldfinches, and great flocks of Linnets,

Skylarks, and Meadow-pipits were seen near Musselburgh

in February (1. 1917, 50). There are some records of Little

Auks, but no great number anywhere. The winter of

1917-18, on the other hand, was a most notable season

because of the fact that there were so few winter visitors

in the country. From all parts come reports of the absence

of Fieldfares and Redwings : from Duns we note,
" no Field-

fares, and about six Redwings in all, Thrushes in much

reduced numbers "
;
none were seen at Largo, Dundee, nor

Cullen, and on the West Coast the same state of affairs

prevailed. Mr Robertson says they have " never been as

scarce in Clyde as this winter," none were seen at Kilmacolm,

they were " absent" from the Glasgow district, and very few

were seen at Bathgate. Bramblings and Snow-buntings,

too, were unusually scarce, very small numbers only being

recorded, and there was an absence of Goldcrests, Blue Tits,

Cole Tits, and Tree-creepers from Kilmacolm. Pink-footed

Geese, on the other hand, were "exceptionally abundant"

at Aberlady, "where at least five hundred wintered," other

Geese, Ducks, and Waders were very much as usual, and

there are a few stray records of Little Auks.

Ringing.

Although the returns of ringed birds are fewer in 1917

than usual, there are several of peculiar interest among
them. Chief among these are a Gannet, ringed at the Bass

Rock on 30th July 191 3, and recovered at Aalesund,

Romsdale, Norway, on 28th January 1917 (2. xi. 22), and a

Woodcock ringed at Ballymete, Co. Sligo, 12th May 19 14,

recovered at Skellister, Nesting, Shetland, on 7th July 191 7

(1. 1917, 276). There is again evidence of winter emigration
from Scotland to Ireland : a Song-thrush ringed near Glasgow
in July 191 5 was recovered in Co. Roscommon in January

191 7. Particularly interesting records are those of Lapwings

ringed near Glasgow on 14th May and 5th June 1910, one of

which was recovered at Falmouth in February 1917, the

other in Co. Roscommon on 16th January 1917 (2. xi. 1S5).

Other reports of Lapwings marked in Scotland and recovered
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in Ireland are one ringed near Ayr on 6th June 1914,

recovered in Co. Antrim, 8th February 1917, and another

ringed at Pitlochry in June 1916 was recovered in Co.

Antrim in January 1917 (2. xi. 185). Another species to

move to Ireland in winter appears to be the Common Gull,

one which had been ringed in Argyllshire on 5th July 1910

being recovered in Co. Clare on 15 th February 191 7

(2. xi. 187). There are, as usual, a good many records

of birds recovered at or near the place of ringing : thus

two nestling Greenfinches ringed at Torrance, Stirlingshire,

on 1st and 7th June 191 5, were recovered near Glasgow,
one on 12th March 1917, the other in August 1917 (2. xi.

156); and yet again two nestling Woodcocks ringed at

Langholm, Dumfriesshire, on 26th April 1916, were both

recovered at Tarras Water, near Langholm, on 23rd January

1917 (2. xi. 186). Mallard and Teal marked at .Stranraer are

recorded from the same place two to three years later,

a Starling and a Redbreast were recovered at the place of

ringing three and one years later, while a Black-headed

Gull ringed at Loch Thorn, Renfrewshire, on 22nd July

191 1, was recovered at Kilmacolm, Renfrewshire, on 12th

May 19 1 7 (2. xi. 186).

Plumage.

A " Crow all black except a grey breast
"

is reported
at Cullen on 16th February this was in all probability

a Carrion x Hoodie
;

while an interesting record of a

Rook with white feathers in its wings, being seen for the

fourth winter in succession, comes from Bruntsfield Links,

Edinburgh. This bird was first noted on 31st January,
was seen occasionally up to 28th April, then disappeared
till about 8th August, since when it has been "a good deal in

evidence." On 29th March a Jackdaw with more white than

black feathers in its wings was seen in the Meadows

(Edinburgh), and our correspondent adds :

"
Fully two years

ago I saw the same or a similarly marked Jackdaw on

Bruntsfield Links." A House-sparrow, almost entirely

white, is recorded near Largo (Fife) on 29th October, and

from Cullen on 24th April we have this note :

" The female
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Blackbird of a pair in the garden has a bill as yellow as

a male." At the same place an albino Ringed Plover

was seen on 13th September, 20th October, and 6th

November. On 5th August an adult Golden Plover, with

several white secondaries in each wing, visited Largo Bay,
and our correspondent at North Unst writes under date

of nth September:
"
Coming over the hill from Baltasound

I flushed a flock of Golden Plover : there was one among
them with white pen feathers in each wing." From the same
station we hear of a semi-albino Great Skua, seen on

30th April : it had a white head and neck, a few white

feathers on the back, and two white bars on each wing.
On visiting a nesting colony on 17th June our recorder

found this Skua had paired and was sitting on two eggs ;

she ultimately brought out two young. The watcher at

the nesting colony says he has never seen one " out of

the ordinary" before. Varieties of the Red Grouse are

reported from Swordale (E. Ross) on 22nd August, and Ayr-
shire (a ? )

on 9th October: the former is described as a yellow

variety, the latter had the reddish-brown bars and markings
both above and below replaced by very pale greyish-brown,
and the usual golden tips to the feathers by silky white ones.

The feathers on the feet and legs were whiter than in normal

specimens (1. 1918, 22).

Food, Habits, etc.

Under date of 24th February we have the following note

from Cullen (Banffshire): "A Starling imitates the note of

the Lapwing exactly, also the cry of the Herring-gull
and chirp of the House-sparrow." The same species was

seen in a field of oats, at Summerston
;

" the corn had been

recently cut and the Starlings were probing the stubble with

their closed bills, causing the tube to split down. When the

diameter of the stubble-tube was too narrow, they deftly

used the upper mandible for this purpose." Our correspondent
adds :

"
I do not know what insects or insect larvae they

were seeking, but the purposeful way in which they went

about the business showed that they knew what they were

after. Practically all of a pretty large flock were thus
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engaged, and a few that were on the stooks were certainly

not consuming grain." At Cullen on 6th May a female

Yellow Bunting was seen gathering nesting material on

the lawn
;
the male flew down, chased her on the wing, and

both came to the ground, the male holding the female by the

tail with his beak, and she losing her beakful of nesting

material. The male flew off, and she set to work to gather

fresh material and pick up what she had dropped ;
next day

she was again collecting nesting material, the male waiting

not far off, but doing nothing to help. At Collessje (Fife),

on 17th February, a Tree-creeper was seen climbing a

telegraph pole and searching the crevices for insects there

was snow on the ground at the time. On 13th May, on

the Isle of May, a Red - backed Shrike killed a Yellow

Wagtail. On 8th March, at Cullen, in frost and snow,

Blackbirds, Thrushes, and Fieldfares were eating turnips put

down for sheep, while at Duns (Berwickshire) a Barn Owl

was seen hunting in daylight on 15th March. A Kestrel

swooped into a flock of Golden Plover at Cullen on 2nd

April, "but caught nothing"; and crops of Wood-pigeons

examined, at the same place, on nth January contained

green turnip tops, whole beans and oat grains, also unknown

seeds. A Golden Plover with a healed fracture of the tarsus

was found at Cambo (E. Fife) on 15th February (1. 1917, 1 17),

and near the same place on 14th and 16th February Common
and Black-headed Gulls were seen eating shawed turnips,

while on 18th February the same species were eating

growing turnips (1. 1917, no). A Purple Sandpiper was seen

at Cullen, on 10th March, picking up some minute food

on a wave-washed rock. The waves broke right over the

bird
;

as each wave receded it shook itself and began at

once to search for food again. Only when rather a large

wave came did it fly to another rock.
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Migration,

summary of movements.

January.

The first half of January shows little migration, but small

weather movements are recorded, and numbers of Hooded

Crows and Thrushes visited the Isle of May on the 6th,

in frost.

During the second half of the month these weather

migrations were much intensified owing to the severe and con-

tinuous frost, Turdince being especially affected. The cliff-

breeding birds began to pay visits to their nesting places.

February.

During the first fortnight of February, in spite of the

continuous frost, there were distinct indications of the return

of Lapwings, Curlew, and Oystercatchers to their nesting-

places ;
otherwise the movements are similar to those of the

second half of January. The frost broke on the 17th, and

a spell of south-east to south-west winds followed, up to the

25th ; during this time large movements of Turdince,

Starlings, Skylarks, and Wader took place, probably chiefly

returns of our breeding-birds, as the records all come from

our southern lanterns and from inland nesting quarters.

On the 26th the wind changed to the north-west, and little

movement is recorded till the end of the month.

March.

The weather of March was cold and unsettled, with

variable winds, and a well-marked weather movement, with

south-east wind and snow, took place from the 7th to

the 9th.

Movements similar to those of February continued during
March

;
no rush of any kind took place, nor was there any

indication of passage migration. Winter visitors were

making their way northward, Duck began to move, and

the earliest summer migrants are noted, namely a Lesser

Black-backed Gull on the 4th and a Wheatear on the 26th.

79 AND 80 U
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April.

Up to 19th April the weather continued inclement, with

frequent falls of hail and snow
;

thereafter a great anti-

cyclonic system became established over the British Isles

and surrounding regions, the temperature rose over Scotland,

and light to moderate breezes and dry weather prevailed.

The first fortnight of April showed little movement, and

that of a purely normal character
;
a few summer visitors put

in an appearance, these being more plentiful in the second

week, during which time there were also indications of

emigration from our Northern Isles. In the third week

there were steady arrivals of Wheatears and a good many
summer visitors put in an appearance, some being very late,

others quite normal as to time of arrival. In the last week

of the month there were large arrivals of summer visitors,

and some passage migration.

May.

The beginning of May was mild, but from the 6th to the

19th, with the wind chiefly from some easterly quarter, there

was a return of the cold weather
;
thereafter till the end of

the month the wind was chiefly south and east, and it

was warm.

In the first and second week there was a very large

arrival of summer visitors, much evidence of the departure
of winter visitors, and some passage migration. With the

exception of a lull from the 8th to the 10th, the movements

were continuous throughout this period. The second half

of the month showed a steadily lessening stream of the

above class of migrants : some uncommon visitors are also

recorded in May.

June.

The first half of June was fine and warm
; flocking of

early nesting-birds is recorded, as also the presence of Wader

(Turnstones, etc.), and during the earlier part of the period

passage migration was noted. The second half of the

month was unsettled and considerably colder, and as might
be expected, at this season, little movement is recorded.
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July.

During the first fortnight of July the wind was variable

and the temperature moderate
; practically no movement

took place, flocks of Turnstones were the principal item of

interest in the records sent. In the second half, with a rise

in temperature and variable winds, we have the beginning
of the emigration of our summer visitors, immigration of

Wader from overseas, flocking of local nesting-birds and

movements of Duck.

August.

August was a warm month
;
there was a good deal of

thunder and rain between the 12th and 1 8th, and the wind

was chiefly between south and east up to the 26th, after

which it was variable, the temperature fell slightly, and it

was very wet. Throughout the month there was a good
deal of Wader movement and departure of summer visitors

;

these movements became more pronounced as the month

advanced, and after 25th August we find a few passage

migrants on their way through the country.

September.

Throughout September the wind was invariably from

some westerly quarter, and the temperature was moderate.

During the first fortnight there were a good many departures
of our summer visitors, a little passage migration, and some

Duck and Wader movement. The same movement con-

tinued till the end of the month, and in the last half there

were, in addition, arrivals of winter visitors (especially

Geese about 28th September), and a good many last

records of summer birds. The migrations were quite steady,
there being no rush of any kind.

October.

The westerly type continued throughout October, there

being no spell of east wind during the whole period; the

temperature was below the normal, and the records of

movement are the smallest we have ever had for this month.

In the first half there were departures of what remained of
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our summer visitors, and arrivals of winter visitors in small

numbers. To the end of the period we have stray records

of summer visitors departing, and winter visitors arriving in

very small numbers, but there is no trace of the usual big

immigration of winter birds nor the long list of passage

migrants which is usually the feature of October.

November.

The temperature during November was above the

normal, and the wind was always from some westerly

quarter. Up to the 5th there were small arrivals of winter

visitors, and these continued in driblets, in fact in ones and

twos, to the end of the month. The arrivals were enormously
below the normal.

December.

December showed a continuance of the westerly type

of weather, with somewhat variable temperature ;
the move-

ments were extraordinarily small, minute numbers of winter

visitors are recorded, and there were a few Little Auks in

Fife. We have never had winter visitors recorded in such

small numbers before.



NOTES ON THE MOVEMENTS OF
BIRDS IN 1917.

ARRANGED UNDER SPECIES.

The Raven, Corvus corax corax. Thirteen were seen flying

very high to the south-west over North Unst on 20th March.

The Hooded Crow, Corvus comix comix. A number

visited the Isle of May on 6th January; northward movement is

recorded during March, and the last was seen at Largo on nth

April, while on gth June one appeared on the Isle of May. During

the first week of November immigration is reported from both

mainland and island stations along the east coast, and on 18th

December a Hoodie was seen on the Isle of May.

The Carrion Crow, Corvus corone corone. From mid-March

to mid-May movement is recorded from Largo Bay and the Isle of

May, while in autumn one visited Swona on 29th August, and the

Isle of May records single birds on 21st October and 5th

December.

The Rook, Corvus frugilegusfrugilegus. Movement is reported

from Kyleakin, Foula, Swona, North Uist, and Galson between

nth April and 14th May. Swona records one on 30th October

and three on 1st November, and several visited Fair Isle on 8th

December.

The Starling, Sturnus vulgaris vulgaris. From 18th

February to 23rd March there are frequent records of Starlings at

the lanterns of Little Ross and Pladda, considerable numbers being

noted on i8/i9th and 24/25th February and 2nd and 16th March,

these being probably returns of our breeding birds. Throughout

April and the first half of May northward movement is reported all

over Scotland, these being doubtless chiefly birds on their way to

breed overseas. At Largo, Starlings were observed in flocks steadily

up to 27th May. Arrivals are recorded at the Isle of May on 25th
165
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August and at Swona on 3rd September; large flocks arrived at

Barra Head about 1st October and a Starling was at the Dhuheartach

lantern at 11 p.m. on 16th October. From 20th October to 5th

November immigration is reported from North Unst, Whalsay

Skerries, Swona, and the Isle of May, while Starlings were at the

Little Ross lantern on 3/4th and 4/5th November and at the Pladda

lantern on 16th and 24th November, perhaps emigrants en route for

Ireland. A weather movement is reported from Cullen and

Whalsay Skerries on 19th and 20th December.

The Hawfinch, Coccothraustes coccothraustes coccothraustes.

One was found dead in Dalmeny Park, West Lothian, on or about

12th May (1. 1917, 214), and a pair visited Duns from about 20th

to 27th April.

The Greenfinch, Chloris chloris chloris. The only records of

movement in 191 7 are single birds on the Isle of May on 24th

October and 7th November.

The British Goldfinch, Carduelis carduelis britcmnica.

A Goldfinch was seen near Newport on 2nd February, and three

birds probably belonging to this form are reported from Darvel on

1 st November.

The Mealy Redpoll, Carduelis linaria linaria. Single birds

are recorded from Lerwick on 4th and 5th March and Darvel on

24th March.

The Linnet, Carduelis ca?inabina cannabina. Seven are

recorded at Swona on 21st March, and the species returned to

Balhousie (which is on the high ground north of Largo) on 29th

March.

Flocks are noted at Cullen on 19th July and enormous flocks at

Largo two days later. On 2nd October immigrants are reported

from Whalsay Skerries, and from that date to the end of the month

Linnets in varying numbers were seen on Swona.

The Chaffinch, Fringilla ccelebs ccelebs. Chaffinches are

recorded from the Isle of May on 19th March and 4th April, from

North Unst on 25th April and Fair Isle on 12th May.
Autumn immigration is noted between 23rd October and 7th

November from the Isle of May, Swona, and North Unst, all in

very much smaller numbers than usual.

The Brambling, Fringilla motitifringilla. The last main-

land record in spring is from Beith on 14th March. Immigration

in very small numbers is recorded from our island stations from
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7th October to the end of the month, while numbers appeared at

Lerwick on nth December.

The Tree-sparrow, Passer montanus montanns. Two are

noted at Cullen (Banffshire) on 12th March, one at Glenorchard on

30th April and three there on 3rd May.

The Corn-bunting, Emberiza calandra calandra. Some
movement is noted from 15th March to 24th April, chiefly from

our Northern Isles, and on 4th May Corn-buntings appeared in a

new nesting ground near Dundee. From 15th October to 18th

November movement is again recorded, and a flock of twenty of

these birds is reported from Cullen on 28th December.

The Yellow Bunting, Emberiza citrinella citrinella. Two

appeared at Barra Head on 29th January and one at the Isle of

May on 3rd April.

The Lapland Bunting, Calcarius lapponicus lapponicus. See

p. 149.

The Snow -bunting, Plectrophenax nivalis. An enormous

flock is reported from Bruntsfield Links, Edinburgh, on 17th

January. Single birds visited the Isle of May on 25th February

and 25th March, while on 7th March a flock of twenty-four arrived

on Swona. Northward passage is recorded from stations in Orkney,

Shetland, and the Outer Hebrides from 7th to 28th April, and the

last Snow-bunting reported for the season is from Swona on

1 st May.
The first notes of return are from North Unst on 17th

September, Swona on 27th September, and Whalsay Skerries on

6th October. From this last date up to 5th November small

arrivals are reported fairly frequently from stations in our Northern

Isles and on the east coast; on 10th November a flock was seen

near Dunkeld and another near Glenorchard on 16th December, on

which date a single bird visited the Isle of May.

The Skylark, Alauda arvensis arvensis. A Skylark struck the

Little Ross lantern at 2 am. on 18th January, and flocks are

recorded from Tiumpanhead and Kyleakin on 4th February,

doubtless weather movements. From 17th February to 2nd March

a good deal of movement is noted at our more southern stations,

chiefly at Little Ross (19th February, great rush, at lantern 2 a.m.
;

24th February, numbers at lantern
; and 2nd March, many killed at

lantern are the principal entries from this light), Rhinns of Islay

(and L.), Pladda (and L.), and Isle of May; these refer no doubt in

great part to the return of our breeding birds. From 7th March,
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when movement to the north-east was observed at Swona, till 24th

April there are many records of movement from our northern

stations ; during this time there are also some notes from the

southern lanterns, which would seem to indicate passage movement
as well as emigration of our winter visitors. The last lantern record

for the season is from the Rhinns of Islay on 15th May.
On 10th September parties of Skylarks were moving south at

Arbroath, and from 16th September to 14th October movement is

noted about Dundee. A single bird visited the Isle of May on

20th September, a good many were coming in from the east at

Summerston on 23rd September and flights were going over

towards the east near Largo on 8th October, while small parties of

about ten birds were leaving Swona from 9 a.m. to noon on nth
October. Considerable immigration, evidently from the Continent,
is reported from our Northern Isles and east coast stations from

29th October to 9th November; Skylarks were at the Pladda

lantern on 15th and 24th November, and large numbers were seen

going south at Possil Marsh on 2nd December.

The Tree-pipit, Anthus trivialis trivialis. The arrival of this

species seems to have been late in 191 7 : the first date on which it

is recorded is 2nd May, from Comiston, Midlothian
;
on 4th May,

from Darvel, Williamwood, Cathcart, and Duns
; next day it is

noted at Loch Libo, and at Loch Bardowie and the Pentlands on

the 6th. Thereafter up to 21st May reports come of its spread

through the country. Passage migrants are recorded at Swona on

12th and Fair Isle on 14th May. On 23rd August many were seen

on Balgay Hill
;

last seen there and in Largo Bay on 10th September.

The Meadow-pipit, Anthus pratensis. There are a good

many records of small numbers of Meadow-pipits in January and

the first half of February from East Fife, Cullen, Whalsay Skerries,

Cromarty, and Possil. From 28th March to 23rd April many
returns of our breeding birds are noted from all parts of the country,
while northward emigration is reported from our Northern Isles

from 20th April to 12th May, and Meadow-pipits which visited the

Isle of May in some numbers on nth, 12th, 14th, and 16th May
were probably passage migrants. Many notes of movement in

Southern Scotland from 25th August to 23rd September probably
refer to the departure of our breeding birds

;
a Meadow-pipit was

killed at the Muckle Flugga lantern at 10 p.m. on 25th September,
and next day seven visited Swona. A few are recorded at Cullen in

November, five at Summerston on 2nd December, and "an unusual

number" at Invergowrie on 23rd December.
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The Rock-pipit, Anthns spinoletta petrosas. Arrivals are

reported from the Isle of May on 8th May and 29th October;

these may have been the Scandinavian form A. s. littoralis.

The Blue-headed Wagtail, Motacilla flava flava. See

p. 149.

The Yellow Wagtail, Motacilla flava rayi. Is first recorded

from Summerston on 25th April, Beith on 28th, and Thornliebank

on 29th April, after which arrivals are reported up to 13th May.
Had begun to move in the Summerston district by 5th August, four

were seen at Little Ross on 10th September, and last records

come from Beith on 19th and Summerston and Giffnock on 23rd

September.

The Grey Wagtail, Motacilla cinerea cinerea. Returns to

breeding- places are recorded during April, and single birds in Largo

Bay on yth and 14th May. On 29th August a Grey Wagtail

appeared at Grogary (O.H.), and some movement is reported from

the mainland in September and October.

The White Wagtail, Motacilla alba alba. A White Wagtail
struck the Little Ross lantern on 12th March. One appeared
at Largo on 10th April, passage being noted on the east coast up
to 1 2th May and along the west coast from 14th April to 16th

May. On 25th April two visited North Unst, several were at

Fair Isle on 12th and 14th May, and one at North Unst on

24th May.
Return movement is noted in Orkney and Shetland from 22nd

August to 2nd September, along the west coast from 26th August
to 7th September, and along the east coast from 10th to 29th

September.

The Pied Wagtail, Motacilla alba lugubris. Returns of

Pied Wagtails to their breeding-places are recorded steadily from

15th March to 30th April, this being unusually late. Two visited

Sule Skerry on 25th April and one was on Swona on 2nd May.
From 1 6th August to 12th October movement is recorded pretty

steadily from many of our mainland stations, and Pied Wagtails
visited Swona on 10th and 15th September, and Dhuheartach on

15th and 23rd September.

The Goldcrest, Regulus regulus. No species of bird shows

the influence of weather on its migrations more clearly than the

Goldcrest. It is strongly attracted by light and familiar to every

observer, and in seasons in which easterly conditions prevail great

numbers visit our shores from overseas. In 191 7 the only record
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from the lighthouses is of a single bird at Cromarty Lighthouse

on 21st January, not a solitary specimen being noted in autumn.

The Great Grey Shrike, Lanius excubitor excubitor. Single

birds were observed near Pitlochry on 4th March, near Largo

on 7th March, and near Garth (Perthshire) on nth March.

The Red-backed Shrike, Lanius collurio collurio. Single

birds are reported from the Isle of May on 9th, 13th, and

1 6th May.

The Waxwing, Bombycilia garrulus. Seep. 149.

The Spotted Flycatcher, Muscicapa striata striata. Is first

recorded from Tayfield (N. Fife) on 3rd May, Duns on 4th,

Bothwell and Blantyre Priory next day, and Invergowrie, Swordale

(E. Ross), Kilmacolm, and Giffnock on the 6th. Further arrivals

are recorded between nth and 21st May, and passage migrants

visited Foula on 14th May. Autumn movement was first noted on

22nd July, and continued throughout August and the first half

of September. Last seen at Largo on 18th September, Methven

Castle on 22nd September, Tayfield in numbers on the 25th and

26th, and Balgay on 30th September.

The Pied Flycatcher, Muscicapa hypoleuca hypoleuca.

Between 8th and 20th May there are steady records of Pied

Flycatchers at the Isle of May; four were seen at Foula on 14th

May, one near Duns on 18th May, and one near Largo on 19th

May. On 9th, 27th, and 28th August, this species was again on

the Isle of May, and on 23rd, 29th, and 30th August on Swona.

The Chiffchaff, Phylloscopus collybita collybita. Chiffchaffs

are noted at the Little Ross lantern on 25th April at 2 a.m. and on

26/2 7th April, on the Isle of May on 8th May, and at the Rhinns of

Islay lantern on 14th and 15th May. Some of these were possibly

Ph. c. abietinus.

The Willow-warbler, Phylloscopus trochilus trochilus. Was

somewhat late in arriving in 191 7: the earliest records are from

Kilmacolm on 23rd April, the Little Ross lantern on 26/2 7th April,

other stations in Clyde report them on 28th and 29th April, but it

is not until 1st May that records come from the east coast. After

this the spread was rapid till by the 12th most of our summer

visitors seem to have taken up their breeding quarters. Willow-

warblers were swarming on the Isle of May on 13th May, and

records come from that station and Little Ross lantern, Swona, and

Fair Isle up to 21st May, all these being probably passage migrants.
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The beginning of the autumn movement is noted at the end

of July and this continued throughout August, most having left

by the end of the month. Last seen Swordale, on 13th September,

Bathgate and Dundee 16th, Isle of May 17th, Methven Castle

22nd, and Dupplin 26th September. There are no records of

passage migrants from our stations in the Northern Isles this

autumn, nor are there the usual reports of large numbers on the

east coast, this being no doubt due to the diversion of the stream

of passage migrants from our shores, caused by the weather

conditions existing during the migration period.

The Wood-warbler, Phylloscopus sibilatrix sibilatrix. Is

recorded on 4th May from Duns and Darvel, on 6th May from

Cathcart and Giffnock, on 14th May from Treigside, and on 23rd

May from near Largo. In autumn single birds are reported

from Vallay, N. Uist, on 6th August, the Isle of May and Loch

Druidibeg, S. Uist, on 26th August, and at the last place next day

(1. 1918, 102) see p. 149. Last seen Summerston 26th August.

The Grasshopper- warbler, Locustella ncevia navia. A

Grasshopper
- warbler was killed at the Little Ross lantern on

1 4/ 1 5th May, and one is recorded from Kilmacolm on 15th

May.

The Sedge-warbler, Acrocephalus scha>nobcz?iiis. Is reported

from Summerston on 2nd May, Duns next day, Darvel and Beith

on the 4th, Invergowrie and Kilmacolm on the 6th, and Swordale

on the 7th May. After this arrivals are recorded from the Little

Ross lantern and breeding stations up to 20th May, by which time

the nesting birds seem to have been widely distributed. On

1 7/ 1 8th July and on the evening of 13th August several Sedge-

warblers struck the Little Ross lantern, one visited the Isle of May
on 21st August, and the last for the season is reported from Murthly

on 27th August.

The Garden-warbler, Sylvia borin. Was late in arriving

in 191 7: the records are from the Isle of May and Rouken Glen

on 13th May, Darvel on 17th May, the Little Ross lantern each

night from 17th to 20th May, and Cathcart and Duns on the last

date. On 13th and 27th August single birds visited the Little Ross

lantern.

The Blackcap, Sylvia atricapilla atricapilla. Arrivals are

recorded from Cathcart on 6th May and Duns on 20th May.

The Whitethroat, Sylvia communis communis. This is another

species that was dilatory in arriving in 191 7 : the earliest records are
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from Largo on 4th May, Kilmacolm next day, and Dundee, Beith,

Glenorchard, Allander Toll, Knightswood, Bearsden, and Cathcart

on 6th May. After this there are many notes of the arrival of

Whitethroats at their breeding-places. Movement is reported at

the Little Ross lantern up to 20th May, and by 24th May our

nesting birds appear to have been present in force. Passage

migrants are recorded at Lerwick on 20th and 23rd May.
Autumn movement was noted at Summerston by 5th August,

and by 19th August many had left Fife and Forfarshire. Last

seen at Swordale on 1st September, Beith on 5th, Bathgate on 15th,

and the Isle of May on 17th September. Passage migrants

occurred at Lerwick on 2nd September, 19th and 24th October.

The Lesser Whitethroat, Sylvia curruca curruca. Some
visited the Isle of May on nth May, and one is reported from

Duns on 28th May and onwards (1. 191 7, 214) see p. 150.

Several were on the Isle of May on 27th and 28th August.

The Fieldfare, Tardus pilaris. Small weather movements

are recorded from our coasts and islands in January and about

mid-February, evidently caused by the severe frost. From 20th

March to the end of April steady northward movement is noted

from stations all over Scotland, but nothing in the nature of a rush.

Last seen at Beith on 3rd May, Glenorchard on 10th and Darvel

on 19th May. The autumn notes on this species form an

instructive example of the influence of continuous westerly winds

on the movements of Fieldfares. They are "flocks at Dunkeld"

on 29th October and a Fieldfare at Lerwick on 1st November.

Many of our recorders comment on the absence of this and other

Turdinae during the autumn migration of 191 7 and the ensuing

winter.

The Missel-thrush, Turdus viscivorus viscivorus. Two
Missel-thrushes are reported from Barra Head on 18th April, and

single birds visited the Isle of May on 16th March, 13th May, and

25th December.

The Thrush, Turdus philomelus. During January and the first

half of February weather movements, caused by the frost, are

recorded from our shore and island stations. From 18th to 25th

February very strong movement is reported from our south coast

stations, and from 2nd to 23rd March in a lesser degree; these

were probably returns of our own T ph. clarkei. From 6th to

9th March a weather movement (S.E. gale, snow, and frost) is

noted at coast and island stations. On 1st April a Thrush visited
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Hellyar Holm, perhaps an example of T. ph. philomelus, on its way

overseas, and a Thrush was killed at Little Ross lantern at 2 a.m.

on 25th April.

On 8th July great numbers of Thrushes were seen among the

bracken on Dumbarnie Links near Largo, probably a local move-

ment in search of food, induced by the drought.

Some notes come from our southern stations from 24th September
to 13th October, and probably refer to departures of T. ph. clarkei,

while records of arrivals of Thrushes from the Isle of May, Cullen,

Pladda, and Swona between 29th October and 8th November may
refer to the Continental T ph. philomelus; the usual large

immigration in October and November is, this year, remarkable

by its absence.

The Redwing, Turdus musicus. Redwings struck the Pladda

lantern on 22nd and 25th February and the Little Ross lantern

on the latter date, while a weather movement to the coasts is noted

on 8th and 9th March. Steady passage northward is recorded from

20th March to 22nd April from stations all over Scotland, the

largest numbers being at the Little Ross lantern on 18/ 19th April,

Galson on 21st, and the Rhinns of Islay lantern that night, and

Sule Skerry and Tiumpanhead on 22 nd April. Last seen North

Unst 26th April, and Galson 5th May. The first Redwings seen

in autumn were at Bathgate on 27th September, Lerwick follows on

1 2th October, and Dhuheartach, Sule Skerry, and South Uist next

day. From 17th to 22nd October, and from 29th October to

5th November, small immigrations took place, but there is no trace

in 191 7 of the enormous autumn arrivals which usually take place

and the species was exceedingly scarce all winter. The reason for

this we consider to be the same as in the case of the Fieldfare, q.v.

On 15th and 20th November a few Redwings struck the Pladda

lantern.

The Ring-ouzel, Turdus torquatus torquatus. One is recorded

from Kinnelhead, Beattock, on 24th April, and early next morning
one was killed at the Little Ross lantern. About forty, evidently

passage migrants, visited Foula on 29th April, and one was on the

Isle of May on 13th May. On 27th August a Ring-ouzel was

killed at the Little Ross lantern, and one is recorded from

Dhuheartach on 10th December, a very interesting date.

The Blackbird, Turdus merula merula. Up to 3rd February
a good deal of movement of Blackbirds is recorded from Sule

Skerry, Lerwick, Swona, Kyleakin, the Isle of May, Rhinns of
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Islay (L.), and Little Ross (L.), evidently caused by the severe

weather conditions prevailing during that period. From 18th

February to 17th March there are many records of migration from

stations in our south-western area, and from 19th to 25th April

Little Ross and the Rhinns of Islay send notes of numbers at the

lanterns. On 26th March and from 30th April to 2nd May
emigration is reported from stations in Orkney and Shetland, while

arrivals, doubtless of passage migrants going overseas, took place

on the Isle of May on 9th and 10th May.
From 29th July to 10th August a little movement is noted at

Swona, while a small immigration is recorded from our Northern

Isles between nth October and 4th November. As is the case

with all the Turdinge in 191 7, the numbers arriving in autumn were

far below the normal. Several Blackbirds struck the Little Ross

lantern on 3rd November, and the Pladda lantern at 9 p.m. on

20th November, and 4 a.m. on 24th November.

The Wheatear, (Enanthe cenanthe oenanthe. The general

arrival of Wheatears was late in 1917; the earliest records are from

Dunure on 26th March, Beith on 6th April, Little Ross (^ in

snow) on 10th, Glenorchard and Galson on 15th, and North Berwick

on 22nd April. After this there are many notes of Wheatear

migration up to 23rd May; the breeding-birds seem to have been

present in all parts by about 9th May, and the proportion of

records from our island stations and lanterns increases as the

dates get later, this showing passage migration to be the later

phase of the movement. A Wheatear visited the Isle of May on

2nd June.

By 22nd July the autumn trek had begun, and from this time

till 2 1 st September steady movement is recorded all over Scotland

from island and mainland stations alike, but always in small

numbers. Last seen at Beith and Swona on 21st September,
Rothes (E. Ross) on 26th, Bathgate on 28th, and near Eyemouth
on 29th September, and Darvel on 1st October. The comparative
earliness of these last dates, and the absence of any numbers of

birds, suggest the scarcity or absence of passage migrants.

The Greater Wheatear, CEnanthe ce?ia?ithe leucorrhoa. Is

recorded in small numbers from Swona from 6th to 13th May, a

female at Dundee on nth and 12th May, and some at the Isle of

May on 12th and 15th May. Autumn passage is noted at Swona
from 22nd August to 7 th September and on 19th September, in

Largo Bay on 10th September, and at Girlsta, Tingwall, from

2nd to 4th October.
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The Whinchat, Saxicola rubetra rubetra. Was late in

arriving in 191 7. The first records are from Kinnelhead, Beattock,

on 2nd May, Beith and Bardowie next day, and the Isle of May and

Darvel on 5th May. After this, arrivals at breeding stations are

noted up to 12th May, by which time Whinchats seem to have been

generally distributed. A passage migrant visited Swona on nth

May, and Whinchats on the Isle of May on this date and 13th and

14th May may also have been on passage overseas. By 5th August

movement is reported at Perth and Summerston, and the local

birds had left about Dundee. Last seen Summerston on 2nd

September, Bathgate on 6th, Largo Bay on 10th, and Beith on

22nd September.

The Stonechat, Saxicola torquata. Two are reported from

Galson (O.H.) on 29th March and 6th August, and one at the same

station on 14th August.

The Redstart, Phcenicurus phcenicurus phoenicurus. The first

records for the season are from the Little Ross lantern at 2 a.m.

and n p.m. on 25th April, Duns on 29th April, Kinnelhead on

1st May, Comiston (Midlothian) on 2nd May, and Darvel, Kil-

macolm, and Swordale (E. Ross), on 6th May. After this notes

of arrival at breeding-places come up to 19th May. From 8th to

22nd May a few Redstarts were present on the Isle of May; some

of these may have been passage migrants. By 21st July return

movement is reported, and by 24th July most of the local birds had

left the district round Dundee.

Four passage migrants are recorded from Swona on 29th August,

and birds at the Isle of May from 26th August to 12th September

may also have been on passage. Last seen Balgay on 2nd September,
Little Ross on nth, and Bathgate on 16th September.

The Bluethroat, Luscinia svecica gcetkei. See p. 150.

The Redbreast, Erithacus rubecula. A few Redbreasts are

recorded from the Isle of May on 29th January and 9th March,
two at the Pladda lantern on 18/ 19th February, one at the Rhinns

of Islay lantern at 3 a.m. on 24th March, several at Barra Head all

March and April, and one at the Isle of May on 3rd April. It is

difficult to assign these to either the Continental or British race,

though probably most of them refer to returns of our breeding birds.

Evident emigrant E. r. rubecula are recorded from Swona, Fair

Isle, Lerwick, and North Unst, from nth to 22nd May.
Autumn records of movement are scanty : a Redbreast, probably

one of the British race, visited the Isle of May on 25th September,
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while from 19th to 26th November one, probably of the typical

form, is recorded from Lerwick.

The Hedge-sparrow, Prunella modularis, subsp. ? Single
birds are reported from the Isle of May on 4th April, 12th, 21st,

and 30th October.

The Wren, Troglodytes troglodytes troglodytes. Movement
of small numbers of Wrens is noted at Kyleakin on 1st February,

Barra Head on 17th April, and the Isle of May on 22nd April, 23rd

October, and 4th November, Swona on 30th October, and Barra

Head again in mid-November.

The Swallow, Chelidon rustica rustica. Was also late in

arriving in 191 7, the earliest records being near Duns on 19th

April, Darvel on 21st, Beith on 23rd, and the Water of Leith on

25th April. Large arrivals are reported after this steadily up to 6th

May, and from nth to 26th May at stations all over the mainland

of Scotland. Four Swallows visited Swona on 4th May, and this

species is recorded at this station on 12th and 13th May, at Lerwick

on 13th May and 17th June, at Fair Isle on 14th May, at Foula on

15th and 17th May, and Whalsay Skerries on 25th May. In the

Outer Hebrides Swallows are noted at Barra Head on 5th May,
Galson on 4th and 5th May, and frequently from 20th May to

7th June.

Westward passage was first seen at Dundee on 21st July, and

departures were noted at Summerston by 5th August, while from 19th

August to 30th September westward passage is again reported from

Dundee. During the latter half of August and September many

departures took place ;
last seen near Lentran on 5th October, Beith

on 9th, Little Ross ("a great gathering") on nth, Cromarty, Barra

Head, and Largo (four going W.) on 12th, Darvel on 13th, Dundee

(flock going W.) and Kilmacolm on 14th, Melrose on 22 nd, and

Dumbarnie (not far from Largo, one going W.) on 23rd October.

A very late record is of three seen going south at Broughty-Ferry
on 25th November.

The House-martin, Hirundo urbica urbica. Was considerably

behind its usual time in arriving in Scotland. The first record comes

from Duns on 27th April, followed by Durris and Edinburgh on

30th April, North Berwick, the Tummel, Kinnelhead (Beattock), and

Bothwell on 1st May, and Beith and Collessie (P'ife) next day. After

this records of arrival at breeding-places come steadily up to 22 nd

May, the period of maximum movement being between 6th and 14th

May. Several House-martins are recorded from Barra Head on 5th
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May, single birds at Lerwick and Foula on 10th, four at Lerwick,

and several at Fair Isle on 14th, and four at North Unst on 16th

May, while on 16th July one visited Galson (O.H.).

On 4th August passage to the east is reported at Dundee, and

westward movement at the same station from 10th August to 30th

September. A large exodus took place in the last week of August,

and departure is recorded throughout September. The October

records are several in Largo on the 4th, one at Eyemouth on 7th

and nth, and a few going west at Dundee on 14th October.

The Sand-martin, Riparia riparia riparia. No species

shows the influence of the season more strongly than the Sand-

martin, the records of its arrival in 191 7 being much later than any
with which we have had to deal. The earliest are from Summerston

on 23rd April, Possil Marsh next day, Little Ross on the 26th and

Duns on 27th April, Edinburgh on 30th April, the Tummel, Darvel,

and Swordale (E. Ross) on 1st May, while in the early days of May
many records of arrival come from all parts of Scotland. The only

reports from our outlying isles are of single birds from Swona on

3rd and Fair Isle on 12th May.
From 22nd July to the end of August there are many records of

movement from mainland stations, the direction of flight when

noted being chiefly westerly. Last seen at Beith on 4th September,
Balhousie near Largo on 14th, Largo Bay on 23rd September, and
Little Ross on 6th October.

The Swift, Apus apus apus. This species being normally late

in arriving in this country was less delayed in its movements than

the other summer visitors of 191 7. The earliest records come from

Beith on 30th April, Bathgate, Bardowie Loch, Collessie, and

Morningside on 1st May, Kilmacolm, Laurencekirk, Duns, and

Melrose next day, and Pitlochry on 3rd May. After this arrivals

are reported up to 24th May, by which time our breeding birds

seem all to have been present. A Swift is noted at Foula on

4th May, one was killed at the Pladda lantern on 21st May, and
two are recorded from Galson (O.H.) on 29th June.

A good many Swifts left us during July, and there are steady
notes of departure during August. What was probably passage

migration is reported from Swona, Hellyar Holm, and North Unst
from 16th August to 26th September. Last seen at Melrose on 29th

August, Arbroath and the Isle of May on 12th September, Largo
and Muirend (1. 1918, 21) on 15th, and Eyemouth on 18th

September, while a very belated Swift was seen near Dalmeny
House on 24th October and 13th November (1. 1918, 34).

79 AND SO X
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The Hoopoe, Upupa epops epops. See p. 150.

The Cuckoo, Cuculus canorus canorus. Arrived well up to

time, being recorded from Duns on 17th April, Pladda on 20th,

Kilmacolm on 24th, and Pitlochry on 26th April. After this the

spread was rapid and records of arrival come steadily up to 19th

May. A Cuckoo was killed at the Rhinns of Islay lantern on 12th

May, and the species is reported from North Uist on 13th, near

Lerwick on 17th, Foula on 25th and 26th (1. 191 7, 218), and the

Isle of May on 27th May, while on 4th June it was heard on the

Loch of Cliff side in Shetland.

Return movement was observed on the Isle of May on 29th

July, last seen at Little Ross on 17th August, and Eyemouth on 1st

September.

The Long-eared Owl, Asio otus otus. Single birds are re-

corded from the Isle of May on 23rd September, and Lerwick on

9th November.

The Short-eared Owl, AsioflammeusJZammeus Single birds

were seen at Sule Skerry on 27th January, Lerwick on 27th May,

Vallay (N. Uist) on 23rd October ("few this season"), and Barra

Head on 3rd November.

The Merlin, Falco colnmbarius azsalon. Movement is noted

from the Isle of May, Galson, Lerwick, and Swona from 16th

March to 8th May, and from Swona and various places in East Fife

from 15th August to 25th October.

The Kestrel, Falco tinnunculus tinnunculus. Movement of

small numbers is recorded from Swona on 22nd April and 12th

May, Galson (O.H.) on 25th April and 1st May, Foula on 29th

April, and Fair Isle on 14th May. Records of movement come

again from the Isle of May and Swona from 31st August to 29th

September, and a Kestrel was seen at Lerwick on 5th December.

The White-tailed Eagle, Haliaetus albicilla Single birds

are reported at Lerwick on nth June, and Stromfirth, Weisdale, on

7th September.

The Hen-harrier, Circus cyatieus. See p. 150.

The Osprey, Pandion haliaetus haliaetus. See p. 150.

The Spoonbill, Flatalea leucorodia leucorodia.See p. 150.

The Heron, Ardea cinerea. Notes of small numbers of

Herons come from our outlying island stations from 1st April to

23rd May, and again from 4th August to 26th October.
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The Purple Heron, Ardea purpurea purpurea. See p. 150.

The Little Bittern, Ixobrychus minutus. See p. 150.

The Bittern, Botaurus stellaris stellaris. See p. 150.

The Whooper Swan, Cygnus cygnus. Five Whoopers visited

Barra Head on 19th February, and "Swans" at Hellyar Holm on

30th January and North Unst on 1st May probably belonged to

this species. On 18th October seven arrived at Grogary (O.H.),

six flew west over Largo on 4th November, three were on Bardowie

Loch on 5 th December, two were seen at Sule Skerry on 19th and

seven on 20th December, while several frequented Barra Head

during that month.

Bewick's Swan, Cygnus bewickii bewickii. First seen at

Grogary (O.H.) on 25th October, and one was found dead on the

shore at Graemsay on 2nd December.

The Grey-lag Goose, Anser anser. Flocks of thirty to forty

returned to Vallay, N. Uist, after breeding on 28th July.

"Grey Geese" or "Wild Geese," species not mentioned, are

recorded going north-east near Largo on 24th March, huge flocks

going south-east near Cromarty on 14th April, and a flock of twenty

flying over, Pitlochry on 7th May. A flock of seven had returned

to the neighbourhood of Dundee on 23rd September; large arrivals

are reported from three stations in East Fife on 28th September,

and a flock of about sixty at the Beauly Firth on 5th October.

The White-fronted Goose, Anser albifrons. A flock fed on

the farm at Galson (O.H.) from 31st March to 5th April, nine were

seen there on 27th April, and one on 6th May. First seen at

Grogary (S. Uist) on 14th October, and three flying south-west at

Vallay (N. Uist) on 3rd November.

The Bean Goose, Anserfabalis fabalis. One is reported from

Glenorchard on 14th January.

The Pink-footed Goose, Anser brachyrhynchus. A dozen are

noted near Crail on 13th February, about forty at Aberlady on

7th April, and about a hundred and fifty on the Beauly Firth on

7th May, while on 6th October many were seen at Aberlady, and on

10th October eight had returned to Glenorchard.

The Barnacle Goose, Branta leucopsis. Was last seen in

North Uist on 3rd May, and at Barra Head on 2 9th May. Reappeared

at Barra Head during the first week of September; a flock of twenty

went north-east over Vallay, N. Uist, and arrivals are recorded from
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Grogary (S. Uist) on 13th October, while a flock of a hundred and

fifty arrived at Vallay on 24th October.

The Brent Goose, Branta bernicla bernida. One of the pale-

breasted variety was seen at Cambo (E. Fife) on 3rd February (1.

191 7, 91), and six Brent in the Cromarty Firth on 4th May. A
flock of sixty went south-west over Vallay on 24th October, and

a few frequented Barra Head during November.

The Sheld-duck, Tadorna tadorna. A flock of about forty

was seen in Largo Bay on 21st January ;
a Sheld-duck was killed at

10 p.m. on 19th February at the Pladda lantern, and a flock of over

forty was in the Tay near Dundee on 9th April. Single birds are

reported from Swona on nth May, and Sule Skerry on 22nd May.

The Mallard, Anas platyrhyncha platyrhyncha. Enormous
flocks are recorded from Largo Bay on 30th January, and Cambo

(E. Fife) on 16th February, and a Mallard struck the Rhinns of

Islay lantern at 10 p.m. on the former date. About a hundred were

on Duns Lake on 4th March, but had gone two days later ; many
were seen in Largo Bay on 2nd April these had dwindled to about

twenty pairs on 24th and one pair on 27th April.

On 12 th August parties of feathered young were travelling down
the swollen waters of the Duchray and Laggan, about Aberfoyle

(1. 191 7, 292), and the winter flocks arrived at Invergowrie on

1st October. The winter visitors to Largo Bay were slow in taking

up their quarters ; only one Mallard was seen on 6th October, a

dozen on 14th, about thirty on 28th October, and not till 4th
November did the very large flocks put in an appearance ;

on this

last date about five hundred were estimated to be on Hule Moss.

The Gadwall, Anas strepera. A flock of thirty is reported
from Vallay, North Uist, on 30th October.

The Teal, Anas crecca crecca. On 22nd February, at 2 a.m., a

bird of this species was killed at the Rhinns of Islay lantern
;
two

are recorded from Swona on 22nd April, and Sule Skerry on 5th

and 15th May. By 19th August two Teal were at Largo Reservoir,

and one on the Cockle Burn mud-flats (Largo Bay) on 30th August.
Arrivals are recorded at Hule Moss on 9th September, and Swona
on 1 8th September, and a flock of fifty to a hundred at Summerston
on 23rd September.

The Wigeon, Anas penelope.h. very large flock of Wigeon
visited Largo Bay on 21st January; thirty were at Duns Lake on

4th March, but had left by the 6th
;
most had gone from Bardowie

by 22nd April; a lot were seen in the Cromarty Firth on 28th April,
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and a male and female in Largo Bay on 5th May. A party of nine

were seen at Perth, flying up the Tay, on 17th August, five on Loch
Fada (South Uist) on 23rd August, and a male in summer dress

was shot at Grogary on 29th August. Six appeared at North Unst

on 10th September, and five at Swona on 15th September, while

the "first arrival of foreigners" was noted at Grogary and Vallay

(both O.H.) on 24th September, and this last station records fresh

influxes on 22nd and 30th October. Arrivals are noted in Largo

Bay on 28th October and 4th November, at Hule Moss on the

latter date, and Summerston (Clyde) on nth and 18th November.

The Pintail, Anas acuta. About twelve Pintail were seen on

the Beauly Firth on 20th April, a female was shot on Morton Loch

(N. Fife) on 15th September, an arrival took place at Grogary

(S. Uist) on 13th October, and one was shot on Bardowie Loch

(Stirlingshire) on 20th November.

The Shoveller, Spatula clypeata. A pair were seen at

Summerston on 18th April, one at Glenorchard on 29th August,
some on Duns Lake on 1st September, and one at Morton Loch

(N. Fife) on 15th September.

The Pochard, Nyroca ferina ferina. About thirty were

observed on Duns Lake on 4th March but had left by the 6th;

seen in varying numbers on the Tay near Dundee up to 24th March,
and a drake there on 21st April. Autumn arrivals are reported from

Hule Moss on 4th November and Dundee on nth November.

The Tufted Duck, Nyroca fuligula. Departures are recorded

from Duns Lake on 6th and Dundee on 23rd March, while many
were seen in the Forth near Granton on 21st April.

Autumn arrivals took place at Hule Moss on 9th September,
Methven Loch on 22nd and Dupplin Loch on 26th September,

Largo Reservoir on 23rd October, and Dundee on 3rd November.

The Scaup, Nyroca marila marila. About twenty Scaup were

seen on 31st March "diving right inside Granton Harbour, close

to where some shunting was going on." Last seen Dundee on

1st April, and many still in the Forth, near Leith, on 21st April.

The Goldeneye, Bucephala clangula clangula. A lot of move-

ment is noted throughout March and the first half of April; last

seen at North Unst on 21st April, Cullen next day, the Cromarty
Firth (about twelve, two or three being old males) on 25th April,

and Dundee on 9th May. In autumn, arrivals are recorded from

Cullen on 24th September, Sule Skerry on 29th October, Largo

Bay and Hule Moss on 4th November.
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The Long-tailed Duck, Clanguid hyemalis. Last seen at

St Andrews on 14th April and North Uist about 3rd May, and an

arrival is reported at Cullen on 5th November.

The Eider, Somateria mollissima mollissima. Very large flocks

are recorded at St Andrews on 14th April, but all had left by the

19th, doubtless for their breeding-grounds. A few came on shore

at Foula on 22nd April, and an increase is noted there on 18th May,
while a lot were seen in Largo Bay on 7th May. Autumn arrivals

are reported from Dhuheartach and Whalsay Skerries on 6th October,

the Isle of May next day, North Unst on 16th October, and

Kyleakin on 21st November.

The Common Scoter, Oidemid nigrd nigra. One was killed

at the Little Ross lantern on 14th May, many were seen in Largo

Bay up to 27th May and two found newly dead there on 17th June,

while on 7th June there were about thirty in the Dornoch Firth.

From 28th July onwards large flocks again frequented Largo Bay.

The Velvet Scoter, Oidemia fusca fusca. A good many in

Largo Bay up to 14th May, and some there on 16th and 27th May,
and from 28th July onwards.

The Goosander, Mergus merganser merganser. Ten Goosander

were seen on the Tweed near Kelso on 6th April, a pair on the

Tay at Dundee on 8th and a female there on 14th April, and a pair

on Knapps Loch on 6th May. On 12th August a female and three

fluffy ducklings were going down the flooded Laggan at Aberfoyle

(1. 191 7, 292), a Goosander was seen at Methven Loch on

30th September, one at Dundee on 8th October, and a party there

on 2 1 st October.

. The Red-breasted Merganser, Mergus serrator. Last seen

Dundee on 22nd April, Gullane on 28th April, and Swona on 3rd

May. There were many in Largo Bay on 7th May, these decreasing

slowly, till by 27th May only nine or ten were left, and four by 17th

June. On 12th August a good many fluffy ducklings were going
down the Laggan (which was in spate as the result of heavy thunder-

storms), at Aberfoyle (1. 191 7, 292) : a good many had returned to

Largo Bay by 6th October, and flocks are noted at Dundee on nth
November and Kyleakin on 21st November.

The Shag, Phalacrocorax graculus graculus. A pair returned to

their nesting-place at the Isle of May on 14th March, next day
over a hundred were seen on a rock at Cullen, and sixty at the

latter place on 30th April.
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The Gannkt, Si/la bassana. A few were seen about North

Unst all January, several at the Isle of May on 27th January, and
more there on 9th February, after which there are many notes

of this species. Last records come from Eyemouth on 2nd

November, and an immature bird in Largo Bay two days later.

The Storm Petrel, Hydrobates pelagicus. One was killed

at the Barra Head lantern on 3rd August and a few at the

Muckle Flugga lantern between 10 p.m. and midnight on 15th

August.

The Fulmar, Fidmarus glarialis glacialis. A few are noted

about Whalsay Skerries up to 28th March, six at Sule Skerry
on 20th April, and one or two at Lerwick from 17th May to

4th July. Single birds visited Dhuheartach on 10th September
and 15th November, some returned to Barra Head on 8th

November, and one was at Sule Skerry on 24th November.

The Great Crested Grebe, Podiceps cristatus cristatus. This

species was first seen on Bardowie Loch (Clyde) on 1st April; one

was in the sea off St Andrews on 14th April, "arrived to nest on the

local lochs
" about Dundee in early May, and one was seen in Largo

Bay in summer plumage on 7th June. Single birds were seen on

Methven Loch on 22 nd September and Dupplin Loch on 26th

September.

The Slavonian Grebe, Podiceps auritus. Single birds are

recorded at Bardowie Loch on 8th March and 28th October, and

at Balgray Reservoir (Renfrewshire) on 12th August (1. 1918, 22).

The Little Grebe, Podiceps ruficollis ruficollis. On 20th

March two arrived on Summerston Loch and one on Largo
Reservoir on 29th March.

The Great Northern Diver, Colymbus immer. Last seen

in Largo Bay on 7th May, Galson on 28th May, and Hellyar Holm
on 23rd June.

The Black-throated Diver, Colymbus arcticus. Arrived at

one of its breeding lochs in Inverness-shire on 7th April, while

on 7th June one apparently in full breeding dress, and another in

intermediate plumage, were seen in Largo Bay, and what appeared
to be this same intermediate bird was seen there also on 20th

and 28th July, 5th and 14th August. A single bird is noted at

Aberlady on 6th October.
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The Red-throated Diver, Colymbus stellatus. As late as

16th May four were seen in Largo Bay, two assuming breeding

dress, the other two with no signs of it.

The Wood-pigeon, Columba palumbus palumbus. One

was killed at the Rhinns of Islay lantern at 9 p.m. on 16th March,

and single birds visited the Isle of May on 3rd April and 25th

May, and Galson on 8th May. On 26th November many arrived

at Balhousie, near Largo ;
a large flock was seen at Cullen on

4th December and a Wood-pigeon was at the Isle of May on

15th December.

The Stock-dove, Columba anas. Had returned to its breeding

haunts at Darvel on 25th February but was not en evidence in Largo

Bay till 2nd April. Many, both adults and birds of the year, were

seen in the latter spot on 5th August, and one at Grogary, South

Uist, on 5th November.

The Rock-dove, Columba livia livia. Single birds are reported

from the Isle of May on 27th May and nth August, and a large

flock at Whalsay Skerries on 4th December.

The Turtle-dove, Streptopelia turtur turtur. Single birds

are recorded from the Isle of May on 21st May, Cambo (E. Fife)

on 25th May, and Innergellie next day these may all have been the

same bird as the localities are not far apart. On 8th June one

visited the Isle of May, Galson (Lewis) on 28th and 29th June, and

Grogary (South Uist) on 28th July.

The Oystercatcher, Hcematopus ostralegus ostralegus. On
8th February Oystercatchers were heard going over Largo at night,

and two returned to the Isle of May on 1 ith February. From 19th

February to 16th March there are constant records of movement:

these come from the Little Ross lantern, the Rhinns of Islay and

Muckle Flugga lanterns, Suie Skerry, Hellyar Holm, and Whalsay

Skerries ;
and arrivals at inland breeding-places are also reported.

On 21st April three were at the Rhinns of Islay lantern at 4 a.m.,

one at Little Ross lantern at 2 a.m. on 25th April, a flock of about

a hundred in Largo Bay on 27th May, and a flock of twenty at

Galson (O.H.) on 18th June. A party of fifteen were seen at Cullen

on 17th July, and thirty to forty in Largo Bay on 20th July. A
male was shot at Bardowie Loch, Stirlingshire, on 31st October,

and two were at Whalsay Skerries on 7th November.

The Ringed Plover, Charadrius hiaticula. Many were killed

at the Little Ross lantern on 20/2 1st February and one at the

Rhinns of Islay lantern at 2 a.m. on 22nd February, while a flock
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was seen at Lerwick on 25th February. Several were killed at the

Little Ross lantern on 12th March, and a flock of forty, evidently on

passage, appeared in Largo Bay on 1 6th May. From 4th August

to 9th September several visits of from one to fifteen Ringed

Plover are noted at Balgray Reservoir, Renfrewshire, and a flock of

twenty at Swona on 23rd August.

The Golden Plover, Charadrius apricarius. From 16th

January to 9th February a good deal of movement, probably caused

by the hard weather prevailing at that time, is reported from our

coast stations. From 18th February to 24th March much move-

ment is recorded from our southern lanterns and stations, probably

referable to returns of our breeding birds, while from 8th April

to 1 2th May many notes come from our Northern Isles and shore

stations, as well as records of passage of flocks from more inland

localities. On 18th June a flock of seventeen was seen at Kirk-

michael, and on 23rd July returns after breeding are reported from

Vallay, N. Uist, and a flock of sixty at Galson (O.H.) next day.

By 27th July movement is noted in our Northern Isles and is

reported at frequent intervals up to 1st October. Large flocks

appeared in Largo Bay, at Galson and at Summerston (Clyde)

on 5th August, and hundreds at this last station on 9th September,

while huge flocks again visited Largo Bay on 4th November.

The Grey Plover, Squatarola squatarola. Two are reported

from Largo Bay on 9th February and one at Galson on 27th and

29th May, while this species "passed over Darvel on migration" on

30th September.

The Lapwing, Vanellus vanellus. On 14th January seven

Lapwings visited Barra Head, one was on the Isle of May on 21st

January, and three were killed at the Rhinns of Islay lantern at

6 p.m. on 22nd January. Throughout February returns to inland

breeding-places are recorded, as well as much movement at our

southern lanterns, while in March the movement is also reported

from our northern lanterns and island stations, these latter being

probably overseas emigrants. During April small numbers of

Lapwings visited Swona and the Isle of May, and a flock of about

fifty was seen at North Unst on 26th April. On 3rd May eight

appeared on Sule Skerry, one on the Isle of May on 5th and 13th

May, five there on the 20th and two on the 21st May, and on

the last date four on Sule Skerry, while a straggler is reported

from the Isle of May on 9th June. Flocking after breeding took

place as early as 14th June, when a band of fifty to sixty birds was

seen near Largo ;
after this many similar records come from all over
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the country. During August a good deal of movement, probably

purely local, is noted
;

the Isle of May records- five Lapwings
on 8th October, six were killed at the Pladda lantern at 6 p.m. on

3rd November, huge flocks were seen in Largo Bay next day, and

two on the Isle of May on 5th November, while on 19th and 26th

December many are reported at Cullen.

The Turnstone, Arenaria interpres interpres. Many were

seen in Largo Bay on 16th May, a few there on 27th and two on

30th May, while some are noted at Galson (O.H.) up to 20th June,

and again on 8th July. On this last date a flock of sixty to seventy
in "non-breeding plumage" is reported from North Uist, four at

Graemsay on 17th July, fifteen at Swona on 23rd, and several in

Largo Bay on 24th July. After this many arrivals are recorded

throughout August.

The Ruff, Machetes pugnax. On 2nd and 3rd September a

bird of this species is reported at Cathcart, three at Beith on 14th

and one on 19th September, and one with a flock of Redshanks at

the Beauly Firth on 5th October. " The Ruff was feeding with the

Redshanks ; every now and then a Redshank would make straight

for it and prod it in the breast with its bill or jostle it."

The Knot, Canutus canutus. On i9/2oth February many
Knots were at the Little Ross lantern, and one in Largo Bay as late

as 5th May. Return movement is recorded at Galson (O.H.) on

19th July, Vallay (O.H.) on 17th August, and Swona on 23rd

August, and Knots were numerous at the Little Ross lantern on the

evening of 4th November.

The Sanderling, Calidris alba. Two were killed at the Little

Ross lantern at 10 p.m. on 12th March, three were seen in Largo

Bay on 7th June, and six there on 17th June. On 24th July a

Sanderling reappeared in Largo Bay, and the species was observed

there at frequent intervals throughout August; on 1st August about

a dozen are noted at the Dornoch Firth, eight at Vallay (O.H.) on

17th August, and three at Cullen on 10th September.

The Dunlin, Erolia alpina alpina. Some were seen at the

Isle of May up to 29th April, three at Swona on 2nd May, and one

was killed at the Pladda lantern on 21st May. On 18th August a

flock of about two hundred is recorded at the Edenmouth, and

movement is reported from the Isle of May and Swona up to the

end of that month.

The Curlew Sandpiper, Erolia ferruginea. The only record

for the season is of one at Balgray on 2nd September.
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The Little Stint, Erolia minuta minuta. See p. 150.

The Purple Sandpiper, Erolia maritima maritima. Last

seen at the Isle of May on 29th April, at Lerwick on 2nd May, and

Swona on 12th May. Return movement is noted at Swona on 26th

July, and the Isle of May on 17th September.

The Common Sandpiper, Tringa hypohuca. Was rather behind

its time in 191 7 ;
the earliest records are from Darvel on 21st April,

and Invergowrie, Bardowie Loch, Summerston, Kilmacolm, and

Svvordale (E. Ross) next day. After this many arrivals are recorded

up to 1 2th May. A Common Sandpiper was killed at the Little

Ross lantern on 14/ 15th May, and one, evidently on passage, was

seen beside the sea in Kingsbarns Bay on 19th May. By 20th July

return movement was apparent in Largo Bay, and this continued

steadily all over the country throughout August. Last seen at

Swona on 6th September, Carriston Loch (Fife) next day, Balgray

on 9th September, Cromarty Firth on 10th, Morton Loch (N. Fife)

on 15th, and Beith on 19th September.

The Green Sandpiper, Tringa ochropus. See p. 150.

The Redshank, Tringa totanus. A Redshank was killed at

the Rhinns of Islay lantern at 10 p.m. on 12th January; some were

heard going over Largo on the night of 8th February, several were

at- the Little Ross lantern on 18/ 19th February, and many were

killed there on 20/2 1st February. From 14th to the end of March

returns to inland breeding-places are recorded, while the Rhinns of

Islay lantern reports movement on 24th March at 3 a.m. and 24th

April at n p.m. Autumn arrivals are reported at Cullen on 30th

July, Galson and Kyleakin on 4th August, and the Isle of May on

24th August, and many Redshanks at the Little Ross lantern on

the evening of 4th November.

The Greenshank, Tringa nebularia. Two were seen at

Summerston on 31st March, two at Loch Ossian on 5th May, and

one at Fair Isle on 12th and 14th May. On 26th July one visited

Swona, and movement is recorded from this station, the Outer

Hebrides, the Tay, Morton Loch (N. Fife), and Largo up to 15th

September, while a Greenshank was seen at Cathcart on 3rd and

4th November.

The Red-necked Phalarope, Phalaropus lobatus. A pair

arrived at their breeding-station on 29th May.

The Bar-tailed Godwit, Limosa lapponica lapponica. Three

were seen in Largo Bay, and thirty to forty,
" one in breeding
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dress," on the Beauly Firth on 7th May, and one in non-breeding

plumage in Largo Bay on 27th May. On 1st July a Bar-tailed

Godwit was again seen in this last locality, and a flock of forty at

Vallay (O.H.) on 28th August.

The Black-tailed Godwit, Limosa limosa. See p. 151.

The Curlew, Numenius arquata arquata. Large flocks of

Curlew arrived at Barra Head about 26th January, and from 7th

February to 24th March returns to inland breeding-places and much
movement at our southern lanterns are shown. From 17th April to

1 8th May a good deal of movement is again reported, and in this

our northern stations participated these were probably Curlew

passing through Scotland on their way to breed overseas : a flock of

about a score in Largo Bay on 27th May probably consisted of such

migrants. Flocking after nesting is recorded at Kirkmichael on

1 8th June, flocks are noted at Galson on 3rd July, and about Largo
next day ;

on 23rd August seven arrived on the Isle of May, a flock

visited Hellyar Holm on 26th August, and some appeared on North

Unst on 29th August.

The Whimbrel, Numenius phceopus phceopus. Some Whimbrel
struck the Sule Skerry lantern on 20th April, a flock arrived in

North Uist on 22nd April, and a single bird at Swona on 24th

April. After this a good deal of movement is reported from many
localities up to 22 nd May, and birds, probably non-breeders, about

Galson (O.H.) during June. Return movement is noted at

Graemsay on 18th July, Swona on 27th July, Largo Bay on 2nd

August, and Portmahomack on 14th August. Records of this come
from these and other stations up to 7th September, and the last

Whimbrel of the season was seen at Beith on 30th September.

The Snipe, Gallinago gallinago gallinago. A Snipe was killed

at the Rhinns of Islay lantern at 10 p.m. on 30th January, several at

the Pladda lantern early on 3rd March, four at the former station

on 24th March at 3 a.m., and one visited the Isle of May on 15th

April. Many Snipe were seen on the mudflats in Largo Bay on

28th July, thirty-three were shot at Grogary (S. Uist) on 6th

October, on the 8th at this station "big wisps and odd birds" were

arriving, one was at Whalsay Skerries on the 10th, one at the Isle

of May on the 21st, and single birds at Swona and the Muckle

Flugga on 30th October, while on 5th December a Snipe visited the

Isle of May.

The Jack Snipe, Limnocryptes gallinula. Single birds are

recorded from Cullen on gth March, Glenorchard on 2nd April,
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Grogary (S. Uist) on 22nd September, and Vallay (N. Uist) on 25th

September. This species was far below its usual numbers in the

autumn of 191 7.

The Woodcock, Scolopax rusticola. Up to 3rd February small

movements, doubtless caused by the severe weather, are recorded

from our coast and island stations. On 6th March some Woodcock

were on the Isle of May; several at the Little Ross lantern at

9 p.m. on 17th March, one or two at Galson (O.H.) from 2nd to

10th April, one at the Rhinns of Islay lantern at 4 a.m. on 21st

April, two at North Unst on 29th April, and one at the Isle of May
on 13th May.

As might have been expected from the weather condition, the

autumn arrival was of very small dimensions. Single birds are

recorded from Whalsay Skerries and the Isle of May on 10th October,

small numbers from the latter station on 29th October, Swona next

day, and Vallay (N. Uist) on 1st November, while a distinct arrival

took place from 4th to 9th November at the Isle of May, Dhuheartach,

Swona, and Sule Skerry, and from 21st to 29th November at the

last-named station, Kyleakin, and Cullen. A single Woodcock

visited the Isle of May on the last day of the year.

The Sandwich Tern, Sterna sandvicensis sandvicensis. First

seen in Largo Bay on 25th April, with increases on 27th April and

7th May. Last seen Swona and at the mouth of Elliot Water on

7th September, and in Largo Bay on 3rd October.

The Common Tern, Sterna hirundo. First seen at Dundee

and the Cromarty Firth on 4th May, and in Largo Bay next day.

After this many notes of arrival come, up to 25th May. Last seen

near Elliot on 17th September, Cullen 20th September, and Dundee

on 29th September.

The Arctic Tern, Sterna paradiscea. Arrived in North Uist

on nth May, Sule Skerry on 16th, and Hellyar Holm on 17th May;

large subsequent arrivals are noted up to 25th May. Many Arctic

Terns had left Whalsay Skerries by 12th August, and departure

continued steadily up to mid-September ;
last seen Hellyar Holm

on 15th September and Swona next day, while on 20th September

twenty "Terns, probably Arctic," were seen going south at Grogary,

South Uist.

The Little Tern, Sterna a/l>i/rons albifrons. Two appeared

in Largo Bay on 5th May, four at North Uist on 16th May, and one

at Elliot on 22nd May. Last seen at Vallay (O.H.) on 5th August.
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The Little Gull, Larus minutus. See p. 151.

The Black-headed Gull, Larus ridibundus. A good deal of

movement of this species is recorded during March; there were

many at St Andrews on 15th April, but all had left by the 19th,

while at 1 a.m. on nth May great numbers were at the Little Ross

lantern. Between 19th May and 20th June large parties of year-old

birds frequented the coast of East Fife, while return of adults to

Largo Bay is noted on 20th June, on 5th July two young birds

appeared at Summerston, and large numbers there on 29th July.

The Common Gull, Larus canus canus. Unusual numbers of

immature birds visited the shores of Fife from 19th to 27th May,
and on 9th September twenty Common Gulls were feeding on

insects on the top of the Sidlaws.

The Herring-gull,. Larus argentatus argentatus. At 3.30 a.m.

on 25th February a Herring-gull struck the Little Ross lantern

and was killed an unusual occurrence. Many appeared at the

Isle of May on 13th March, and all the Herring -gulls left

St Andrews on 19th April.

The Lesser Black-backed Gull, Larus fuscus britannicus.

Is first reported from Summerston on 4th March, and Glasgow
Harbour on 12th March

;
after this arrivals are noted up to mid-April.

Last seen in Largo Bay on 14th September.

The Glaucous Gull, Larus glaucus. One is recorded at

Lerwick on 12th January, and two at North Unst on 26th September.

The Iceland Gull, Larus feucoftterus. Two were seen at

Dhuheartach on 3rd October and 17th November, single birds

at Swona on 13th and 15th October, and Whalsay Skerries on

1 8th November.

The Kittiwake, Rissa tridactyla tridactyla. Many were seen

about the cliffs of the Isle of May and North Unst on 14th March,

and they settled on the former cliffs on 21st March. On 2nd April

large numbers were on the Cullen sands, and small flocks passed

Whalsay Skerries going north from nth to 18th April. At 10 p.m.

on 15th August a Kittiwake struck the Muckle Flugga lantern.

The Great Skua, Stercorarius skua skua. First seen at North

Unst on 13th April, and at Foula two days later, while further

arrivals are recorded up to 18th May. Last seen at North Unst

on 26th September.
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The Arctic Skua, Stercorarius parasiticus. First noted at

Foula on 27th April, North Unst on 1st May, and Swona next day;
arrivals continued to mid-May. Last seen at Swona on 29th

September, and the Dornoch Firth on 10th October, while on

29th December one occurred at Pladda.

The Razorbill, Aha torda.- Arrived at Foula on 22nd April,

and the Isle of May two days later; most had left this latter station

by 9th August.

The Guillemot, Uria troille troille. Paid several visits to the

Isle of May cliffs in January and February, and finally settled down
there on 21st March. Arrived at Foula on 22nd April, and next

day many small parties of Guillemots were seen in the sea off

Culler.. Most had gone at the Isle of May by 9th August.

The Black Guillemot, Uria grylle grylle. Seen about

Whalsay Skerries on 15th February and 25th March, and at Sule

Skerry on 22nd April. A young bird was seen in the sound at

Kyleakin on 18th August, and ten (in white plumage) at Whalsay
Skerries on 2nd October.

The Little Auk, Alle alle. Some were seen about the Isle of

May on 30th and 31st January, single birds on Largo Law on

4th December, Innergellie on 7th, Charleton about 12th December,
Elie on 22nd, and Largo Bay (all E. Fife) on 30th December, and

some about the Isle of May on 16th December.

The Puffin, Fratercula arctica.One arrived at Swona on nth

August and a good many at this station two days later. Arrivals

are noted at Foula on 21st April, Sule Skerry on 23rd and 30th,

Whalsay Skerries on 28th April, and the Isle of May on 2nd May.
The last left the rocks at Swona on 9th August, many were flying

west at Kyleakin on 15th August, and that night at 11 f.m. two

were killed at the Muckle Flugga lantern, while most had left

Whalsay Skerries by 16th August.

The Corncrake, Crex crex. Was rather late in arriving in

1917; the earliest records are from Kilmacolm on 28th April,

Deerness, Orkney, next day, Darvel on 1st May, and Beith and

Cathcart next day. After this the spread was rapid and many notes

of arrival come up to 25th May. Last records in autumn are from

Beith on 4th September and the Dhuheartach lantern, where

a Corncrake was killed at 8 p.m. on 6th November.

The Water-rail, Rallus aquaticus aquaticus. Single birds

were killed at Kyleakin on 29th January and the Rhinns of Islay
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lantern on 12th May; a young one was caught at Barra Head on

26th July, and one was killed at the Pladda lantern on 5th November

at 6 p.m.

The Moorhen, Gallinula chloropus chloropus. One was killed

at the lantern of the Rhinns of Islay at n p.m. on 24th April.

The Coot, Fulica atra atra. A Coot arrived on the Isle of

May on 1st February and frequented the loch there for about

a fortnight {Ibis, 19 18, 287).

The Capercaillie, Tetrao urogallus urogallus. A female was

procured at Inverkip on 13th August.

The Quail, Cotumix coturnix coturnix.K quail is reported

from North Uist on 8th May and an adult female from Caskurdo

(3 miles from Largo) on 12th October.
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Stonechat, 152, 153, 175.

Swallow, 151, 153, 176.

Swan, Bewick's, 179.

Swan, Whooper, 179.

Swift, 156, 177.

Teal, 154, 158, 180.

Tern, 155, 156.

Tern, Arctic, 152, 189.

Tern, Common, 152, 189.

Tern, Little, 189.

Tern, Sandwich, 155, 189.

Thrush, 152, 157, 160, 161, 172,

173-

Thrush, Missel-, 152, 172.

Tit, 152.

Tit, Blue, 157.

Tit, Cole, 157.

Treecreeper, 152, 153, 157, 160.

Turdinae, 161, 172.

Turnstones, 162, 163, 186.

Twite, 153.

W

Wader, 157, 161, 162, 163.

Wagtail, Blue-headed, 149, 169.

Wagtail, Grey, 152, 169.

Wagtail, Pied, 151, 152, 169.

Wagtail, White, 169.

Wagtail, Yellow, 160, 169.

Warbler, Garden-, 152, 171.

Warbler, Grasshopper-, 171.
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Warbler, Sedge-, 171.

Warbler, Willow-, 151, 153,

170.

Warbler, Wood-, 149, 171-

Water-rail, 191.

Waxwing, 149, 170.

Wheatear, 151, 152, 154, 161,

174.

Wheatear, Greater, 174.

Whimbrel, 188.

154, Whinchat, 151, 156, 175.

Whitethroat, 151, 152, 171, 172.

Whitethroat, Lesser, 150, 172.

Wigeon, 180.

Wigeon x Mallard, 151.

162, Woodcock, 157, 158, 189.

Woodpecker, Great Spotted, 156.

Wren, 153, 176.
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ON WHALES LANDED AT THE SCOTTISH
WHALING STATIONS, ESPECIALLY DURING
THE YEARS 1908-1914 Part I. The Nordcaper.

By D'Arcy Wentworth Thompson.

In a series of papers in the Annals, from 1904 to 19 10, the

late Mr R. C. Haldane gave us a great deal of interesting
information concerning the catch of whales by the Scoto-

Norwegian whaling companies, which began their operations
on our coasts about the year 1903, and came to an end,
meanwhile at least, soon after the beginning of the war.

From the year 1908 onwards, as one of the conditions under
which licenses were granted for this fishery, a complete
record of the catch was kept by each company for the

information of the Fishery Board for Scotland, giving the

place and date of capture, the sex, the length and the girth
of each individual "

fish," according to their several species;
and these lists I have now attempted to epitomise and to

discuss. I have to thank our Chairman and Secretary,
Mr Archibald Sutherland, C.B., and Staff-Paymaster D. T.

Jones, for placing them at my disposal ;
and I have also to

thank Captain C. H. Brown, my colleague in many hydro-
graphical and other investigations, for undertaking the

laborious task of charting the whole long list of captures.
The whaling stations are five in number, all situated in the

Shetland Islands, save one, which is in the Outer Hebrides:

viz., the Alexandra Co., in Colla Firth
;
the Norrona and

81 z
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Shetland Cos., in Ronas Voe
;
the Olna Co., in Olna Firth

;

and lastly, the Buneveneader Co., at Buneveneader on the

west side of the Island of Harris. It is seldom necessary for

our present purposes to distinguish between the catches of

the several stations, and I have dealt for the most part

with their records as a whole.

The following preliminary table shows the total number

of whales -landed at all the stations between the years 1908

and 1914:

2409

Name. Sex. 190S. 1909. 1910. 1911. 1912. 1913. 1914.

Common Finner,\ M. 181 194 197' 159 136 136 185
B. musculus, L. ./ F. 198 238 184 185 156 123 137Wffl M ' I27 ^ 97 6 7 61 74 140

7i4J I29I
Less . j

F - I<J5 76 93 63 47 85 108 577
j

9

Blue Whale, B. Sid-\ M. 9 18 9 3 9 2 7 57\ Ioq
baldi, Gray . ./ F. 8 15 12 2 3 ... 12 52/

Nordcaper, Bahtna\ M. 12 9 5 ... 4 ... 4 34^ g-
biscayensis, auctt. ./ F. 7 12 4 ... 7 I 1 33/

Sperm Whale,
Pky-}

'

__ \
seter macrocepha- V u

'
,,.

'

..^
!- 42

/us, L. . . J
b W> {-J 1

}

Humpback Whale.1 M 8 ,.^j4W /^4f" i S 2

9
si

31 -8

*w*, Rud. J
r* J 3 2 x X

J

Bottlenose Whale,! ,
/T fi )

tratum, Mull. J
p " X 03 14

J

Total
.{M;

331 384 318 250 220 224 337 2064

319 346 296 253 220 212 259 1905

Grand Total . 650 730 614 503 440 434 596 3969

Let us take the less plentiful species first, beginning with

the Nordcaper, and leave the more copious records of the
" Finner " and Sei whales to the last.

I. The Sarde or Nordcaper (Balcena biscayensis, auctt.).

This whale has a long and curious history, on which we
can only touch in briefest outline. It is the whale of the old

Basque fishery, which flourished in the Middle Ages and on

towards the end of the sixteenth century, when (as Rondelet

and Ambroise Pare tell us) men watched for its coming from

"vigias" or outlook-towers, as in all ages they have done

for pilchard and tunny ;
and the harpooners went out in

their fleets of little boats, and the people feasted on the

i-i
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carcase, making a tit-bit of the tongue all after the very
fashion of primitive man, like Japanese fishermen or Aleuts

or Esquimaux in our own day. These Basques were the first

and most famous of European whale-fishers, who afterwards

taught the use of the "harpoon" (a word of their own

language) to the Dutch and English. When we began,
about 161 1, to explore the newly discovered coasts of

Spitzbergen, Edge, the agent of the English Muscovy

Company, took Basque harpooners with him, as Baffin and

other early voyagers also did
;
and it was these men who

taught Edge and the others to distinguish between the

"Sarda" (again a Basque word) and the "Bearded whale,"

as they called our Greenland whale, the former being
" somewhat lesser, and the finnes likewise lesser, and yields

in oil according to his bignesse, sometimes seventie hogsheads
or eightie hogsheads. And this whale has naturally growing

upon his back, white things like unto barnacles." 1 The

Basque fishery drew to a close, the Basque harpooners were

replaced by others
;
but throughout the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries the two whales were still clearly

distinguished by the whalers and by the historians of the

fishery, by Martens (for instance) and by Zorgdrager, and

by more general writers such as Duhamel de Monceau.

And naturalists likewise recognised the Sarde or Nordcaper
as a distinct species, up to the time of Lacepede (1804);

and even Cuvier did so in the first edition of the Regne
Animal (18 17). But Scoresby, to whom in many ways we
owe so much, went astray on this matter

; for, never having
met with the Nordcaper on his Arctic voyages, he came to

deny its very existence, and even went so far as to assert

that the whales of the Basque fishery had not been "
right

whales" at all but only "finners"; and Cuvier {Ann. Sc.

Nat., 1824) adopted these views, and carried scientific

opinion with him for some forty years. At length (in 1854)

a true Basque whale (a female with its young
2

) appeared off

its old haunts
;
the mother escaped, but the cub (some

1
Purchas, his Pilgrimes, 1625, part Hi., p. 710.

2 There were two cubs, according to Markham, Proc. Zool. Soc,

l88i,p. 975.
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27 feet long) was brought into the harbour of St Sebastian,

and came into the hands of Professor Geoffroy. The latter

communicated with Professor Eschricht of Copenhagen, who

would seem to have been already firmly convinced, by

historic evidence, of the existence of the creature as a separate

and distinct species ;
he went to Pampeluna to inspect the

skeleton, and was able to establish the fact that it belonged

to a separate species, quite distinct from the Greenland

whale.1

After it had thus been shown that the Sarde or Nordcaper

was, after all, a true and separate species, it was still believed

that it was on the very verge of extinction
;
and the few

stragglers that occurred from time to time'2 (including the

celebrated Tarento whale, described by Capellini in 1877)

were not enough to alter this opinion, until Guldberg

recorded the capture off Iceland, by Norwegian whale-fishers,

of some seventeen individuals during the years 1889-91.

The Nordcaper is doubtless rare enough, in comparison with

its former numbers
;
but it is far from extinction, and its

recent capture in not inconsiderable numbers off our own

western coasts is one of the most interesting results of the

Scottish (and Irish) whale-fishery.

The following is a brief epitome of the catch of Nordcapers

by our Scottish stations, from 1908 to 1914, according to the

season, or month, of capture :

Year.
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We see from this (1) that the two sexes were approxi-

mately equal in number
; (2) that the captures were limited

to a short season, those in May and August being few and

exceptional ;

l about 66 per cent, (forty-four out of sixty-seven)

were taken in June, and about 28 per cent, in July, or 94 per

cent, for the two months
; (3) that the distribution of the

catch of Nordcapers over the several years was very unequal,

none being got in 191 1, and only one in 1913 ;
while forty-

four, or two-thirds of the entire seven-years' catch, were

taken in 1908 and 1909.

We may add a few other facts to these. From Mr
Haldane's papers in the Annals we know that six Nordcapers

(four m., two f.) were captured at Bunaveneader in 1906,

and twenty-four in 1907. There were therefore at least

three successive years, 1907-09, in which these whales

were comparatively or exceptionally abundant. In like

manner we find, for the Irish stations, that five were captured

at Innishkea in 1908 (Haldane), five again in 1909, all in the

first fortnight of June (Lillie), and four at Innishkea and

four at Blacksod in 1910 (Scharff) ;
but apparently none at

all were got in 191 1 (Burfield). These Irish records, then,

tally on the whole with our own in regard to the years of

scarcity and of abundance.

The marked inequality of the catch in different years

is a matter of very considerable interest, and would be much

more so had we more information available as to the varying

hydrographical conditions of the North Atlantic in the

several years. But in the first place we have no precise

hydrographic information at all with regard to the particular

area where our Nordcapers were taken, and in the second

place we have all too little even from the Faeroe Channel

and other neighbouring regions which have been kept, more

or less, under observation. However, we know this, at least,

from our Goldseeker investigations, that the year 191 1

1 The whaling season begins in the latter part of April, and lasts till

September as a rule, sometimes continuing into the first half of October.

The still more limited season during which the Nordcapers occur will

be better understood when we shall have studied the seasonal distribution

of the other species.
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(when no Nordcaper were caught) was remarkable for a

very strong influx of warm Atlantic waters in the Faeroe

Channel region, and that 1908 (when the Nordcaper was

abundant) was equally remarkable for a very scanty

distribution of the warmer waters. Now Van Beneden has

called the Nordcaper a " Gulf Stream whale," and, broadly

speaking, we may take it that this description is true. And

yet, when the so-called Gulf Stream waters are abundant

with us the whale has been found to be scarce, and when

they are scarce it has been found plentiful. We need not

pretend to know the full meaning of the story ;
but it is

at least possible, indeed it seems likely enough, that when

the Gulf Stream is warm and strong the whales tend

either to keep farther out to sea or (so to speak) hasten

past our doors towards the North Cape ;
while on the other

hand they tend to linger on our coasts when there is

but little Gulf Stream current to tempt them onward in

their more northerly migration.

The lengths, in feet, of our sixty-seven Nordcapers were

as follows :

eet.
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something in the neighbourhood of 10 per cent, to the actual

length of the body in a straight line. If we attempt to

compare the length of the Nordcaper with that of the

Greenland whale we are in a further difficulty, for there is

an extraordinary lack of trustworthy information as to this

latter. Even in regard to Scoresby's measurements (and
there are only some half-dozen of them) we are left in doubt

as to whether they were taken in a straight line or along the

curve. In any case the largest "right" whale Scoresby ever

saw was " about 60 feet long," the largest he measured was

58 feet, and the next largest, a male, was 52 feet long; the

largest of Eschricht's skeletons was 47^ feet long, but these

were probably Danish feet equivalent to nearly 50 English
feet. In Eschricht's opinion "some Greenland whales,

at least, do not attain a greater length than 46 English feet,

though it seems that others may grow longer, even by
as much as a third." On the whole, though B. biscayensis

has the reputation of being considerably smaller than

its Arctic relative, we have no clear evidence as to the fact
;

and there would seem to be little difference, if any at all,

between them.

The records of the girth of these whales are somewhat

puzzling, and I am not sure how far they are to be relied on.

It is a troublesome business to measure the girth of a whale,

and when it has to be entered in a compulsory schedule it

would not be surprising to find it done in a perfunctory way.

Taking all our sixty-seven Nordcapers together, the average

girth, according to the measurements given, is just about

63 per cent, of the length of the fish
;
that is to say, a whale

of average size, say 47J feet long, would have a girth of

30 feet. The average girth of twenty-two Nordcapers, from

46 to 49 feet long, was rather more than this, about 32 feet.

But there were, not unnaturally, very great discrepancies ;
and

the curious fact appears that our sixty-seven whales appear
to fall into two series, fat and lean, with comparatively few

intermediate ones, the former having a girth equal to some

70 or even 80 per cent, of their length, the latter with

a girth of from about 35 to 50 or 60 per cent. I was

at first inclined to discard these records altogether, for they
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seemed to indicate some grave discrepancy in the methods

of measurement
;
but though a somewhat similar discrepancy

exists in the case of our Sperm-whale records, I do not find

it so in the more copious statistics of the Finner, Sei, and

Blue whales, and, moreover, there is a certain appearance of

order and regularity underlying the discrepancy. The
whole of the twenty-one Nordcapers landed in June 1909
have very low ratios of girth to length, viz. from 37 to

W WL m
Fig. I. The Catch of Nordcapers: 1908-1914.

60 per cent., with an average ratio of about 45 per cent.
;

in other words they seem to have been conspicuously lanky
and lean. The whole of the eighteen landed in July 1908 were

conspicuously stout and fat, with ratios of from 61 to 100

per cent., and an average of 75 per cent, for the females and

82 per cent, for the males. And on the whole those

got in 1908 and 1914, according to the measurements, were

fat, and those got in 1909 and 191 2 were lean. We shall

have a word or two more to say on this matter when
we come to the Sperm-whale.

Almost all our Scottish Nordcapers have been landed at

the whaling station at Buneaveneader, and almost all have

been caught within a limited area lying to the west and

south-west of the Hebrides, and beyond St Kilda, as far

as about io W. None have been taken on the Rockall
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ground, and very few in the neighbourhood of the Shetlands.

Our chart (Fig. 1) shows the approximate localities of all

the captures.
1

There is little or nothing to be learned by further

analysing this chart according to the monthly dates of the

captures. There are not enough of them, the whole area is

too confined, and annual differences apparently overpower
the seasonal ones. From the following table the reader may
prepare monthly charts if he pleases ;

but for my part I am
not able to trace any definite evidence of migration in

a particular direction as the season advances, though we
know in other ways, with little doubt, that the course must

be on the whole towards the north and north-east.

Total Catch of Nordcapers, 1908-1914, arranged according
to Areas and Months.

Area.

V
VI
VII
IX
L
M
Q
R
S
T

May.

Total

June.

I

2

I

2

6

24

7

July.

I

August.

43 19

Let us again arrange the same records according to years:

Total Catch of Nordcapers, arranged according to A reas

Area

V
VI
VII
IX
L
M
Q
R
S
T

and to Years.

1908. 1909. 1910. 1911. 1912. 1913. 1914.

Total

2

5

14 3

2

I

5

S

11 519 21 9

1 All save one, of which the recorded bearings cannot be recognised.
In two cases recorded as 30 and 40 miles S.S.E. of Barra Head we
should probably read "Barra Head bearing S.S.E.," and these have
been so entered on our chart.

2 A
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There is perhaps not much more to be gained from this

table than from the other
; but, on the whole, there does

seem to be some slight indication of a tendency for the more

abundant captures of the earlier years, and especially of

1908, to be concentrated in the south, while the northern

captures were made in the years when the species was less

abundant, on the whole, in our Scottish waters.

Putting two and two together we know a good deal

about the migrations of the Nordcaper and of its haunts at

different seasons of the year, and the recorded data seem

to tally with one another in a very satisfactory way. It is

well known that the season of the old fishery on the

Biscayan coasts was from about October to February ;
and

the few stragglers which have reappeared, in comparatively
recent years, here and in neighbouring waters, agree in

their dates of arrival with this history and tradition. Thus,

in the Mediterranean, the Tarento whale was got in

February ; another, recorded by Pouchet and Beauregard,
off Algiers also in February ; another, off the north-west

coast of Africa, in December (Van Beneden). On the

Basque coast itself Eschricht's whale was got in January,
and another (Markham) in February (1878). A single

exception is apparently to be found in one seen, but not

captured, off Guetaria in July 1850, according to Markham
;

but there may well be some doubt as to the identity of the

species. At the Azores, according to Van Beneden, the

season is much the same, or perhaps a little later, namely,
from December to April. This whale is, in short, at home
in winter in the temperate regions of the North Atlantic,

somewhere about 40 N., and this constitutes the southern

part, so far as we are concerned, of its area of distribution. 1

It comes to our own western coasts and to those of Ireland,

as we have seen, chiefly in the month of June. In the north

of Norway, where it got its name of Nordcaper, and where

Guldberg has found remains of its skeletons plentifully at

Vardo and elsewhere, the old books of Martens and Zorg-

1 We leave out of account, meanwhile, the question of whether our

Nordcaper be specifically identical with the "Southern Right-whale,"
the B. australis of authors.
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drager give the summer-time as its season
;
and likewise

Guldberg found it in summer at Iceland, especially in the

month of July. Of its southward migration in autumn we
have no definite knowledge. Off the New England coast,

where it was fished abundantly in the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries (and as far south as Charleston), Dudley
tells us that its season was from January to May, while

Starbuck puts it from November to March or April. It was

there, that is to say, at much the same time of year as on

the opposite coast of Spain ;
and accordingly, as Guldberg

has pointed out, we might assume two separate migrations,
or even two separate stocks of whales one on either side

of the North Atlantic, haunting the Spanish coast and

the New England coast alike in winter and early spring,

and journeying northward in the summer-time. Though it

may also be that both streams mingled in mid-Atlantic, in

early winter, perhaps in the latitude of the Azores.
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SEASONAL CHANGES IN THE COLORATION
OF THE PINE MARTEN.

By Frances Pitt.

It is curious, considering the attention that has been given

to the Martens by writers on European mammals, that the

considerable seasonal change in the appearance of the Pine

Marten, Maries martes, Linn., has been so generally ignored.

The earlier authors merely noted the varying colour of the

chest, some attributing it to age, others to sex and specific

difference. The elder Macgillivray, in his British Quadrupeds

(1838), said young specimens have yellow throats, while "in

old individuals the whole fore-neck and part of the breast

are white, or greyish-white." And he added that the yellow
colour fades in museum specimens.

1 He was referring to

Scottish specimens. Thompson (1838), writing of Irish

examples, calls the yellow-breasted ones Pine Martens, and

those with white chests Beech Martens, but adds that the

yellow gives place to white with advancing age.
2

Bell, too,

though doubtful about the matter, considers the difference

to be specific, and says :

" The Beech Marten, or Common
Marten, is, in this country at least, more frequently met with

than the yellow-throated."
3 Even Alston, in his paper

2 in

which he established the fact that we have only one Marten,

the Pine Marten, in these islands, and that the Beech

Marten {Alartes foina, Erxleben) has never been found this

side of the English Channel, apparently accepted, as the

explanation of the long held idea of two species being

present, the assertion that all yellow-throated Martens were

immature specimens. The only hint of a seasonal change

1
Quoted by E. R. Alston in a paper

" On the British Martens,"
Proc. Zool. Soc, 1879, pp. 468-74.

2 Ibid.

3
Bell, History of British Quadrupeds, 1st ed., 1837, p. 171.
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that I have been able to find is in Mr J. G. Millais's British

Mammals (vol. ii., p. 72), wherein he states,
"

I have

observed this colour change is also seasonal, and that the

yellow tint in both young and old is not permanent." A
later authority, Mr G. S. Miller,

1
ignores the fugitive nature

of the chest colour in his key to the European forms of

Martes, and gives different shades of cream and yellow as

distinctive of the various species and subspecies.

Even Mr Millais's remark gives but little idea what a

considerable change takes place in the appearance of the

Pine Marten after the winter coat is shed, but, before going
on to describe it, I must explain that for three years I have

kept a very tame female Marten in a large open air cage,
and have made detailed notes of her appearance, changes of

pelage, etc. The year may be said to begin with the spring

moult, when the thick winter fur is entirely shed and a new
coat assumed. This summer coat is short and very dark in

colour
;

it consists of some greyish wool overlaid with coarse

shiny hairs that throw off water and act as a "shower-proof"

covering. It is fully assumed by the end of May, though the

animal may still retain a few faded long hairs in the tail

and scattered along the back. At the beginning of June the

Marten has a very yellow throat, in my female almost peach-

coloured
;
but I have seen an old male in which the tint

was more primrose, contrasting vividly with the very dark

brown of head and body. This deep brown is deeper, indeed

almost black, on the legs, feet, and under parts. The ears

are edged with buff, and give a charming finish to the

intelligent fox-like little head. The throat patch quickly

fades to a creamy white, and as the summer advances the

whole coat becomes lighter, indeed it is astonishing how it

fades
;
even the cream edges to the ears, which at first were

so noticeable by contrast with the almost black fur, cease to

attract attention. At the end of September the winter coat

begins to grow. No fur is shed, and possibly some of the

summer hairs increase in length, but the alteration is chiefly

brought about by a new growth of thick under-wool and

1 G. S. Miller,
"
Catalogue of the Mammals of Western Europe,"

Brit. Mus. Nat. ///.,< 1912,^. 366.
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long outer hairs. These latter are much more soft and silky

than those of the summer coat, and not so deep in colour, so

that the new autumn coat is not nearly as dark as the first

summer phase, being a lovely brown, deepening into a rich

chocolate on the limbs and stomach. At this stage the

throat has again become yellow, a rich colour approaching

orange, and the whole animal is extremely beautiful, having
now a thick brush-like tail, and such a thick coat as to make
it appear twice its former size and seem much " shorter on

the leg" than it was in its thin summer pelage. No stuffed

specimen can give any idea of the extreme beauty of the

creature in its full winter coat, with its intelligent face,

squirrel-like grace and activity, and its exquisite fur. The
tail is now very thick and full, but of a flattened shape like

that of a squirrel and not a round brush such as that of the

fox. The whole appearance of the animal betokens a tree-

climber, and bears witness that its present confinement in

Great Britain to barren fells and mountains is due to no

choice of its own.

The phase just described hardly lasts through October,
for no sooner is the new fur exposed to light than it begins
to fade, the extremely fugitive yellow of the throat disappear-

ing in a week or two. By November the whole coat is

noticeably lighter, being browner in tint, and as the winter

wears on, the bleaching becomes more noticeable, until when
the spring comes the fur is a faded yellowish-brown. The
first week in April brings the spring moult. It begins
round the eyes and muzzle, where the new coat shows

as black marks, giving the Marten a very curious aspect, as

if wearing spectacles and a nose cap. The patchwork

appearance gets more pronounced as the weeks go by ;

however, May finds the head, neck, and feet free from old

fur, but some left on the body and brush, where it appears

quite yellow by contrast with the new dark coat. The last

of this bleached body-coat has usually disappeared by early

June, but a few long hairs may be retained in the tail through-
out the summer, clearly demonstrating the action of light on
the colour, for they become almost white. When considering
the great change the Pine Marten undergoes in the course
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of twelve months, it is not surprising that the older naturalists

thought that we must have more than one species in this

country I only marvel that they did not think we had

three or four !

Roe Deer in Bute. If this species does not exist at the

present day in the island of Bute, as is stated in the May issue

of the Scottish Naturalist (p. 98), its disappearance is of recent

date. I have the following records of its occurrence :

1914 Culivine plantation fencing necessary against rabbits

and roes. Trans. Roy. Scot. Arboricultural Society, vol.

28, January 1914, p. 114.

1 90 1 Mr John Robertson, writing me on 14th June, reports

having seen it.

1866 John Colquhoun, in his Sporting Days (1866), speaks

of roes as far more numerous in South Bute than in

the northern division of the island, and that he killed

a pair "last winter," and saw a pair "this year.'"'

Hugh Bovd Watt.

[The statement referred to by Mr Watt is misleading. It should

read " not one of the native races exists at the present day on the

island
"

; the intention having been to indicate that of the large

mammals which existed on Bute in early historic and prehistoric

days, all had disappeared from the island fauna. The Roe Deer,

like the other creatures mentioned, became extinct in Bute, judging

from the statements of Pennant, Walker, and others as to the very

restricted range of the species in Scotland in the eighteenth century.

The Roe Deer now in Bute bear no close relationship to those of

the early island fauna, but are recent immigrants to the island,

which owe their presence to the deliberate introduction of man, or

have been induced by his new plantations to venture across the

Kyles. J. R.]
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THE GREY LAG GOOSE.

By Fred S. Beveridge.

With reference to my notes on the Grey Lag Goose in your
April number, I described the colouring of this species' soft

parts from my own observations in North Uist. I now ask

permission to encroach upon your space by stating the facts

in fuller detail. Dealing first with the immature birds I will

tabulate these as follows :

Immature istyear, Mid-July, end of August. Bill

Light orange. Nail Greyish white, sometimes horn brown.

LEGS and Feet Pale flesh colour often of a sickly bluish

white. Claws Dull white or horn brown.

From September until and including February a con-

siderable change takes place, the main features being :

Bill Slightly darker. Nail Lighter, sometimes having
a pale fleshy tinge. Legs and FEET Deeper in shade.

Claws These, like the nail, also assume a lighter colour.

Till the end of the first year, and until the second year is

completed, this change is not so apparent, as the soft parts
almost reach their final hue before the bird attains adult

plumage. Thus these features would seem to change gradu-

ally until the bird attains maturity.

Adult Birds I admit never to have witnessed, in any
marked degree, among North Uist examples, the "

rose-

pink tint" to which Mr Smalley draws attention in the

Scottish Naturalist for June. Most adult birds, however,
have a slight flesh-coloured patch extending from the

nostril towards the nail, and also on the lower mandible.

The older the bird the more marked was this feature.

Regarding the detail of this subject, these additional notes

will probably make my meaning clearer.

The following I have found to be the most distinct

colouring for adults : Bill Orange yellow, darker towards

base with a slight flesh colour between nostril and nail.

Nail White. Legs and Feet Flesh colour much more
81 2 B
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vivid than in immature. Claws White. Two other

noticeable features of the adult are: (i) White feathers at

base of bill
;
and (2) Black or dark brown spots on the

abdomen
;
these characteristics becoming more accentuated

with age.

Sergius Alpheraky, in Geese of Europe and Asia (p. 27),

seems to have experienced difficulty in the matter of the Grey

Lag. Thus, it appears, he wrote to Mr Frohawk :

"
. . . That

in the yellow orange colouring of the bill, the subcutaneous

layer of fat plays the chief part, I have no doubt, as I main-

tain also in the case of the White-fronted Goose. . . .

However this may be, yet, speaking of migratory Grey Lag
Geese, no responsible author mentions their having orange
bills. Sir R. Payne-Gallwey writes, for instance, that in

England 'the bill (of the Grey Lag Goose) is of a uniform

flesh colour, except the white nail. Legs and feet are flesh

colour.'
"

How far the presence or absence of this fat underlying
the skin affects the soft parts of the species in question I

cannot say, but in the case of crippled or
"
pining

"
birds this

is obvious. Wounded birds, which are shot or captured a

week or more after their first mishap, undoubtedly undergo
a rapid change of colour, all the soft parts fading to an ashen

grey or sickly blue tinge. I shot a Grey Lag one September

morning in 191 1, which was a mere skeleton, and weighed
but 4 lbs. 10 oz. It was an adult $ ,

but so emaciated that

the bill had become ashen white, nail white, legs and feet a

bluish grey. Mr Peel, in Wild Sports in the Outer Hebrides

(p. 115), with reference to the Grey Lag Goose, writes:
"

I will pass over the general appearance of the bird beyond

remarking that the bill of the Grey Lag Goose is brilliant

orange, not '

flesh-coloured,' as is so often wrongly asserted

in bird books. The nail at the end of the bill, however, is

flesh-coloured."

Here we have a written statement by Mr Peel through
whose hands many Geese killed in North Uist, Benbecula,

and South Uist must have passed. Concerning the flesh-

coloured nail, this has never been apparent to me in freshly
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killed adults, though it may be noticed some hours after

death. But, as I have previously remarked in this paper, a

pale fleshy tinge is sometimes visible on the nail of the

immature bird.

Nests of Cole-tit and Tree-creeper. Those who take the

late Mr Howard Saunders' Manual as an authority on our British

birds will find very little to carp at. His statements are almost

invariably accurate. Living in a fir-wooded district, where such

birds as Gold-crests, Tits, and Tree-creepers are abundant, I have

made notes of their feeding and nesting habits for twenty years,

only to find an almost complete agreement with the Manual.

Two points, however, may be noticed with reference to the Cole-

tit and the Tree-creeper. I reckon the former the most common
of all our forest birds. It is more widely diffused than the Wood-

pigeon, and much commoner in this locality than the Blue-tit

or the Great-tit, both fairly numerous. Of the many nests of

this species observed, by far the greater number, 75 per cent.

I should say, were found in the deserted runs of field-mice or

voles. Dry-stone walls or the earthen fences of the wood are

often made use of, but the burrow of a mouse, particularly on

the edge of a dry ditch, is far more usual. Mr Saunders says this

site is not unusual. I should say that with us it is certainly the

most usual position. While discussing this interesting Tit, it may
be worth adding that an unrecorded item of food is oats, the top

pickles of which the little bird carries from the stook into a tree

for the purpose of getting a branch upon which to hammer away
at the kernel. The Tree-creeper (Certhia familiaris), though not

as common as Parus ater, is well distributed through our woods.

Every spring we find nests. Yesterday one was found near the

root of a larch tree and under shelter of a collection of fir leaves

such as often gathers in situations where small branches persist

near the foot of a tree. The mass of wind-blown pine-needles
formed a complete canopy over the nest, which rested on a twig
in the dark recess. It was a fully rounded structure, built mainly
of chips of rotten fir-wood with some moss and wool, and in

the inside finer chips and more wool. We have taken many nests

in holes and crevices, especially where tree trunks or branches

were broken quite off, but this is the first occasion on which a

complete cup-shaped structure built from the bottom, totus teres

atque rotundus, has been noted. There were six young in it

on 1 8th May. Alex. Macdonald, Durris.
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Crested Titmouse in West Elgin. In the first week of

July I saw a family party of Crested Tits in a small wood about

3 miles from Forres. They had evidently been hatched quite

near where I saw them, as the young birds were barely able to fly,

and the parents were still feeding them. I know these birds have

been seen in the woods about Fochabers for some years, but so

far as I have seen or heard this is their first appearance in this

neighbourhood. R. H. Mackessack, Forres.

Tufted Duck nesting on Duddingston Loch. There may
be seen on the loch at present a vigorous brood of eight Tufted

Ducks. They hatched out about the beginning of July and are

now, the 19th of the month, feeding in the open. The mother

bird sits erect in the water with outstretched neck at attention.

The young do not scurry about like duckling mallards, but keep

pretty well bunched as they dive while feeding. For years Tufted

Duck and Pochard have remained on the loch all the year round,

but this is the first occasion I have seen the young, thanks very

likely to the bombing practice, on the marshy end of the loch.

Casually, I may mention there has been an extra number of

Sedgewarhlers about this season, and they have been successful

with their broods. William Serle, M.B.O.U., The Manse,

Duddingston.'&-

Little Stint in Outer Hebrides. With reference to Mr
Holmes' note on the Little Stint {Tringa minuta) in the Outer

Hebrides, which appeared in your issue of May 191 8, I would

like to put on record some information as to its occurrence in

North Uist. This species first came to the notice of my brothers

and myself in 1907, when two examples were obtained, both from

the vicinity of Griminish, on nth June 1907 and 27th August 1907

respectively. Since the above, the Little Stint has been observed

almost annually usually during the latter part of August and

beginning of September. These facts may be of some interest,

as the example from the Butt of Lewis seems to have been the

first actually recorded from the Outer Hebrides. Fred S.

Beveridge.

Moorhen Nesting in Trees. On 2nd June my son found

a nest of this bird containing one egg in a dead spruce-fir

tree about 9 feet from the ground. Later in the evening we
returned to the place. Fragments of shell lying beneath the nest

showed that the young had been successfully hatched. A search
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of the ditch running round the wood soon revealed a Moorhen
with four young. I took the remaining egg and, on blowing it,

found it to be unfertile. This is the second time I have known the

Moorhen to nest in a tree the former being in a Rook's nest

about 20 feet from the ground. T. Thornton Mackeith,
Kilmacolm.

Painted Lady in Perthshire. Possibly it may be worth

recording the appearance of the Painted Lady Butterfly {Pyrantels

cardui) in Perthshire. Several were seen near Aberfeldy on 17th

June, and though not more than two were noticed on the wing
at the same time, probably five or six were met with altogether.

G. Brooksbank, Aberfeldy.

Camberwell Beauty and Poplar Hawk Moth in Perth-

shire. A Camberwell Beauty was seen by a friend of mine flying

down the River Lyon, while he was fishing about three-quarters of

a mile from Fortingall Hotel on 17th May 191 8. I feel sure he

was making no mistake, and Rannoch, where they have been seen

lately, is no great distance over the hills. I should also like to

record a Poplar Hawk Moth reared from a caterpillar taken here,

with blood-red spots on it. It appears to me to differ very materially

from the south country or normal type. I understand that Poplar
Hawks from Sutherland and the North are of a special type, and

that the spotted caterpillar is a mere variation, though a very

beautiful one. I have hatched two other Poplar Hawks from

caterpillars taken here, which are very similar to the above
;
both

caterpillars were spotted. G. Brooksbank, Aberfeldy.

The Hornet Clear Wing in Dee. A specimen of the

Hornet Clear Wing, Trochilium crabroniforme, was taken in a wood
at Cults, Aberdeenshire, on 7th July 1918. J. Arthur Thomson,
Aberdeen.

Large Ichneumon, Rhyssa persuasoria, in Kincardine-
shire. In the latter part of June Mr J. A. Stewart, Crathes,

captured in a wood in the neighbourhood a fine example of a

large Ichneumon, which has been identified by Mr Percy H.
Grimshaw of the Royal Scottish Museum as Rhyssa persuasoria.
The specimen is a large female, unusually dark in colour, with head
and body 33 mm. and ovipositor 40-5 mm. long. Morley mentions

the occurrence of this species in Moray and at Aberdeen, but it has
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probably not been recorded hitherto from Kincardineshire. It is

a native of pine woods, where its larva; feed upon those of the

wood-wasp, Sirex. A. Macdonalp, Durris.

Pterostichus sethiops, Panz., at low elevations in

Argyllshire and Arran. This beetle is usually regarded as

a mountain species, being taken, as a rule, under stones at fair

heights. In highland districts of Scotland, however, it can be

found at quite low elevations. In March 191 2 I shook two

specimens out of moss in a wood not much above sea-level at

Ardentinny (Main Argyll); and during March 1913 other two

occurred in the decayed trunk of a tree at Brodick, in Arran

(Clyde Islands), between 100 and 200 feet above sea-level. I

found it again at Lochgoilhead (Main Argyll) during September

1915, under the loose bark of fir, on the shores of Loch Goil.

This is the kind of situation in which one expects to find the

common Agonum assimile, Payk., and that species in fact occurred

under the bark in company with P. cethiops'. At Lochgoilhead

cethiops also occurred under stones on the slopes of Ben Donich

at a height of about 1000 feet; but, although this was apparently
a more typical habitat, it was much scarcer there than in the

other locality at the lochside. A. Fergusson, Glasgow.

Aphodius foetens, P., and A. nitidulus, P., in Arran.

Both these species are very local in Scotland. A. foetens has only
been recorded from North Queensferry, where Dr Sharp found

a colony on 30th June 1865 {Scottish Naturalist, iv., 176); and

from Macrihanish, where Commander Walker took it in sheep dung
in July 1895 (Ent. Mo. Mag., xxxii., in). A. nitidulus was not

known as a Scottish insect until Commander Walker found it also

at Macrihanish in July 1895 (Joe. eit.), and I am not aware that it

has been recorded from any other locality in Scotland. When

collecting at Machrie Bay in Arran during July and September 19 12

I was fortunate enough to find a fair number of both species in

cattle droppings on a stretch of sandy ground. The area over

which the insects were found was a comparatively small one, and

observations made in subsequent years, while indicating that both

beetles are still present in the original locality, have not shown

that they have extended their range appreciably. A. Fergusson,

Glasgow.
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CURRENT LITERATURE.

Otter near Musselburgh. From the Scotsman of 5th April

we learn that Mr Edwin Alexander, R.S.A., whose house and studio

are between Musselburgh Links and the river Esk, found in his

toolhouse the dead body of a dog otter, measuring 37 inches from

nose to tail tip. About a fortnight ago an otter was chased by boys

in the Esk, and injured in the back by a heavy stone.

Prehistoric Antlers of Elk and Red Deer in Perthshire.

Henry Coates supplements the note published in the Scottish

Naturalist (1917, p- 135) by a more detailed history of the discovery

of an Elk antler found in a marl moss at Methven, in Perthshire.

An excellent photograph of the antler illustrates the paper. In the

same neighbourhood also, in 1841, were found the royal antlers and

skull of a large Red Deer. Both these and the Elk horns are

preserved in the hall of Methven Castle {Proc. Perths. Soc. Nat.

Sci., vol. vi., 1918, pt. 4, p. 1).

Recovery of Marked Birds. In British Birds, December

191 7, records are published of a Starling ringed in Lincolnshire in

January 19 14, reported from near Bergen, Norway, June 191 7; a

Tree-pipit ringed near Shrewsbury in June 19 14, reported from

District Braga, Portugal, September 1916; and a Pied Wagtail

ringed in Surrey in May 1916, reported from Gironde, France,

March 19 17. In addition to these there are a good many other

interesting records.

Chough in the Cheviots in Early Times. W. J. Rutherfurd

makes an ingenious attempt to prove that the three "martlets" on

the coat-of-arms of Rutherfurd are Choughs, and that their presence

there indicates that Choughs were common in the Cheviot range

when the heraldic device came into use {Hist. Berwick. F. Club, vol.

23, 1917, p. 201).

Fishes of Berwickshire. In a first paper on the " Fishes of

Northumberland and the Eastern Borders," George Bolam collects

scattered records of many fishes which have occurred in south-east

Scotland. His first contribution concludes with an interesting

account of Tweed Salmon {Hist. Berwick. F. Club, vol. 23, 191 7,

p. 186).

Apion {Erythrapion) miniatum Germ, in Scotland. In the

Entomologists'
1

Monthly Magazine for March 19 18 (p. 64), William
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Evans records the capture of a single example of this species at

Ardpeaton, Loch Long, on 27th June 19 10. This appears to be a

new record for the Clyde area. A few specimens of C/irysome/a

hypirici, Forst, were taken in the same locality on 21st September

191 7 and are recorded in the same note.

Abundance of White Butterflies in 191 7. In concluding
an article on the above subject

1 R. Adkin records his opinion that

the unusual abundance of White Butterflies shared in by Scotland

as well as England was due to the fact that in the autumn of 19 16

the larvae of, at any rate, the Cabbage White, were less subjected
than usual to the attacks of parasites, abetted by the fact of a

considerable immigration of foreign specimens from the Continent

across the North Sea and English Channel.

Concealing Patterns on British Lepidoptera. J. C.

Mottram 2
is of opinion that the sharply-marked patterns on the

wings of many Butterflies are of protective value in that they

simulate the presence of several planes and so deceive the eye
that expects to view a flat surface. Ten Butterflies and 114 other

British Lepidoptera he looks upon as bearing such "disruption

patterns."

Damage to Spruce and Larch by Aphides (Chermes).
The Chermes-group of complex

" Plant Bugs
" has been studied

by H. M. Steven in the woods in Southern Scotland, and has been

found to be widely present in plant nurseries from which these

woods are recruited. Although individually the damage of Chernus

and Cnaphalodes to the bark, twigs,"and leaves of spruce and larch,

to which they are confined, is slight, in the aggregate, and

especially in less favourable situations, it is serious in Britain. From
his experiments, Mr Steven concludes that fumigation with

hydrocyanic acid should be employed in every case before the trees

are transferred from the nursery to the planting area, for once in

the latter, there is no known method of checking the pest {Proc.

Roy. Soc. Edinburgh, vol. 37, 19 18, p. 356).

1
Entomologist, 1918, p. 56.

2 Proc. Zool. Soc, February 1918, p. 251.
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ON WHALES LANDED AT THE SCOTTISH
WHALING STATIONS, ESPECIALLY DURING
THE YEARS 1908-1914 Parts II. and III. The
STERM-WHALE AND THE BLUE-WIIALE.

By D'Arcy Wentworth Thompson.

II. The Sperm-whale {Physeter macrocepJialus, L.).

The Sperm-whale or Cachalot (and here we are using

once again the ancient language of the Basques) is one of

the most widely distributed animals in the world, and a map
of the old Sperm whaling grounds, such as is given in Mr
A. H. Clark's Report on the American W/iale Fisheries, is a

wonderful lesson in geographical distribution. In the course

of its extensive wanderings the species has been cast up on

European shores many times. One of the oldest records is

that of a specimen stranded in the Scheldt on 2nd July

1 577, afterwards figured by Ambroise Pare 1
;
and its oldest

authentic record on our own coasts (so far as I know) is Sir

Thomas Browne's, of one which came ashore on the Norfolk

coast in the early seventeenth century.
2

Of early Scottish records, we have Sibbald's specimen,
1 CEuvres completes, Paris, 1840, vol. iii., p. 799.
- See Sir Thomas Browne's Notes on Certain FisJies and Marine

Animals found in Norfolk: "Of fishes sometimes the larger sort are

taken or come ashoare. A spermaceti whale of 62 foote long neere

Wells. Another of the same kind 20 years before at Hunstanton, and
not farre of 8 or none came ashoare and 2 had young ones after they
were forsaken by the water." This account is, unfortunately, a little

ambiguous. It is not quite clear that these latter were also Sperm-whales.
82 2 C
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stranded at Limekilns in the Firth of Forth in 1689; another at

Cramond in 1701 ;
and one more at the same place in 1769.

1

Occasionally they have come ashore in "schools." Thus

seventeen individuals are said to have been got near

the mouth of the Elbe in 1723, and Lacepede describes

a shoal of thirty-two, stranded at Audierne on the west

coast of France on 14th March 1789. These last are

said to have been mostly females, a very remarkable fact,

as we shall presently see. These seem to have been part of

a more general migration ;
for in the year immediately

preceding, six were found dead on the Kentish coast, one

ran ashore in the Thames, and others were stranded on the

coasts of Holland. Yet another instance of a European
school of Cachalots occurred in the Adriatic, at Citta Nuova,
in 1853.

2

Between 190S and 1914, forty-two Sperm whales were

landed by the Scottish whaling-stations, mostly by that at

Buneaveneader, in the following years and months :

Year.
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the Sperm. The diagram shows the percentage proportions,

for each month, of the total catch. We see that the curve

for each species shows a high maximum, that is to say

(apparently) for each species a definite and short season of

comparative abundance
; (2) that the curves for the Nord-

caper, Sei, and Bottlenose (after making due allowance for

April May June
1

July Aug. Sept.

Nord Caper

FlG. 2. Seasonal Distribution of Sperm, Nordcaper, Sei, and Bottlenose

Whales, in the Scottish Whale-Fishery, 190S-1914.

the irregularity of this last, owing to the small numbers

caught) resemble one another closely and indicate an

identical period of maximal abundance
; (3) that the

apparent maximum of the Sperm-whale is just two months

later than the others. But we also notice (4) that the curve

for the Sperm-whale drops abruptly to nil from its maximal

point, and we are left in doubt (so far as the curve goes)
whether this indicates a sudden exodus of the Sperms from

our waters or an equally abrupt cessation of the fishery. [
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think that there is little doubt that this latter is the true

cause. The summer comes to an end, and the Rockall

grounds are too remote and too turbulent for the little

whaling steamers
;

and the shape of the curve tends

rather to suggest that August marks the beginning, but by
no means the end, of the Sperm - whale's period of

comparative abundance in our seas.

Further to the southward on our European coasts the

occurrence of the Sperm-whale tends to be earlier in the

year. Thus, according to Professor Brasil of Caen, a male

was stranded at Boulogne on 5th March 1761, and another

specimen (sex unknown) at St Valery, off the mouth of the

Somme, on 19th January 1769. As we have already said,

the famous shoal at Audierne arrived on 14th March 1789.

A large male, 62 feet long, was cast up on the Kentish

coast in February 1829, according to BelU

The earlier northern or western Scottish records tally

with our own. For instance, a specimen was captured near

Oban in May 1829, another near Thurso in July 1863, and

another in Loch Scavaig, Skye, in July 1871 (Turner).

On the other hand, upon the east coast of Scotland the

season tends to be either very late or very early in the year.

The Cramond specimen described by Mr J. Robertson came

ashore in December 1769 ;
one was got at Inverness in

December 191 3 ;
Sir John Sibbald's specimen came in at

Limekilns in February 1689; and one was stranded on the

Caithness coast in May 19 17 (Harmer). I think we may
take it as very likely indeed that these (and especially the

first three of them) were stragglers that had wandered round

during the winter into the North Sea, but that properly

belonged to the migrating herds of the preceding year.

As to the numbers of Sperm-whales captured in the

earlier years of the fishery, before our official statistics begin,

we learn from Mr Haldane's papers that twenty-three

Sperms were landed between 1903 and 1907, viz., one, six, five,

one, and ten in these five successive years. For Ireland we

have only incomplete accounts, but I find records of the

following captures in Dr Scharff's and Mr Burfield's papers :

1
British Quadrupeds (2nd ed.), 1874, p. 417.
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1908, none
; 1909, four

; 1910, seven
; 191 1, at least two, viz.,

at Belmullet, on 20th May (Burfield). These records do not

carry us very far, for they are not strictly comparable

throughout ;
the far western grounds in the neighbourhood

of Rockall were very little fished till 191 1, but still they were

visited by the vessels from Buneavenader at least two years

earlier, and would doubtless have been fished more had they

proved productive. Taking our records for what they may
be worth, we find the remarkable fact that 191 1, in which no

Nordcapers were caught at all, was by a long way the best

year for Sperm-whales ;
while in 1908, which was the best

year for Nordcapers, only a single Sperm was landed at the

Scottish and none at the Irish stations. I take it that

the Sperm is certainly, and in a more marked degree than

the Nordcaper, a whale of the warm oceanic waters.

Of our forty-two Sperm-whales all but one are recorded

as males, the exception being a fish of 56 feet long caught

30 miles N.E. of Rockall in July 1912. Mr Haldane told us

of a female Sperm landed at Buneaveneader in 1905 ;
but in

a later paper he withdrew the statement, the owner Captain
Herlofsen telling him that a mistake had been made. I am

very much inclined to suspect that a clerical error may have

been made in our case also, and that, in short, no female

Sperm has been landed either at the Scottish or Irish stations

since the fishery began. The Sperm-whale, unlike our other

whales, is a polygamous animal
; and, as in the case of the

Red-deer or the Fur-seal, great battles take place upon
the breeding grounds for the possession of the cows. The
victorious bulls, the older and stronger ones, remain in

possession, and the younger and weaker ones are beaten off

the field, and go out into the world (as is generally believed)
in migratory bands. We may gather from the account

of the many cows among the shoal on the coast of France,
recorded by Lacepede (to say nothing of Sir Thomas
Browne's case) that this is not the whole story. The cows

migrate also. Moreover, Harmer has recently described a

very young Sperm-whale only 18 feet long, stranded in

Co. Galway in September 19 16
;
and this was doubtless

a "
sucker," and had been in its mother's company. But it is
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a general (though not quite an unbroken) rule that the shoals

which come to our northern latitudes consist exclusively of

males, and of males very much of a size, many small as well

as very large individuals being conspicuous by their absence,

or at least their rarity.

The following are the recorded lengths of our forty-one

(male) Sperm-whales :

"eet.
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fairly well with Sir William Flower's estimate. But I by no

means share his incredulity as to the actual existence of

much older and larger specimens, such as are recorded by
Bennett and by Beale. It is the younger bulls, or bulls of

moderate age, and not the very old ones, in my opinion,

which migrate far afield from their breeding grounds into

our northern waters.

The chart (Fig. 3) shows the places of capture of our

forty-two Sperm-whales ;
and it will be seen at a glance

that it differs markedly from the corresponding chart for the

Nordcaper; indeed for that matter it differs from every

16 io
a
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or great rarity of other whales upon the Rockall grounds
is not so good. That they are as plentiful there as in waters

nearer home is, I believe, certainly not the case
;
but we

must not forget that their carcases are far less valuable than

those of the Sperm, and it may well be that it does not pay
to go so far for them, or to tow them home from so great

a distance.

Besides those captured on the Rockall and St Kilda

grounds, a few stragglers only occurred to the north of

Shetland, or in general along the line of the warm current

which corresponds roughly to the position of the ioo-fathom

line
;
and several more occurred in the neighbourhood of the

Flannan Islands.

They were distributed as follows in the several years :

1908. 1909. 1910. 1911. 1912. 1913.

Flannan Islands . . i 7 i

North of Shetland
St Kilda
Rockall .

Total

I ... I

12 3 I

5 5 5

i 7 i 18 8 7

But while the absence of Sperms around the Shetlands

is notable in the earlier years, their apparent absence from

these St Kilda and Rockall grounds in these same years

may only be due to those distant waters having been as yet

little fished or little explored.

Again we find very great discrepancies in the recorded

girths of these whales, as in the case of the Nordcaper, and I

am still in doubt how far to attribute these discrepancies to

varying modes of measurement, or how far to see in them

a real phenomenon. The facts are, briefly, these : The

average recorded girth, taking all the individuals together,

is 65-8 per cent, of the length of the body, or about 33 feet

for a 50-feet whale. But the girths recorded vary from

one-third of the length to 86 per cent, thereof, the latter in

the case of a whale 44 feet long caught off St Kilda in 191 1.

And the various relative girths may be epitomised as

follows :

30 to 39 per cent. .
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into two lots, the fat and the lean
;
and there is a consider-

able gap between the two. Analysing them into their

several localities, we find as follows :

Fat.

North of Shetland . .

Flannan Islands . . 1
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III. The Blue-whale, or Sibbald's Rorqual
(Balcznoptera Sibbaldii, Gray, 1847).

This is the largest of our North Atlantic whales
;

it may
be that it is the largest of all its tribe, and the largest of all

living animals. But this turns upon the question of whether

or no it be specifically identical with those other great whales

called "Sulphur-bottoms" by the American whalers, and

this question is not to be answered off-hand, nor can we
discuss it more than very briefly here. There would seem

at least to be no room for doubt that the Sulphur-bottoms

caught off the Eastern United States and off Newfoundland

(B. {Sibbaldius) sulpJiureiis, Cope) are identical with our
" Blue-whales "

(as the Norwegians call them) ;
and this

identity is confirmed by the capture, more than once, off

the North Cape by Svend Foyn and others of Blue-whales

with American harpoons in their bodies. Guldberg further

suspects that the Sulphur-bottoms of the Pacific are also

identical with ours
;
and Mobius has definitely identified

with the same species the large whale known as Nagasukiijira
to the Japanese. Very large whales, likewise known as

Sulphur-bottoms, are abundant in the Antarctic, and are

usually described under the name of Balcenoptera australis,

Desmoulins. Of these we still know all too little, in spite

of the recent great development of modern methods of

whaling in South Atlantic and Antarctic seas. Professor

Von Haast could find nothing to distinguish the southern
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species from B. musadns} but Racovitza, who saw large
numbers of these whales, believes them to be identical with

our Blue-whales.

Like so many other whales, the Blue-whale was long

supposed by naturalists to be a rare species. It is (or was
till very recently) unrepresented in the collections of the

British Museum; and up to the year 1884 (according to

Beddard) only nine individuals were known to have been

stranded on European coasts, of which nine the best known
is the "

Longniddry whale." But ever since Svend Foyn
invented (or re-invented) the harpoon-gun and founded the

modern (Norwegian) whale-fishery,
2 Blue-whales have been

captured in various parts of the North Atlantic in large
numbers. I have not access to full statistics of the Norwegian

fishery, but I take the following extract from Hjort
3

:

Blue-whales captured off the Coast of Fitunark, with

their Percentage-ratio to the Total Catch.

Year.
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Our own Scottish statistics (1908-14) are as follows :

June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Total.
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we might accordingly be inclined at first sight to attribute

to a similarity of diet, and to its periodic scarcity or abund-

ance, these coincidences of locality and date in the case of

the two whales. But against this we have to set the fact

that the Sei-whale and the Humpback are also plankton-

feeders, and between their years of abundance and those

of the Nordcaper and the Blue-whale there may be some
but there is no close resemblance. We must be content to

wait for more light upon the subject.

With regard to the season of the fishery, Hjort tells us

30

c
3
or

20

10-

'

1
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west of the Faeroes in March and April, apparently coming
from the south-west and proceeding northwards. About

Newfoundland the Blue-whale is found over a lengthened

season, but is most plentiful in spring and early summer.

Captain Ellefson in 1903 got two in February, one in

October, and one in November, but a considerable number
between these dates, and especially between April and June.

It is not impossible then, nor even improbable, that

the Blue-whale performs something like an annual circum-

navigation of the North Atlantic, or it may even be of a

still wider area of ocean. But at the same time, owing to

the more or less protracted and overlapping periods during
which these whales are found in each and all of their

northern haunts (that is to say, in Newfoundland, Iceland,

Finmark, and Scotland), we can scarcely speak of their

route as a definite "migration." It is rather a trend

or tendency, a sort of general drift, and not a single

migration in a compact body, with definite dates of arrival

and departure such as we have, for instance, in the case of

the fur-seals of the Pacific and elsewhere. Of the haunts

of the Blue-whale in winter-time we have no direct

knowledge ;
but they doubtless pass the winter a long way

to the southward of their range in summer-time, and it may
well be (as Guldberg suspects) that they scatter and spread
all over the temperate zones of the Atlantic. In the

comparatively southern latitudes and warm waters of Japan,

the corresponding whales are said to be chiefly caught
in December and January ;

and we may suppose, accordingly,

that in the North Pacific this whale follows an analogous
course to that of its congeners in the Atlantic.

As regards size, the smallest of our male Blue-whales

was 42 feet long ;
but this was an exceptionally small

one,
1 the next smallest measuring 55 feet; the largest

male measured 85 feet. The smallest female was 47 feet

long, the largest again 85 feet. The average size (or

arithmetic mean) for males was 70-3 feet and for females

70-1 feet; the two sexes, in short, may be said to be

1 The skeleton at Hull, ascribed to this species by Gray (P.Z.S.,

1864, p. 410) and by Flower (P.Z.S., 1865, p. 472), is said to measure

47 feet. Cf. T. Sheppard in Hull Museum Publications, i., 1901.
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identical in size. The median size was 71 feet for males

and about 69J- feet for females
;
one-half of the males lay

between 65 and 76 feet, one-half of the females between 64
and 78 feet.
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and 53 per cent, of their length. There seems to be a

slight perceptible tendency for these whales to get fatter as

the season advances
;

at least the September whales are

distinctly larger in girth than those of the earlier months,
as may be seen from the following table :
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Rockall grounds where the Sperm-whale fishery is productive.

Arranged according to areas and to years, the total catch

was as follows :

Area. 1908. 1909. 1910. 1911. 19 12. 1913. 1914. Total.

V
VI
VII
VIII
IX

Q
R

West of R
S
T

Total

We see (among other things) from this table how
marked have been the annual fluctuations in the catch of

this whale upon the limited area (R, S, T) where it is

principally found.
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The Late J. C. ADAM.
By the death of J. C. Adam reported first as missing, and

later as killed, during the great German push on the Somme
in March 191 8, the younger ranks of Scottish field-

naturalists have suffered a severe loss. Slow to make friends,

he was known intimately by few : the present writer, however,

had the great privilege of a very close and complete friend-

ship with him, unbroken for the ten years preceding the

outbreak of war. The greater part of his boyhood, and

nearly the whole of his later life, was passed in Edinburgh,
and he possessed a full share of the pride and affection which

the grey old city inspires in her sons. In nature, birds were

his first, and greatest, love, and almost every minute of his

spare time, from early boyhood onwards, was spent usually

in the company of his younger brother, K. M. Adam in

exploring the neighbourhood of the city and the greater

part of the Lothians; while once or twice a year, longer

excursions were made to the Highlands or the Hebrides. A
few years before the war he received an appointment at the

Royal Botanic Garden, and although going there almost

entirely ignorant of botany, he took it up with his usual

whole-hearted enthusiasm, and in a wonderfully short period

became an excellent field botanist. Latterly he took up

mosses, and his rapid progress in that difficult group

promised that he would soon have achieved a high position

amongst Scottish Bryologists.

Reticent with strangers, Adam was a keen talker amongst

friends, notably rigorous and original in thought ;
inclined

to be critical and independent with regard to authority, but

with a most simple and infectious enthusiasm in his hobby,
which held nine-tenths of his interest in life. Many a great

talk the writer has enjoyed with him by a certain West

Lothian fireside, after a long day in the field
;
and the

memory of these will not easily fade.

His published papers on birds are mostly to be found in

the Trans, of the Edin. Field Nat. Club, while his principal

botanical contribution ("A List of West Lothian Mosses")
will be found in the Trans. Bot. Soc. Edinburgh (191 7).

S. E. B.
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BANFFSHIRE BIRDS

By Allan E. Mahood, M.B., F.R.C.S., England ;
President of the

Banffshire Field Club.

The following notes indicate some points of interest found

during a revision of the late Mr J. Harvie-Brown's Deveron

Valley Bird Life. {Banffshire Field Club, 2 5 th February 1897.)

Missel and Song Thrushes, which have varied considerably
in numbers from time to time, were quite common about

Banff in the breeding seasons of 191 5 and 1916, but they
were very scarce during 191 7 and the following winter.

Some, if not all, of the Song Thrushes which winter here

belong to the typical form. Blackbirds were plentiful

throughout 191 5-16- 17, and were much more common near

Banff than both Missel and Song Thrushes combined.

Redwings were seen close to Duff House on the 22nd

November 191 5 and 1916, and remained until about the

1 8th March. Many were killed by the unusual cold of

March 1917. A dozen were seen for the first time this past

winter on 9th February. Several reports note the absence

of Redwings throughout the country during the early part of

last winter : the first were seen near Cullen on 18th January.

Fieldfares usually frequent the fields of the coastal district

in very large flocks, but were very scarce throughout the

winter 1917-18. Some observers saw none during the

winter, and round Keith Mr H. Thomson reports that

Fieldfares, Snowbuntings, and Bramblings have been very

scarce. The Crested Titmouse appears to have extended

eastwards from its home on Speyside. One was seen east

of the Deveron, in Montcoffer Wood, by Mr Cattenach,

who was quite familiar with the bird. It has also been

seen near Keith and near Cullen.

The occurrence of White Wagtails in this district seems to

have been overlooked. Mr Wm. Brodie noticed, during the

summers 191 2-1 5, a pair of Wagtails, near Blackpots, which

were lighter coloured than Pied Wagtails and had grey backs.

They arrived about the end of March to mid-April, and he

believed nested. I saw one of the birds in July 1916 ; Major
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J. H. Bagshaw observed light-coloured Wagtails from the

2nd to 9th September 191 6, which he decided were not Pied.

He saw a pair on Boyndie Links near the burn, a pair at

Tarlair, and several between Cullen and Findlater. Dr J. O.

Wilson, of Huntly, in 1916 added to his notes on local

birds,
"

I have also seen HI. alba from time to time." Miss J.

Gowan, of Cullen, recorded in her notes, one on 17th April

1906, and one on nth April 191 1. My own observations

of White Wagtails are :

1916. 1st October, a pair on tennis lawn, Duff House.

1917. 22nd June, some at Banff Bridge.

22nd July, four above Banff Bridge.

26th August, three or four on Macduff Road, near

the bridge.

22nd September, a dozen on the Banff end of the

Bar.

23rd September, some on the Bar.

25th September, one at Banff Harbour.

9th October, two on the Bar.

1st November, one behind the Bar, Macduff side.

Dr Eagle Clarke gives the 9th June as the latest date of

passage northward at Fair Isle, and the 9th to 10th

November as the latest for autumn passage south. They
have been recorded as nesting occasionally in the British

Isles, and further local observations are desirable.

The Grey Wagtail, which is fairly common, breeds locally ;

it remains through the winter in' several parts of the district.

The Yellow Wagtail seems to be rare. Mr W. Brodie saw

a pair for several summers previous to 191 6 near Boyndie
Beach. Major Bagshaw saw one on Boyndie Beach, 6th

September 19 16, and Mr Cattenach saw one there the same

month.

A specimen of the Great Grey Shrike {Lam 11s cxcubitor)

has been recently placed, on loan, in Banff Museum
;

it was

shot near Cullen in February 1908.

The Pied Flycatcher is very scarce. I saw a specimen
last year, which was shot at Duff House about 1880, but not

recorded.
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The Common Crossbill {Loxia curvirostni) is reported as

being occasionally seen in various parts of the county.

Mr D. Ainslie has shown me a specimen of the Shore

Lark {Otocorys alpestris or Ercmophila alpestris flava) which

was shot on Boyndie Beach about 1880; this is the first local

record. Mr W. Brodie saw some strange birds on Boyndie
Beach in the winter of 191 5. They were six to seven inches

long, had a brown back, white underparts, yellowish about

the head and throat, with tufts of upright feathers on each

side of the head. He shot one, but unfortunately did not

keep it
;
he said that the picture of a Shore Lark resembled

the birds in question. Dr Eagle Clarke says that it occurs

annually on Fair Isle from 15th October to 16th December,

but that it had only once been seen there in spring.

Starlings {Sturmis vulgaris) were much less abundant in

191 7 than of late years.

A Brent Goose was shot near Macduff, 28th February

1917. It rarely visits this district. Tufted Duck, considered

very rare by T. Edward, occur occasionally in winter. I saw

a pair off Boyndie Beach 25th March 1916, and four below

Banff Bridge, 17th January 191 8. Others have been reported

on the coast. I identified a couple of Common Scoter off

the rocks at Banff Harbour Station, 23rd November 19 16,

apparently the first local record.

The season of 19 17 was excellent here for Partridge and

Grouse, better than for many years, although disease almost

exterminated Grouse in Tomintoul area. Very few Wood-

cock arrived in 19 17- 18.

As the Green Sandpiper has not been recorded for the

district it may be stated that Capt. L. F. Davidson in 1917

placed a specimen on loan in the Banff Museum. It was

shot near Cullen about 1906. Mr D. Ainslie has a specimen

which was shot near Banff about 1880, and one was shot in

the Den of Pitling, near Keith, 2nd September 1917 (T.

Gordon Duff, Esq., in letter).

The Curlew Sandpiper was only once identified by T.

Edward. I observed closely with a field-glass, four birds of

the year on Boyndie Beach on 1st September and two on

the 7th September 191 7.

*-%
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As T. Edward said that Terns did not breed here, it was

interesting to be shown a Tern's nest with three eggs on

Boyndie Beach, ist June 1916. Some twenty Terns were

about at the time. I found four Terns' nests close to the

town, 28th June to 2nd July 19 17. Two had each a partly

incubated egg, one had a day-old chick, and I saw a chick

which had recently left the fourth nest. They were probably

Arctic Terns. I believe that there was a nest on Boyndie
sea-braes where a couple of Terns mobbed intruders, at the

end of June, and a dead Arctic Tern was found on the beach

the same week.

The Great Black-backed Gull appears to have increased

much of late. Formerly one or two were seen here and

there on the coast, but now I often see up to a score or so

through autumn and winter. There were about 200 in a

group near the lower end of the Spey on the 20th October

1916, when I counted a hundred adults on a gravel island.

I have obtained no recent record of the Black Guillemot

which, at least up to 1850, bred in the district. It seems

to have disappeared.
I am indebted to many correspondents who have kindly

placed their notes on local bird-life at my disposal. I hope

soon to complete a detailed list of the birds of Banffshire

and the adjoining parishes, but notes from some areas are

still required.

A New Nesting Site for Lams ridibundus. What is

likely to prove a colony of considerable dimensions has been

established by numbers of the Black-headed Gull at the Loch of

Park in Lower Deeside. They were noted in 191 5, and in 1916

some eggs were laid. Last season quite a number of pairs nested,

and this year there is a large and busy bird-town of at least 300

individuals. Recent attempts to drain the loch have resulted in a

great increase in the clumps of rushes and masses of reeds that are

the favourite nesting places of these birds, while the quaking state

of all the margins of the mere effectually prevents the intrusion of

egg-stealers. The settlement is already proving an attraction to

local ornithologists. Alex. Macdonald, Durris.

Nesting of the Woodcock within the Glasgow
Boundaries. On 23rd July (19 18) a band of children gathering
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wild raspberries in Merrylee wood, wholly within the southern

municipal boundary of Glasgow, flushed "a bird with a long bill,"

which left a young one behind. Two days later some of the same
children along with my elder boy, aged eleven, were again in

the wood, and, searching for the young bird, found it dead

unfortunately, probably from rough handling received on the first

day. Reporting the incident to me, my boy had no doubt that

the bird was a young Woodcock {Scolopax rusticula). However,
to put the matter beyond dispute he returned to the spot, and

brought home the corpse of what was undoubtedly a Woodcock
ten or twelve days old. John Robertson, Glasgow.

Woodcock carrying its Young. Despite the reiterated

evidence of many practised observers, there are others of experience
in woodcraft who doubt, and even deny, the possibility of a

Woodcock carrying its young. I never had an opportunity of

witnessing the performance until the present summer. One fine

evening in June I flushed a pair of Woodcocks in a green ride

near my house. One of them flew away through the wood;
the other was carrying something under her body, apparently
between her extended legs, which I do not doubt was a young
one. She flew with it about 50 yards and lighted in thick under-

growth. It was a clear, bright evening, but in the subdued

light of the glade I could neither discern the exact position
of the legs nor swear to the nature of their burden. It was,

however, close to the posterior end of the bird, and the bill played
no part in the carriage.

The close time provided for Woodcocks under the Wild
Birds Protection Acts by the County Councils of Dumfriesshire,

Kirkcudbright, and Wigtownshire, extends from 2nd February till

30th September inclusive, and has had a marked effect in increasing
the numbers bred in this district. A Woodcock's nest was formerly
of rare occurrence in our woods

;
now the nests are numerous.

We used to kill more Woodcocks at Monreith in February,
March, and April than in the winter months, believing that the

birds were collecting on the coast for migration northwards;

whereas, in fact, they were arriving in order to breed here. When
I was a schoolboy I used to look forward to the Easter holidays
as the best time for Woodcock shooting. We know, and do, better

now. Herbert Maxwell, Monreith.

Nesting of the Barn Owl. On a south wall close to the

back door of my house a cote for Pigeons is fixed about 9 feet

above the ground. The Pigeons, White Nuns, poor things, have
all disappeared, save one, owing, I am afraid, to rigorous stinting
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of their diet of Indian corn. The cote is of the usual form,

in two stories, so to speak, each with two openings. Last

year the lower story was appropriated by a pair of Starlings

which reared their young therein, and returned this year for

the same purpose. The upper story, however, has been occupied

this season by more august lodgers. A pair of Barn Owls

(Strixflammed) have reared therein a family of four line youngsters,

and are so indulgent as to allow my grandchildren to handle

them and bring them into the house, at the risk, it must be

said, of occasional sharp nips. I think this instance of amicable

symbiosis the Owls, the Starlings, and the solitary Pigeon is

worth recording. The flower garden round the house is the

abode of many field-mice and field-voles, which, no doubt, would

prove a far more serious affliction than they are were it not for

this beneficent family of Barn Owls. Nor are these the only

police ;
for the place resounds at night with the hooting of the

Brown Owl (Syrniutn aluco), which must have nested in the wood
that flanks the garden. Unluckily those useful slug and insect-

hunters, the Shrews, pay the death penalty for their resemblance to

mice. Owls, I believe, are not deterred by the glandular effluvium

of these little creatures, and swallow them readily ;
so the corpses

which I find lying in the borders must be set to the discredit

of a certain white cat. Herbert Maxwell, Monreith.

CURRENT LITERATURE.
British Gall-midges. A Preliminary Catalogue of British

Cecidomyidre (Diptera), etc., by R. S. Bagnall and J. W. Heslop

Harrison, issued in the current part of the Trans. Entom. Soc. (16th

May 19 18) affords a useful check list to British Gall-midges. There

are several Scottish records, including that of Amblyspatha ormerodi,

Kieffer (191 3), which is known only from the northern kingdom.

The Fauna of the Clvde Sea Area. 1 Under this title

Mr James Chumley has made a useful contribution to Scottish

natural history, since for the first time the results of eight years'

collecting, carried out by the late Sir John Murray on the

"Medusa,"' have appeared in connected form. The value of the

long lists of species found in the different areas of the Firth of

Clyde is added to by physical and biological notes which

accompany each section of the fauna, and by a comprehensive

bibliography of papers dealing with the Clyde fauna.

1 Published at Glasgow at the University Press.
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THE BIRDS OF NORTH UIST.

By Fred. S. Beveridge, Lieut. 3rd Bn. The Royal Scots.

In the following notes I have attempted to compile a

complete list of birds which have, to my knowledge, visited

North Uist. The most recent publications dealing with the

Outer Hebridean group seem now almost out of date, owing
to change in the distribution of species, and recent records

of new specimens.
Since the late Dr Harvie-Brown's Vertebrate Fauna, no

work has dealt with this district in minute detail, and, in this

case, and rightly so, North Uist was not treated separately.
To describe all the features of the country would here be

irksome, nay, nothing short of a volume could accomplish
it. However, before submitting my list of birds, a few words

will hardly be out of place. North Uist and its multitude

of satellites are separated by some fifteen miles of sea (the
Little Minch) from the Island of Skye, which lies directly to

the east. Unfortunately, from an ornithological point of

view, it is not on any direct line of migration, though happily
on the very verge of one, and in consequence rare stragglers
are now and again recorded. There is but one lighthouse
of any dimensions which affords attraction to aerial

passengers, namely Shillay, the most westerly of the

Monach or Heisker group. An ample description of the

Monach Light may be found in Dr Eagle Clarke's admir-

able work on migration.

S3 2F
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The first impression one gains of North Uist is un-

doubtedly that of a treeless waste half peat, half water;

but no happier "hunting-ground" for the naturalist exists

within the precincts of the British Isles. In extent, North

Uist averages roughly twelve miles from north to south

and fourteen miles from east to west. The eastern coastline

is rocky and, in places, precipitous, being flanked by a

considerable range of hills consisting of North Lee, South

Lee, and Eaval (i 138 ft., the loftiest peak in the island),

all running due south from Lochmaddy Bay. Due west

of Lochmaddy township itself, stretches a ridge of iow

heather-clad hills consisting of Blashaval, Skealtraval,

Marrogh, Marrival (757 ft.), Ben Risary, and Clettraval. To
the north and to the south of this range the ground slopes

gradually seaward, becoming more and more fertile, as may
be noted by the farms, crofts, and villages dotting the land-

scape. The coast-line here and to the west is less precipitous,

though rugged and rock-strewn; miles of sand dunes, bent-

covered, battered and broken in that endless game played
with land's most tenacious enemy, the sea. Here, as the

tide recedes, large stretches of hard sand may be observed

linking together the smaller isles and the main island.

These great
"
flats

"
or

" fords
" harbour countless waders

and shore birds Curlew and Godwits, Ringed Plover and

Sanderlings, following the ebb with their shrill hungry little

whistles, scurrying to and fro like countless ants slaving and

jostling each other for their daily bread. But the absence of

ooze and Zostera weed presents a great drawback
;
the Brent

Goose, the Wigeon, and other fowl seldom remain with us

for long in notable quantity, unless the weather be of the

severest type. The innumerable lochans throughout North

Uist are the home of many of the Anatidae, though, save in

the hardest winters, ducks are rarely seen together in large

flocks, but remain scattered wherever open water may be

found.

Owing to the lack of trees, already mentioned, the

Passeres are but sparsely represented. This want of vegeta-

tion, though inhospitable to our smaller birds, tends to make
observation a great deal easier. The few stunted and wind-
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swept shrubs that strive to exist are invariably near human

dwellings, and at such places rest may be found for weary

migrants in full view of habitation. The presence of winged

vermin, in formidable numbers, affords little respite to

residents. The Greater and Lesser Black-backed Gulls,

and, needless to say, the Hoodie Crows, take heavy toll

of Grouse (the only resident example of the Gallinae) and

the various species of duck during the nesting season.

While, thanks to the common brown rat and to man's

interference, the graceful Red-necked Phalarope will soon

have disappeared as a breeding species.

The inhabitants of North Uist, when you know them, are

a most agreeable people, and they have helped me in every

possible way by observing new arrivals or rarities. I find

but one fault of any magnitude, and that is a great passion for

collecting birds' eggs during the nesting season. During the

early summer their women-folk scour the foreshore in veri-

table hosts they seem countless
;

red skirts, red shawls,

searching to and fro among the seaweed for shellfish.

But they don't leave it there, that is the beginning only
not the end. They wander farther and farther afield,

to return at dusk laden, not with cockles, but with hundreds

of wild birds' eggs. No wonder that this trait does not

appeal to one, but rather kindles in the onlooker the same

spirit as that shown by our bovine friend at the sight of the

proverbial red rag. But the Black-headed Gull, for instance,

can nest in peace ;
the unfortunate crofter never harries her

nest
;
in fact, the Hebridean seems to possess an antipathy

for gulls' eggs give him ducks' eggs or plovers' eggs and

he's as happy as the day is long. With regard to climatic

conditions, North Uist may be regarded on the whole as

possessing a very mild and warm summer, but a harsh

winter, though I may add that severe cold resulting in much

frost or snow is exceptional. During the equinox very

heavy gales are experienced. The south-west and west winds

are prevalent throughout the year, though from December

till the middle of March violent storms often blow from the

north-east. The following list shows a total of 147 species

as having occurred in North Uist, in addition to which
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are 7 which I have enclosed by brackets as they are doubtful

examples.
Out of this number 55 are resident, 9 are summer

visitors, and the remainder migrants winter visitors or

mere stragglers to the island. My list has been compiled

from over ten years' personal experience in the district and

from the help of my brother's notes and observations both

during and prior to that period.

And finally, before presenting my list, I would take this

opportunity of thanking all those who have so kindly given

me help in its compilation.

Reference Books.

1. Birds of the West of Scotland, by R. Gray, 187 1.

2. Vert. Fauna of O.H., by Harvie Brown and Buckley.

3. Wild Sport in the O.H., by C. V. A. Peel.

4. Wild Sport with Gun, Rifle, and Salmon-Rod, by G. W.

Hartley, 1903.

B = Breeding.

Titrdus musicus, Linn. Song-thrush. (B.) Common. The

Hebridean race, Titrdus m. hebridensis, Clarke, being resident

most abundant in the vicinity of townships, dwelling-houses, and

old stone dikes. An immigration of lighter coloured thrushes takes

place along with the Redwings in the autumn
; these, however, never

remain in the islands for any length of time.

Turdus iliacus, Linn. Redwing. A common autumn migrant,

but only in small parties, rarely exceeding a dozen.

Turdus pilaris, Linn. Fieldfare. Autumn migrant and winter

visitor. Most numerous at New Year time, and is very common
from then till the middle of February. Immense flocks appear,

especially in misty weather, rarely accompanied by other species.

Turdus merula, Linn. Blackbird. (B.) Fairly common. Now

breeding in increasing numbers, but less evident than the Song-

thrush.

Saxicola cenanthe, Linn. Wheatear. (B.) Summer visitor.

Arriving in large numbers towards the end of April and departing

before the September gales.

Pratincola rubetra, Linn. Whinchat. Rare. Occasional

examples are observed during the autumn migration never later

than 15th September.
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Pratincola rubicola, Linn. Stonechat. (B.) Fairly common.

Being of a somewhat retiring nature the Stonechat is often over-

looked. It is, however, scattered throughout the island, and most

numerous between Lochmaddy and Newton, that district being very

suitable to its habits.

Erithacus n/becula, Linn. Redbreast. (B.) Fairly common.

A few pairs to be seen from time to time, but never very numerous.

Sylvia cinerea, Bech. Whitethroat. Rare. Stragglers are

seen every summer, but do not breed to my knowledge. For

September I have but two examples: 5th September 1909 and

7th September 191 r.

Sylvia curruca, Linn. Lesser Whitethroat. Rare. Have only

one record, 6th September 19 14.

Sylvia atricapilla, Linn. Blackcap. Fairly common. Autumn

migrant.

Phylloscopus rufus, Bech. Chiffchaff. Rare. A few stragglers

during spring migration.

Phylloscopus trochilus, Linn. Willow-wren. Rare. Occasion-

ally seen during autumn migration.

Phylloscopus sibilatrix, Bech. Wood-wren. Rare. Have

never had the fortune to meet with this bird in North Uist.

Occasional examples, however, are reported from time to time

during the autumn.

Accentor ttiodularis, Linn. Hedge-sparrow. (B.) Fairly

common. A resident in small numbers.

Cinclus aquaticus, Bech. Dipper. Rare, though isolated occur-

rences are now and then recorded. Chiefly from the vicinity of

North and South Lee.

Parus azruleus, Linn. Blue Titmouse. Though this species

has never come under my notice, I have been informed that "Blue

Bonnets" were frequently observed during March and April of 1912.

My informant, after telling me of the above, proceeded to spin yarns

of feeding this little bird during the winter some years previous in

Lanarkshire, introducing cocoanuts and suet as the staple diet.

One could hardly doubt his statement.

Troglodytes parvulus, Koch. Wren. (B.) Fairly abundant,

especially around dwelling-houses and in the vicinity of stone walls

usually close to the sea. Owing to this bird's retiring nature,

and its habit of taking cover at a moment's notice, people visiting

these islands pass by without observing this, the shyest of creatures.

Motacilla alba, Linn. White Wagtail. Common during the

latter half of April and throughout May. An odd bird is sometimes

seen during September,
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Motacilla lugubris, Linn. Pied Wagtail. Rare. During ten

years this bird has only twice come under my notice. On 21st

December 191 1 a single bird, and during 9th-i3th September three

birds, were seen near Scolpaig Loch. Other examples have

been reported from time to time but these have never been very

convincing.

Anthus pratensis, Linn. Meadow-pipit. (B.) A common
resident.

Anthus obscurus, Latz. Rock-pipit. (B.) Common. More

abundant than above.

Muscicapaparva, Bech. Red-breasted Flycatcher. An example
from Monach Light 22nd October 1893.

Hirundo rustica, Linn. Swallow. (B.) Fairly common. One
nest found at Vallay 1914, otherwise I have no records. In 1917
it appears to have been more abundant, especially in South Uist and

Barra. Mr M'Elfrish tells me that he saw more round Lochmaddy
than in any previous year. A few birds are also seen during the

autumn.

Chelidon urbica, Linn. House-martin. Rare. A few are seen

towards the end of May and beginning of June. These, however,

do not remain.

Cotile riparia, Linn. Sand-martin. Fairly common usually in

October, though a few are to be seen every June. I have no record

of its breeding, though this has been suggested in the vicinity of

Newton.

Ligurinus chloris, Linn. Greenfinch. Fairly common. Autumn

migrant.

Passer domesticus, Linn. House-sparrow. (B.) Fairly common.

Becoming more numerous.

Passer montanus, Linn. Tree-sparrow. (B.) Common. Very
local. Was more numerous than the House-sparrow up till

about 19 10.

Fringilla coslebs, Linn. Chaffinch. Fairly common. Autumn

migrant.

Linota cannabitia, Linn. Linnet. A rare bird in these parts.

I observed a pair, 24th February 191 7, at Vallay.

Linota flavirostris, Linn. Twite. (B.) Common. Large
flocks may be seen on the stubble fields from October onwards.

Though resident, this species does not breed in great numbers by

May a large proportion have departed.

Loxia curvirostra, Linn. Crossbill. One captured at Scolpaig

by my brother, G. Beveridge, nth July 1916.

Emberiza miliaria, Linn. Corn-bunting. (B.) A common
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resident
;

this and the Twite are the two passeres most abundantly

represented in North Uist. This species breeds in greater quanti-

ties than the Twite, and an inward instead of outward migration

may be noted during the late spring.

Emberiza citrineila, Linn. Yellow Bunting. Rare. A few

have been observed during the winter months. Its breeding has

been reported in North Uist, but this has not been confirmed.

Most likely those alluded to were Emberiza miliaria.

Emberiza schoeniclus, Linn. Reed-bunting. (B.) Common.

Breeding in small numbers.

Plectrophenax nivalis, Linn. Snow-bunting. Common. Arrives

in large numbers towards the end of October and remains as a

winter visitor until well on in April. A few pairs may be seen

during the summer on Eaval and North and South Lee. I have

also seen them on Scolpaig Hill in August. Whether they breed

in North Uist or not I do not know; so far I have neither found

nor heard of a nest among the islands.

Sturnus vulgaris, Linn. Starling. (B.) Common. Up to

about 1905 this species was none too numerous; since then it has

been steadily on the increase.
'

To-day North Uist is inhabited by

flocks of a thousand or more which nest in colonies among the

many caves and "geos" which abound along the rock-strewn coast.

An odd pair may build under the thatched roofs of the crofters'

houses and cattle byres ;
but seldom do more than two pairs

establish themselves at any one building. Albinos are not

uncommon.

Pyrrhocorax graculus, Linn. Chough. I have heard of

examples from the island of Ronay, but cannot trace these. In

North Uist, however, near Middle-quarter, my father when

excavating came across two or three bills which undoubtedly

belonged to this species but as no other portion of the bird's

structure could be found, it is difficult to say how they came to be

there.

Corvus corax, Linn. Raven. (B.) Common. Resident in small

numbers. A large number of these birds arrive about the end of

August and beginning of September ;
from then onwards they are

very plentiful. One September I remember seeing as many as

twenty-one Ravens around the carcass of a sheep. In the early

morning these birds may be observed flying at a great height follow-

ing closely the coast-line in search of wreckage and filth cast up by

the sea.

Corvus corone, Linn. Carrion Crow. Rare. Since the occur-

rences recorded in the Scottish Naturalist for October 19 14, a
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single bird has been observed by my brother in 191 7. Mr
M'Elfrish states that he has never observed this bird save on the

occasion quoted by the late Dr Harvie-Brown in the Vertebrate

Fautia of the Outer Hebrides.

Corvus cornix, Linn. Hooded Crow. (B.) A common
resident. Like the Raven, this species is reinforced by migratory
birds during the autumn. These fresh arrivals are larger and

lighter coloured birds.

Corvus frugikgus, Linn. Rook. Rare. Odd birds are seen

on passage usually during the autumn, and these mostly in the

vicinity of Lochmaddy. I have never heard of an example from

the west side of the island.

Alauda arvensis, Linn. Skylark. (B.) Common. Resident,

and increasing in numbers.

Cypselus apus, Linn. Swift. Occasional records have been

reported to me, but the only convincing evidence was in June 1907.

Three of these birds remained for two days on Vallay Island
;
since

that date none have been observed in the neighbourhood.

Upupa epops, Linn. Hoopoe. Very rare. Occurrences at

Newton and Balelone many years ago.

Cuculus cauorus, Linn. Cuckoo. (B.) Fairly common,

especially at Newton and Claddach. Eggs usually deposited in

nest of Meadow-pipit. Local inhabitants very often confuse this

species with the Kestrel.

Asio otus, Linn. Long-eared Owl. Only one occurrence and

that in January 1897. Cannot trace any fresh example.
Asio accipitrinus, Pall. Short-eared Owl. (B.) Fairly common.

Widely distributed but sadly on the decrease; very partial to grain-

fields during July and August. I was once witness of an extra-

ordinary mobbing of the Short-eared Owl. Whilst flight-shooting one

September evening I was surprised to hear a terrific shrieking and

screaming some two hundred yards away. The noise soon

increased until I was sure the owner or owners, as it afterwards

proved, were coming in my direction. The originators soon came

in view two Herons and a Short-eared Owl the former in

pursuit of the latter. They ascended in spirals high into the air,

attempting to terrorise the wretched Owl by their weird tactics.

What eventually happened I shall never know, as the Herons

kept doggedly to their ghoulish work till far beyond my
vision.

Circus cyaneus. Linn. Hen-harrier. (B.) Fairly common.

Resident, but in greatly diminishing numbers.

[Buteo /agopus, Gm. Rough -
legged Buzzard. Has been
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reported from Newton and other parts of North Uist. These

occurrences, however, lack confirmation.]

Aquila chrysaetus, Linn. Golden Eagle. Used to breed in

North Uist. Occasional reports of this bird's appearance to be

had, but none authentic during the last twenty or thirty years.

Haliatus albidlla. Linn. Sea Eagle. Formerly breeding on

Lee, where the old nesting site may still be seen. No authentic

reappearance has been reported during recent years.

Accipiter nisus. Linn. Sparrow-hawk. One was killed at

Scolpaig some twenty years ago. In 1907, during August, a single

bird was seen at Griminish Point. These two are the only examples
of which I know.

Falco candicans, Gm., Greenland Falcon; and Falco islandus,

Gm., Iceland Falcon. Neither of these two falcons has been seen

during recent years, though examples were obtained near Langass
and Newton, so I am informed, towards the close of the nineteenth

century.

Falco peregri?ius, Tun. Peregrine Falcon. (B.) Fairly

common. A decreasing resident. Sound of Harris and the Lees

form their favourite nesting sites.

Falco cesalon, Tun. Merlin. (B.) Common. Never a day

passes without seeing at least a pair of these sporting little birds.

Meadow-pipits form their staple prey, though I have frequently seen

Golden Plover and on one occasion a Mallard attacked.

Falco tinmmciilus, Linn. Kestrel. (B.) Common. Numbers

subject to decided fluctuations, though never as numerous as the

Merlin.

Phalacrocorax carbo, Linn. Cormorant. (B.) This species is

resident in small numbers, the majority breeding on the more

remote islands. Commoner during the winter months, at which

period they are seldom seen beside the sea, but more frequently

on the numerous lochs which are found throughout the island.

Phalacrocorax graculus, Linn. Shag. (B.) A more common
resident than the above. This bird is held in great esteem by the

natives, who make soup out of it if properly made it is very like

the best hare soup.

Sula bassana, Linn. Gannet. Very common. Especially

abundant owing to the fact that St Kilda is only some 38 miles

from Griminish Point. During the breeding season, however, not

a single bird is to be seen. Immature birds are washed up dead

every autumn, these mostly in first and second year plumage.
Ardea cinerea, Linn. Common Heron. (B.) Common. A

few pairs nest in the vicinity of Loch Eport but there are no

S3 2G
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heronries in the island. During the day these birds retire in small

numbers to some secluded moss or occasionally to the cliffs by the

coast. In such a locality I have often seen a dozen or more birds

together, and on one occasion I noted twenty-four.

Botaitrus stellaris, Linn. Bittern. A rare visitor. The last

example was recorded from West-ford, and is, I believe, now set

up. The bird, so Mr John Macaulay states, was in the neighbour-

hood between December and January 1914-15 This specimen was

fully a week at West-ford and became fearfully emaciated John

Macaulay attempting to revive it on Indian meal, but to no avail. A

single bird is also believed to have been seen on 2nd September 191 7.

Anser cinereus, Mey. Grey-lag Goose. (B.) Common.

Resident, but in decreasing numbers. Many also arrive on

autumn migration. In 1912 a white goose was frequently ob-

served, especially on the south side of the island but never with

the main flocks. I personally observed this bird in the company

of three others, but try as I might, I could not get within two

hundred yards of them. Quite likely this was the result of a tame

goose's egg being placed by an islander in a wild bird's nest. This

seems most probable, as tame geese and wild frequently feed together,

and wounded birds often join company with the domestic.

Anser aibifrons, Scop. White-fronted Goose. A winter visitor.

Small flocks of from fifteen to thirty birds are to be found on the

south and west sides between November and April. These always

hug the coast and are seldom seen inland.

Bernicla branta, Pal. Brent Goose. Common. An autumn

migrant in small flocks, seldom remaining for any length of time

owing to the scarcity of Zostera marina, on which it largely subsists.

During August a single bird was shot at Newton.

Bernicla leucopsis, Bech. Barnacle Goose. Common. Appear-

ing in large flights in October, and remaining in the islands until

the end of April or beginning of May. On 29th August 191 2 a

flock of twenty-seven birds settled on a spit of sand I had them

under observation until the tide moved them some two hours

later they then took their departure south. The immature birds

were clearly visible through the telescope. This goose is less wary

than the others, and may frequently be surprised whilst feeding in

small hollows among the sandhills.

(To be continued?)
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THE FOOD OF SOME WILD BIRDS

By James Ritchie.

Every honest endeavour to settle the vexed question of

the standing of particular birds in the economy of a man-
ridden world is deserving of the closest attention and

encouragement, and at no time has the necessity for such

endeavours been more apparent than in these days of

special agricultural effort. Farmers and all concerned with

the raising of crops are willing and ready to take action
;

the difficulty has always been to decide what action ought
to be taken for the ultimate benefit of the human occupants
of the land. Many efforts have been made by laborious

examination of the food of birds, as represented in their

dead bodies, to reach a basis from which a definite conclusion

as to their usefulness or harmfulness might be drawn. Most
of these tabulations have failed to gain the confidence of the

ordinary naturalist, mainly because, while claiming statistical

infallibility in results, they have neglected the first rule of

statistics, that the data shall be gathered without prejudice.

The value of the newer methods of recording the food of

birds will depend no less on the soundness of the statistical

method than on the technical skill of the worker concerned.

In recounting
" Some Recent Investigations on the Food

of certain Wild Birds" in the September number of the

Journal of the Board of Agriculture^ Dr W. E. Collinge has

added another to his many contributions on this subject.

The nine birds selected for consideration Missel-thrush,

House-sparrow, Rook, Skylark, Green Woodpecker, Sparrow-

hawk, Kestrel, Wood-pigeon and Lapwing possess very
different feeding habits, so that the detailed results of an

examination covering 3670 adult and 595 nestling birds are

unusually interesting. One important change is to be noted

in the statistical method adopted in this latest contribution.

Dr Collinge, in accordance with his views recently published
in the Scottish Naturalist, has rejected the numerical method
of estimating crop contents for a method based on relative

volumes of food-stuffs, and his faith in the new method is

only equalled by his distrust of that which stood him
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in good stead for so many years. To the outsider it seems

that each method has good qualities of its own, and that

the volumetric method, while offering an opportunity for

facile graphic representation, is for various reasons no less

infallible than its predecessor. The numerical method on

the whole emphasizes the destruction of the lesser items

insects and seeds
;
the volumetric method emphasizes the

destruction of bulky food, such as fruit, potatoes, turnips,

and the like. But the final decision of the economic value

of any particular bird must rest, not on the patent proportions

of its food, injurious or beneficial (proportions interestingly

rendered in graphic form in Dr Collinge's paper), but on a

subtle interpretation of these proportions, which endeavours

to assess in the case of each item its ultimate economic

value. So far as we can see, there is no scientific check

upon this all-important interpretation it depends upon
the idiosyncracy of the interpreter ;

and it is because the

numerical method of estimation affords a possible basis for

a definite statistical reading of economic values that we

feel this old method should not lightly be cast aside.

In the cases of the majority of the birds discussed by Dr

Collinge in the paper before us, the decision, for or against,

is easily made on the statistics he supplies, and confirms the

general opinions long held by naturalists. In face of these

statistics, which we take for granted are based on fair

samples, no one can doubt that the Lapwing, 60 per cent, of

the volume of whose food consists of injurious insects, or the

Kestrel with its 64-5 per cent, of mice and voles, or the

Green Woodpecker with its 75 per cent, of harmful insects,

or the Skylark with its 43-5 per cent, of weed seeds and

another 35-5 per cent, of injurious insects, perform outstand-

ing service to the farmer. In the areas where these statistics

hold true the landlord and farmer could not do better than

afford these species every protection in his power. But, we

imagine, the numbers are not applicable to all areas, for

the 1 per cent, of "leaves" consumed by the Skylark can

scarcely be taken as representing its depredations say in the

agricultural districts of Gloucestershire, where it does serious

damage every year to sprouting grain-crops and grass.
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At the opposite end of the scale, as performing less

service than harm to man, are the Wood-pigeon, 62 per cent,

of whose food consists of cultivated crops, and the House-

sparrow, of which the food in agricultural districts contains

75 per cent, of grain. Regarding the latter Dr Collinge

writes with no uncertainty :

"
It has become one of the worst

pests we have, and at present the attitude of all farmers must

be one of extermination." Yet

" In men whom men condemn as ill

I find so much of goodness still,"

and Dr Collinge could not have brought forward more

convincing evidence of the Sparrow's usefulness than his

diagram of its food in fruit-growing districts, where 35

per cent, of injurious insects in addition to 20 per cent, of

weed seeds, to say nothing of the 88 per cent, of injurious

insects consumed by the nestlings, definitely turn the scale

in such areas in favour of the outrageous Sparrow. The

contrast suggested by Dr Collinge's consideration of the

Sparrow in two distinct types of areas affords a strong

argument for the limitation of any one study of the food

of birds to a single area of definite agricultural or horti-

cultural facies.

Of the other birds dealt with in the paper, the Rook and

the Sparrow-hawk stand near the border-line between good

and evil. It is deplorable that the food of the latter should

consist, to the extent of 42-5 per cent., of game-birds, poultry,

and insectivorous birds, but on the other hand, injurious

insects account for 15 per cent, and Sparrows, Blackbirds,

and Wood-pigeons for 23-5 per cent. A decision in such a

case can be no easy matter, but Dr Collinge is
" of opinion

that the injuries the bird inflicts are considerably in excess

of the benefits it confers," and in consequence he advises that

all protection be withheld for the time being from the

species. The detailed computation of the food of the Rook

shows, as field evidence has always done, that the bird is

likely to be a subject of controversy ;
for it is a question

whether the 13-4 per cent, of potatoes and roots and the 35-1,-

per cent, of cereals are not more than counterbalanced by the

<
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23-9 per cent, of injurious insects. Dr Collinge's very reason-

able opinion regarding the bird is that "
any policy of exter-

mination or even general destruction would, in my opinion,

be a most short-sighted and unwise one on the part of agri-

culturists
;
at the same time reasonable repressive measures

are very desirable, for so long as Rooks are as numerous as

at present, they will continue to be a source of considerable

harm to cereal and root crops." And, of course, we would add

in fairness, they will remain, even in their present numbers,
a source of very great good to the farmer

; especially in these

days when new areas of cultivation have opened the way for

new hordes of wire-worms and "leather-jackets."

The position of the Missel- thrush appears also to be one

of some difficulty. Dr Collinge formerly considered, on the

evidence of twelve specimens, that it was more destructive

than beneficial, but further numbers have given more trust-

worthy information, and he now considers, and the point is

made very clear in his diagram of food percentages, that

"the bird must at present be regarded on the whole as

beneficial." That judgment is probably to be accepted for

the whole of Scotland, for in no area known to the writer is

the Missel-thrush "locally too common," as it appears to be

in the fruit-orchards of the south.

One important improvement in method is suggested

by a perusal of this interesting and useful paper : it is

indicated by the distinctions between the agricultural and

the fruit-garden Sparrow, the agricultural and the orchard

Missel-thrush, the Skylark of the north and that of the

southern wheat-growing regions, and it is clearly pointed

to as well by the well-known diversities in the food habits of

birds in different areas it is that the section of country

covered by any one study of the food of birds should be

limited in area, and that its limitations, if possible, should be

determined by its distinctive agricultural, horticultural, or

natural aspect. Only when the farmer in any particular

locality begins to see that the statistics of the laboratory

have some close relation to the facts which force themselves

upon his notice throughout the year, will he begin to put

faith in the conclusions drawn from necrological surveys.
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INSECTS AND OTHER TERRESTRIAL INVERTE-
BRATES FROM THE BASS ROCK.

By WlLLIAM_EVANS, F.R.S.E.

The well-known volume on The Bass Rock, published in

December 1847, whilst devoted chiefly to the civil and

ecclesiastic history of the renowned stronghold, contains

accounts of the Geology, the Botany, and the Zoology of

the Bass by Hugh Miller, Prof. J. H. Balfour, and the

Rev. Dr John Fleming respectively. Fleming's article is

devoted entirely to the Birds that breed on the Rock, the

Solan Goose or Gannet receiving the lion's share of

attention. Incidentally he alludes to the " Coulterneb
"

(Puffin) having
" here to carry on a warfare with intruding

rabbits," the " recent introduction of a colony
"
of which is

also referred to by Hugh Miller (p. 88) in connection with

the sea-beet and the Bass mallow they have, he writes,
" of late very sensibly diminished the numbers of both."

Besides the Blackbird, Pied Wagtail, Rock Pipit (I have

myself found the nests of these on the Bass), Jackdaw

(colony in the sixties), and Storm Petrel (stated to have

nested in 1904), all of which are additions to Fleming's

list, there are the passing migrants, winter and occasional

visitors to take account of. A list of these can be culled

from the writings of MacGillivray, Robert Gray, Booth, and

others, and latterly from the lighthouse records contributed

to the Reports on Scottish Ornithology. At one time or

another the following have come under my own notice on

the Rock, viz., Hooded Crow, Goldcrest, Whitethroat,
Willow Warbler, Song Thrush, Redstart, Robin, Wheatear,

Hedge-sparrow, Wren, Pied Flycatcher, Redshank, and

Turnstone
;
while, from the lighthouse, there have been sent

to me, inter alia, a Cole Tit and a Missel Thrush. In a

paper published in the Proceedings of the Royal Physical

Society (vol. xvi., 1905), I have dealt with "The Black-backs

of the Bass."
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The Vertebrates, however, are not the subject of the

present paper, the object of which is to give a list of

the Terrestrial Invertebrates I have met with on the

Bass, or have had sent to me therefrom. My visits

only occasional and of short duration at the best have

necessarily ceased since the outbreak of war in 19 14,

otherwise a longer list would probably have been available.

For examples of Moths and other insects captured at the

lighthouse lantern during the period 1907 to 1914, I was

indebted to the late J. M. Campbell, and I have now to thank

his successor in charge of the lighthouse, Mr John Muir,

for a number of flies, beetles, etc., kindly collected for me
on the Rock* this year. Apart from the interest attaching

to the locality, the records as a whole have no special

significance. For the most part the species are such as

occur commonly on the adjacent mainland, the nearest

point of which is only a mile and a quarter distant. Winged
insect visitors can thus be counted on greatly to swell the

list if only there were someone to watch for and collect

them. The thorough examination of a number of Gannets'

nests would no doubt add considerably to the list of

beetles, and yield also some mites, etc.
;
but it requires

no little courage to tackle such foul material, and I have

only once attempted it. The parasites of the birds fre-

quenting the Rock scarcely come within the scope of this

paper.
1

Among the present records attention may be drawn to

the occurrence of the ant Tetrdmorium ccespitum, and of the

moth Calamia lutosa, both apparently very rare in Scotland.

The occurrence of the fine bee Bombus lapponicus, and of

the moths Dasypolia templi, Lita obsoletella, .and Coleophora

solitariclla are also worthy of notice. The last two were

certainly at home, but the number of Lepidoptera and

other insects permanently inhabiting the island is probably
small. To Mr P. H. Grimshaw I am indebted for assistance

in the determination of the Diptera.

1 In June 1900, as recorded in my paper on "Forth" Mallophaga,

1912, I got specimens of Lipenrus {Pectinopygus) hassance, Denny, on

a Gannet from the Bass.
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INSECTA.

Lepidoptera.

Most of the occurrences in this group were at the lighthouse

lantern, and have been recorded in my paper on "
Lepidoptera and

other Insects at Scottish Lighthouses." The full list is as follows :

Vanessa urticce, L. A Tortoiseshell Butterfly was found dead
in a rock pool at the west landing-place in August 1913, four were

caught on the Rock in August 19 14, and several occurred this

year.

Herts brassiccE, L. In the beginning of August last a Large
White Butterfly was seen on the Rock by Mr Muir.

Eucheliajacobczce, L. A Cinnabar Moth was obtained in June
191 2, and three in 1913 the latter I was given to understand at

the lantern.

Arctia caja, L. A male Garden Tiger-moth was captured in

July 1907.

Calamia lutosa, Hb. The first specimen of this moth recorded

from " Forth " was taken at the lantern of the Bass Lighthouse in

1908, as recorded by me in Scot. Nat. for 1913, p. 93.

Xylophasia polyodon, L.
}
Dbl. Cat. A common visitor to the

lantern. Many occurred in August 1909, and the species has

always been present among the moths sent me in subsequent
years.

Charceas graminis, L. When on the Bass on 18th August 1909,
I saw many Antler-moths that had been taken at the lantern the

previous night.

Luperina testacea, Hb. Three captured at the lantern in

August 1 9 14.

Mamestra brassiere, L. Two taken in August 19 12.

Agrotis tritici, L. One in summer of 1908.

Agrotis obelisca, Hb. One in August 19 14.

Triphana pronuba, L. Taken at the lantern in 1907 and 1912.

Amphipyra tragopogonis, L. One, August 1914.
Anchocelis /unosa, Haw. One, September 1913.

Calynmia trapezina, L. One, September 1912.
Dianthcecia nana, Rott. One in summer of 1907.
Polia chi, L. An example of the var. olivacea was obtained in

August 1914.

Dasypolia templi, Thnb. A female of this species was captured
at the lighthouse lantern in the end of September 1911.

Plusiaiota, L. One taken in summer of 1908.

83 2 H
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Plusia gamma, L. A specimen taken in September 1909 is

my only Bass record; but doubtless the species is of frequent

occurrence.

Mela?iippe fluctuata, L. Several in August 1909, July 19 13,

and August 19 14.

Crambus tristellus, F. Several in August 1914 and 1918.

Crambus perlellus, Scop., var. One, beginning of August 1918.

Gelechia (Lita) obsoletella, Fisch. On 19th June 1901 I found

a small moth in plenty among Atriplex on the west side of the Bass

above the ruins. Specimens were submitted to the late C. G.

Barrett who named them as above (recorded in Ann. Scot. Nat. Hist.,

1905. P- !59)-

(Ecophorapseudospretelia, Sta. This and a Tinea (T.pellionella ?)

have been received from the lighthouse.

Coleophora solitariella, Zell. In June 1899 and again in 1901,

pupa cases common on stones, etc., among Silene maritima. The

moths emerged in July and were identified for me by Mr Barrett

(see Ann. Scot. Nat. Hist., 1905, p. 160).

Two Noctuid pupae given to me in August this year were

unfortunately dead.

Diptera.

Tanypus, sp. ? Among a number of Flies received from Mr
Muir in August last, there is a small female Chironomid belonging
to this genus, but owing to its imperfect condition the species is

uncertain.

Tipula oleracea, L. At the lighthouse lantern, August 1909
and other dates.

Melanophora atra, Mcq. An example of this Tachinid was

taken in July last.

Musca domestica, L. Common in the lighthouse during the

summer months.

Calliphora erythrocephala, Mg. Common about the lighthouse

buildings in August 19 13 and other dates.

Anthomyia pluvialis, L. Common. A score of specimens
were sent me last summer.

Fannia canicularis, L. A few taken along with M. domestica.

Fannia aerea, Ztt. ? Specimens of a Fannia taken this year

may be this species, but they are not in good enough condition

for reliable determination.

Scatophaga litorea, Fin. About a dozen specimens.

Piophila casei, L. One specimen, July 19 18.

Agromyza, sp. ? One ; species indeterminable owing to im-

perfect condition.
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Hymenoptera.

Tetramorii/m ccespttum, L. On 21st March 19 13 I found a

nest of this Ant under a stone on the slope below the ruins (see

Scot Nat. 1913, p. 116).

Myrmica ruginodis, Nyl. Several winged females and a number

of workers were brought to me by Mr Muir in August last.

Vespa sylvestris, Scop. A "queen" of this Wasp was obtained

in 1908, and another at lighthouse in July 1913.

Bombus lapponicus, F. On 24th June 1899 I observed a female

visiting the flowers of Silene maritima.

Bombus terrestris, L., race lucorum. One, a male, taken

in 1908.

Lissotiota, sp. ? A small female Ichneumon-fly got in July last

appears to belong to this genus.

COLEOPTERA.

Notiophilus aquaticus, L. One captured by myself in June

1901.

Harpalus (eneus, F. Not uncommon under stones. I have

specimens taken in June 1901, March 19 13, and July 191 8.

Pterostichus madidus, F. Several among the beetles collected

by Mr Muir this summer.

Amara ovata, F. A few taken in March 1913, and one in

July last.

Calathus cisteloides, Panz. Several, July and August 1918.

Calathus 7nelanocephalus, L. Fairly common in March 1913
and July 1918.

Homalota, sp. ? One specimen taken on 21st October 191 1. A
very small species with short stout antennae.

Ocypus okus, Mull. Present in some numbers in July and

August 1 91 8.

Philonthus cer/eus, Rossi Common in a Gannet's nest, 21st

August 1909. This recalls to my mind that on that occasion I

had the company of four enthusiastic young naturalists (the late

J. C. Adam was one of them '),
all of whom have taken their share

of active service in the Great War.

Othius me/anocep/ia/us, Grav. One, July 19 18.

Necrophorus ruspator, Er. One at lighthouse lantern in

autumn 1908.

Mycetcea hirta, Marsh. One, 21st October 191 1.

Otiorhynchus b/andus, Gyll. Two, 21st August 1909.
1

1 2th November. Yesterday another, Capt. S. E, Brocke, died of wounds,
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Orthoptera.

Forficula auricularia, L. The Earwig is abundant on the Bass.

On 21st August 1909 I found many in Gannets' nests.

COLLEMBOLA.

The following Springtails were found in October 191 1 :

Tomocerus minor, Lubb.
(
=

tridentiferus, Tullb.). Several.

Isotoma paZustris, Mull. A few.

MYRIAPODA.

Lithobius forficatus, L. Common under stones; October 1911,

March 19 13, and July 191S.

Lithobius crassipes, L. Koch One, March 1913.

Geophilus trimcorum, Bergs, and Mein. One taken in October

1911.

Brachydesmas superus, Latz. Two on same occasion as the last.

CRUSTACEA.

Oniscus aseZZus, L. Common, March 19 13, etc.

PorceZZio scaber, Latr. Also common, March 19 13, etc.

Orchestia iittorea, Mont. Plentiful along with the above

"slaters" under stones on the slope below the ruins, March 1913.

ARACHNIDA.

Only three species of Spiders and one " Harvestman "
have

been noted ; they are :

Drassus Zapidosus, Walck. A large female, July 1918.

Bathypha?ites concoior, Wid. Adult male and female, October

1 911; adult female and several immature examples, March

19 X 3-

Tiso vagans, Blackw. Adult male, March 1913.

Acantholophus agrestis, Meade Several, October 191 1.

A search for Mites would no doubt reveal the presence of a

considerable number of species. In some moss collected in

October 191 1 it was noticed that Oribatids (two or more species)

were common, while on another occasion several Gamasids and a

Rhincolophus were seen. The lighthouse-keepers suffer severely at

times from what I take to be the "bites" of a Harvest-mite,
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MOLLUSCA.

Hyalinia alliaria, Miller In October 191 1, and again in the

spring of 1913, I collected both the type and the variety viridula

of this small snail on the Bass. In Roebuck's " Census "
of Scottish

Land and Fresh-water Mollusca, published in 1891, "Bass Rock

(J. M'Murtrie)
"
occurs among the records given for this species.

Pyramidula rotundata, Mull. Roebuck in his " Census "
records

var. alba from the Bass Rock (J. M'Murtrie).
Helix aspersa, Mull. Common about the ruins and the site of

the old garden where I have found it on a number of occasions

ranging from May 1883 to March 191 3. In his Rapacious

Birds, published in 1836, p. 171, MacGillivray mentions that the

ruins on the Bass harbour great numbers of this large snail.

Helix nemoralis, L. A normally banded one found in August

1909 is the only example I have met with on the Bass.

Pupa cylindracea, Da Costa Common under stones on the

slope below the old fortifications, October 1911, and March 19 13.

Clausilia bidentata, Strom. Fully a dozen specimens were

found in the same situation as the last in March 1913.

OLIGOCH^TA.

The only Earth-worms identified belong to the two following

species :

Lumbricus rubellus, Hoffm. Several in the old garden above the

chapel ruins, March 19 13.

Bimastus eiseni, Lev. One along with the preceding (see Scot.

Nat., 1913, p. 237).

RHIZOPODA.

In October 191 1 I collected some moss on the Bass and sent it

to Mr J. M. Brown, B.Sc, Sheffield, for examination for Rhizopods.
As recorded in one of his papers on Scottish Rhizopoda (Scot. Nat.,

191 2, p. 108), he found the following thirteen species in the material,

namely : -Amoeba verrucosa, Corycia radiata, Arcella arenaria,

Difflugia globulus, D. constricta, Nebela lageniformis, Euglypha

compressa, Assulina ?nuscorum, Sphenoderia dentata, Tritiema

enchelys, T. li/ieare, Corythion dulnum, and C. pulchellum. In that

paper Corycia radiata was described for the first time.
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Pied Variety of the Shrew. While pulling flax at

Auchendcwnie, about a mile north of Largo, Fife, on 26th August

19 rS, I caught a pied Shrew (Sorex araneus) among the crop.

The ground colour was a good deal lighter than in a normal

specimen, and it was patched with white, especially on the hind

quarters. As pied varieties of the Shrew do not appear to be

very common, this seems worth a record. M. J. Marr, Largo.

Gadwall (A. strepera) Nesting in Fife. I have to record

the nesting of this species in my district of East Fife. Though I

have reason to believe that the bird has bred for some years in

Scotland, this is the first nest which personally I have come
across.

The nest was shown to me on 25th May by the finder, who had

chanced upon it about half an hour previously. It was placed
beneath a small tuft of dried bracken, on dry ground, but within a

short distance of a small loch, and contained ten eggs. I am not

a collector, but the bird which rose from the nest puzzled me, and

I accordingly took two eggs for identification, and a little of the

down with which the nest was lineJ. The eggs proved to be

slightly incubated, were a yellowish cream in colour without any

tinge of green, and measured as nearly as possible 56 x 41 mm. A
month later I was again on this ground, and had the pleasure of

seeing the old duck and her eight ducklings swimming out on the

loch.

Still I failed to make her out with certainty; and it was not

till the 4th of August, when among a mixed bag of ducks I found

we had killed two young Gadwalls, that I became convinced the

nest had been that of a bird of this species. Later in the day a

duck which I shot flying high overhead proved to be the old

female
;

I think had I recognised her in time she would have been

allowed to escape.

By the kindness of Mr Heatley Noble, who has made the down
of ducks a special study, I was permitted to send him an egg and
some down for identification

;
and Mr Noble now writes me that

he has no hesitation whatever in pronouncing the egg, down, and

body feathers to be those of the Gadwall, and the matter may
therefore be regarded as established beyond question. William

Berry, M.B.O.U., Tayfield, Newport-Fife.

Black Tern near Glasgow. -On 18th inst. I shot a Black

Tern (Hydrochelidori nigra) here. It was not in company with any
other birds, and Mr Chas. Kirk informs me that it is a male bird

of this year. James Bartholomew, Torrance.
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Bird Notes from the Montrose District. On Wednesday,

1 6th October 191S, a Leachs Fork-tailed Petrel was found on the

Brae of Dun, about 5 miles west of here. It was brought into the

local museum and was in good condition, and had apparently not

been long dead.

On nth October we had a pretty large migration of Golden

Crested Wrens the bushes and trees in my garden were practically

alive with them during the whole day but since that date I have

neither seen nor heard any others.

Up to the present no geese have arrived, but undoubtedly since

this was made an aviation centre they have not been in anything

like the numbers that they were before the war. R. W. Thomas

Ewart, M.B., Montrose.

Curlew-Sandpiper in Kirkcudbrightshire. On 19th

September 1 918 two Curlew-Sandpipers were shot near Carsethorn

(Kirkcudbrightshire) by Mr Robert M'Call, who in his long

experience had never met with the species before. One of the

birds was sent to Tullie House Museum, Carlisle. The Curlew-

Sandpiper is a scarce visitor to the Solway on the autumn

migration. Hugh Gladstone, Thornhill, Dumfriesshire.

Caithness Slugs. Under the direct inspiration of my friend

Miss Jane Gowan, Miss K. Duffus, then at Canisbay near Wick,

three miles from John o' Groats, sent me a welcome consignment

of Sluss gathered there on 22nd August 191S. It included a half-

"Town example of the dark northern form (var. alpcstris) of Umax
arborurn, and a small, one-eighth grown specimen of the type ;

numerous small AgrioHmax agrestis, both type and var. reticuta

a small AHoa suhfuscus var. /;.. a ; and a couple of young A.

drcumscriptus. The two latter species are new authentications for

Caithness, and the last-named completes the Census for the species

for Scotland. I hope my friends who are in a position to help me

with Scottish molluscs, especially from out-of-the-way localities,

will further assist in the working out. W. Denison Roebuck, 259

Hyde Park Road, Leeds.

Faceted Hairworm. Parachordodes violaceus (Baird). in

Ayrshire. In July of this year a male specimen of this Hairworm,

found in a pool on the Bigholm Hill, Beith, Ayrshire, was brought

to me for identification. The only specimen from the Clyde area,

recorded in Dr James Ritchie's monograph of Scottish Hairworms,

was found in Lanarkshire. John Ritchie, jun., Beith.
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Dragon-flies in Ayrshire. During the past summer my son

and I were on the watch for Dragon-flies in the neighbourhood
of Saltcoats, where we were spending July and August. In a

corner of the golf course we found two specimens ( 6* ? ) of

Efiallagma cyathigerum. A little later we found Ischnna elegans,

an abundant species in all the marshy ground between Saltcoats and

Stevenston. T. Thornton Mackeith, Kilmacolm, Renfrewshire

Painted Lady Butterfly and Poplar Hawk Moth in

Banffshire. Perhaps Banffshire records of the Painted Lady and

Poplar Hawk Moth may be of interest. I saw a Painted Lady here

on 17th June 1918 on the Crannoch moor, evidently a specimen
which had hibernated. On 22nd June a female Poplar Hawk
Moth was caught in the garden, and during the next few days laid

a number of eggs. These began to hatch out on 1 ith July, and by

3rd September the surviving caterpillars, eight or nine, had pupated.

The caterpillars varied in colour, some being of a bluish green and

others of a yellower shade. J. Gowan, Cullen.

BOOK NOTICE.

Field Book of Insects. By Frank E. Lutz, Ph.D. New York

and London: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1918. 509 pages. Price

12s. 6d.

As the sub-title of this book indicates, the author, who has had a

long experience as Museum Curator, aims at answering some common

questions, and endeavours to give in a popular yet accurate manner just

the kind of information required by the layman who is interested in the

insects he comes across from day to day. In this handy volume, which

is remarkable for the wealth of its illustrations, we find an enormous

subject dealt with in an admirably concise yet lucid and entertaining

manner, and while congratulating the author on the success of his

achievement we cannot but wish that some equally gifted entomologist
and equally enterprising publisher would produce a work on similar

lines for the use of the British public. At the same time we would

remark that the book may be used with considerable advantage even

in this country, for although the species described and figured are

natives of the United States yet most of the groups to which they belong
are represented by similar forms in these islands. The figures, of

which there are about 800, are excellent, and are arranged on just

over 100 full-page plates, 24 of which are coloured. We can heartily

recommend this volume, which slips into the pocket, is of moderate

cost, and furnishes a thoroughly useful and reliable introduction to the

study of field entomology. P. H. G.
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THE DISTRIBUTION OF WOODLICE IN
SCOTLAND.

By Walter E. Collinge, D.Sc, F.L.S., Carnegie Fellow, 1916-19,

and Research Fellow of the University of St Andrews.

The purpose of the present, necessarily imperfect, record is

two-fold : firstly, it is intended to show only those species
that have actually passed through the writer's hands. Other

records exist, and, with the exception of the very early ones,

they are probably equally reliable, but it is necessary if

the uniformity of value is to be preserved, to admit only
such records as have been authenticated personally ; secondly,
it is desirable that workers should know the extent of the

numerous gaps that require filling up.

I am indebted to a large number of correspondents for

material, too numerous to be mentioned individually, but

I must place on record my thanks to Miss H. B. Barclay,

Miss M. Ellison, William Evans, Miss J. Gowan, Miss

JE. J. Jardine, Col. H. H. Johnston, the Rev. David Lillie,

L. P. W. Renouf, Magnus Spence, Miss G. H. Wauchope,
and Dr H. Chas. Williamson.

Further specimens from any part of Scotland will be

cordially welcomed and gratefully acknowledged. All

communications should be accompanied by a label giving
the name and address of the sender, the locality where

collected, and the date.

84 2 I
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1. Roxburgh .

2. Berwick

3. Haddington

4. Edinburgh

5. Linlithgow

6. Fife, Kinross, an

Clackmannan .

7. Stirling

8. Dumbarton

9. Perth

10. Forfar

11. Kincardine

12. Aberdeen .

13. Banff

14. Elgin and Nairn

15. Inverness .

16. Argyle

17. Ross and Ciomarty

18. Sutherland

19. Caithness .

20. Outer Hebrides

21. Inner Hebrides .

22. Orkneys .

23. Shetlands .

a
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A perusal of the Census here given shows that Scottish

workers have a considerable amount of work to do before

we possess a full knowledge of the distribution of the

Woodlice.

So far twenty-two species have been recorded out of a

possible thirty, but apart from the counties of Haddington,

Edinburgh, Fife, Dumbarton, Inverness, and Argyle, the

number of species recorded is exceedingly small, including,

with one or two exceptions, only the very commonest ones.

Such species as Trichoniscus pusillus (from eight counties),

T. pygmceus (from one), Hapl. mengii (from three), H.

danicns (from two), PJiiloscia muscorum (from five), Cylisticus

convexus (from four), Porcellio dilatatus (from two), P. Icevis

(from one), Porcellionid.es pminosus (from five), Platyarthrus

lioffmannseggii (from three), Armadillidium vulgare (from

five), and A. nasatum (from one), may be expected to occur

in practically every county.

A single record for each of these species means an

addition of 237 localities, but at least five or six are desirable

for each county. Before we can consider the distribution

worked out to the same degree as has been done by English

and Irish naturalists for their respective countries, upwards
of 2500 records must be made.

It will thus be seen that there is a wide and interesting

field awaiting investigation, and with the cessation of the

present European hostilities, I look forward with some

confidence to Scottish naturalists to assist in filling up the

gaps in our knowledge of the distribution of these interesting

animals.

An October Swift at Glasgow. This autumn some half-

dozen Swifts on 24th August were the last of the main body
noticed at Muirend, where a straggler was again observed on

9th and 10th and two on nth September. Walking through

Newlands, in the same neighbourhood, on the afternoon of

13th October, one of my boys drew my attention to a Swift, which

was wheeling about overhead as if it had mistaken the season by
a couple of months. I am not aware of any previous record of the

occurrence of the Swift in "Clyde" in October. John Robertson.
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The Snowy Owl in Elgin. After reading the report of

the birds, uncommon and otherwise, that have visited us in

191 7, I am tempted to record although a little belated in

the Scottish Naturalist the occurrence of the Snowy Owl {Nyctea

scandiaca) as being sufficiently rare to be worth noting. On
1 8th June a very fine specimen was got a little distance inland

from the lighthouse in Covesea rocks west of Lossiemouth. Three

days after it was got it weighed 4 lb. 8i oz. Length of bird

26 in., spread of wings 50 in. This bird was in grand condition,

plump and fat. However long or short its stay had been, it was

just in the spot for an abundant supply of young rabbits, to which

no doubt it helped itself freely.

I may add that it has been beautifully set up and is a magnificent

specimen, and a great acquisition to the already extensive collection

of birds in the Elgin museum. Wm. Ogg, Duffus, Elgin.

Snowy Owl, etc., in Aberdeenshire. When shooting near

Port Errol, on 7 th September 19 18, I saw a very large white owl

which I believe could only be the Snowy Owl. It passed within a

few yards. This owl has been observed formerly near there, and

was recorded many years ago. I also noted a pair of Richardson's

Skuas, and a great number of Whimbrel compared with 191 7.

While shooting Rock-dove, from a boat near Whinnyfold,
Cruden Bay, on the same day, a Peregrine Falcon swooped down
to enter the pigeons' cave, passing within twenty yards of the boat.

Ernest Gordon Paterson, Cliff House, Cults.

Woodcock carrying its Young. Often as I have read

discussions about Woodcock carrying their young, yet never having
observed the act myself, I had preserved an open mind upon the

point until 3rd August 1915. That morning in Houxty Wood,
within 100 yards of my house, I sprang a Woodcock close by, and

as it flew or rather flapped heavily across my front I observed

that it was carrying a young one beneath its body. The short beak

of the youngster, directed downwards at an angle of 45, with its

legs dangling below it, were clearly visible beneath the centre of

the parent bird. Nearly three months earlier (on 7th May), at

almost the identical spot, I had found young Woodcocks already
able to fly ;

which tends to show that many Woodcock breed twice

a fact I only mention incidentally, since I have amply satisfied

myself of its correctness on several other occasions. The first eggs
are often laid by mid-March ; the second about the middle of June.

The above circumstance I recorded at the time in our local

zoological journal, the Vascitlum. Abel Chapman, Houxty, Wark,

Northumberland.
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THE MOLLUSCAN FAUNA OF THE OUTER
HEBRIDES.

By Wm. Denison Roebuck, M.Sc, F.L.S.

The circumstance that Mr F. Montague Dyke, B.Sc. Lond.,
of Lower Bebington, Cheshire, spent the months of June,

July, August, and September of this year on the Island of

Lewis and made such collections of land and freshwater

mollusca as his engagements permitted, renders it opportune
to bring to a focus such information as we possess concerning
the molluscan fauna of vice-county no Hebrides and to

embody various hitherto unpublished records from various

parts of the archipelago. It is by no means a well-worked

area, as an inspection of this paper will show, and it would

be of great interest to stimulate its further investigation.

The group of irregularly-outlined deeply-indented islands

known as the Outer Hebrides stretches for about 150 miles

in an approximately straight direction from the Butt of

Lewis in the north-east to Barra Head in the south-west,

with such outliers as the Shiant Islands to the east, Flannan

and Monach Islands to the west, and the interesting St Kilda

group some forty miles west of North Uist.

Physically, they are from a conchological point of view

barren, treeless, mostly uncultivated tracts of land. Mr
Dyke's observations are that the Lewis is one huge peat-

bog, and that, with the exception of Unto margaritifer, all his

specimens were taken within a mile or so from the shore,

which the crofters have cultivated for generations. Practically

the whole of the crofting villages are by the coast-line. The
crofters clear the peat-bog in preparing their fuel, and then

turn over the underlying soil, manuring it well with "tangle-
weed" from the shore, and grow their potatoes there. In

other parts grass springs up on the cleared land and this

becomes the village grazing-ground. Often a very luxuriant

growth of grass, clover, etc., is to be found on these grounds.
Here it was, near such spots, that he found practically every

capture he" made, and, having witnessed the crossing of
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sheep, etc., to and from the mainland, one could not but

wonder how far cattle had been responsible for the existing

fauna.

Mr Dyke remarks that geographically the Lewis is

divided into two parts by the road from Callernish to Luir-

bost
;
to the south are the hilly districts of Park and Uig,

and to the north the flat parishes of Barvas and Stornoway.

Except for the plantations round the Castle at Stornoway,
the island is practically a treeless waste, a circumstance

which does not tend to produce conchological paradises. So

also with the general absence of lime in the soils, which

tends to thinness of texture in the shells.

The investigation of the mollusca of this vice-county
has been in very few hands.

The earliest record I have confining attention exclu-

sively to
"
authenticated

"
specimens is that of Helicella

itala in Harris, seen in 1884 in the Alder Collection at

Newcastle.

My old friends the Somervilles of Glasgow investigated
in the years 1886 to 1888. A. Somerville worked the Lewis

in 1886, South Uist and Barra in 1887-88, and his brother,

the Rev. J. E. Somerville, Barra in 1886-87, the Lewis,

Benbecula, and South Uist in 1886. Their specimens are

now in the possession of their nephew, the Rev. G. A.

Frank Knight, along with those of his own collecting.

I have one record by David Robertson, specimens in the

Kelvingrove Museum at Glasgow, and in 1894 Thomas Scott

collected some species of freshwater shells on North Uist and

Barra.

In 1904 Dr W. Eagle Clarke sent me Avion ater from

the Flannan Islands, an interesting outlier of the main

archipelago.

In 1905 Mr James Waterston visited North Uist and the

interesting St Kilda group, publishing a paper on his results

the following year.

Lastly, in the present year (191 8) Mr F. Montague Dyke
collected the Lewis shells which were the incentive to the

writing of this paper, and it is a pleasure to add that the

material upon which, so far as concerns Lewis, this paper is
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based, is being presented by him for division between the

Royal Scottish Museum at Edinburgh and the Voucher-

collection of the Conchological Society of Great Britain and

Ireland, which is at present located at the Manchester

Museum.

My list is as follows, all specimens having been

authenticated by the Referees of the Conchological

Society :

Limax arborum.

Lewis. Callernish, 4th July 191 8, two typical adults, in

moss, grass, stones (F. Montague Dyke) ; Linshader, 20th July

191 8, two adults, type (id.).

St Kilda. At back of Connacher and at mouth of Avon

Mhor, Hirta Island, var. nigra, July 1905 (J. Waterston).

Agviolimax agrestis.

Lewis. Stornoway, one, type, 10th August 1886 (A.

Somerville) ;
Creed Bridge near Stornoway, three, 24th June

191 8 (F. Montague Dyke); Callernish, in moss, grass, stones,

4th July 1918, one adult, three juv. (id.) ; Linshader, 20th

July 1918, several under mossy stones, grass, etc. (id.).

Avion ater.

Lewis. Callernish, in moss, grass, stones, 4th July 19 18,

one half-grown var. nigvescens (F. Montague Dyke) ; Cam is

near Uig, 30th September 19 18, one very fine adult var.

castanea, under log in damp ground, dark brown (id.).

Barra. Castlebay, 7th July 1887, type and var. casta?iea,

plentiful on the lower grassy slopes of the hills (J. E.

Somerville).

Flannan Islands. September 1904, type, slightly brownish

beneath (W. Eagle Clarke).

Avion subfuscus.

Lewis. Callernish, in moss, grass, stones, 4th July 1918,

one nearly adult xax.fuliginea (F. Montague Dyke) ; Linshader,

one, small, under mossy stones, 20th July 1918 (id.).

Avion civcumscviptus.

Lewis. Stornoway (Charles Ashford, 22nd September

1886); churchyard of Eye near Stornoway, September 18S6

(A. Somerville).

A vion intevmedius .

Lewis. Stornoway, one, 10th August 1886 (A. Somerville) ;

84 2K
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Callernish, in moss, grass, stones, 4th July 1918, a few, also

one var. grisea (F. Montague Dyke) ; Linshader, under

mossy stones, grass, etc., 20th July 19 18, one, type (id.).

St Kilda. July 1905 (J. Waterston).

Vitrina pellucida.

Lewis. Callernish, a few, 2nd September 1886, on gneiss

and peat (J. E. Somerville) ; Shader, one, under stones, 9th

September 1918 (F. Montague Dyke); Port Arnol, 7th

September 1918, a few under stones near beach (id.); Barvas,

sandhills, 6th September 1918, a few (id.); Creed Bridge

near Stornoway, 24th June 1918, several (id.) ; Mealabost,

sand-dunes, 26th June 1918, several, small (id.).

North Uist. Balelone, July 1905 (J. Waterston).

South Uist. Loch Boisdale, 17th September 1886, a few,

on gneiss and peat (J. E. Somerville).

Barra. Loch Mhor, Castlebay, a few (G. A. Frank Knight,

November 1916).

St Kilda. Hirta Island, July 1905, immature specimens

only (J. Waterston).

Hyalinia htcida.

Barra. Barra, one (G. A. Frank Knight, November 1916).

Hyalinia cellaria.

Lewis Eye near Stornoway, September 1886, very
numerous in the churchyard (A. Somerville) : Callernish, a

few, 2nd September 1886, gneiss and peat (J. E. Somerville);

Linshader, a few, 20th July 191 8 (F. Montague Dyke).
South Uist. Loch Boisdale, on gneiss and peat, a few

(J. E. Somerville).

Barra. Barra Island, on gneiss and peat, 15th September

1886, several (J.
E. Somerville); Barra Island, abundant in one

place, under stones by roadside (Alex. Somerville, 28th July

1888); Barra, numerous, adult (G. A. Frank Knight,
November 1916); Borve Bay, one, small (id.).

St Kilda. Hirta Island, adults under stones, at prehistoric

dwelling called "The Fairies' House," May 1905 (J.

Waterston); amongst material sent to Dr Joy, three, small

(Edward Peake, 8th September 191 7).

Hyalinia alliaria.

Lewis. Callernish, a few, 2nd September 1886, gneiss and

peat (J. E. Somerville); Uig, one, dead (G. A. Frank Knight,
November 1916): Shader, several, 9th September 1918
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(F. Montague Dyke); Port Arnol, 7th September 1918,

three (id.).

North Uist. Balelone, July 1905, common (J. Waterston);

Balishare, one, dead (Rev. G. A. Frank Knight, November

1916).

South Uist. Loch Boisdale, 17th September 1886, a few

on gneiss and peat (J. E. Somerville).

Barra. Borve Bay and Loch Mhor, one (G. A. Frank

Knight, November 19 16).

St Kilda. The commonest land shell on the St Kilda

group, found wherever looked for, July 1905; var. viridula

scarcely less common, especially at Bernahaig, Hirta Island

(J. Waterston).

Hyalinia nitidula.

St Kilda. -Hirta Island, July 1905 (J. Waterston).

Hyalinia radiatula.

Lewis. Callernish, a few in moss under stones, nth July

19 18 (F. Montague Dyke).
St Kilda. Connacher, July 1905 (J. "Waterston).

Hyalinia crystallina.

St Kilda. Hirta Island, July 1905 (J. Waterston).

Zonitoides nitidus.

Lewis. Creed Bridge near Stornoway, several, 24th June
1 9 18 (F. Montague Dyke).

Pyramidula rotundata.

Lewis. Port Arnol, 7th September 1918, fairly common
under stones (F. Montague Dyke).

Barra. Loch Mhor, Castlebay, a few (G. A. Frank Knight,

November 1916).

St Kilda. Hirta Island, July 1905, common (J. Waterston).

Punctum pygmceum .

North Uist. Balelone, July 1905 (J. Waterston).

Helix aspersa.

Lewis. Butt of Lewis, October 1915, one (R. Clyne per

W. Evans).
Barra. September 1886 (J. E. Somerville); Barra Island,

7th July 1887, plentiful (A. Somerville); Barra, on high rocks,

sandy sea-coast, July 1888 (id.); Borve Bay, one, very young

(G. A. Frank Knight, November 19 16); Barra Island, 1888,

numerous fine and beautifully marked adults {id.).
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Helix hortensis.

Lewis. Eye near Stornoway, old churchyard, September

1886, one juv. var. lutea 12345 (A. Somerville); Trilleachan

beach near Carloway, 16th September 1918, two adult var.

lutea 12345, on grassy sand-slope (F. Montague Dyke).

North Uist. -Balishare, one very dead, thick shell, var.

lutea 12345 (Rev. G. A. Frank Knight).

Benbecula. Benbecula, var. lutea 12345, one, small,

bleached and dead (G. A. Frank Knight, November 1916).

South Uist. (A. Somerville, 1887); shore of South Uist,

var. lutea 12345, one, dead and bleached (G. A. Frank

Knight, November 1916).

Barra. Sandy coast, July 1888 (A. Somerville); Barra

{id., 1887); Borve Bay, two adult var. lutea 12345, two

adult of same formula but with bands very pale, one adult of

same becoming 123(45) at mouth, one adult of same with

the two upper bands very close to each other and becoming

(12)3(45) at mouth, and one young var. lutea 1(23)45

(G. A. Frank Knight, November 19 16).

Hygromia granulata.

Barra. Barra, two (G. A. Frank Knight, November 1916).

Helicella caperata.

The record of this species for Barra and South Uist

published in the Journal of Conchology for October 1888,

vol. v. p. 371, is an error; the species was Helix aspersa,

the Secretary of the Conchological Society having referred to

the original minutes for me.

Helicella itala.

Lewis. Churchyard of old church of Eye near Stornoway,

10th September 1886 (A. Somerville); Mealabost Bay,

numerous, D. Robertson (Kelvingrove Museum, Glasgow,

May 1913); Stornoway, numerous, with a few var. leucozo/ia

and one var. monozona (G. A. Frank Knight, November 19 16);

Butt of Lewis, abundant, including numerous examples of

var. leucozona (id.), monst. subscalare, Butt of Lewis (G. A.

Frank Knight, November 1916); Butt of Lewis, October

1915 (R. Clyne per W. Evans); Suainabol, numerous on

grassy slopes, sandhills near the sea, 16th September 1918

(F. Montague Dyke) ; near Carloway, numerous on grassy

sandy slopes, nth September 1918 (id.) ;
Aird Dhail, 17th

September T918, numerous on grassy slopes by the sea, with
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several each of var. minor and var. leucozona (id.) ;
Trilleachan

beach near Carloway, numerous, including a few each of var.

leucozona and var. hyalozona, 8th September 1918 (id.); Butt

of Lewis, monst. subscalare (Rev. G. A. Frank Knight).
Mr Dyke remarks that the species occurs abundantly in these

isolated stations on the western coast, always on the short

grass on sandy slopes, but at the least suggestion of peaty

deposits all traces of this snail disappear; the grounds on

which they appear are used extensively for sheep-grazing.
Harris. Isle of Harris (Alder Collection, November 1884) ;

Isle of Harris, J. Stark, var. leucozona, pale (id.).

North Uist. Balelone, July 1905, var. aff. leucozona (J.

Waterston) ; Balishare, several, dead (G. A. Frank Knight,
November 19 16).

Benbecula. Benbecula, a few, dead (G. A. Frank Knight,
November 19 16).

South Uist. South Uist, September 1886, dead shells (J. E.

Somerviile) ; Dalabrog, abundant, adult and young (G. A.

Frank Knight, November 191 6).

Barra. On gneiss, September 1886 (J. E. Somerviile);

Barra, on gneiss, September 1886, var. instabilis (id.) ; Borve

Bay and Loch Mhor, numerous, including a few var. leucozona

(G. A. Frank Knight, November 19 16) ; Barra, one, var.

leucozona, sent labelled "v. maritima" (id.); Vatersay, numerous,
adult and young, dead and beach-worn, also one small and

immature var. instabilis + leucozona, with much-risen spire,

otherwise leucozona in markings (id.).

Helicella acuta.

Lewis. Churchyard of old church of Eye near Stornoway,

9th September 1886, one (A. Somerviile); Butt of Lewis,

October 191 5 (R. Clyne per W. Evans); Carnis near Uig,

two in nettles on cliffs, 31st July 19 18 (F. Montague Dyke);
Trilleachan beach near Carloway, nth September 1918,

numerous, including vars. bizona, strigata, and unizonata (id.).

North Uist. Griminish Point, Balelone, type with vars.

coalita, articulata, and strigata, July 1905 (J. Waterston).

Benbecula. Benbecula Island, gneiss and sand, a few

(J. E. Somerviile, October 1886) ;
Benbecula Island, 13th

September 1886, var. bizona, one (id.).

South Uist. South Uist, September 1886, one, dead

(J. E. Somerviile) ; Dalabrog, numerous, including many of a

rufous tint (G. A. Frank Knight, November 1916).

LI
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Barra. Sandy slopes by the sea, west side of island, 7th

July 1S87, var. articitlata (A. Somerville) ; Barra, numerous

(G. A. Frank Knight, November 1916); Borve Bay, one, very

young (id.).

Vallonia pulchella.

North Uist. Griminish Point, July 1905 (J. Waterston).

Vallonia excentrica.

Lewis. Mealabost, fairly common among grasses in sand-

pockets on sandhills, 26th June 1918 (F. Montague Dyke).

Pupa cylindracea.

Lewis. Churchyard of Eye near Stornoway, 9th September

1886, one (A. Somerville); Shader, var. edentula, numerous,

9th September 1918 (F. Montague Dyke); Callernish stones,

in moss, etc., nth July 1918, several (id.); Port Arnol,

7th September 1918, numerous (id.); Barvas, 6th September
1 918, numerous under stones of old wall (id.). Mr Dyke
remarks that the variation in size and form is not due to

habitat at all, for he found the varieties indiscriminately

together.

North Uist. Balelone, July 1905, vars. edentula and minor

(J. Waterston).

Benbecula. Benbecula Island, 13th September 1886, a

few, on gneiss and sand (J. E. Somerville).

South Uist. Loch Boisdale, on gneiss and peat, 1 7th

September 1886, a few (J. E. Somerville).

Barra. Abundant in one place by roadside, under stones,

July 1888 (A. Somerville) ; Castlebay, 7th July 1887 (id.).

St-Kilda. Hirta Island, var. edentula generally distributed,

singly and in small colonies, Ruaval, the three Hills, and

down the cliffs in suitable places, July 1905 (J. Waterston).

Pupa anglica.

St Kilda. On talus of Connacher and of Mulloch Mhor,

Hirta Island, July 1905 (J. Waterston).

Sp/tvradium edentulum.

St Kilda. Mulloch Mhor, southern slope, adult and

immature examples under loose stones (James Waterston).

Vertigo substriata.

St Kilda. Island of Hirta, July 1905, a small colony

under stones (J. Waterston).

Balea perversa.
St Kilda. Hirta Island, July 1905, one (J. Waterston).
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Clausilia bidentata.

North Uist. Balelone, July 1905, immature (J. Waterston).
South Uist. (A. Somerville, 1st August 1888.)
Barra. (A. Somerville, 1st August 1888.) The last two

records are not quite certain, the note being merely for "the
Island of Barra and South Uist."

Zua lubrica.

Lewis. Callernish stones, nth July 1918, in moss, etc.,

two (F. Montague Dyke). Mr Dyke also found a few under
stones by Suainabol River, 17th September 19 18, which we
have not seen.

North Uist. Balelone, July 1905, var. lubricoides (J.

Waterston).
South Uist. Loch Boisdale, on gneiss and peat, 17th

September 1886, a few (J. E. Somerville).
Barra.- Barra, two (G. A. Frank Knight, November 191 6).

St Kilda. Hirta Island, with Vertigo substriata ; one dead

specimen found near village bay by R. Godfrey (J. Waterston) ;

var. lubricoides, Hirta Island, with type and Vertigo substriata

(id.).

Carychium minimum.

Lewis. Carnis near Uig, 31st July 19 18, three under log
in damp ground (F. Montague Dyke).

Succinea putris.

North Uist. Balelone, July 1905 (J. Waterston).
Barra. Loch Mhor, one (G. A. Frank Knight, November

1916); Borve Bay, a few (id.); Barra, one, sent labelled
" Succinea elegans v. ochracea" (id.).

Limncea peregra.
Lewis. Near Grimersta, 3rd July 19 18, var. aff. boissyo,

several (F. Montague Dyke). Mr Dyke also found this

species, small, and thin in texture, on stones in a slow-running
stream near Linshader, 20th July 1918; the water, by exposure
to the sun, is often quite warm.

North Uist. Balelone, small, var. ovata, July 1905 (J.

Waterston); stream running out of Loch Fada, 24th May
1894, one or two (Thomas Scott).

South Uist. Loch Boisdale (J. E. Somerville, October

1886); lochs, South Uist, July 1888, abundant (Alex.

Somerville).

Barra. Sinclair Loch, 10th May 1894, var. ovata, three

(Thomas Scott); Barra, several (G. A. Frank Knight,
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November 1916); Loch Mhor, small, numerous, labelled

"a usual lake form, dwarfed" (*V.) ;
Borve Bay, one, small

type {id.).

St Kilda. Hirta Island, small variety, July 1905 (J.

Waterston).

Limncea truncatula.

Lewis. Near Grimersta, on grass, 3rd July 1918, two,

small (F. Montague Dyke); Port .Arnol, 7th September 1918,

several (id.).

North Uist. Balelone, small, July 1905 (J. Waterston).
Barra. Sinclair Loch, roth May 1894, one, small (Thomas

Scott).

Planorbis glaber.

Barra. Sinclair Loch, 10th May 1S94, one (Thomas

Scott).

Planorbis crista.

Barra. Sinclair Loch, 10th May 1S94, one each, type
and var. cristata (Thomas Scott).

A ncylus fluviatilis .

Lewis. Near Grimersta, in fast-flowing burn, 3rd July

1918, several, with a few var. vitracea (F. Montague Dyke).
Mr Dyke tells me he also found it on stones in fast-running

burns near Linshader, 20th July 1918.

North Uist. Stream running out of Loch Fada, 24th

May 1894, numerous (Thomas Scott).

Unio margaritifer.

Lewis. Lindale River, Loch Roag, fairly common, but

small (F. Montague Dyke, October 19 18).

Mr Dyke tells me that in conversation with keepers he was

informed that this was by no means the only river in Lewis

where these mussels occur. One intelligent man told him

that they are never found in salmon rivers. He found no

pearls in the dozen or so specimens he collected. Speaking
of pearls, he added that nearly every specimen of Mytilus
cditlis taken in Loch Roag (near Grimersta) contained at least

one pearl, one as many as a dozen ! Of these, half a dozen

were about 3 mm. in diameter.

Pisidium fontinale.

Barra. Sinclair Loch, 10th May 1894 (Thomas Scott).

Pisidium casertanum.

Lewis. In muddy ditch, Linshader, 20th July 1918, with

P. personahun, numerous (F. Montague Dyke).
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Pisidium personation.

Lewis. In muddy ditch, Linshader, with P. casertanum,

numerous, 20th July 1918 (F. Montague Dyke).

Pisidium pusillum.

North Uist. Stream running out of Loch Fada, 24th May
1894, numerous (Thomas Scott); Balelone, July 1905

(J. Waterston).
Barra. Sinclair Loch, 10th May 1894, numerous

(Thomas Scott).

Pisidium obtusale.

Barra. Very abundant in marshy ground at the foot of

Avon Mhor, June-July 1905 "referable to this species though
not strictly characteristic

"
(J. Waterston).

It will thus be seen that the list of Hebridean land and
freshwater mollusca numbers 43 species, to which it ought to

be possible to add others by careful research. Analysing
the list, it will be seen that 26 are recorded for the Lewis,
1 for Harris, 15 for North Uist, 4 for Benbecula, 10 for

South Uist, 22 for Barra, 16 for the St Kilda group, and 1

for the Flannan Islands.

That the details require working out in the various

island groups themselves is sufficiently manifest by the

fact that no less than 23 species are on record for one

group only, viz. : Agriolimax agrestis, Avion subfnscus,

A. ciraimscriptus, Zonitoides nitidus, Vallonia excentrica

Carychiutn minimum, Unio margaritifer, Pisidium casertanum

and P. personatum for the Lewis only; Punctum pygmeeum
and Vallonia pulcliella for North Uist only; Hyalinia lucida,

Hygromia granulata, Planorbis glaber, PI. crista, Pisidium

fontinale, and P. obtusale for Barra only ;
and Hyalinia

nitidula, Hyalinia crystallina, Pupa anglica, Sphyradium
edentulum, Vertigo substriata, and Balea perversa for the St

Kilda group only. The slugs particularly have been very

imperfectly worked, as reference to the ubiquitous Agriolimax

agrestis will show.

Published literature is very scanty, and it may be a

convenience to workers if I recapitulate such imperfect notes

as I happen to possess.

84 2 L
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The most important paper is the one in which Messrs Jas.

Waterston and J. W. Taylor embodied the former's work of

June and July 1905 upon the " Land and Freshwater Molluscs

of St Kilda" {Ann. Scot. Nat. Hist., January 1906, pp. 21-24),

in which they listed 21 species and various varieties, with

notes upon their range and habitats. In the same number

of the Annals Mr Waterston gave an account of the 21

species he collected the same year at Balelone in North Uist.

In the Scottish Naturalist for 191 5, p. 336, Mr W. Evans

recorded 4 species he had received from the Butt of Lewis.

My own " Census of Scottish Land and Freshwater

Mollusca" {Proc. Roy.PJiys. Soc, Edinburgh, vol. io, 1889-90,

pub. 1 891, pp. 437-503) gives localities for 15 species.

Dr F. Buchanan White's List of Scottish Land and

Freshwater Mollusca (Scot. Nat., vol. 2, 1873) has no

references to the Outer Hebrides.

Species which have been .seen and recorded, but not

"authenticated" and consequently not includable in the

present list, include Avion hortensis and Agriolimax lewis.

I shall be very pleased to see living examples of these, and

of any other species from any part of the archipelago, which

may be addressed to me at 259 Hyde Park Road, Leeds.

Yellow Wagtail in Bute. On 17th May 19 18 I saw a female

Yellow Wagtail {Motacilla rail) in close attendance on a grazing

stirk in a field near the shore at Kilchattan Bay. Apparently
it was on passage, as I failed to see it again. This was the first

time I had observed the Yellow Wagtail actually on the ground
in Bute, but on 17th May 1909 I saw a single bird passing south-

west, and on 19th May 1910 another going south-east, over

Kilchattan Bay, without alighting. (The closeness of the days
of the month in the three years is noteworthy.) As the Yellow

Wagtail is tolerably common in Ayrshire in summer, and, in some

autumns at least, abundant close to the shore from Fairlie south-

wards, it would seem that here is an instance of a narrow arm of

the sea presenting a fairly effectual barrier to a species and that

a highly migratory one. (See the Rev. J. M. M'William's observa-

tions, p. 27 of the current volume.) John Roisertson, Glasgow.
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